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Foreword

The first Report on Research at the Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories covered research during the period January 1961 through June 1962. This, the seventh report in this series, covers the period July 1972 through June 1974. The research laboratory begun as the Cambridge Field Station on September 20, 1945, has grown through almost 30 years, and has made contributions to Air Force operations, to technology, and to scientific knowledge out of all proportion to its size and to the Air Force investment in its programs. The broad span of research covered by this book has a single unifying theme — the Air Force missions of surveillance, detection, communication, and navigation. During the past few years, the Laboratories have responded to the combination of increasing demands and declining resources faced by the entire Air Force by focusing their research programs more and more closely on the operational needs of user commands. Although only a few of the programs involve operational hardware, they are all closely related to present or foreseen problems of the operational Air Force.

BERNARD S. MORGAN, JR.
Colonel, USAF
Commander
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The Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories (AFCRL) has served the United States Air Force for more than 25 years by conducting basic and applied research to meet known and anticipated military needs and requirements. This report describes the programs, activities, and accomplishments of AFCRL for the period July 1, 1972 to June 30, 1974.

The largest research laboratory in the Air Force, AFCRL conducts technical programs covering a broad spectrum of disciplines in the environmental sciences and selected areas of electronics. AFCRL is an in-house laboratory with a professional staff of almost 600 scientists and engineers. Its in-house programs are supported by contractual research in universities and industry.

The research programs of AFCRL are summarized in the mission statement: "Conducts research in those areas of the environmental, physical and engineering sciences offering the greatest potential to the continued superiority of the Air Force's operational capability; conducts specifically assigned exploratory development efforts involving the environmental, physical and engineering sciences; participates in establishing advanced technologies whose exploitation will lead to new Air Force capabilities."

ORGANIZATION AND PEOPLE: AFCRL's former headquarters organization, the Office of Aerospace Research (OAR), was deactivated on July 1, 1970, when AFCRL became a part of the Air Force Systems Command (AFSC). AFCRL became one of 12 laboratories under the Director of Science and Technology, Headquarters Air
Force Systems Command, at Andrews AFB, Maryland.

The merger of AFCRL into the Air Force Systems Command was intended to focus the research and development activities of the Laboratories more directly on evolving Air Force systems, technology, and research requirements. AFCRL's previous efforts were coupled with both immediate and long range Air Force needs, and a firm and extensive data and technology base was developed. The continuing pressure on the Air Force budget resulted in a need to utilize AFCRL’s expertise in solving user-command problems, concentrating on those areas where technology can have the largest and most rapid impact on the operational Air Force.

To achieve and maintain this tight coupling, the AFCRL annual Laboratory Technical Program Reviews were reinstated to give management an overview of Laboratory programs, and two new annual reviews were begun to review the programs on finer scales. Each unit of work which can be described as a separate entity and which justifies an annual report on progress is reported separately as an In-House Work Unit. This system is designed to give management the best and most timely information possible on work unit, project, and program objectives, progress and plans.

Reductions in number of employees were directed by Systems Command Headquarters. The number of officers and airmen authorized was cut from 175 on July 1, 1972, to 156 on June 30, 1973 and to 155 on June 30, 1974. Civilian employment was reduced more sharply, from 981 on July 1, 1972 to 904 on June 30, 1974. Including the loss of 80 positions effective June 30, 1972, this amounts to a cut of more than 14 percent in the last four years.

These reductions in manpower authorizations led to the termination of the Energy Conversion, Plasma Physics, Solar Plasma Dynamics, and Space Forecasting Branches of the Space Physics Laboratory and of the Vertical Sounding Techniques Branch of the Meteorology Laboratory.

In other organizational changes, the Applications Branch of the Technical Plans and Operations Directorate was abolished, and its functions, including the AFCRL Environmental Consultation Service, were consolidated with the Technical Programs Branch. Responsibility for the Space Forecasting Program was also transferred to the Technical Programs Branch to increase management emphasis on this program. Other branches in other Laboratories were assigned revised missions, or had their names changed to emphasize their mission of greatest importance to the Air Force.

The ten Laboratories comprising AFCRL are the Aeronomy Laboratory, Aerospace Instrumentation Laboratory, Ionospheric Physics Laboratory, Meteorology Laboratory, Microwave Physics Laboratory, Optical Physics Laboratory, Sacramento Peak Observatory, Space Physics Laboratory, Solid State Sciences Laboratory, and the Terrestrial Sciences Laboratory. In addition, AFCRL operates a small West Coast Office to focus AFCRL support to the technology requirements and system development efforts of the AFSC Space and Missile Systems Organization (SAMSO) near Los Angeles.

The main AFCRL laboratory complex is located at L. G. Hanscom AFB, Bedford, Mass., approximately 20 miles west of Boston. At Hanscom AFB, AFCRL is a tenant of the Electronic Systems Division of the Air Force Systems Command.
Colonel Bernard S. Morgan, Jr., assumed command of AFCRL in January 1974, succeeding Colonel William K. Moran, Jr. Colonel Morgan came to AFCRL from the position of Chief, Command Control and Reconnaissance Division, Assistant Chief of Staff, Studies and Analysis, Hq USAF. Colonel Donald R. Wippermann, Vice Commander, reported to AFCRL on July 31, 1973.

In June 1974, 183 AFCRL employees held the doctor's degree, 202 held master's degrees, and 211 bachelor's degrees. AFCRL scientists are active in their respective professional societies. One scientist served as Editor of *Applied Optics* during the reporting period, and two other AFCRL scientists served as Associate Editor of the *IEEE Transactions on Antennas and Propagation* and the *Journal of Crystal Growth*. AFCRL scientists also served as editorial advisors and referees for various professional journals, served on professional committees, and chaired professional meetings and symposia. Examples of this type of activity include Chairman of the Wave Propagation Standards Committee on the IEEE, Executive Secretary of the U.S. Committee on Extension of the Standard Atmosphere, and President of the Professional Group on Antennas and Propagation of the IEEE, and the Commander, who served on the editorial boards of the *Journal of Dynamic Systems, Measurement and Control*, and *Computers in Mathematical Sciences with Applications*.

During the two years of this Report, AFCRL sponsored or cosponsored eight scientific conferences. AFCRL scientists and engineers authored 581 articles in scientific and professional journals. Reflecting the squeeze on travel funds, the number of papers presented at technical meetings declined by about 50 to 598, while the number of in-house reports increased by nearly 100 to 325. These publications and presentations are listed at the conclusion of each laboratory chapter.

**ANNUAL BUDGETS:** The annual budgets for the two years covered in this report are shown in the accompanying tables. The indicated totals cover salaries, equipment, travel, supplies, computer rental, service contracts, and those funds going into contract research. The largest expenditure is for salaries which accounted for approximately $21 million of the FY-1974 budget of $56.02 million. The annual budget decreased from $59 million in FY-1972 to $55 million in FY-1973, then increased to $56 million in FY-1974.

Funds received from AFCRL's higher headquarters, the AFSC Director of Science and Technology (DL), and, to a lesser extent, those received from AFSC organizations other than DL, are used to conduct continuing long-range programs.

AFCRL receives much support from other elements of the Air Force. The Electronic Systems Division, the host organization at Hanscom AFB, provides support such as accounting, personnel, procurement, and housekeeping to the laboratory complex. Holloman AFB, New Mexico, provides services to the Sacramento Peak Observatory and the AFCRL Balloon Detachment No. 1. Funds from other agencies are earmarked for specific research projects.

Nearly half of the AFCRL budget during the reporting period was spent for contract

Of the 1059 employees at AFCRL, nearly 600 are scientists or engineers, and 183 hold the Ph.D. degree.
TABLE 1

SOURCES OF FY-1973 FUNDS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Air Force Systems Command - DL</td>
<td>$42,700,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced Research Projects Agency</td>
<td>3,864,720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defense Nuclear Agency</td>
<td>3,795,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Force Systems Command Other than DL</td>
<td>1,988,989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Aeronautics and Space Administration</td>
<td>1,099,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Weather Service</td>
<td>588,109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defense Mapping Agency</td>
<td>350,580</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atomic Energy Commission</td>
<td>232,210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navy</td>
<td>176,640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department of Transportation</td>
<td>133,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defense Communications Agency</td>
<td>50,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Army</td>
<td>45,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Force Technical Applications Center</td>
<td>14,920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td><strong>$54,916,668</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 2

SOURCES OF FY-1974 FUNDS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Air Force Systems Command - DL</td>
<td>$42,268,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defense Nuclear Agency</td>
<td>4,890,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced Research Projects Agency</td>
<td>3,850,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Force Systems Command Other than DL</td>
<td>2,698,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Weather Service</td>
<td>927,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Aeronautics and Space Administration</td>
<td>806,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atomic Energy Commission</td>
<td>259,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Army</td>
<td>92,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defense Mapping Agency</td>
<td>85,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department of Transportation</td>
<td>48,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Force Technical Applications Center</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defense Communications Agency</td>
<td>32,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navy</td>
<td>24,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td><strong>$56,019,000</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

research. Of the $56.02 million FY-1974 budget, $23.98 million was devoted to contract research. As of June 30, 1974, AFCRL had 370 contracts in effect. Of these, 149 were with U. S. industrial concerns, 130 were with U.S. universities, and 28 were with foreign universities and companies. The remainder were with research foundations and other government agencies.

AFCRL contracts almost always call for work in direct support of research carried out within AFCRL. They are monitored by scientists who are themselves active, participating researchers, and who plan the research, organize the program, interpret the results and share the workload of the actual research.

**AFCRL COMPUTATION CENTER:** A 43,000 square foot, two-story structure was occupied in November 1970 by the AFCRL Computation Center. The AFCRL Command Section, the Director of Technical Plans and Operations, and the Director of Research Services were also moved to this building at that time. One CDC 6600 computer system was installed in December 1970 and a second 6600 was installed in July 1972.

The CDC 6600 systems consist of a modular designed multiprocessor operation with extensive input-output devices, peripheral equipment and communications equipment. The systems provide remote batch, interactive graphics and con-
The AFCRL computer center was completed in November 1970. In July 1972, a second CDC-6600 computer was installed, making it one of the most powerful computer facilities in the Air Force.

versational capabilities through a network of approximately 50 remote stations located within the laboratory complex and at off-base locations. The decommutation facility processes data from satellites, rockets, aircraft, balloons and from laboratory data collection systems, using two special purpose Honeywell computer systems.

The Computation Center also provides mathematical analysis and scientific programmer services and operates a large-scale analog/hybrid computation facility in support of simulation studies.

FIELD SITES: In addition to the 90 acres which it occupies at Hanscom AFB, AFCRL operates several off-base sites, locally and at distant locations. The largest local site is the Sagamore Hill Radio Observatory in Hamilton, Massachusetts, which includes two large radio telescopes, one with an 84-foot dish, the other with a 150-foot dish. Other local sites are the Weather Radar Research Facility at Sudbury, Massachusetts, and a 350-acre Antenna Range in Ipswich, Massachusetts. A high precision millimeter wave radio telescope (15 to 100 GHz) is located on Prospect Hill in Waltham, Massachusetts.

AFCRL has large permanent sites in New Mexico and California. Balloon launch facilities are located at Holloman AFB, New Mexico, and at Chico, California. At Sunspot, New Mexico, overlooking Holloman AFB from its 9200-foot elevation, stands the Sacramento Peak Solar Observatory, perhaps the most completely instrumented facility in the world for solar optical astronomy. Its vacuum tower telescope began operating in October 1969.

The most remote permanent facility is the Geopole Observatory at Thule Air Base, Greenland, which began observations in 1958 and has yielded a 14-year continuous record of Arctic magnetic activity, auroral phenomena and ionospheric variations. Another remote station is the Goose Bay Ionospheric Observatory at Goose Bay Air Station, Labrador where studies of a variety of sub-arctic events are made, including polar cap absorption of high frequency waves.

AFCRL field programs utilize a number of military installations including the Fort Churchill, Canada, rocket range; Fort Wainwright nd Eielson AFB, Alaska; Albrook AFB, Canal Zone; Eglin AFB, Florida; Travis AFB, California; Vandenberg AFB, California, and the White Sands Missile Range, New Mexico. In addition to these military sites, AFCRL has used other locations on a temporary basis. Trailers were transported from Hanscom AFB to a 15-acre field site near Donaldson, Minnesota, for studies of small-scale meteorological phenomena. Existing facilities at Roswell, New Mexico, and Sioux Falls, South Dakota, commercial airports, and the Poker Flat, Alaska, range are also used.

RESEARCH VEHICLES: From its permanent balloon launch sites in New Mexico and California, and from temporary sites in several other locations, AFCRL launched
During this reporting period, AFCRL-designed packages were carried aboard the Air Force S72-1 satellite and the NASA Atmosphere Explorer-C satellites.

Five research instrumented aircraft—two NKC-135's and three C-130's—gather data for various projects. The NKC-135's have been part of the AFCRL inventory for more than a decade, and two of the C-130's for almost as long. One NKC-135 and one C-130 are instrumented for measuring the transmission, scattering and reflectance of optical/IR radiation in the atmosphere. The other NKC-135 is used for performing ionospheric and associated observations all over the world, with recent emphasis on the Arctic auroral zone. Two other C-130's are instrumented for meteorological observations.

118 large research balloons during the two-year period. Of these, 73 were launched in FY-1973. In addition, 107 tethered flights were conducted. These balloons carried test and experimental payloads for the Space and Missile Systems Organization (SAMSO), the Defense Nuclear Agency (DNA), National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), the Army, and university scientists with military contracts. AFCRL scientists themselves are, however, the largest users.

Rockets are used to examine almost every aspect of the earth's upper atmosphere and near-space environment—winds, temperatures and densities; the electrical structure of the ionosphere; solar ultraviolet radiation; atmospheric composition; the earth's radiation belts; cosmic ray activity; and airglow and aurora. The rockets most frequently used have been the Nike Iroquois (NIRO), the Nike Tomahawk, the Black Brant, and the Aerobee.

During the past two years, AFCRL launched a total of 93 large research rockets, which were fired from Wallops Island (20), Eglin AFB, Florida (19), Fort Churchill, Canada (16), White Sands Missile Range, New Mexico (15), and Poker Flat, Alaska (18).

The extensive collection of the AFCRL Research Library is an important ingredient of the research environment.
den. The collection of Chinese science journals and monographs is one of the most comprehensive in the U.S. Associated with the foreign periodical collection are translation services. **CLASSIFIED PROGRAM:** A portion of the research program is classified because of its relation to operational systems. Publications or presentations resulting from this classified research have not been included in the listings at the end of each chapter.
Rocket payload experiment package showing X-ray and UV sensors.
Aeronomy is the study of the physical and chemical properties of the earth’s upper atmosphere. It deals principally with the atoms, molecules, ions and photons present in the atmosphere and how they interact with one another. The lowest region of the atmosphere, the troposphere, which extends from the ground to about 10 to 16 km, is investigated primarily by the Meteorology Laboratory. The Aeronomy Laboratory’s principal investigations are in the regions above this—namely, the stratosphere, mesosphere and thermosphere.

A major area of activity of the Laboratory is the study of the stratospheric environment. The National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 requires the Air Force to provide environmental impact statements for its operations such as flying the B-1 and F-15 aircraft. Questions which must be answered include: What will aircraft emissions do to the ozone content of the stratosphere? how will this affect the amount of ultraviolet radiation reaching the earth? what will this do to the incidence of skin cancer? how will agriculture and marine life be affected? will the temperature of the earth change? and if so, how much? (A temperature change of even one degree can have tremendous effects on the earth’s climate.)

Recently, the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency has raised the possibility that a nuclear war, involving many explosions, could destroy the ozone layer in the stratosphere, thereby permitting the lethal solar ultraviolet radiation to reach the ground. The Laboratory is investigating this problem so that the Department of De-
fense will have quantitative answers as to the magnitude of this problem.

Another major area of activity is the study of ultraviolet radiations. The Laboratory is engaged in a joint program with the Space and Missile Systems Organization (SAMSO) on investigating these radiations for missile surveillance purposes. The atmospheric background radiations in the ultraviolet region of the spectrum are being investigated, as they pose a limit on surveillance capabilities. The ultraviolet radiations from the sun are being studied because they are a major source of energy for the earth's upper atmosphere.

Another major area is the development of models of the properties of the earth's atmosphere for use in systems design and in systems operations. For example, the Laboratory has had a major role in the development of the U.S. Standard Atmosphere, 1975, a cooperative effort involving the Air Force, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. In systems operations, the Laboratory is working on atmospheric density models for the Aerospace Defense Command to be used in its tracking operations of all space objects, both friendly and unfriendly.

Another major area is the study of disturbed atmospheres. Systems operating in or through the earth's upper atmosphere may be affected by both natural disturbances such as polar cap absorption events, auroral events, sudden ionospheric disturbances, etc., and by atmospheric nuclear detonations. The Laboratory is measuring atmospheric properties and developing models which are used as inputs to computer codes such as OPTIR, RANC IV and ROSCOE which are used in the determination of nuclear weapons effects.

The Laboratory is also involved in climatology studies for systems design. For example, the Laboratory recently completed Military Standard 210B which describes climatic extremes for military equipment and is used by all three services.

**ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION**

The Atmospheric Composition Branch has conducted a number of programs aimed at measuring and predicting the positive ion, negative ion and neutral composition of the upper atmosphere for various Air Force and Department of Defense systems.

**ROCKET MEASUREMENTS:** Several rocket programs were conducted in a continuing intensive effort to elucidate disturbed ionospheric processes for Air Force communications and detection systems. A coordinated auroral studies program designated ICECAP '73 was carried out from Poker Flat, Alaska, in March 1973 by AFCRL and the Defense Nuclear Agency. A dual-mode quadrupole mass spectrometer that was programmed to measure the positive ion and neutral composition on alternate mass scans was launched into a strong auroral arc on the night of March 26, and measurements were obtained between 82 and 182 km. The ion concentrations between 101 and 129 km exceeded $10^5$ per cubic centimeter and the $NO^+ / O_2$ ratio was about 2.3. Using the ion composition measurements, it was possible to deduce a maximum neutral nitric oxide concentration of $3 \times 10^9$ per cubic centimeter in

---

An example of a negative ion mass spectrum taken in a rocket flight showing the presence of very heavy negative ions in the $D$ region. The mass numbers are in atomic mass units.
the vicinity of 100 km. Concentration profiles of N, O, O and Ar were obtained between 110 and 182 km and these exhibited a superimposed wave-like structure above 130 km for which no direct experimental cause is apparent. If real, these oscillations may reflect the effects of auroral heating but this requires further study.

A program was conducted at Fort Churchill, Canada, to study lower ionospheric processes during daytime auroral zone absorption (AZA) events. A recurrent magnetic storm caused several AZA's during the week of June 11, 1973. This storm was predicted to re-occur from measurements by Pioneer 9, traveling eight days ahead of the earth, which showed moderate increases in the solar wind. Two Ute Tomahawk rockets were launched on two successive days. The first rocket, containing a cryopumped positive ion mass spectrometer, plasma frequency probe and electron energy deposition scintillator was launched on June 12, 1973 during a 2.5 dB absorption event. The Churchill ionosonde indicated complete absorption during the flight. Composition measurements were obtained between 73 and 132 km. Water cluster ions were predominant below 83 km. Ion concentrations were similar to concentrations measured during a polar cap absorption (PCA) event. Ionized molecular oxygen was the major ion between about 83 and 93 km, giving way to NO⁺ at higher altitudes. The NO⁺/O⁺ ratio attained an unusually high value of about 8 near 106 km and diminished to a relatively steady value of 2.7 ± 0.3 above 120 km. This indicates an enhanced neutral nitric oxide concentration near 106 km. Meteoric ions were measured in the typical broad layer near 92 km and in submerged thin layers at higher altitudes. The scintillator showed an electron energy deposition of 3 ergs per square cm per second for electrons with greater than 7 keV energy. They enhanced the ionization considerably between about 80 and 100 km which, in turn, was responsible for the complete HF absorption.

The E-region composition during the daytime 2.5 dB auroral absorption event. The ionization between 80 and 105 km is considerably enhanced above normal by the influx of energetic electrons.

The second rocket, instrumented with a cryopumped negative ion mass spectrometer, plasma frequency probe and electron energy deposition scintillator, was launched on June 13, 1973 during a 2 dB absorption event. The ionosonde indicated nearly complete absorption during the flight. The electron concentration was enhanced between about 80 and 105 km, showing a maximum of 2.2 x 10⁶ per cubic cm from 94 to 98 km. Composition measurements were obtained between 68 and 132 km. Atomic oxygen and molecular oxygen, each with one excess electron, were the predominant E-region ions, and these, along with the heavy cluster ions, diminished sharply above 92 km. The negative ion cluster layer centered near 88 km was again measured and contained ions as heavy as 197 ± 3 amu. Ionized molecular oxygen may have been produced in the sampling process by the reaction O₂ + e → O⁺ + O. Negatively charged molecular oxygen is believed to be an ambient ion, but its relatively large abundance is inexplicable if the rate constant for the associative detachment reaction with atomic oxygen is correct. Above 100 km the major ions were
NO$_2$ and Cl$^-$; both of these species may have resulted from contaminants.

Another rocket program was conducted at Fort Churchill, Canada, in March and April 1974 to obtain quiescent polar lower ionosphere data for ionospheric modeling purposes and to study auroral processes. A rocket carrying a cryopumped positive ion mass spectrometer and Langmuir probes obtained nighttime undisturbed measurements between 75 and 180 km. The ionization of polar nighttime lower ionosphere was enhanced compared to the mid-latitude nighttime ionosphere indicating that a drizzle of energetic ionizing particles is present at polar latitudes during seemingly quiescent periods. A second rocket, containing a negative ion mass spectrometer, was launched during daytime quieter conditions. Surprisingly large amounts of O$^-$ and O$_2^-$ ions were measured between 72 and 100 km. This finding is contrary to present theories and points out that negative ion processes are still not well understood. This is presently hampering the development of communications computer codes.

Two Ute Tomahawk rockets were launched into Class II and Class III auroral events, respectively. The payloads contained a dual-mode positive ion/neutral mass spectrometer, plasma frequency probe and electron energy deposition scintillator. Measurements were obtained between 95 and 170 km. These data are presently being analyzed; their excellent quality promises an elucidation of the ionospheric E- and lower F-region processes during moderate and strong auroral events.

Rocket experiments were also conducted to study the neutral composition of the mesosphere and lower thermosphere. The Neutral Atmospheric Composition Spectrometer (NACS) was designed to measure the major and minor neutral atmospheric constituents between 60 and 140 km. Two high latitude experiments were flown on December 7 and 10, 1972 from Fort Churchill, Canada, during nights of auroral disturbance and quiet atmospheric conditions, respectively. Several general conclusions can be drawn from these and earlier results. First, the character of the turbopause region between 90 and 120 km changes considerably with time. Up to the turbopause, all of the major constituents, N$_2$, O$_2$, Ar, and CO$_2$ are measured in their ground level mixing ratio. Above the turbopause these constituents generally follow the expected diffusion profiles. However, the species profiles are changed because the turbopause changes in altitude and frequently consists of a region of alternating laminar and turbulent layers. It is certainly more accurate to characterize the turbopause as a region rather than a level or a boundary. Second, the atomic oxygen profile varies substantially from one time to another. This profile is even more strongly dependent on the distribution and intensity of turbulent layers in the region between 90 and 120 km. A third important point which has been demonstrated by the ALADDIN experiments is that when the relevant structural and dynamical parameters are meas-

Diagram: Diurnal Variation in Molecular Temperature at Natal, Brazil, on September 26 and 27, 1973.
ured, a suitable mathematical model calculation based on chemical and transport processes can be developed which is in good agreement with mid-latitude measurements.

**SATELLITE MEASUREMENTS:** The small research satellite program was begun in 1972 to provide a relatively inexpensive way of studying atmospheric, ionospheric and magnetospheric phenomena. The intent was to further the investigations begun with the OV3-6 (ATCOS II), OV1-15 (SPADES), and OV1-16 (Cannon Ball) satellites. The program expense was reduced by making use of excess payload capability of various launches. AFCRL scientists are supplying most of the experiments that instrument the satellites.

The satellites will be launched during the later part of 1974. The orbit will be highly elliptical to have sufficient orbital energy for a low perigee, near 150 km. The satellites will study the properties of the atmosphere and ionosphere between 150 and 500 km. The experiment complement includes two types of mass spectrometers to measure atmospheric and ionospheric composition and species densities. One satellite will be launched during 1975 to further study these parameters with additional ionospheric and magnetospheric measurements. The satellites include magnetic torquing systems to properly orient them for data collection.

The unique Velocity Mass Spectrometer (VMS) which was first developed several years ago at AFCRL has been further improved and included on two satellites. The new version combines the concept of the velocity mass spectrometer with the RF quadrupole instrument. The advantage of the VMS is that it can distinguish between the atmospheric species and those that come from spacecraft outgassing and surface effects in the measuring instrument. The first flight of this combined VMS/RF quadrupole mass spectrometer will be in late 1974.

**IONOSPHERIC MODELS:** Two unique models were developed for disturbed ionospheric conditions. A nighttime PCA D-region model was formulated which agrees well with the ion composition, charged particle densities and proton flux measured during a PCA event. The PCA model can be easily adapted to calculate the D-region ionization following atmospheric nuclear explosions, but only for nighttime periods. It was further possible to derive mesospheric distributions of H₂O, O, NO₂ and NO. Except for the latter, no reliable measurements of these critical species exist.

Another model was developed for a steady Class II aurora and shown to be in good agreement with the ion composition measurements. It was possible to deduce the nitric oxide concentration in the E region, the maximum being $4 \times 10^8$ molecules per cubic centimeter near 110 km. Considerable controversy prevails over the amount of the enhancement of nitric oxide.
(a strong IR emitter) and the processes which produce the increased concentrations. These models serve as critical inputs for both communications and optical computer codes for Department of Defense systems.

**CLUSTER STUDIES:** AFCRL rocket-borne mass spectrometer measurements indicate that the ionospheric D region is predominantly composed of positive and negative cluster ions, especially water cluster ions. The propagation of electromagnetic energy, particularly in the VLF and HF spectrums important to Air Force communications, depends critically on the mass of these ions and their photochemistry. Additionally, clustering reactions may serve as sinks for jet engine and missile exhaust pollutants in the stratosphere by agglomeration of the pollutants into particulates which then fall to the troposphere where they are washed out by rain. Studies of pollutant clustering processes were conducted to determine the stratospheric effects caused by the Air Force B-1 and F-15 aircraft and also by a fleet of SST aircraft in an effort sponsored under the Department of Transportation’s Climatic Impact Assessment Program (CIAP).

Heteromolecular clusters observed in a fully expanded jet composed of 10 percent water, 2.3 percent carbon dioxide, and 0.25 percent sulfur dioxide in nitrogen. The $SO_2 + (H_2O)_n$ and $[CO_2(H_2O)]_n$ series are connected by curves.

During the past two years, the molecular beam/free-jet apparatus used to generate and study clustering processes has been made fully operational. This equipment includes a phase-sensitive pulse counting method that allows near-simultaneous monitoring of mass peaks of interest by fast mass scanning while retaining the advantages of phase-sensitive detection. An experimental and theoretical study of dimer formation in supersonic water vapor molecular beams was completed. Heteromolecular or mixed clusters of engine exhaust pollutants of $H_2O$, $SO_2$, $CO_2$, $CO$ and $NO$ were produced and observed for the first time. A theoretical method was developed for the calculation of equilibrium concentrations of polar-polar, nonpolar-polar and ion dimers.

**STRATOSPHERIC ENVIRONMENT**

Planning and documentation have been completed for a new Stratospheric Environment Project with an official start date.
of July 1, 1974. The goal of this effort is to provide the necessary stratospheric data and models from which environmental impact statements may be written for aircraft such as the B-1 and F-15. This effort will also make it possible for the Air Force to present its inputs when standards for stratospheric pollution are being established.

The composition of stratospheric gases, especially the minor species, will be measured using cryogenic whole air samplers installed on balloons and aircraft. Quantitative analysis of the retrieved samples will be performed in the Laboratory. Measurements will be made of the ambient composition in the region behind a stratospheric aircraft. Stratospheric sampling programs will be conducted on balloon and aircraft platforms and a mass spectrometer will be developed for the measurement of positive and negative ions in the stratosphere. In addition, an infrared interferometer will be adapted for coordinated flight measurements.

The chemical composition of stratospheric aerosols and the dependence of composition on particle size, altitude, spatial location and season will be investigated. Of particular importance are the processes by which aerosols are formed, and a particular area of interest will be the aerosol composition in the region behind a stratospheric aircraft. Balloon flights will be made for the accurate determination of aerosol composition in the stratosphere.

Stratospheric winds, temperature and turbulence will be measured and models will be developed to predict the dispersion, spreading and lifetime of aircraft and missile exhaust products in the stratosphere. The principal techniques are: adding appropriate chemicals to an aircraft exhaust to make it visible and then photographing it from the ground, the emission from a small sounding rocket of a smoke trail which also is photographed from the ground, and balloon measurements of temperature and microscale dynamics.

The intensity of solar ultraviolet radiation between 1800 and 3500 angstroms as a function of altitude in the stratosphere will be measured by means of a spectrometer mounted on a biaxial solar pointing control and carried aloft by a balloon. From these measurements, photon absorption rates and the vertical distribution of ozone will be determined.

Laboratory chemistry experiments will be performed to measure the reactions and properties of species important in the stratosphere, both as normal constituents and as pollutants from aircraft operations. Measurements include photoabsorption cross sections, neutral and ion chemical reaction rates, and clustering and nucleation rates.

Theoretical determinations will be made of the species and thermal distributions of the normal stratosphere and of the effect on these distributions caused by aircraft traversing this region. One-dimensional, time-dependent dynamical model atmosphere calculations will begin using the coupled set of equations of motion and continuity. A one-dimensional calculation will be made to determine the effects on the stratosphere of the nitrogen oxide emission from stratospheric aircraft. The energy equation with heat sources, sinks and transfer coefficients will be added to the models.

By means of global modeling, the long-term and short-term climatic effects of stratospheric perturbations will be determined. A limited test model will be developed which will incorporate sufficient physics to test a range of photochemical rate parameters and turbulent diffusion coefficients. The test model will be multi-level and time dependent but it will be zonally averaged. Work will begin on constructing a three-dimensional, time-dependent dynamical model of the global atmospheric circulation which will include all of the important stratospheric constituents and processes.
ALADDIN '74 ROCKET PROGRAM

The ALADDIN '74 (Atmospheric Layering and Density Distributions of Ions and Neutrals) program was launched during a 24-hour period on June 29 and 30, 1974. The objective of the program was to study in detail the structure and dynamics in the upper atmosphere between 70 and 160 km. Selected parameters necessary for studying the physical and chemical processes in this region of the atmosphere and ionosphere were measured through the 24-hour period. The measurements included density, temperature and composition of the neutral and ionized atmosphere together with wind, shear, and turbulence measurements to allow improvements of atmospheric models. A second objective was to measure and compare atomic oxygen profiles from several different experimental techniques. The program consisted of 54 rocket payloads launched from Wallops Island, Virginia, together with measurements from several ground-based instruments and the measurements of the Atmosphere Explorer-C satellite. The program was a cooperative effort of many scientists from the United States, Germany, England, and Canada. The program was sponsored by AFCRL and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), and was coordinated by AFCRL.

The rocket measurements made during the program included: chemical release measurements of wind, shear, turbulence, diffusion coefficients, density and temperature (AFCRL; Georgia Technological Institute; NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California; Geophysics Corporation of America; University College London); accelerometer instrumented and non-instrumented falling sphere measurements of atmospheric density and temperature (AFCRL; White Sands Missile Range, New Mexico); pitot probe measurement of atmospheric density and temperature (University of Michigan/NASA); mass spectrometer measurements of atmospheric composition (University of Bonn, West Germany; University of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; NASA); ultraviolet spectrometer measurements of solar radiations and atmospheric profiles of N₂, O₂ and O by absorption technique (AFCRL); nitric oxide chemiluminescent release to determine atomic oxygen profile (AFCRL); photometer measurements of species profiles from airglow emissions and solar attenuation (AFCRL; White Sands Missile Range, New Mexico; University of Colorado; University of Saskatchewan, Canada); probe and radio propagation measurements of electron and ion density and electron temperature (University of Illinois; University of Bonn, West Germany; Pennsylvania State University); electric field measurements (University College London; NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland); ground-based ionospheric sounders (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), Lowell Technological Institute Research Foundation, Mass.; AFCRL); Millstone Radar ionospheric measurements (Massachusetts Institute of Technology); and ground-based optical measure-

![Comparison of the ALADDIN I theoretical time-dependent model atmospheres incorporating measured turbulent diffusion coefficients with the simultaneously determined neutral species distributions. The continuous and dashed curves are the theoretical results at a solar zenith angle of 98 degrees utilizing the measured turbulent diffusion coefficients (K) and an arbitrary diffusion profile three times as large (3K).](image-url)
ROCKET DENSITY MEASUREMENTS: New rocket-borne falling sphere measurements of neutral atmospheric density and temperature have been obtained during several coordinated field programs conducted by AFCRL, the Defense Nuclear Agency (DNA), and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). Four sets of data were obtained at Churchill Research Range, Canada, in December 1971 and December 1972. Results acquired in December 1971 from two daytime measurements made four hours apart under quiescent conditions revealed no significant short-term structure variations in the altitude range 30 to 105 km. In fact, the data suggested that there may be some correlation between low geomagnetic activity (e.g., \( K_p = 2 \)) and the cold model from the U.S. Standard Atmosphere Supplements, 1966. Analysis of results obtained from two measurements made in December 1973 led to the conclusion that structure variations in the atmosphere may be induced by relatively intense geomagnetic disturbances.

Molecular oxygen densities deduced from 1450 angstrom absorption measurements and mean model values.

Neutral atmospheric density and temperature have been obtained from falling spheres launched by rocket, accelerometers aboard satellites, and ionization gauges on satellites. A parallel Laboratory effort in theoretical density studies, atmospheric modeling, and measurements of ion-neutral reaction rates has improved understanding of the chemical processes in the upper atmosphere, and enabled us to assist in preparing environmental impact statements for the B-1 bomber, which will spend part of the time flying in the stratosphere.
particle precipitation or lower atmosphere dynamics.

Falling sphere data obtained during the Winter Anomaly field program at Wallops Island, Virginia, in January 1972, ALADDIN II at Eglin AFB, Florida, in April 1972, and ALADDIN '74 at Wallops Island in June 1974 provided valuable comparisons and correlations between different rocket-borne techniques and ground-based measurements. For example, a temperature profile obtained at Wallops Island on January 31, 1972 exhibited considerable enhancement at approximately 70 km. The measurement corresponded to a time (1745 GMT) when low frequency radio absorption had shown a rapid increase from about 3 dB to 25 dB and then a decrease to the original value. The falling sphere temperature data are supported by one other near-simultaneous measurement (WSMR instrument). The temperature enhancement may be related to a winter anomaly.

Two falling sphere rockets were launched at Natal, Brazil, on September 26 and 27, 1973 to determine the diurnal variation of neutral density and temperature at equatorial latitudes (5 degrees, 52 minutes south latitude). Below 60 km, the temperature-height profiles are characterized by wave structures which show phase differences that vary up to 180 degrees. Preliminary analysis of the data in this region indicate that mean nighttime temperatures are about 4°K warmer than corresponding daytime values. Above 60 km the differences become significantly larger and at 100 km the nighttime value is cooler by more than 50°K.

Several rocket payloads have been flown which have provided data on mesospheric ozone, and mesospheric and lower thermospheric molecular oxygen.

Densities obtained from Lyman-alpha ion chambers during spring and fall show wave motion. The relative accuracy of the data is typically 4 to 8 percent, as determined from independent sensors in the same payload. The absolute accuracy below about 95 km is questionable due to the uncertainties in the temperature dependence of the molecular oxygen cross sections at Lyman-alpha. The lower densities in spring near 90 km are opposite to the Groves seasonal model and may be an interdiurnal fluctuation.

Molecular oxygen density profiles were obtained from 1450 angstrom ion chambers with an absolute error estimated to be less than 12 percent over the entire altitude range. The density scale heights, and hence the temperatures are less than the CIRA 72 and proposed U. S. Standard Atmosphere, 1974 above about 160 km, but the densities agree well with these two models from 140 to 160 km. The exospheric temperature of 960°K calculated from the Jacchia 1971 model for the time of measurement is close to the 1000°K value assumed by these models.

A rocket payload for the measurement of atmospheric density utilizing an electron beam has been successfully designed, built, calibrated, and flown. Atmospheric density was determined from measurements of the X-ray continuum Bremsstrahlung, created by the interaction of the electron beam with the gas surrounding the payload. The atmospheric content of molecular nitrogen was also determined from measurements of the luminescence at 9914 angstroms produced by the electron beam. Measurements were made from 120 km to 168 km during the rocket ascent, and from 168 km to 80 km during the rocket descent. By using two electron beams the density and nitrogen content were measured at two different distances from the rocket payload. A comparison was made of the effect on electron beam density measurements of using collimated and uncollimated electron beams.

Of particular importance to the success of the measurements was the testing and improvement of the techniques of magnetically shielding X-ray detectors from energetic beam electrons, and the utiliza-
electrojet currents. These results indicate that joule heating of the thermosphere occurs in agreement with Cole's theory.

Data from the MESA triaxial accelerometer system on the Cannon Ball II satellite have been reduced. Eighty orbits of data were obtained to as low as 132 km during August 6-14, 1971 before the spacecraft tape recorder failed. The measured density values were acquired mainly under moderately quiet geomagnetic conditions and at low and middle Northern Hemisphere latitudes. Results were found to be generally within 10 percent of the Jacchia 1971 models. The observed scale heights were about 10 percent larger than the models predicted. The average density at perigee was 7 percent less than the model value.

A major effort has been the development of three improved MESA triaxial accelerometer systems for flight on the three NASA Atmosphere Explorer satellites. These satellites, with nominal one-year lifetimes, have the capability to fly despun or with a selected spin rate. They will have low perigee elliptical orbits. Perigee and apogee can be adjusted by an on-board propulsion system. A different inclination for each satellite is planned, ranging from near equatorial to polar. These three satellites comprise an integrated effort with the objective of significantly improving our understanding of lower thermospheric variations. The first launch (AE-C) was on December 16, 1973. Inclination of the satellite is 68.1 degrees. Perigee heights as low as 130 km have been reached. The triaxial accelerometer system is working perfectly. Data are being acquired typically on six to ten orbits per day. High accuracy density profiles are being derived ten days after acquisition on a routine basis using a local terminal tied to the NASA central computer. An extensive data base, required for development of accurate models, is being collected. Analysis of these results is in the early stages. Instrumentation for the two following launches is fabricated and tested. AE-D will be launched into a near-polar

Density measurements from the MESA accelerometer on Atmosphere Explorer-C, orbit 1437, April 24, 1974.
orbit in March 1975 and AE-E will be launched into a near-equatorial orbit in June 1975.

Two types of accelerometers will be flown on an Air Force satellite scheduled for launch in late 1974 into a low perigee, high inclination orbit. In addition to a single axis MESA instrument, a triaxial piezoelectric accelerometer will be flight tested. This instrument, while inherently less accurate than the MESA, has the advantage of low cost, weight and power requirement. By flight calibration with the MESA its usefulness for future flights can be evaluated. A triaxial piezoelectric accelerometer will also be flown on a satellite scheduled for launch in late 1975.

Data obtained from ionization gauge measurements on board the OV3-6 satellite have been further analyzed and results are being compiled for publication. The report will examine, in more detail, the latitudinal structure of atmospheric density at middle latitudes. In general, the results are in agreement with model predictions (Jacchia 71) and measurements obtained by means of orbital analysis, particularly during periods of high solar activity. Where differences do occur, they are most pronounced during the equinoctial period and in the early morning hours, suggesting that the diurnal bulge may not simply migrate in unison with the sub-solar point. Some indication of geomagnetic coupling of the neutral atmosphere is indicated by a data correlation with the Dst index.

LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS OF ION-NEUTRAL REACTION RATES: Reactions of ions with neutral species are important processes in gases exposed to ionizing radiation. In the ionosphere, such reactions affect the rates of decay of electron density following sunset or following a nuclear detonation. These atmospheric perturbations influence the propagation of radio and radar signals, leading in some cases to the occurrence of blackout and to errors from refraction and scintillation. In order to predict the magnitude and persistence of these effects upon communications and radar systems, large computer codes have been developed. These codes require as input parameters such data as the rate constants for the reactions of important ions with the atmospheric neutral species. Double mass spectrometer systems have been developed in the Aeronomy Laboratory to study these reactions.

Clustered ions, such as H⁺ (H₂O)₂, H⁺ (H₂O)₃, are important species in the lower ionosphere, and their reactions are of interest. Under normal conditions, these species are stable. Under the perturbed conditions resulting from a nuclear detonation, the temperature is greatly increased, and collision-induced dissociation reactions may occur. Using a double mass spectrometer system, cross sections and translational energy thresholds were measured for the dissociation of H⁺ (H₂O)₂, H⁺ (H₂O)₃, and CO₅⁻ in collisions with N₂ and O₂. The existence of long lived excited states of each of these ions was also observed. Ion kinetic energies ranged from about 0.5 eV to 30 eV in these experiments.

Sulfur is a minor atmospheric species but is of potential interest because of its relatively large electron affinity in comparison with major atmospheric components. Cross sections were measured for several
reactions of $S$ with $N_2$, $O_2$, $N_2O$, and $CO_2$. Information on bond dissociation energies and electron affinities was obtained from the translational energy thresholds of the cross sections. In all of the reactions of $S$ observed in this work, the cross sections were small at low energies, and it was concluded that the principal sink for $S$ ions in the atmosphere is the associative detachment reaction with oxygen, i.e. $S^- + O_2 \rightarrow SO_2 + e$.

The double mass spectrometer system can also be operated as a device for determining the kinetic energies of ionic species from measurements of their times-of-flight over a known distance. Such studies on the important charge transfer reaction, $N_2^+ + O_2 \rightarrow O_2^+$ showed that, over the range of kinetic energies from 2.5 to 30 eV, the kinetic energy of the $O_2^+$ produced in the reaction is thermal. This result indicates that no transfer of energy occurred between internal and translational modes and therefore that the reaction is virtually resonant. The energy levels of the $N_2^+ + O_2$ system are such that, for resonant charge transfer to occur between reactants in their ground states, the products can only be formed in their ground electronic states. In fact, the reaction is exactly resonant for the $v = 13$ vibrational level of the ground electron state of $N_2$, and much of the $N_2$ produced in this reaction is probably in that level.

Such studies as this indicate possible sources of reactive species and of optical radiation in the perturbed atmosphere.

**ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT FOR THE B-1 BOMBER:**

The Air Force is required by law to prepare an Environmental Impact Statement for those of its systems and operations which may have an effect on the environment. The Aeronautical Systems Division (ASD) has the responsibility for preparing the Environmental Impact Statement for the B-1 bomber. ASD came to AFCRL for assistance in assessing the effects of engine exhaust products upon ozone and transmitted ultraviolet, upon visible and infrared absorption, and upon local and global changes in climate. This study involved a coordinated effort by the Aeronomy, Optical Physics, and Meteorology Laboratories.

Although water and carbon dioxide are the major components of jet engine exhaust, the principal effects upon atmospheric ozone and transmitted ultraviolet radiation are caused, not by these major products, but by nitric oxide produced when air is heated in the combustion process. The nitric oxide is a catalyst in a series of reactions which destroy ozone. It is planned that the proposed B-1 fleet of 241 aircraft will spend a total of 650 hours per year in the stratosphere, injecting about 500 tons of nitric oxide during that time.

From knowledge of the rates of the ozone destruction reactions and by comparison with the effects of normal ambient atmospheric nitric oxide upon ozone, it is possible to calculate the effects of this injected nitric oxide. On the assumption of uniform mixing, these calculations show that the ozone column density would be reduced by less than 0.002 percent. This would lead to an increase of about 0.01 percent in the ground level intensity of that component of

---

Mid-latitude optical observations of nitric oxide by Barth, Meira and Tisone and a model (Keneshea et al) are compared to auroral estimates from ion-composition analysis by Swider and Nascisi (1970-Class I aurora, 1974a-Class II aurora).
ultraviolet radiation which is responsible for sunburn and ultimately for skin cancers.

The amounts of water, carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, and particulates emitted by the planned B-1 fleet are three to five orders of magnitude less than the amounts of these substances naturally occurring in the stratosphere. Absorption of solar infrared and visible radiation by these injected species is therefore a similarly small fraction of that from the naturally occurring abundances. Comparison of the absorption effects of other exhaust products, such as sulfur dioxide, nitric oxide, and hydrocarbons, with the natural absorption of the 6.3 micrometer band of water shows that the emitted species have absorptions at least seven orders of magnitude smaller. The contribution of the projected B-1 fleet to absorption and scattering of visible and infrared radiation is therefore expected to add less than one half of 1 percent to the natural levels.

There is presently no completely reliable means of determining the impact of jet engine exhaust products upon local and global weather. However, some mathematical models have been developed which incorporate the kinds of changes in heat balance and temperature distribution that the operation of a B-1 fleet might produce. However, the net sources and sinks of energy used in computer experiments with these models have been substantially greater than those likely to result from the B-1 fleet. These experiments showed that the differences between control and perturbed conditions are at first local but that appreciable differences are observed world-wide after about one month. These differences in detail only, e.g. the timing or phase of a major cyclone development, and the means, variances, and spectral distributions of the principal meteorological elements (pressure, temperature, wind) remain virtually unchanged. The conclusion of these studies is that there is little likelihood of any long-term global effect of B-1 operations upon the climate, although there might be some small and transient local effects.

**CHEMISTRY OF THE UPPER ATMOSPHERE:**
Analysis of auroral ion composition results have yielded estimates of nitric oxide concentrations for the E-layer which are higher than mid-latitude values. Computational studies indicate that these higher levels of nitric oxide are apparently present before the start of an aurora because only the larger auroras, Class III or better, can apparently perturb this initial nitric oxide distribution. A previous theoretical study of the normal mid-latitude E region is in harmony with mid-latitude nitric oxide observations. Nitric oxide is an important ionizable gas at twilight and at night for the E region. Furthermore this gas is involved in the reaction \( O_2^+ + NO \rightarrow NO^+ + O_2 \) which may leave \( O_2 \) in the singlet delta state and be an important 1.27 micrometer radiation source in the auroral region.

Studies of the solar proton event of November 2-5, 1969 have led to a more precise definition of the daytime electron loss factor as a function of altitude. Ozone observations during this event have been interpreted as indicating that excess OH plus H generated in ion-chemical processes during the enhanced levels of the SPE result in a lowering of \( O_3 \) and \( O \) densities in the lower mesosphere.

Laboratory work concerning ion-molecule reactions of interest with regard to atmospheric nuclear bursts has been continued. The cross section for the process \( O^+ + CO \rightarrow CO^+ + O \) has been measured. The dissociation energy \( (8.78 \pm 0.13 \text{ eV}) \) and ionization potential \( (> 6 \text{ eV}) \) of thorium monoxide as well as the ionization potential of thorium dioxide, \( 8 \pm 1 \text{ eV} \) have been determined.

**THEORETICAL DENSITY STUDIES:** Derivation of density values from radar observations of the orbital motions of satellites has continued. Cannon Ball II, Musket Ball
ALADDIN programs gave excellent agreement with the measured species \([O_2], [Ar], [Na], [O_2 (\Delta g)]\) and fair agreements with \([O]\). These excellent comparisons show conclusively that vertical motions in the mid-latitude mesosphere and lower thermosphere are the dominant mechanism controlling the vertical distribution of major and minor atmospheric species.

These same theoretical calculations incorporating the measured turbulent diffusion coefficients of ALADDIN I were utilized in developing the portion of the proposed U.S. Standard Atmosphere, 1974 for altitudes between 80 and 250 km.

**CHEMICAL RELEASE STUDIES**

From June 1972 to June 1974 three major field experiments were carried out to determine the dynamics of natural and man-made disturbances in the upper atmosphere and their effects on atmospheric characteristics and Air Force systems. Dynamic natural disturbances (solar flares, magnetic storms, etc.) or nuclear events degrade or black out Air Force missile detection, tracking and communications systems.

The first was HAVE GENIE II (Geophysical Experiments for Neutral Species in the Ionospheric E-Region) conducted at Eglin AFB, Florida, in October 1972. The program objectives were the development of tracers and techniques to define atmospheric motions and turbulence and to study the oxidation-reduction mechanisms and radiation characteristics of metallic vapors for defense applications.

The second was HAVE MERLIN II (Multiple Exploratory Releases for Layering of Ions and Neutrals) in October 1973 at Eglin AFB, Florida. This exploratory program continued the objectives of the October 1972 program and combined measurements by chemical releases with instrumented probe measurements for composition and density.
The third program was HAVE ALADDIN '74 (Atmospheric Layering and Density Distributions of Ions and Neutrals). The ALADDIN '74 program was planned to measure the transport properties, structure, composition and optical emission of the upper atmosphere. This program was conducted on June 29 and 30, 1974 at Wallops Island, Virginia, where 54 sounding rockets were launched during a 24-hour period in the largest coordinated scientific rocket program to date. ALADDIN '74 combined Air Force, NASA, and Army rockets into a single program with measurements timed to coincide with nearby passes of the Atmosphere Explorer-C aeronomy satellite. The results, when used as inputs for theoretical calculations, will provide the most complete understanding ever achieved of the upper atmosphere.

**ATOMIC OXYGEN PROFILES:** Nitric oxide (NO) releases were conducted as part of the GENIE, MERLIN and ALADDIN programs. The released NO reacts with ambient atomic oxygen and produces a headglow. The brightness of the headglow, as measured with on-board photometers, is directly related to the atomic oxygen density. This technique for measurement of atomic oxygen profiles has been qualified for both night and daytime measurements. MERLIN data show a peak in atomic oxygen density at 97 km, a trough at 105 km, and another peak at 110 km. Similar double peaks have been observed on other occasions and indicate a discontinuity in the turbulent structure of the upper atmosphere. Thus, the atomic oxygen and the related ionic species densities cannot be represented by a simple, smooth profile. Such unusual profiles will affect the RF propagation characteristics of the lower ionosphere, the optical emission intensity of the natural airglow, and artificial glows associated with missile exhaust gases.

**DAYTIME WINDS AND RF CLOUDS:** Development of instrumentation to provide a real-time day-and-night capability to track vapor clouds in the upper atmosphere was completed and validated during the ALADDIN series by measuring winds during the day. This exercise provided the first measurement of upper atmospheric winds during a 24-hour period. This series and further measurements can provide a better understanding of the diurnal effects involved in the dynamic interactions of upper atmosphere processes and motions. This technique provides the capability for determining E-region winds in real time for the placement of ion clouds at an optimum altitude in the weapons reentry region for use as radar targets and as radio wave reflectors for emergency communications links. Another application is the capability to provide optical calibration (position and structure) of artificial ion clouds released during daytime to determine radar system susceptibility in perturbed environments.

**MESOSPHERE WINDS:** A chemical smoke tracer was developed and flight tested during GENIE. This tracer provides the only current valid technique for defining D-region winds and turbulence. These parameters are important to an understanding of the water vapor profile and its impact on weapons effects and radio propagation characteristics.

**OPTICAL WEAPONS EFFECTS:** Chemical releases have direct bearing on existing and planned defense systems and on understanding of high altitude missile and nuclear effects. In this category belong the metal oxide vapor releases, such as lithium, sodium, cesium, barium, aluminum, iron, nickel, lead and their oxides. Sodium and aluminum vapors are ubiquitous ingredients of missile exhaust and contribute to their photoluminescent and chemiluminescent radiation characteristics. Certain oxides of metals form in nuclear explosions and radiate in a portion of the optical spectrum where advanced tracking and homing systems may operate. These metal oxide clouds can also be reproduced by chemical
releases in the upper atmosphere, permitting the study of their lifetime and radiation characteristics.

Metallic vapor releases of sodium, lithium, barium, aluminum, iron, nickel, and lead were performed during the GENIE and MERLIN programs. It was determined that the minimum altitude where free metal vapors of their oxides can be maintained for appreciable periods is about 90 km. Below this altitude, the metallic vapors condense. Aluminum, barium and lead form the oxides, AlO, BaO, and PbO, respectively, which are not readily reduced by atomic oxygen. Other metal oxides quickly disappear and then the free metal resonance lines become evident when illuminated by sunlight. An interesting phenomenon was observed when sodium was released at night without solar fluorescence; the released vapor emitted the sodium D lines. Clearly, a chemiluminescent reaction must have occurred between the released sodium gas and some ambient species—probably atomic oxygen. This phenomenon may have some bearing on the natural sodium nightglow and on missile plume sodium emission. Releases of iron and nickel compounds demonstrated that the vapor and oxides of these metals are not significant sources of radiation in nuclear afterglows. Data were obtained to permit definition of the Al - O - AlO - AlO₂ - hv system for E- and F-regions during an evaluation of IR emitters.

**CHEMICAL RELEASES AS AIRCRAFT DECOYS:** There is a need for improved infrared flares to protect advanced aircraft against heat-seeking missiles. Exploratory flight tests have previously shown the promise of pyrophorics as infrared countermeasures when relatively high radiant intensities were obtained per unit mass of released material. Intensity levels and spectral characteristics have been confirmed in controlled laboratory experiments. These tests confirmed that the materials burn at altitudes to 60,000 feet and that radiation is independent of altitude. The effects of aerodynamic drag on the mass and volume of material released have been studied with a co-flowing air stream at simulated altitudes. The significance of these laboratory tests have led to the adoption of this concept for further development work by the Avionics Laboratory.

**CHEMICAL RELEASES FOR STRATOSPHERIC PERTURBATIONS:** In February and June 1973, the first extensive measurements of stratospheric dynamics were completed at White Sands Missile Range, New Mexico. The experiments consisted of producing and photographing sets of vertical and horizontal smoke trails in the stratosphere. Each of the vertical trails, 14 to 29 km, was produced by dispensing TiCl₄ from Nike rocket payloads. The horizontal trails were made by fuel dumps and TiCl₄ from a WB-57F flown by the 258th Weather Reconnaissance Squadron. These trails served as dye markers for both the motion of the winds and the turbulent mixing. By continually photographing the trails for some ten minutes, a time history is obtained from
which wind shears are measured. Telescopic photographs of the trails clearly show the increase of trail diameter and the action of turbulence in dispersing the smoke. This information along with the measurement of ozone densities obtained simultaneously provide a necessary benchmark for evaluating dynamic models of the stratosphere. The models will be used to predict the behavior of emission products, supersonic bombers and missiles in the stratosphere. These and other weapons-produced perturbations can also have an effect in the stratosphere, such as the possible reduction of the ozone layer. These possible effects can result in a higher incidence of cancer, and loss of food crop production in farms and oceans. A computer model of stratospheric transport has been developed which, in conjunction with published wind profiles, predicts a half residence time of three years for emissions deposited 10 km above the tropopause. The corresponding vertical effective diffusivity of 0.3 meter per second was obtained. Thus, clear air turbulence is a major contributor to the removal of pollutants.

THEORETICAL STUDIES: The Keneshea-MacLeod dynamic model of the ionosphere was significantly improved by including the effects of neutral wind-induced transport on the long-lived metallic ions deposited in the lower E region by meteors. Using neutral wind data obtained in the ALADDIN II (April 1972) rocket program, it was shown that the sporadic E layer found experimentally was due to the compression of metallic ions by the neutral winds. Furthermore, the strength of this mechanism is so great that the layer can be generated from a constant background profile in a half hour.

An analysis of the errors induced by neglecting vertical winds in deriving upper atmospheric winds from chemical trail releases was carried out. This study showed that serious errors in deriving such "pseudohorizontal" winds could be made if the observation period were as long as a few hundred seconds. This led to the recommendation that the errors could be minimized by assuming a constant wind over short observation times (less than 100 seconds) or a wind varying linearly with time for longer observation times (100-1000 seconds).

A scale autocorrelation coefficient was developed that compares a function of time with itself when the scale of times is "stretched." It was shown that this scale autocorrelation can be used to determine ratios of frequencies which occur in phenomena with periodicities. The properties of the scale autocorrelation coefficient were developed and applied to the finding of some of the ratios of the frequencies in atmospheric pressures measured daily for 8,766 days. It was also applied to measurements of the International Magnetic Character Figure, \( C_n \), which was measured daily for 27,258 days. These applications are regarded as the first test of the utility of...
the scale autocorrelation coefficient. The results indicate that the scale autocorrelation coefficient may prove to be a valuable supplement to the use of the usual autocorrelation coefficient and the Fourier transformation of time-dependent functions.

Cross sections were calculated for the resonance scattering of Lyman-alpha radiation by spinless, non-relativistic hydrogen atoms in the ground state using a two-level model. A slight generalization of Dirac’s resonance scattering theory was used to take into account the degeneracy of the upper state, together with the exact matrix elements for the electromagnetic interaction. In contrast to the usual treatments in which only the dipole approximation for the matrix element is taken, the shift in position of resonance is finite. No renormalization is needed to obtain the finite result. Moreover, if the shift is interpreted as an electromagnetic shift in the energy of the ground state relative to the first excited state, this shift is close in value to the Lamb shift. The differential cross section was given as a function of the scattering angle for both polarized and unpolarized radiation. The total cross section was shown to be equal to that obtained by detailed balancing using the Einstein A and B coefficients. In addition, the radiation pattern of the scattered radiation was found.

Detailed measurements of the vertical wind profile at SST altitudes were made to evaluate atmospheric transport processes of importance in establishing dispersal rates of SST emissions. To obtain the necessary high spatial resolution, dense tracer trails of TiCl₄ were deposited from rockets in the altitude range, 13 to 21 km. The trails were photographed at regular intervals from three different locations to provide position and time information from which the wind parameters are computed. The trail positions on the photographs were measured on a digital scanning densitometer which read x and y coordinates of points along the trails with errors of the order of one to two microns per centimeter. These

data were digitized and recorded on magnetic tape that was subsequently analyzed and processed by the CRL 6600 computer.

**SOLAR ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION**

Models of the earth’s upper atmosphere and ionosphere, constructed to aid our understanding of such features as the observed temperature-altitude profile and the neutral and charged particle density distribution, depend upon detailed considerations of the many photoabsorption and photochemical processes occurring as a result of solar irradiation. Quantitative models require accurate experimental determinations of the absolute intensity and spectral distribution, as well as the temporal variability, of the solar radiation reaching the earth and the rate at which this energy is absorbed and subsequently dissipated within the atmosphere. Research in the Ultraviolet Radiation Branch provides such solar flux measurements for the wavelength range between 30 and 3500 angstroms, spanning the soft X-ray, extreme ultraviolet, vacuum ultraviolet and ultraviolet spectral regions, as radiation of these wavelengths interacts strongly with
the atmospheric constituents. The basic radiometric measurements, made with calibrated spectrometers mated with solar pointing controls, are carried by rockets and satellites to altitudes well above 100 km.

**ROCKET MEASUREMENTS OF SOLAR UV:** This phase of the solar ultraviolet program uses high performance sounding rockets to carry spectrometric instruments to altitudes essentially outside the earth’s atmosphere. Measurements made at the top of the rocket trajectory reflect, with little correction, the incident solar flux, and measurements made at lower altitudes allow a determination of the rate of absorption of the radiation as it progresses through the atmosphere. During this reporting period, the development of new instrumentation has increased the spectral range of measurement from the previous limits, 30 to 1250 angstroms, to include wavelengths as long as 1950 angstroms and with the further instrumental capability to extend the range to 3500 angstroms.

Of the five rocket experiments described in this report, only one, on July 15, 1972, failed completely. A grazing-incidence spectrometer to measure the solar flux throughout the 230 to 1260 angstrom region could not take any data because the rocket exploded shortly after launch.

On August 23, 1972, an Aerobee 170 rocket was launched from White Sands Missile Range, New Mexico, carrying a double, grazing-incidence spectrometer to measure fluxes in two bands, 55 to 300 angstroms and 230 to 1220 angstroms. The measurement phase of the experiment was highly successful, but failure of the recovery system resulted in loss of the spectrometer which, at the time, was making a second flight. Calibration throughout the spectral range allowed precise determination of the absolute flux levels for this date. These measured fluxes taken together with known photoabsorption cross sections and photochemical reaction rates have been used to determine computationally the electron density as a function of altitude. The densities so determined, when compared with simultaneous ionosonde measurements of the electron density, show agreement to within 30 percent.

A new spectroradiometric instrument has been designed and fabricated to extend the measurement capability into the vacuum ultraviolet, covering the range from 1250 to 1950 angstroms. The instrument, machined mainly from beryllium, is of the Ebert-Fastie type. The design is modular and allows either two long wavelength or one long and one short wavelength spectrometers to be combined into a single payload. An experiment of the latter configuration was launched on an Aerobee 170 from White Sands Missile Range on November 2, 1973 allowing for the first time simultaneous coverage of the spectral regions 220 to 1250 angstroms and 1250 to 1950 angstroms. The flight was largely successful, suffering only from occasional data dropouts on the short wavelength channel. The recovered instrumentation was refurbished with a slight modification and launched a second time on April 23, 1974. On this date, the two spectrometers operated flawlessly but were lost because of a recovery failure. Data from these two flights are currently being analyzed. Initial indications are that the new spectrometer operated with the design resolution (0.1 angstrom) and efficiency (about 3 percent) and is a generally satisfactory instrument. Eventual determination of the continuum radiation levels in the 1300 to 1600 angstrom region is of particular interest since previously reported values by other investigators are discrepant by as much as a factor of 3. Preliminary results from the AFCRL measurements indicate flux values near the larger limit of the range of existing measurements.

As a part of the ALADDIN III program, an Aerobee 170 rocket was launched on June 29, 1974 from Wallops Island, Virginia. This double, grazing-incidence spectrometer was designed primarily to acquire
data relevant to the determination of atmospheric composition. Throughout the flight, eight pre-selected wavelengths in the range between 284 and 1206 angstroms were scanned repeatedly. Underperformance of the rocket limited the data coverage to about 50 percent that of a normal flight. The available data are currently being analyzed to give the composition in terms of number densities of atomic oxygen and of molecular oxygen and nitrogen which can be compared with mass spectrometric measurements made with another rocket of the ALADDIN program at approximately the same time.

**SATELLITE MEASUREMENT OF SOLAR UV:**
Satellite-borne instrumentation affords the opportunity for nearly continuous solar flux measurements over extended periods of time. Such extensive data allow a study of long-term temporal variations in the flux levels which are associated with the relatively slow changes in solar activity occurring over one or more solar rotations. The nearly continuous time coverage increases the probability of observing those unpredictable impulsive events of a few minutes duration which are associated with eruptive phenomena such as solar flares. In a manner similar to a rocket experiment, measurements of atmospheric attenuation can also be made from a satellite spectrometer over those portions of an earth orbit during which the satellite penetrates deeply into the atmosphere as well as during periods of solar occultation occurring at satellite sunrise and sunset. The Ultraviolet Radiation Branch has designed and supplied spectrophotometric experiments as part of three payloads of the present NASA Atmosphere Explorer series. The first spacecraft of the series was launched on December 16, 1973 and will be followed by two additional launches in 1975.

The satellite spectrophotometer is composed of 24 grazing-incidence monochromators and provides flux measurements throughout the 140 to 1850 angstrom region. Of the 24 monochromators, 12 are stationary at fixed wavelengths, while the remaining 12 scan, in segments, the total wavelength range. The spacecraft orbits the earth 11 times each day, with a perigee altitude of 135 km and an inclination of 65 degrees. This orbit, which is maintained by occasional firings of an onboard engine, allows a sequence of operations which is significant for the aeronomical purposes of the mission. At altitudes between 400 and 1000 km, below the high energy radiation belts, measurements are made of the unattenuated or incident fluxes. During the perigee-near portions of the orbit, down to 135 km, the observed flux levels show attenuation resulting from atmospheric absorption. Additional observations made near satellite sunrise and sunset extend the attenuation measurements to altitudes as low as 100 km. In one respect the perigee pass of the satellite differs from the vertical probing of a sounding rocket in that the satellite in passing through perigee sweeps through a much larger range in latitude and tends to blend atmospheric attenuation features which show a latitudinal dependence. This shortcoming can be tol-
erated since the satellite instrument provides the equivalent in data of 11 rocket experiments each day. Because of the motion of perigee and the precession of the orbit, eventually attenuation measurements will be made over a wide range of latitudes and local times during the planned one-year lifetime of the mission.

During the first six months of operation, approximately 2,000 orbits have been logged. In this time period there have been seven solar rotations. Preliminary results show notably different behavior between wavelengths longer than 1200 angstroms and shorter wavelengths, both in amplitude and phasing, with regard to the variations associated with changing solar activity. Spectrally, those emissions originating in different regions of the solar atmosphere—that is, coronal, chromospheric or near-photospheric—exhibit variations of widely differing magnitude ranging from a few percent for photospheric-like radiation to several hundred percent for coronal excitations. One impulsive event chronologically associated with a solar sub-flare has been found to exhibit remarkable similarity to the simultaneous sudden increase in radio emission at 10.7 centimeter wavelength. A great many attenuation profiles have been recorded by the spectrophotometer. The stability and low background achieved by the instrument are making the determination of optical depths computationally straightforward.

**MISSILE PLUME OPTICAL RADIATION MEASUREMENTS:** The final rocket probe flight of Project Chaser occurred during October 1972. This program measured missile plume signatures of ICBM launches on the Western Test Range, Vandenberg AFB, California. Measurements were obtained of the radiant intensities of the missile during the upper stage burns for use in systems development. This program was supported by the Space and Missile Systems Organization (SAMSO) and was a joint effort with the Optical Physics Laboratory and Aerospace Instrumentation Laboratory of AFCRL. Missiles using three representative propellant combinations were observed during the project. Data analysis and systems studies using the Chaser data are continuing both at AFCRL and elsewhere. Interest in further, similar measurements led to program direction for an Advanced Development Plan in mid-1973. The proposed “Multiband Technology” program was approved and received initial funding in July 1974. However, to meet the requested program milestones, considerable prior effort was expended to plan and establish the technical requirements of the measurements. In contrast to the previous Chaser measurements, which were only at night, it is planned to have several measurements during daytime. Two general types of measurements will be made: target engine measurements of test rocket engines carried with the sensors on one large rocket probe, and high probe measurements observing missile test flights on the Western Test Range. The Project Chaser...
measurements have shown that chemical reactions both within the exhaust gases and following mixture of the exhaust with the ambient atomic oxygen produce chemiluminescent emission. Further field observations with improved spatial and spectral resolution and associated directed research in this laboratory will provide the necessary information for application of this ultraviolet emission to a wide range of systems missions.

**ATMOSPHERIC ULTRAVIOLET MEASUREMENTS:** Surveillance satellites for detection, tracking, attack assessment and other missions must continually be upgraded to respond to changing military situations. This work will provide detailed information on the earth atmospheric emission which forms the background radiation environment within which missile targets must be observed. Work on a satellite experiment entitled “Vacuum Ultraviolet Backgrounds” has been initiated, and the experiment is partly fabricated. The experiment will measure global UV levels with spectral resolution up to 1 angstrom using an Ebert-Fastie spectrometer and spatial resolution to 1 km using a broad-band photometer. The experiment is planned for launch in 1977. This work is closely related to our missile plume radiation measurements, and the results of the two efforts will allow a complete and reasonably definitive statement on surveillance uses of the ultraviolet. The primary unknown is the strength and global distribution of the Lyman-Birge-Hopfield bands of N\textsubscript{2}, which occur in a region which otherwise has an extremely low atmospheric radianc, due to photoabsorption by molecular oxygen in the Schumann-Runge continuum. In addition, the intensities and distribution of the oxygen emission lines at 1304 and 1356 angstroms will be correlated with atmospheric, ionospheric, and auroral parameters in an effort to develop passive sensors of quantities such as the electron density profile. Where feasible, missile target measurements will be conducted.

**ULTRAVIOLET PHOTON CROSS SECTIONS:** Knowledge of the interaction of ultraviolet photons with atmospheric gas molecules is essential to a wide class of Air Force interests, such as atmospheric characteristics, both ionospheric and stratospheric, and the extent and severity of blackouts from atmospheric nuclear detonations. Progress has continued in an effort to obtain values on all the earth atmospheric gases for the total absorption cross section, the total photoionization cross section, and partial photoionization cross sections. During this period, the first two types of cross sections were reported for water vapor in the VUV region. The oscillator strengths of atomic oxygen were also measured and reported. These observations provide a measure of the total absorption at strong lines. Partial cross sections will be measured with a photoelectron spectrometer, which was built and partly tested during this period. Finally, special reports of cross-section values at solar emission lines and at emission lines produced by nuclear detonations have been prepared for the Defense Nuclear Agency and other user groups. The photon cross sections obtained by this research are especially important in predicting the effects of high altitude nuclear bursts, and they are primary inputs to computer codes such as ROSCOE, RANC IV, and OPTIR which model the perturbation and return to ambient conditions. The results define the environment within which Air Force equipment must operate. In addition, all other atmospheric model atmospheres or ionospheres must use cross-section data to account for the initial energy input.

**ANALYSIS OF MOLECULAR NITROGEN SPECTRA:** Knowledge of the high energy (14.3-15.5 eV) Rydberg States of N\textsubscript{2} has long been incomplete and unsatisfactory, primarily because of the lack of detailed
high resolution spectroscopic studies. The present work remedies this situation by providing high quality, rotationally resolved and analyzed absorption spectra in the difficult wavelength region 900-870 angstroms, where wavelength resolution of 0.005 angstrom was achieved. The excited states reached by photon absorption from the ground state are Rydberg states converging on the lowest state of the molecular ion $N_2^+$. From the two Rydberg series photographed, accurate molecular constants, coupling constants, and band origins were derived. A marked change in the coupling condition occurs as the principal quantum number of the excited Rydberg orbital increases. Numerous spectral perturbations were observed and analyzed.

**ABSORPTION SPECTRA OF MOLECULAR CLUSTERS:** Molecules held together by weak forces not involving chemical bonding are called clusters. Cluster ions occur in the upper atmosphere, and neutral clusters are an intermediate step in the nucleation process of gas-to-particle conversion in a free jet expansion. Little is presently known about the energetics of formation of clusters or their radiative properties. The simplest neutral clusters are the rare gas dimers such as $Ne_2$ or $Kr_2$. These are important not only as cluster prototypes but also in their own right as the working medium in high intensity vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) sources, including the recently discovered rare gas VUV lasers which are among the shortest wavelength coherent sources currently available. Detailed characterization of the ground and excited electronic states involved is required to effect improved efficiency and greater intensity of VUV emission. A possible application for intense VUV sources is in the area of satellite-to-satellite communications.

The present high resolution VUV absorption studies on $Ne_2$ and $Kr_2$ reveal the ground-state vibrational structures of these van der Waals dimers in sufficient detail to permit definitive determination of dissociation energies and of potential well depths and shapes. For example, the ground electronic states of $Ne_2$ and $Kr_2$ respectively contain 2 and 16 bound vibrational levels and have dissociation energies of 0.0021 and 0.0157 eV. Information is also obtained on the long-range parts of many excited electronic states by observing the effects on the spectra of increased gas pressure; almost every atomic transition then gives rise to molecular bands of the dimer. Heteronuclear molecules such as $HeNe$, $ArKr$, and $ArXe$ have also been detected, as have the corresponding heteronuclear ions, and the analyses of these band systems are in progress.

**DESIGN CLIMATOLOGY**

Military materiel must have year-round world-wide endurance capability and operational utility. Equipment that is overdesigned could be costly, yet ineffective. But underdesign could cause failure and loss of life. Climatological studies, therefore, have been continued to improve our knowledge of the risks of weather extremes as they relate to the Air Force's design of equipment and operational planning.

**CLIMATIC EXTREMES:** Department of Defense Military Standard 210, Climatic Extremes for Military Equipment, is the document used by the three Services to specify climatic design criteria for equipment destined for world-wide usage. When AFCRL was given technical responsibility for this Standard in 1967, it was realized that the criteria in the then current version were obsolescent. A major DOD effort was spearheaded to revise MIL-STD-210A; an effort which culminated in December 1973 with DOD acceptance of MIL-STD-210B. Since 1967, numerous scientific studies were accomplished to revise criteria in MIL-STD-210A; and during the last two years, studies dealing with thermodynamic properties of the atmosphere between 3 and 80 km, diurnal cycles of high absolute
humidity, extremes of low density for surface elevations to 15,000 feet, extreme rainfall rates for one minute, and 1, 12 and 24 hours, and extremes of surface and upper air wind speed were completed. The study on rainfall rates was particularly useful in an investigation to determine whether F-111 engine flameouts over Southeast Asia could be due to water ingestion. Also prepared under one cover was a synthesis of all studies, including Army and Navy inputs, which establish and support the criteria in MIL-STD-210B. In the standards field, this is unique since most standards lack verifying supporting documentation.

Several presentations at national meetings and at the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense and the publication of AFCRL technical reports resulted in numerous requests for consultation with Air Force designers in the area of climatic extremes.

**WINDS AND GUSTS:** Wind studies related to design and operational problems have long occupied the attention of climatologists. Studies currently underway include winds for Air Force paradrop operations, gustiness and range of wind speed during periods of strong winds, and upper air mean winds for reentry vehicles.

Air Weather Service expressed a need for knowledge of winds at altitudes up to 1,500 feet for support of Tactical Air Command low level paradrop missions. Often the most important factor in TAC’s frequent inability to paradrop men or materiel on a particular target is insufficient specification of the mean wind between drop altitude and the surface. An AWS special study in 1971 pointed to the strong need for studies of such winds. Accordingly, a study was initiated specifically aimed at examining the nature and variability of paradrop winds. The study was just recently completed.

Knowledge of surface wind gustiness during periods of strong winds is important to all exposed Air Force systems. Research in the area of strong surface winds had been conducted in the past at AFCRL, but the relationship between short period winds (gusts) and winds averaged for a minute or more had not been explored. It is this spectrum of gusts associated with a strong wind that is needed for planning, design and operation.

A recently published comprehensive report on extreme wind speeds, gustiness, and variations with height was the culmination of a three-year study using original wind records. Nomograms of gust factor versus gust duration and steady wind speed were used to assign the most dynamically effective gust according to equipment dimensions. Also, a power-law relationship was developed for adjusting wind speed to a common height.

A follow-on study is currently being conducted to determine a statistical description of the wind speed range (difference between maximum and minimum) as a func-
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tion of time interval and mean wind speed. Such relationships are important in the design and operation of aircraft, especially VSTOL aircraft, during takeoff and landing. Some of the results of this study are currently being used in the design of an undergraduate pilot trainer.

A third investigation, also related to Air Force design or operational problems, is concerned with upper air mean winds for reentry vehicles. In this study, observed mean monthly winds at altitudes 5,000 to 80,000 feet are being compared to the currently used gradient winds to determine their accuracies.

**SEEABILITY:** The increased use of optical, infrared and laser sensors in detection, lock-on and tracking systems, many of which cannot see through heavy haze or clouds, has resulted in the need for more information on the probability of haze- or cloud-free lines of sight. Also, there are many military operations which are inhibited and often terminated by hydrometeor interference, such as erosion effects on hypersonic vehicles and millimeter-wavelength communication outages due to precipitation.

In order to determine how often haze or clouds would limit operations, two efforts were conducted: an in-flight observation program and the development of a cloud-free line-of-sight (CFLOS) model based on observed cloud-cover statistics. A third effort was initiated to determine the probability and amount of precipitation that would occur along ray paths through the atmosphere.

A six-year collection of more than 250,000 in-flight line-of-sight observations over much of the Northern Hemisphere was concluded in July 1974. Analysis of these observations will provide probabilities of clear, cloud-free or haze-free lines of sight from an aircraft at various altitudes to the sky, horizon, and surface of the earth.

A model for estimating CFLOS probabilities was developed by correlating cloud-cover observations with whole-sky photographs. The model will give CFLOS probabilities through the atmosphere for any desired elevation angle based on the cloud-cover statistics for a given location. Because signals transmitted through the atmosphere in the visible and infrared portions of the electromagnetic spectrum can be seriously degraded by clouds, the utility of such systems can be greatly enhanced by placing ground receivers at several locations. Therefore, the CFLOS model was extended to estimate joint probabilities of cloud-free lines of sight from n of m observing sites by using a climatic record of sky-cover observations taken simultaneously from each of the m sites.

The objective of the third effort is to develop a climatology of precipitation occurrence along atmospheric ray paths. Virtually no quantitative information exists on how often attenuation, due to precipitation, will affect microwave transmission at various elevation angles. Since July 1973, special photographic observations have been taken at 17 National Weather Service radar sites. The radar scope is photographed every three hours with the antenna in each of four elevation angles—0, 15, 30 and 45 degrees. These photographs will be used to determine the slant range thickness of precipitation echoes. These data will provide probabilities of precipitation interference not only from the surface outward, but also between levels and from any level out through the atmosphere or to the ground. Data collection for this program will continue through December 1975.

**STANDARD AND REFERENCE ATMOSPHERE:** A proposed revision to the U.S. Standard Atmosphere for levels between 50 and 85 km was adopted by the U.S. Committee on Extension to the Standard Atmosphere (COESA). It is being incorporated into the U.S. Standard Atmosphere developed by COESA for levels up to 1,000
The same revision has also been adopted by the International Standards Organization for the ISO Standard Atmosphere which extends to 80 km.

As part of a continuing investigation of the distribution and variability of atmospheric properties between 30 and 120 km, the U.S. Standard Atmosphere Supplements, 1966 are being revised and expanded in scope. Monthly models for each 15 degrees latitude from equator to pole are being completed for altitudes up to 90 km. Specialized winter models are also being developed to describe warm and cold stratospheric and mesospheric conditions typical of arctic and subarctic regions. As a result, these reference atmospheres will depict the horizontal and vertical distributions of the thermodynamic properties of the atmosphere that would be encountered by aerospace vehicles.

**INSTANTANEOUS PRECIPITATION:** Research on instantaneous precipitation rates was continued and expanded because of its importance in the development of ground approach control radars, satellite communication systems, search radars, etc. A generalized relationship was developed to specify the rates that would be exceeded with any desired probability of occurrence from 2 percent to 1/10 percent at any place in the world. The calculations can be made from standard climatological data. Research on the relationship between instantaneous rates at a point and along a horizontal path has begun. Preliminary results indicate that the average intensity along the path increases with path length for light rainfalls, and diminishes with increasing path length for high rates of fall.

**CONDITIONAL PROBABILITY:** The work to produce an analytical model of the conditional probability of an event following a previous event of the same kind was begun several years ago as a basic form of short-range prediction. While many elements in the physical process must enter into the development of a cloudy condition, it is nevertheless apparent that the initial condition of the cloud cover, simply by itself, implies a determinable probability of that cloud cover persisting, rising, lowering or dissipating.

The approach has been to transform the weather element into a normalized variable. Two normalized values, the initial and the subsequent, separated by an interval of time, have joint probability of occurrence which is greater, the greater the correlation between them. An equation yielding the conditional probability that a later event will not exceed any desired threshold value was derived in terms of the cumulative probability distribution of the subsequent initial value.

The next phase will introduce an additional predictor. In the case of cloud cover, the additional element will be wind direction or moisture content as revealed by dew point.

**STOCHASTIC MODELING:** This investigation is aimed at relating the probability of a
single-point event, like rainfall at the Boston, Massachusetts, rain gauge, to the corresponding probability of the event extending over a larger area. The work was undertaken as a parallel effort to the previously successful modeling of the time frequency and duration of weather events. Modeling for simultaneous occurrences in a horizontal field, however, proved to be much more difficult since there were very few guidelines from previous authors.

With the use of electronic computers, this present effort has produced a stochastic model by Monte Carlo simulation. In its application, estimates are made of the probability of threshold conditions of the weather. In July, in a New England area centered near Worcester, Massachusetts, the probability of no rain, on any day, is 62 percent, of less than 1 inch is 97.5 percent, and of less than 3 inches is 99.9 percent. For an area of (90 nm)$^2$, the frequency of no rainfall averaged only two days of the month, but the frequency of a heavy rainfall of 3 inches or more, somewhere in the area, was as high as 3 percent, making it expected at least once during July.

Application of the model made possible such estimates of rainfall as the following: the probability is 9 percent that one tenth of the 8,100 square nautical mile area will receive 1.0 inches or more of rainfall in 24 hours, the probability is ½ percent that as much as one half of the area will receive 1.0 inches of rain. When it rains at the rain-recording station, the probability is 58 percent that it will be raining simultaneously over an entire large city (11 square nautical miles).

Since the stochastic model has proved effective for the probability estimates of 24-hour rainfall in New England, it is expected to apply to other elements of the weather, such as cloud cover, the horizontal extent of fog, warm temperatures, or cold waves. Future work will be devoted to adaptation of the model, as required by the applications.
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The Microwave Physics Laboratory is committed to research and development in the fields of electromagnetic radiation, control and propagation, to enhance the ability of the tactical and strategic forces of the USAF to meet present and future requirements. Laboratory scientists are presently at work in such critical problem areas as all-weather battlefield surveillance, the detection of stationary and slow-moving targets in heavy ground clutter, electronic countermeasures, and penetration aid technology for both aircraft and missiles. Research goals are achieved by specializing in such technical areas as antennas, microwave acoustics and magnetics, tropospheric propagation, radar systems, laser physics and target scattering phenomena.

Most problems are approached from the basic physics appropriate to the particular electromagnetic system or device. Laboratory personnel have an in-depth competence in electromagnetic diffraction, radar, antennas, propagation in turbulent media, surface and bulk wave propagation of acoustic waves in the gigahertz frequency range, the physics of ionized media produced by hypersonic reentry vehicles, and laser beam interactions.

Laboratory accomplishments also merit discussion. During a recent two-year interval, the Microwave Physics Laboratory was the recipient of five AFSC Technical Achievement Awards, given for: Tropospheric Range Error Correction for the Global Positioning System; An Interference Rejection Antenna with Variable Polarization; UHF Frequency Synthesizer Using Acoustic Surface Waves; Fast Response Frequency Analyzer — Using
Dielectric Resonators; and Low Profile Antenna for Aircraft Station-Keeping Applications.

Research by this laboratory has also led to the design and development of the Synthetic Aperture Dual Frequency Radar (SAD-FRAD), an Air Force sensor system capable of detecting stationary targets concealed in heavy foliage, presently being implemented by the Air Force Avionics Laboratory (AFAL).

In 1973 a new radar concept called NFMRAD (Null Filter Mobile Radar) was invented that combines antenna nulling with doppler filtering to achieve an economical, improved AWACS-type radar. The Laboratory has also studied air-to-air radar problems and, for the Air Force Weapons Laboratory, demonstrated by computer that the number of missiles fired from one aircraft toward another can be determined by simple processing of signals from existing radars. Methods for the modification of the radar cross section of reentry vehicles and for the rapid recovery of ECM capabilities during the reentry phase of flight have been developed to satisfy the requirements of the Space and Missile Systems Organization (SAMSO) ABRES Program.

Research in laser propagation phenomena, performed at the request of the Air Force Weapons Laboratory, has resulted in technological advances that may provide the basis for the future development of reliable and highly effective anti-missile defensive systems for aircraft. New techniques using ionizable coatings to protect against lasers have been successfully tested.

Methods for suppressing and controlling reentry plasma sheath effects on ballistic missile antennas have been invented. New techniques using minute quantities of chemical injectants or special laminated ablative heat shields have been demonstrated on rocket flights. These advances are now being applied to high power laser problems for the Air Force Weapons Laboratory and the Aeronautical Systems Division.

There have been many requests for support in tropospheric propagation systems. Range error corrections have been provided to SAMSO for the NAVSTAR Global Positioning System and to Aeronautical Systems Division (ASD) for the Pave Nickel Demonstration System. Our scientists were able to show that the loss of target during Airborne Warning and Control System (AWACS) flight tests was caused by sharp negative gradients in tropospheric refraction.

Perhaps the Microwave Physics Laboratory's strongest contribution to Air Force technology needs has been in antenna design. A new method of phased array design which eliminates grating lobes and allows the use of much larger aperture horns in antenna arrays has been demonstrated. This invention substantially re-
duces the cost of phased arrays by eliminating 90 percent of the ferrite phase shifters formerly needed for such limited angle scanning. During this period, our scientists completed the first rigorous handling of the log periodic array and showed how to improve the gains of these giant antennas used for OHD applications. Important advances were also made on conformal arrays, and rigorous analysis of a finite sized array on a curved surface was carried out. These studies find use in aircraft-to-satellite communications.

Microwave acoustics research supports AFAL (Countermeasures), RADC (Communications), ESD (SEEKBUS), and SAMSO (ABRES). Of primary importance has been the in-house discovery of the minimum diffraction (practically zero) loss orientation of acoustic materials. This and other recent advances in the theory of low loss acoustic devices have resulted in in-house fabrication and demonstration of the best filters and delay lines extant. New advances have been made in the theory of acoustic filters and how to excite them efficiently. The research results of this group have been widely disseminated in response to requests for this information by thousands of workers in the field, in the form of a special handbook series developed and published by members of the Laboratory.

Technical consultation services have been performed for the TPN-19 Precision Approach Radar, the Airborne Multiwire VLF Antenna, AN/FPS-85 Air Defense radar, AN/GRN-27 ILS system now in field use, acoustic wave technology application for the Advanced Power Management Program of AFAL, passive microwave radiometry for meteorological application and SAMSO's Reentry Antenna Test Program (RANT).

RADAR SYSTEMS

The last Report on Research pointed out that the Microwave Physics Laboratory had developed novel radar systems that used the lower radar frequencies and the resonant region as new means for airborne detection of stationary or slowly moving military targets near the earth's surface. Continued pressing interest in such practical problems has motivated a number of in-house investigations leading directly to improved Air Force systems. The Laboratory has continued to exploit the long wavelength radar technique because such wavelengths provide a natural filtering action that has several distinct advantages over more conventional microwave radar detection techniques. These advantages include lower data rates, radar returns that are almost independent of the aspect angle, and lower reradiated energy from ground clutter. This latter effect gives long wavelength radars a higher signal-to-clutter ratio than their microwave counterparts and this is an important asset in target detection. Lower data rates reduce the size and memory requirements of the digital signal processors.
used with modern radar systems. Aspect angle invariance is an advantage in that target classification schemes have one less ambiguous parameter to contend with. In Airborne Moving Target Indicator (AMTI) Radars, a high signal-to-clutter ratio reduces the amount of processing that must be done and thereby simplifies the entire detection process.

**AIRBORNE MOVING TARGET INDICATOR (AMTI) RADARS:** The Laboratory has capitalized on the experience in the Resonant Region Radar and the Synthetic Aperture Dual Frequency Radar (both of which were long wavelength radars, developed, built and flight tested in-house) to develop three new AMTI radar systems: the Null Filter Mobile Radar (NFMRAD), the Arrested Synthetic Aperture Radar (ASAR), and the Tuned Synthetic Aperture Radar (TUSAR). The NFMRAD concept uses an airborne flush mounted, fixed, phased array antenna as the basic building block of an AMTI radar. The system uses several techniques to enhance its performance; non-adaptive nulls placed in the antenna radiation pattern and complementary doppler velocity filters are two. This combination not only reduces clutter but also decreases the system sensitivity to the large stationary targets that must be rejected by an AMTI radar. The system concept also includes moving range gates to increase the dwell time on the target, and a two-stage detection process to further reduce false alarms. The antenna null placement (based on a Laboratory-developed technique) allows pattern control over a restricted sidelobe region and, at the same time, achieves the maximum antenna gain in the main beam. This provides a much more efficient use of the antenna aperture than an antenna in which all sidelobes are controlled. The antenna feeding coefficients are calculated by a computer technique to get the maximum target-to-clutter ratio for the overall radar system.

An X-band model of this AMTI radar system has been constructed in-house and mounted on a truck to test system concepts. The truck provides a moving platform that simulates aircraft motion while a riding lawn mower, equipped with a small radar reflector, is used to simulate a slowly moving target. The Hanscom Field runways and flight line serve as the test area. The first antenna system used was a two-element horn array which allowed placement of only one null. Test results showed that proper null placement enhanced the detection of targets that were buried in clutter when no null placement was used. The model now has an eight-horn antenna array and the testing program is continuing. This technique has promise for many future radar designs.

The Arrested Synthetic Aperture (ASAR) and Tuned Synthetic Aperture (TUSAR) Techniques have been developed to provide detection of slowly moving concealed ground targets by a long wavelength radar. Both techniques are compatible with the Laboratory's SADFRAD system (described in the previous Report on Research) in that all three can use the same transmitter-receiver system, the same antenna and the same type of digital processing. The basis for both new systems is the fact that at the low SADFRAD frequencies, one needs AMTI signal improvements of about only 20 dB to achieve reliable target detection.

In the ASAR system, two synthetic aperture beams, each formed from a separate antenna on board the same aircraft, are coherently subtracted to cancel ground clutter. The antennas are displaced along the flight path of the aircraft and the beam from the forward antenna is delayed by the time it takes the aircraft to fly the distance between the two antennas. Because synthetic aperture processing is used, the physical antenna patterns need not be closely matched. It is this feature that allows airborne operation at the long radar wavelengths. Any antenna pattern control at frequencies where the antennas must be
placed a portion of a wavelength from the aircraft is quite difficult. Computer simulations have shown that up to 40 dB of AMTI improvement is possible with this system. Future plans call for the field testing of an ASAR system model.

The Tuned Synthetic Aperture Radar (TUSAR) provides an alternate method for detecting and tracking slowly moving ground vehicles from an airborne reconnaissance platform. Slowly moving targets have doppler-doppler rate parameters which differ from those of stationary objects and ground clutter. TUSAR exploits this dissimilarity to improve moving target detectability against ground clutter and, with additional processing, to locate and track moving targets.

Studies conducted to date have begun to define the possible improvements in target detectability as a function of target speed, radar processing parameters and antenna design. Since the TUSAR concept requires extensive on-board, real-time signal processing, studies of the performance of various simple sub-optimum processors are underway.

**INTEGRATED MULTIPLE FREQUENCY RADAR (IMFRAD):** The Integrated Multiple Frequency Radar (IMFRAD) is an advanced development version of the Laboratory's highly successful Synthetic Aperture Dual Frequency Radar (SADFRAD) system and is currently being developed by the Air Force Avionics Laboratory with the participation of Microwave Physics personnel. SADFRAD (described in detail in the last Report on Research) is an airborne, resonant region, dual-frequency, synthetic aperture surveillance radar built in-house by the Microwave Physics Laboratory. The system featured the first on-board, real-time digital processor ever flown and a three-channel color display. It was installed in an Air Force C-121 aircraft and tested jointly with AFAL. Test results showed that the system could detect tactical-sized targets in dense foliage. In fact, it is the only radar system ever built with a proven capability to detect concealed targets at operationally compatible distances. In addition to this extremely important military application, useful scientific data were gathered including well calibrated backscatter measurements from all types of terrain and the ocean at HF and UHF frequencies as well as backscatter measurements from a number of different target shapes.

The program resulted in a technology transfer to AFAL which is now building a longer range version with increased capability and a much lower false alarm rate. The system will use three frequencies and will be tested in a C141 aircraft. The Microwave Physics Laboratory is providing systems engineering support and is designing, building, and testing the three-frequency antenna system for IMFRAD. The antenna design is complicated by the fact that the aircraft becomes part of the radiating structure at these frequencies. By careful engineering, substantially better antenna patterns have been achieved than those used for SADFRAD. Because of this, the IMFRAD system is expected to have much
greater protection against false alarms than was possible with the SADFRAD.

SPECIAL APPLICATION RADAR TECHNIQUES: In some radar sensing applications, the only important information is that a target is within a certain prespecified range limit, and detailed information on its location and velocity is not required. Proximity fuzes are an example of such an application. A new short range radar fuze, based on the temporal coherence properties of a quasimonochromatic noise-like signal is being studied by Laboratory scientists. Other applications of this type of signal were outlined in an earlier Report on Research.

In the fuzing application, a quasimonochromatic noise generator serves as a transmitting source. The signal reflected from the target is tested against a small sample of the noise source signal. If interference is observed, the round trip range to the target is less than the coherence length of the noise signal. If no interference is observed, the opposite is true. Since the coherence length of the noise signal is a known and controllable parameter, one has a unique way of deciding when the target is within range.

Such a fuzing system is simple in concept, requires a minimum of components, and is easily implemented. Target range is indicated by the existence of an interference signal. The fuze can be used against stationary or moving targets and, for the latter, results in a less complicated design with greater sensitivity.

In conjunction with the Meteorology Laboratory, Microwave Physics Laboratory personnel have been studying a satellite-borne radar system that will measure meteorological parameters not measurable by present optical, infrared or passive microwave systems. These parameters include cloud heights and rainfall rates. The study indicates that radar wavelengths on the order of 1 cm would be the most practical for this purpose. A high resolution antenna system would be needed to look at angles other than straight down. It appears at present that a practical radar system could be developed and flown in a satellite specifically designed for the system.

The rapid detection of air-to-air missile launches is an essential link in the defense of strategic and tactical aircraft. Early detection increases the available time for evasive maneuvers and deployment of countermeasures. Identification of the number of missiles launched and the type of missile air frame is necessary to insure the proper selection of effective countermeasures and defensive tactics. The Laboratory is currently studying improved airborne pulse doppler radar techniques for rapid single or salvo launch detection and air-frame identification. High resolution doppler spectra associated with the launch aircraft provide the necessary launch detection information. Effective methods for achieving
these high resolution spectra while simultaneoulsy suppressing radar ground clutter are now under intensive investigation.

**PHASE DERIVED NAVIGATION:** If a CW transmitter moves in a straight line at constant speed relative to a triangular array of three receiving antennas, the signals received at these antennas can be used to determine the position and velocity of the transmitter with respect to the receivers. The method requires the measurement of total accumulated phase differences during two or more time intervals. This is one of several schemes considered under a project called Phase Derived Navigation. One application of this technique, currently being studied, is an aircraft instrument landing monitor (ILM) which would display CW beacon transmitters along the runway in perspective on a CRT in the aircraft, along with aircraft height, velocity, and distance from the runway.

**RESONANT-REGION TARGET CLASSIFICATION:** The resonant region in radar scattering is loosely defined as the frequency band for which the radar wavelength is approximately the same size as the radar target. Within this frequency band, the radar target has unique scattering properties that can lead both to new methods for characterizing it and to real-time methods for obtaining information about its gross physical size and shape.

The special characteristics of resonant region scattering arise because usually only one or two modes of surface current are excited by the incident radar beam, and the reradiated or scattered fields have a simple spatial structure. At higher frequencies, many modes of surface current combine algebraically to produce the fields. Thus, minor discontinuities and subsections of the scattering surface may produce sharp resonances and specular flare spots in higher frequency scattering, but are sufficiently small compared to the wavelength at resonant region frequencies to be unimportant. The scattering pattern at lower resonant-region frequencies is thus primarily determined by the overall size and shape of the scatterer.

Several of the special properties of resonant region scattering from targets that are thin compared to their length were discussed in the last *Report on Research*. It was pointed out that the phase of the backscattered fields from these targets does not vary with target aspect angle as long as the target is no more than about a half wavelength long. Similarly, to a first approximation, the shapes of the usual monostatic radar cross section curves (when viewed as a function of frequency) are also invariant to target rotation through the first resonant maximum.

New results for thick cylinders show that the aspect invariance of the phase exists only at frequencies in the very low resonant and Rayleigh regions. There are, however, specific higher frequencies at which the phase is aspect invariant or has minimum dispersion. Similar results but with much sharper resonances occur with hollow metallic tubes and hollow tubes having one end closed to form an internal cavity.

These aspect-invariant properties are important because they provide measurable information characteristic of the target without the seriously complicating influence of angular dependence. In particular, the frequency location of the first maximum of the monostatic radar cross section provides a measure of the length of thin scatterers; the width of the first resonant maximum will be related to the $Q$ or thickness of the scatterer, and the aspect ratio of the target can be determined from the polarization characteristics. Similar possibilities exist for the phase.

To more fully exploit these characteristics, target classification techniques were used with multiple-frequency resonant region data. Radar cross section versus aspect angle data were obtained for several bodies of revolution at frequencies in the high Rayleigh and low resonance region. The
objects all had approximately the same volume and the shapes were two right circular cylinders, a cone, a step cylinder and a double step cylinder. The analysis showed that there was sufficient information to differentiate between the objects when five or more radar frequencies distributed over about an octave in frequency were used. In addition, the data were sufficiently aspect invariant in that they remained reasonably constant over at least 20 degrees of aspect angle and in some cases, over 90 degrees. Results also showed that even if the objects were quite similar in shape as, for example, the double-step cylinder and the cone, higher resonance region frequencies could still be used to distinguish them at the expense, however, of less aspect angle invariance.

As part of this research, a new technique was developed for removing the uncertainties in the radar cross-section data caused by the interrelation between the radar polarization vector and the unknown target aspect angle. In addition, the dual-frequency phase signature technique (a Laboratory-developed technique explained in the previous Report on Research) was extended and used to measure phase shift of the target scattering. This technique is independent of the target range and its motion and provides an absolute rather than a differential phase shift. Each of these measurement techniques adds its share to reducing the enormous complexity of the target identification problem.

ANTENNAS

In the past two years the emphasis in the Laboratory's antenna research has shifted into a closer alignment with a number of ongoing Air Force programs, to shorten the time frame for application. A major reason for this foreshortening of the time frame is the increasing consultation services provided by the Laboratory. Scientists have participated in design reviews, evaluations, and technical studies throughout the Air Force.

As examples of the interaction with system project offices and user commands, the Laboratory has conducted studies in trailing wire LF antennas for aircraft, designed a variable polarization array for a gunship sensor, evaluated the ground effects on ILS antennas, developed new techniques for limited scan antennas and evaluated radar performance for GCA landing control systems.

The Laboratory research program in antennas has been oriented around a few major themes. The first is hemispherical coverage antennas. To maintain an effective communication link between an aircraft and a satellite, the antenna coverage must be essentially hemispherical, with particularly good performance near the horizon. Additionally, high performance aircraft require flush mounted antennas. This problem has been addressed in depth; mutual coupling and element-matching techniques have been studied, a novel corrugated surface for the low elevation coverage has been devised, and dual-band techniques are under investigation. A second category is limited scan antennas. These are used principally as geostationary satellite antennas and landing control radar antennas. System cost and complexity can be reduced by tailoring the antenna to the required coverage sector. New techniques for such limited scan antennas have been invented in the Laboratory. These fall into two areas: phased arrays with odd-mode control, and hybrid array-reflector antennas.

Moderate gain antennas for HF or UHF band usage also continue to receive attention for special applications. The Laboratory-developed short backfire array has been incorporated into a special design for gunship use, and new ideas for HF band antennas are under study. A detailed analysis of the log periodic array is being completed; the currents on the elements have been rigorously determined, permitting accurate calculation of the radiation pattern. In the following sections these efforts are described in detail.
Produced a new design that overcomes these limitations. The improvement is achieved by using the open end of a waveguide as the primary radiator in the antenna cavity. The waveguide intrudes into the cavity from behind the larger reflector plate of the backfire. Different types of waveguides may be used, and the polarization response of the antenna will be determined by the polarization characteristics and the energizing system of the waveguide. Use of such a feed structure with the short backfire antenna provides a high-frequency, high-gain, high-power antenna for ground, aircraft, and space applications. Flush-mounted antenna designs can also be provided for high-performance aircraft and space vehicles. There is also the possibility of using these structures in arrays for monopulse tracking and telemetry.

Most of the short backfire arrays already developed have reflector shapes that are symmetric with respect to the array center and are of equal dimensions in both major axes. Their E and H-plane radiation patterns therefore have about the same half-power beamwidth. Laboratory scientists have now gone a step further and shown that the technique of arraying short backfire elements may also be applied to reflectors with major-to-minor axis ratios significantly different from unity. Such designs include all types of fan beam arrays. An in-line eight-element array was constructed in the experimental phase of the laboratory program. By varying element parameters, the array was optimized and was capable of receiving or transmitting linear, elliptic, or circular polarization with a 7-degree half-power beamwidth in its azimuthal plane and a directive gain of 22.1 dB. With an area illumination efficiency of 0.84, this structure is very attractive for applications such as Instrument Landing Systems (ILS), where reduced antenna reflector dimensions are important design considerations.

A four-element short backfire array has also been designed, fabricated, and ex-

SHORT BACKFIRE ANTENNAS: Short backfire antennas are efficient radiators of electromagnetic energy and are attractive to antenna systems designers because they are also simple and compact. A typical short backfire antenna is comprised of: 1) a planar reflector approximately two wavelengths in diameter with a rim along the edge approximately one-half wavelength deep; 2) a reflector disk approximately one-half wavelength in diameter, arranged parallel to the large reflector, and 3) a feed located between the two reflectors. The feed may be any radiator of small axial extension; for example, a dipole, pair of crossed dipoles, a loop, or a short helix or spiral. Such simple feeds are, however, impractical for frequencies above 1 GHz, because their small physical dimensions demand an extremely accurate feed design with close tolerances. In addition, such designs provide only limited power handling. During this reporting period, continuing research on this type of antenna has pro-
perimentially tested for use by scientists of the Ionospheric Physics Laboratory in the reception of low-level atmospheric noise at 920 MHz. This array, which uses an octagonal reflector, has low-sidelobe radiation patterns and a directive gain of approximately 19 dB. It serves as the tracking antenna for electrically active atmospheric clouds in a system being developed here at AFCRL for lightning warning applications.

**FLUSH-MOUNTED PHASED ARRAY TECHNIQUES:** A substantial laboratory effort is devoted to the study and development of techniques for improved-performance, flush-mounted and low-profile phased arrays. Arrays of this type are required on aircraft for communicating with satellites or other aircraft. Ideally, they should have a wide bandwidth and near-hemispherical scan with special emphasis on the coverage near the horizon. These requirements are stringent and therefore provide a strong stimulus for accelerated research in phased array technology. This, in turn, has resulted in a broad range of in-house and contractual developments in these areas. Recent contractual accomplishments have included development of novel stripline and waveguide radiators that operate over octave-bandwidth frequency ranges, and studies of dielectric clad arrays that provide scan coverage from horizon to zenith.

In-house studies include the analysis of planar arrays of waveguide elements on curved surfaces such as cylinders and cones. These analyses include inter-element mutual coupling and have resulted in a convenient analytical conformal array model based on the Geometrical Theory of Diffraction.

Other in-house studies include the development of a low-profile scanning lens for aircraft station-keeping, and also an array technique for zenith-to-horizon coverage. This latter array uses waveguide shorting switches to transform the array into a corrugated structure for end-fire (horizon) radiation, even though the antenna functions as a conventional array for moderate angles from zenith. Preliminary results indicate that this technique can provide efficient radiation from zenith to horizon while scanning in one plane. Hemispherical coverage is then provided by mechanically rotating the structure.

The multiplicity of satellite-to-aircraft communication links projected for future Air Force systems has provided impetus for
an in-house study of a dual-band array technique for flush-mounted application. The development is based on a dielectric slab-loaded waveguide geometry that serves as a transmission medium for two signals, one at roughly double the frequency of the other. The technique is intended to maximize the aperture efficiency of the array while allowing completely independent beam-forming systems at the two frequencies. Experimental testing is presently underway.

ANTENNAS FOR LIMITED SECTOR SCANNING: The previous Report on Research outlined several Laboratory efforts pertaining to antennas with restricted scanning ranges. These limited scan antennas find application in precision approach radars for airport Ground Control Approach systems, and also as scanned or multiple-beam antennas for satellite communication links. Due to the importance of the subject and the likelihood that substantial improvements over conventional technology would result from research in this area, the Laboratory has undertaken two in-house and two contractual studies in limited-scan antennas. The contractual studies have centered about techniques using a phased array or Butler matrix in combination with a dual-reflector or dual-lens system. The intermediate reflector or lens is oversized to allow use of a minimum-size final aperture and an extremely small feed array. Theoretical results indicate that this approach will reduce the number of phase controls required by as much as 40 percent in comparison with present state-of-the-art techniques. Another limited-scan antenna technique developed in-house consists of an array illuminating a single reflector or lens. This antenna provides parameter control of the scan performance, and efficiently uses the available number of terminals for scanning. A circular arc array generates a phase distribution that is linear in phase by producing an equal progressive phase increment on the elements. The shape of the reflector or lens surface is cho-
sen to translate this angular phase distribution into a linear phase front. A two-dimensional pillbox antenna, employing 16 monopole elements and a corporate feed, has been constructed to demonstrate this principle of limited scanning. Theoretical studies show that the amount of off-axis scan, measured in beamwidths, is nearly equal to the number of feed elements.

The second limited-scan antenna technique being developed in-house is a phased array that uses large array elements with relatively few phase controls. This approach depends on multiple higher order modes in the horn elements to achieve cancellation of the dominant grating lobes. Studies to date have included the design of an eight-element array with collimating lenses for one plane of scan, a study of stratified dielectric layer filters for grating lobe suppression, the design of a four-mode element for scanning in two planes, and theoretical scanning studies for one and two planes of scan. Results indicate that use of this large-element technique can reduce the number of active components required by nearly an order of magnitude as compared to conventional arrays.

LOG-PERIODIC ANTENNAS: Log-periodic dipole (LPD) antennas are widely used as broadband radiating and receiving devices. Arrays of such elements have been used for over-the-horizon backscatter detection radars. For any particular design, there are several parameters (more than in most other antenna arrays) that must be specified. In order to maximize some useful antenna property such as antenna gain over many combinations of the basic parametric design values, the designer must have a mathematical model of proven reliability, and it must be sufficiently simple so that large arrays of these dipoles can be handled. To date, several attempts at developing such a model have been made. None have really succeeded. Intrinsic to each is some restriction of the ranges over which the defining parameters can be varied. And even over common regions of validity, the theories often disagree with each other and with experiment by significant amounts. The purpose of the present in-house effort is to develop a mathematical model that uses these parametric limits, that agrees closely with experiment, and that can be reliably used in optimization studies of these antennas and arrays in which each element is itself an LPD antenna. This Laboratory model was used for numerous calculations over a wide range of most of the parameters defining the antenna, including the number of dipoles, the dipole length taper, the inter-dipole spacing factor, the transmission feed-line characteristic impedance, the terminating impedance, and dipole length to diameter ratio. Quantities calculated included the dipole current distributions, antenna gain, pattern front-to-back ratio, input impedance, E-plane and H-plane radiation patterns, the distribution of power among the dipoles and the load, self and mutual admittances, and the relative driving-point voltages and currents.

Special attention was given to the determination of the combinations of dipole length taper and inter-dipole spacing factors that lead to maximum gain. The new results differ from those obtained by other investigators, most of whom used a much simpler mathematical model. For example, higher values of gain were predicted by the new results. The ultimate test of any theory is a comparison with experiment. The new Laboratory theory has been compared with numerous experimental results and the agreement is usually quite satisfactory.

In a separate but related in-house effort, Laboratory scientists are looking at HF log-periodic arrays to satisfy a Tactical Air Command requirement for a short range (50-500 nautical miles) HF communication system that will provide reliable communications for simultaneous voice and data-link channels between a central command post and several scattered outposts. The
research is exploring several alternatives to provide an omni-directional azimuthal antenna pattern and a highly directional vertical antenna pattern. This latter will alleviate the problem of signal distortion caused by multi-path signal interference. Theoretical studies have been completed on vertical arrays of loops and crossed dipoles with log-periodic spacing. Experimental work based on the theoretical studies is presently being conducted.

**INTERFERENCE REJECTION ANTENNA SYSTEM**: The need to suppress interference signals in electromagnetic detection systems has led to the development of signal processing and pattern synthesis techniques that are usually complex and generally do not have a real-time response capability. A new Laboratory-developed method of variable polarization control discriminates between several incident signals of differing polarizations and selects the desired signal. The equipment required to convert a particular antenna so that it has a real-time interference rejection capability is quite simple and consists of a few phase shifters and delay lines. Laboratory scientists have developed a dual-plane monopulse sensor system utilizing short backfire elements with high-gain characteristics and the capability of rejecting interference signals several orders of magnitude stronger than the desired signal. The application of this interference rejection scheme to military sensor systems is obvious but commercial uses for GCA radars and microwave communication systems are also foreseen.

**TROPOSPHERIC PROPAGATION**

The Laboratory’s tropospheric propagation research program has two principal objectives. The first is to investigate the limitations imposed by the atmosphere on the propagation of electromagnetic energy at microwave and millimeter wavelengths and to find techniques for removing these limitations. The second is to use the propagating wave as a diagnostic tool for obtaining information on both lower atmospheric structure and solar activity and then, to investigate the effects on Air Force electronic systems. Radar and radiometric systems are used for these studies with the primary instrument being the Laboratory’s 29-foot millimeter wave antenna at Prospect Hill, Waltham, Mass.

Millimeter waves interact strongly with the lower atmosphere. Atmospheric oxygen, water vapor and precipitation all attenuate millimeter waves limiting the use of these wavelengths for communications and radar. Also, tropospheric refraction de-
grades the performance of systems operated at low elevation angles. On the positive side, however, this millimeter wave-atmosphere interaction has been partially responsible for the emergence of a new branch of science called microwave meteorology. Microwave measurements of atmospheric emission lead to estimates of temperature, pressure, and water vapor profiles. Through high-resolution doppler-shift and doppler-spread measurements, cross-path wind speeds can be measured and turbulent regions detected.

The Laboratory also monitors the millimeter wave emission from active regions on the sun. Large solar flares produce density changes in the upper atmosphere that, in turn, perturb satellite orbits. These solar flares also change the characteristics of the ionosphere and produce HF communications blackouts. Observations of the sun have been conducted for many years to derive criteria for predicting these solar events.

TROPOSPHERIC REFRACTION: The lower atmosphere has an index of refraction slightly larger than unity. It decreases approximately exponentially with height. As a result, radio waves travel more slowly than in free space and as they traverse layers of decreasing index of refraction, they are bent downward. Two types of errors arise from this atmospheric refraction: 1) space targets observed from the ground appear to be at a higher elevation angle than the true angle, and 2) if the distance to the target is based on a time delay measurement, the target will appear further away than it actually is. For a target on the horizon (the most extreme case), the pointing error will be about 0.7 degree and the range error, over 300 feet. As the elevation angle of the target increases, the pointing and range errors decrease approximately proportional to the cosecant of the angle.

To obtain accurate angle and range-error corrections, it is necessary to know the value of index of refraction along the ray path. Although this is possible in principle, it is not usually done in practice because of the large expense involved. More often, a vertical refractivity profile is obtained by either launching a radiosonde and calculating the index of refraction from temperature, pressure and humidity measurements, or by launching a microwave refractometer and obtaining the refractivity directly. A horizontally stratified atmosphere is assumed and the angle or range-error corrections are calculated using either ray-tracing or numerical integration techniques. If an actual profile is not available, then a representative refractivity model can be employed.

Angle and range-error corrections based on vertical refractivity profiles and, in some cases, even surface refractivity alone, have proved satisfactory for many applications, particularly those for which target elevation angles are above 5 degrees above the horizon and the region is horizontally stratified. For example, range-error corrections based on global average surface refractivities have been provided for the NAVSTAR Global Positioning System which is designed to operate at elevation angles above 5 degrees. A standard error of less than 4 percent of the total range error can be obtained from a polynomial regression on surface refractivity. Our analysis of refractivity profiles in Central Europe has shown that the atmosphere is so horizontally stratified and so stable that range-error corrections based on a single annual mean surface refractivity should be adequate for an airborne radar system. However, this correction method has not produced acceptable results when applied to an atmosphere with a horizontally varying index of refraction or for targets at very low elevation angles.

Targets of opportunity can be used to overcome this limitation. If the position of a satellite is accurately known and the satellite either rises or sets in the general direction of the target, then refraction corrections can be obtained using the satellite for
calibration. This has been done frequently for angle-error corrections but not for range error since the true range of the satellite is usually not accurately known. Natural radio sources can also be used as targets for angle corrections. The true positions of the sun, moon and many of the other strong radio sources are listed in the ephemerides and these sources can be detected with a microwave radiometer, i.e., a wide-band receiver designed to measure noise-type signals. Thus, for some locations, angle corrections can be accurately obtained using both artificial and natural targets.

However, these techniques are not always adequate. A technique based on atmospheric emission measurements with a microwave radiometer seems to have the potential of providing real-time angle and range-error corrections. Refractive bending, range error and atmospheric emission (sometimes referred to as apparent sky temperature) are functions of the same meteorological parameters: temperature, pressure and humidity. Ideally, one would like to relate angle and range error directly to atmospheric emission. However, the mathematical functions are so complex, it has not yet been possible to obtain either an analytical or numerical solution to this problem. It has, however, been investigated using a statistical approach and the initial results are very promising. Atmospheric emissions at several frequencies and elevation angles were calculated for a large sample of both stratified and non-stratified atmospheres. Refractive bending and range error were also calculated for the same atmospheres; results were correlated and regression lines were obtained. It was then shown, using statistical estimation methods, that more accurate corrections could be obtained by utilizing atmospheric emission measurements along with surface refractivity than by using surface refractivity alone.

If this technique proves feasible it could easily be implemented into many Air Force systems at low cost. It would provide correction data continually and might ultimately enable the user to forecast the onset of poor propagation conditions.

**EARTH-TO-SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS:**

Earth-to-satellite wide-band communications requirements require utilization of the millimeter wavelength region of the electromagnetic spectrum. It is now known that total atmospheric attenuation in the window regions is relatively low except for conditions of heavy cloud cover and precipitation. Long-term attenuation statistics for the region in which the ground terminal is to be located are needed for design data for communications links. Ideally these data could be obtained by placing a millimeter wave beacon on a satellite and conducting long-term measurements. This approach would be very expensive and to date there has been only one satellite which has transmitted signals above 10 GHz, the ATS-5. However, this laboratory has successfully obtained long-term rain attenua-
tion data using two types of radiometric techniques. In the first, attenuation through rain was obtained directly from an extinction measurement using the sun as a source. In the second, the attenuation was inferred from a measurement of atmospheric emission. The advantage of an extinction measurement is that losses as high as 30 dB can be obtained directly, whereas attenuations on the order of only 10 or 12 dB can be inferred from an emission measurement. The advantage of the second method is that data can be obtained continually at any angle, day or night, while the extinction measurement can obviously only be made during the day in the direction of the sun. Thus, the first method provides a limited amount of accurate attenuation data over a large dynamic range while the second method produces a larger sample of somewhat less accurate attenuations over a smaller dynamic range.

Rain attenuation statistics have been obtained for Hawaii at 15 and 35 GHz and for Boston at 35 GHz. It appears that attenuation and rain rate are reasonably well correlated for Hawaiian rain but are essentially uncorrelated for Boston rain.

Since heavy rain is generally quite localized, the possibility of using site diversity to improve the reliability of a communications link was investigated. Results based on a year of data showed that a site diversity system in the Boston area, with a 7-mile separation between sites, would improve system reliability significantly. Under the conditions of this experiment, it was found that for the proposed two-site diversity system, an 18-dB increase in the effective radiated power of the satellite (above that needed to overcome free-space loss) would be required for an outage time of one hour per year as opposed to over 33 dB for a single-site system.

Atmospheric scattering limits the data rate of millimeter communication channels. Several approaches to this important problem are currently being pursued in-house. One such study of this limitation has been carried out through investigation of the propagation in a random medium using a perturbation theory that assumes small fluctuations in the index of refraction. In order to cover the other extreme, the case of strong fluctuations, an approach that involves functional methods is being tried. The crucial factor in this approach is the characteristic functional from which the complete statistical description of the waves in a random medium can be derived. The goal of all these related approaches is to develop an accurate statistical model for atmospheric scattering which will enable the Air Force user organizations to predict realistic data rates for millimeter communication channels.

REMOTE SENSING OF LOWER ATMOSPHERIC STRUCTURE: Temperature and humidity data can be obtained from either ground-based or satellite-based radiometric measurements of atmospheric emission by inverting the radiative transfer integral. The accuracy to which the meteorological data can be inferred depends on the accuracies of the radiometric measurement, the absorption coefficients of water vapor and oxygen, the line breadth constants of

Simultaneous records of received mm signal level as a function of time for two ground stations having a separation of 9 miles. Upper trace is for light intermittent rain and shows that space diversity is not too effective. The lower trace however is for heavy rain and is a perfect illustration of the value of space diversity. The secondary site is badly affected while the primary site is operational.
the absorption lines and the technique used to invert the radiative transfer integral equation. This laboratory has reviewed different inversion methods along with stabilization techniques. By introducing Bayesian estimation theory, a more intuitive and unified approach to the inversion problem results. One result of this approach was to show that several statistical inversion techniques are particular cases of the general Bayesian estimation and are identical under specified conditions.

A computer program to determine inversion accuracy has been written. The stabilization techniques and information processing of passive sensor data that have been developed are now being used in the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program.

**TROPOSPHERIC FORWARD SCATTER PROPAGATION:** Microwave signals in the near millimeter wave region have been used in a long-range forward scatter experiment conducted jointly by the laboratory and the Canadian Communications Research Center. The purpose of the experiment is to study both signal propagation and tropospheric parameters.

The increasing number of communication links above 10 GHz makes the allocation of shared frequency bands inevitable. The feasibility of frequency sharing between earth-space and terrestrial line-of-sight communications systems depends upon ability to predict the statistics of interference between these two systems over any given path. The experiment mentioned above has accumulated signal statistics at 15.7 GHz and a path length of 500 km for a one-year period and will be used to obtain better long-range propagation interference prediction in this frequency range. The narrow beam antennas (0.15 degrees beamwidth) used for transmission and reception limit the scattering to a well defined region in space. Computer control of antenna pointing was used to quickly probe received signal levels at a series of scatter locations. Some of these yielded additional information on propagation mechanisms previously not available, such as the distinction between hydrometeor and turbulent air scatter.

The precise definition of the scatter region in space is even more important when the forward scatter link is used as a remote meteorological sensing tool. A wealth of information on tropospheric scattering structure and motion has been obtained during the propagation experiments. This additional information was collected during routine spatial scans incorporated into the measurement programs. The signal used in such scatter experiments is highly coherent in transmission. When scatterers contributing to the received signal are in motion, they impose a doppler shift on the scattered signal. A long-range bistatic system has the property that the observed average doppler shift in the scatter volume is essentially due to the wind component across the propagation path. The observed frequency shift is proportional to the horizontal distance of the scatter volume from the line connecting the transmitter and receiver. Twenty doppler scans are recorded in the plane transverse to the propagation path and including the mid-path point. These are, in effect, a map of the vertical cross-path wind structure between 5 and 15 km height and covering a range of 30 km either side of the center. Under reasonably uniform crosspath winds over the 60-km horizontal range, the linear dependence of doppler shift in the off-path position is quite obvious, with a reversal in sign between the upwind and the downwind regions. Strong wind shears have been observed in this fashion and could be verified from routine radiosonde stations operating in the vicinity of the forward scatter path.

**SOLAR ACTIVITY:** Solar radiation is the prime energy source for the terrestrial environment. Variations in either the intensity or the spectral character of this energy produce corresponding changes in our...
local environment referred to as aurora, HF communications blackouts, magnetic storms and polar cap absorptions. Because these effects disrupt communications systems, a world-wide program of solar observations has been in progress with the goal of developing a capability to forecast the occurrences of the major solar disturbance, the proton flare.

Laboratory scientists have recently completed an analysis of high-resolution radio observations at 9.1 cm (Stanford), 8.6 mm (AFGRL) and 3.4 mm (Aerospace) taken over the years 1968 to 1970. The purpose was to determine the spectral character of individual active regions during their passage across the solar disk. Positional comparison of enhanced regions demonstrated that the majority of active regions individually observed, at resolutions between 3 and 4 arc-minutes, have no corresponding feature at the other two wavelengths. For those centers which could be co-located, however, a catalogue was prepared and employed as a data base for determining mean characteristics of such regions. The catalogue provides mean values of region fluxes, sizes and spectral indices in the 9.1 cm to 3.4 mm wavelength range. A significant deviation from the mean characteristic of those active regions generating proton flares is suggested as a potential means of forecasting high energy events.

**ROTATION RATE SENSORS**

There is a continuing Air Force need for more sensitive and more reliable rotation sensors to be used in navigation and guidance systems for missiles and satellites. Devices sensitive to very low rotation rate are required to prevent significant navigation errors on a long flight. Rotation rate sensors based on interferometry of countercirculating waves in a circular configuration are being studied in the Laboratory. Optical waves in such a geometry lead to a phase shift proportional to the angular velocity of the ring and the area of the enclosed circuit. Elastic surface waves—both acoustic and magnetic—may also be used in similar ring interferometers, although there is not a one to one correspondence with the optical case owing to the non-constancy of elastic surface wave velocity in different frames of reference. This latter approach has been adopted and the theoretical principles of such rotation rate sensors, based on ring interferometry of acoustic and magnetic elastic surface waves, have been established. Such devices require relative motion between the transducer generating the waves and the medium on which the waves propagate. An advantage of these devices is that the calculated sensitivity is higher by several orders of magnitude than that for optical (Sagnac) ring interferometers. Acoustic and magnetic devices could be used both as tachometers and “pick-offs” for gyro readouts.

In establishing the theoretical foundations of the acoustic and magnetic rate sensors (ARS and MARS), much attention has been given to the differences between elastic surface waves and optical waves. These differences originate in the fact that the velocity of light in vacuo is a constant for all frames of reference. The ARS and MARS approaches are feasible because coupling between the transducer and the medium is possible without direct physical contact. The first ARS device uses a quartz cylinder as the sensing element and has been designed to operate at 100 MHz. A disk of 1 cm² area rotating at 1 rpm would give a phase shift of about 10 minutes at this frequency. The first experiment designed to demonstrate the MARS principle is being done with a film of yttrium iron garnet (YIG) grown epitaxially. This YIG film is the carrier for the magnetostatic waves that are generated at frequencies of 1 to 4 GHz. A 4-GHz wave traveling about a cylinder of 1-cm radius rotating at 1.5 rps would lead to a phase shift of about 1 degree.
HYPERSONIC ELECTROMAGNETICS

Shock-ionized flow fields produced by an aerospace vehicle during atmospheric reentry severely disrupt the operation of electromagnetic radiating and penetration aids on board the reentry vehicle. Research and development efforts range all the way from rocket flight tests to laboratory studies of plasma simulation techniques. The fourth and fifth rocket launches of the Laboratory's Trailblazer payloads occurred in July 1972 and December 1973. The rocket program is now in a period of transition. The Trailblazer series of flight tests, all five of which were successful, was completed and provided excellent data on the high-altitude (100 to 300 kilofeet) radio blackout effects on microwave systems. This altitude regime is primarily of importance for electronic countermeasures (ECM) systems on ballistic missiles. However, similar problems also occur at lower altitudes with the radar fuzing systems on reentry vehicles. A new series of rocket flights is now being planned and will investigate these low-altitude effects.

One task has been directed toward an analysis of the breakdown effects that are encountered when a high-power microwave signal is incident upon an ionized region of space. This problem is prominent during high-power transmissions from reentry spacecraft. A related study that grew out of the microwave analyses is that of laser-induced breakdown in the atmosphere. This phenomenon can be a limiting factor in high-energy laser propagation. One other experiment undertaken since the last reporting period is the analysis of the effects of high-power laser irradiation on dielectric materials.

TRAILBLAZER ROCKET FLIGHTS: The goals of the Laboratory's high-altitude experiments, using the Trailblazer II test vehicle, were to acquire data on the ionization occurring in the shock layer formed around a vehicle during reentry, and to develop techniques to suppress the electrons in the flow which cause the distortion and attenuation of microwave signal transmission. An associated objective was to develop diagnostic devices to measure the flow properties. All these goals have now been achieved.

The first three flights were used to determine the effects of the ionization on antenna performance. At low-power levels, the ionization causes antenna impedance mismatch, signal attenuation and antenna pattern distortion. The antennas placed at various positions on the vehicle experienced a variety of conditions and the levels of signal degradation changed as a function of altitude. At high-power transmission levels, additional effects are found. For example, the ionization reduces the antenna breakdown threshold and this places considerable constraint on the useful power levels of on-board ECM systems.

In the second phase of the program (Flights 4 and 5), the emphasis was on eliminating or greatly reducing the effects of the shock-induced ionization. The prob-

A plume of incandescent gas is produced by the intense heating of a ceramic specimen exposed to a beam of focused infrared laser radiation. Changes in the microwave propagation characteristics of the ceramic material are monitored during the irradiation period.
lems are caused by the presence of unattached electrons in the medium through which the signal propagates. The electrons are free to oscillate with the signal and produce distorting effects when their number becomes sufficiently large. The method selected to overcome this problem was to reduce the free electron concentration by introducing chemical additives into the flow, particularly substances that have a strong affinity for attaching electrons. Such electrophilic agents reduce the free electron concentrations by binding up the electrons as negative ions, and these heavier ions do not have a significant effect on the signal transmission. This alleviation technique is much more efficient than simply cooling the flow which would require the addition of much larger amounts of material.

In conjunction with the flight tests, Laboratory scientists developed computer models to provide numerical solutions to the combined Maxwell-flow field equations. In the absence of any additives, these models have given good agreement with previously obtained test data. Models that include the effects of additive materials are now being computed and the results will be compared to the flight test data.

Two quite different additive techniques were tested in the rocket flights. One technique was the localized injection of a liquid, Freon 114B2 (Flight 4); the other was use of an electrophilic material in the vehicle heat shield (Flight 5). On this fifth flight, a Teflon coating was effective in its dual role of providing heat protection to the vehicle and of reducing the electron density levels around the surface of the nose cone. Heat transfer from the external flow causes heat shield ablation releasing the alleviant material from the heat shield into the boundary layer. Both methods have, therefore, been shown to be effective and viable approaches for reducing electron concentrations in the shock layer. On these last two test flights, signal attenuation levels for the test antennas were improved by about 30 dB through the use of the alleviants.

The diagnostic measurements included in the flights are an additional information-gathering aspect of the program. Several extremely interesting devices were tested on these flights and some unique scientific results were obtained. The reentry vehicles for both alleviation flight tests were outfitted with a number of electrostatic probes that measured directly the charged particle densities over the vehicle surface. It was necessary to measure both the positive ion and the electron densities to determine the effectiveness of the alleviation material in reducing the concentration of free electrons. This was the first successful simultaneous measurement of both
positive- and negative-charged particle densities during flight tests. The probes were judiciously placed on the vehicles and measured the whole time history of the additive-plasma interaction as a function of the position on the vehicle, the spreading of the additive stream when local liquid injection was used, and any non-uniform ablation of the Teflon heat shield.

A number of effects were observed. Liquid injection reduced the measured free electron density by three orders of magnitude following each injection pulse. Secondly, from the measured changes in charged particle density, the liquid additive stream was seen to spread out as it flowed back over the vehicle. The Teflon heat shield reduced the electron density by a factor of 200 throughout the time interval that the probes were sensitive to the plasma. The probe results during that flight also showed no effects of uneven ablation.

Additional measurements served to confirm these significant diagnostic results. The electrostatic probes measure the electron density only within several millimeters of the vehicular surface, whereas the microwave signal attenuation depends upon the total integrated electron density throughout the entire thickness of the plasma sheath. This integrated effect was observed directly, using the on-board S-band test transmitter and antenna as a diagnostic device, as well as a signal source. The variations in the signal strength received at ground stations, the coupling to another on-board antenna, and other observed radiation characteristics could all be related to corresponding fluctuations in the properties of the reentry plasma sheath as a function of altitude and vehicular motion. These microwave transmission data were then used to compute electron density profiles for the reentry trajectory which agreed quite well with the electrostatic probe data and also with theoretical flow field predictions.

An additional validation of the electrostatic probe as a diagnostic tool was obtained through the close agreement of its response with that of a special stripline probe on the third Trailblazer rocket flight. Both plasma diagnostic devices measure the electron density close to the vehicle surface, but employ entirely different principles. Thus, one can be checked against the other.

The evaluation of the flight data indicates that both types of alleviation techniques (liquid injection and electrophilic heat shields) can be applied successfully and that differences in weight, penetration, and distribution will decide which approach would be most applicable for a given mission requirement.

**ARMING AND FUZING ANTENNA MEASUREMENTS:** Air Force interest in the performance of high-velocity missiles at low altitudes has opened up a new area of research centered about antennas and shock-induced ionization. As a result of the higher atmospheric densities involved, an entirely new spectrum of problems has emerged.

A new class of base-mounted antennas (windowless) is being considered for use on advanced reentry vehicle systems. The antennas are placed in the relatively protected base region of the nose cone. This antenna location leaves the nose-cone skin mechanically intact, and so it can operate at much higher aerodynamic stress levels.

Some preliminary research into the problems of antenna operation under these low-altitude, high-stress conditions has begun. The situation is complex because at these altitudes the boundary layer has become turbulent, and very little information is available on the properties of the flow in the near wake base region where the antennas are located. Thus, to evaluate the system performance, one must first obtain experimental data against which theoretical analyses can be tested.

Laboratory scientists are simulating the nose-cone environment using cloth made of a conducting fabric to represent the lossy medium associated with the near wake
flow. In addition, a contractual effort is being conducted for AFCRL in the MIT wind tunnel using a slightly more sophisticated approach to the problem of analyzing the wake properties for conical bodies. Finally, actual flight tests with a series of vehicles at velocities and altitudes approaching actual operational conditions are being planned. The combination of these various efforts should provide a range of information which will be useful in establishing the performance of such antennas for Air Force missions.

MICROWAVE ENERGY/PLASMA INTERACTIONS: The study of the ionized environment that exists in the vicinity of an aerospace vehicle requires a knowledge of the complex interactions between microwave energy and plasmas. Two such Laboratory studies centered about 1) the effect of preionization on microwave breakdown, and 2) the generation of harmonic emission from a plasma. When a high-power microwave signal propagates along a path containing residual ionization, the breakdown level of the medium is markedly decreased. Such paths can occur naturally in transmission from hypersonic vehicles within the sensitive atmosphere, or such paths can be artificially produced by nuclear detonations. A computer program has been written to calculate the electric field strength required to initiate microwave breakdown in a partially ionized gas. The breakdown field is found by calculating ionization rates and balancing them against the losses due to diffusion in the free and ambipolar modes. These analytical results were compared to experimental data obtained in neon and neon-argon mixtures. In certain pressure ranges, lowering of breakdown voltage by as much as a factor of 5 was confirmed when residual electron densities of $10^8$ per cubic centimeter and greater were encountered. Simultaneous measurements of the electron density, metastable density, and the microwave breakdown field in a neon afterglow have also been made. Results show that electron collisional ionization of the neon metastable states tends to be the dominant electron production mechanism.

The interaction of a high-power microwave signal and a plasma can also produce non-linear effects. One such effect is the generation of second harmonic emission when a plasma is subjected to microwave absorption at plasma resonance. Laboratory scientists have confirmed this in experiments with neon and xenon plasmas. Measurements of the amplitude of the second harmonic emission as a function of input power and the neutral gas density were also made. Experiments such as these provide a better understanding of the signal loss and distortion that occur in a plasma environment.

LASER DIELECTRIC INTERACTIONS: Many classes of dielectric materials are relatively transparent to microwave energy. Under laser irradiation, however, certain of these materials can become less transmissive. The change may be permanent or transient. A study to characterize the altered dielectric properties and their effect on microwave signal transmission has recently been initiated.

A CW carbon dioxide laser is used to irradiate a variety of dielectric materials. Depending upon the sample absorption coefficient, thermal conductivity and specific heat, an increase in temperature will occur. This temperature change may be accompanied by changes in the sample's dielectric constant and loss tangent. Small samples of material under test have also been placed within a microwave cavity structure. The resonant frequency and quality factor are determined for the cavity and sample combination. By repetitively sweeping the cavity with a probing signal of sufficient bandwidth during the laser irradiation period, changes in resonant frequency and quality factor can be dynami-
ceramic dielectrics, on the other hand, suffer changes only under actual high temperature conditions and rapidly recover to pre-test characteristics upon cessation of laser irradiation and subsequent cooling.

Having established that normally transmissive material may undergo changes during or after laser irradiation, the question arises as to the effect, if any, that such changes can produce in the radiation pattern of transmitted microwave signals. A two-fold effort is underway to answer this query. A computer code has been written to predict the effect on the far field antenna patterns of microwave systems whose radiating apertures are blocked by obstacles of arbitrary size, shape, position, and degree of transmissivity. Laboratory experiments have also been conducted to measure the changes in antenna pattern when laser damage is simulated by using patches to locally heat a dielectric sample held in a bright spot. Effects of this irradiation on the sample properties can be determined by monitoring the microwave reflections in the waveguide section or by transmitting to a receiving horn.

The output of a 300-watt carbon dioxide laser, operating at 10.6 micrometers, is used to locally heat a dielectric sample held in a ground plane (bright spot). Effects of this irradiation on the sample properties can be determined by monitoring the microwave reflections in the waveguide section or by transmitting to a receiving horn.

cally monitored. This information yields a temporal history of the changes in dielectric constant and loss tangent of the illuminated samples. In other, more recent experiments, the dielectric sample was placed in the open end of a waveguide section terminated in a ground plane. In this configuration, using standard microwave diagnostic techniques, the complex impedance coefficient may be determined. The transmission, reflection, and absorption of microwave energy by a laser-irradiated sample may thus be measured. The laser power level is varied in successive tests and the dependence of the dielectric properties on incident laser power is thereby determined.

It has been found that dielectric materials containing organic components, such as epoxy impregnating resins, undergo thermal decomposition, leaving permanent conducting areas that, in turn, alter the microwave transmissive properties. Certain

**LASER PLASMA PRODUCTION:** Power densities produced by readily available laser systems can alter the medium through which they pass. Heating of naturally occurring suspended particulate matter can produce diffraction effects due to density variations. At higher power densities, these aerosol particles can become ionized, and produce plasmas through cascade breakdown. Finally, in the gigawatt density region, the very molecules that compose the atmosphere can break down and produce dense plasmas.

Certain of these laser-plasma-producing regimes are under study using a CW CO₂ laser, as well as a pulsed, 15-joule, transversely excited atmospheric pressure CO₂ laser. In particular, the laser-supported combustion wave is of interest since it may be ignited at relatively low laser power levels. Once established, such a plasma extracts energy from the incoming laser wave to maintain itself. This mechanism suggests
A technique for reducing the energy delivered to a surface by an intense laser beam. The production of energy-absorbing plasmas adjacent to a surface is therefore under investigation. The influence of coatings containing readily ionized components, as well as the injection of solid particle aerosols, is under study. This effort attempts to produce a lowering of the characteristic power densities required to initiate a laser-supported absorption wave, and thereby protect the surface from further laser damage.

**WAVE PROPAGATION IN AND SCATTERING FROM TURBULENT MEDIA:** The index of refraction of the atmosphere varies from point to point in a random manner and this fact classifies it as a turbulent medium. Although the average value of the variations is zero, electromagnetic waves passing through the atmosphere can be strongly affected. This is an important consideration for communications and tracking systems working at millimeter and optical frequencies. The turbulence can lead to loss of coherence and spreading or scattering of the radiation, coupled with a fluctuation in the intensity of the signals. Such behavior is generally observed in the propagation of laser beams through the atmosphere.

The classical approach to this problem involves the Born or Rytov approximations. These approaches fail, however, when the turbulence is strong, which is true of long propagation paths in the lower atmosphere. In order to include strong turbulence effects, Laboratory scientists developed a new approach based on transport methods, and derived relations for the intensity distribution, mutual coherence function and frequency spectrum of a collimated or focussed beam. The effects of turbulence strength are the inner and outer scales of the turbulence are included. In addition, the intensity and phase fluctuations of the signal were derived. Scientists were able, for the first time, to theoretically predict the saturation of the amplitude fluctuations, a phenomenon observed by Soviet researchers.

A second aspect of this research is related to the scattering of electromagnetic waves from turbulent media (as opposed to the line-of-sight propagation discussed in the previous paragraph). This is of importance since reentry vehicles usually produce a turbulent plasma wake which often has a radar cross section larger than the vehicle itself. Since the properties of the wake can be used to discriminate decoys from reentry vehicles, it is important to be able to predict its cross section. The radar cross section is traditionally calculated using the Born approximation, but flight-test data show that this is often inadequate, since it neglects the multiple scattering of the incident radar signal and also does not properly include refraction effects. Laboratory scientists studied the effects of including both multiple scatter and refraction in the cross section predictions. First studied was the effect of including multiple scatter. Its inclusion leads to, at most, a 3 dB correction. However, other studies showed that the inclusion of refraction can lead to a correction of tens of dB's when the aspect angle at which the wake is viewed is small. The results of these studies are being used to develop improved wake cross-section models and as a corollary, more accurate predictions of the wake's electromagnetic scattering behavior.

**MICROWAVE ACOUSTICS**

Surface acoustic wave devices can now be used not only as delay lines but can also perform sophisticated signal processing functions, such as correlation and convolution, that previously required a computer. In addition, microwave acoustic components can perform many of the functions of purely electronic devices and they do this in smaller packages, since the acoustic velocity and wavelength are 100,000 times smaller than the electromagnetic velocity and wavelength.

In recent years, Laboratory scientists have performed basic measurements and
The transmission line model of the transducer was used to calculate the impedance mismatch between the deposited metal film and the substrate from the measured reflection. With this technique, metal-substrate combinations with minimum impedance discontinuities can be chosen.

The second novel solution to this limitation is to space the transducer lines by one-quarter wavelength so that the impedance discontinuities produce no net reflections. This scheme has proved very successful in building SAW filters with precise band-pass characteristics.

**MINIMIZATION OF SURFACE ACOUSTIC WAVE DIFFRACTION:** A major source of losses in microwave frequency surface wave devices is diffraction loss. Prediction of such diffraction effects is greatly complicated by the material anisotropy. Laboratory scientists have solved this difficult problem so that it is no longer a fundamental obstacle.

**IMPROVED SURFACE ACOUSTIC WAVE (SAW) TRANSDUCERS:** SAW transducers are fabricated by depositing thin metal film lines on a piezoelectric substrate. Although the individual loading of each metal line is very small, the coherent addition of reflections from many lines spaced by one-half wavelength produces significant reflections and losses that cause signal distortion. Two approaches were taken to solve this problem. The first was experimental and required the development of a real-time laser probe to measure the magnitude of the reflections and losses. A theoretical transmission line model of the transducer was used to calculate the impedance mismatch between the deposited metal film and the substrate from the measured reflection. With this technique, metal-substrate combinations with minimum impedance discontinuities can be chosen.

The second novel solution to this limitation is to space the transducer lines by one-quarter wavelength so that the impedance discontinuities produce no net reflections. This scheme has proved very successful in building SAW filters with precise band-pass characteristics.
tal limitation. Tests have experimentally confirmed this new general theory and delineated the limits under which a simpler scaled isotropic theory can be used. These techniques have recently been used in the comprehensive, optimum design of uniform surface wave transducers. Both anisotropic diffraction and beam-steering effects are included in these designs.

In non-uniform or apodized transducers, the aperture width varies along the length of the transducer. Ideal transducer design procedures assume that the acoustic beam remains the same width as the finger pair from which it is sent. Anisotropic diffraction effects, however, cause each beam to spread at a different rate. Laboratory scientists have developed a general diffraction compensation synthesis procedure that corrects the original ideal design for diffraction variations for any anisotropic material. In addition, a new class of crystal has been discovered in which the inherent anisotropy of the material is used to continually refocus or reform the beam. This virtually eliminates diffraction spreading. One of these minimal diffraction cuts has been experimentally shown to have 100 times less beam spreading than isotropic materials. Such crystals are being used to make compact delay lines having hundreds of microseconds of delay without prohibitive diffraction losses. Another feature is that ideal transducer designs can be applied to these crystals without the need for further diffraction compensation. This advance is being applied to the highly apodized filter having rectangular band-pass characteristics required for fast spectral analysis.

**FREQUENCY SYNTHESIS WITH ELASTIC SURFACE WAVES:** Many electronic devices use a number of stable, equally spaced frequencies in their operation. The apparatus that provides such signals is called a frequency synthesizer. Surface acoustic wave technology has been applied to develop a novel, compact frequency synthesizer. The development is in response to an ESD requirement.

A single clock-controlled pulse generator produces a pulse train containing the required frequencies as harmonics. A surface acoustic wave filter band selects and filters the required signals. This approach inherently yields high reliability and low costs. The latter advantage stems from a fabrication technique of contact printing the entire filter bank from a single photolithographic master in much the same way as in integrated circuit production. Prototype filter banks with 21 channels have been fabricated on single 0.9 x 2 cm piezoelectric substrates. Each of the 21 filters consists of

---

**Diagram Description:**
- **CLOCK**
- **PULSE GENERATOR**

The 2 cm scale refers to the dimensions of the acoustic surface wave filter bank in this AFCRL-developed microwave frequency synthesizer. Each vertical column is a separate surface acoustic wave filter. The signal propagates as a Rayleigh (surface acoustic) wave from the small transducer at the top to the larger one at the bottom. Each visible line in the insert is composed of 4 1.5 µ wide lines. The spacing between the center of the lines determines the frequency of the filter.
an input and an output transducer, and the pairs of transducers are designed to constitute 21 filters, each tuned to a different frequency. In addition to the response peak that each filter has at its design frequency, each filter has a response null, or rejection notch, at all the other frequencies. Thus, the pass frequency of each channel corresponds to the nulls of all other channels. A spectrum of regularly spaced frequencies across the band is generated by repetitive sub-nanosecond pulses recurring at a rate equal to the null-spacing interval. When this signal is distributed to the 21 input transducers, the output transducers simultaneously yield the required 21 CW signals.

Test devices were contact printed on lithium tantalate, with an acoustic surface wave propagation velocity of 3230 m/sec, and aluminum-nitride-on-sapphire, which has a propagation velocity of about 6000 m/sec. The same 21-channel master was used in both cases. The tantalate yielded contiguous filters spaced by 5.3 MHz, with frequencies from 520 through 650 MHz, and relative center frequencies accurate to about 0.02 percent. The rejection ratio for the periodic frequency input was in excess of 40 dB, with an insertion loss of about 17 dB at the center frequency of single channels. The aluminum nitride thin film device had channels spaced by 10 MHz in the 970-1210 MHz band. Because of non-uniformities in the film, however, the performance was not as good as the lithium tantalate. However, no degradation of performance was found for the aluminum nitride filters with a CW input of 1 watt per channel.

Second-order effects have been minimized by the use of a "thinned" transducer configuration, i.e., periodically omitting groups of transducer lines. This allows one to retain the same overall transducer length and this determines the null spacing. At the same time, however, reducing the number of lines minimizes the effects of acoustic reflections. Without thinning, these reflections would badly distort the frequency response. Electromagnetic leakage has been decreased by a package design that minimizes feedthrough with minimum lead lengths and maximum shielding.

Computer calculations have been carried out to develop an optimized matching scheme for connecting all of the input transducers to the pulse source. By using a series-parallel connection of the input transducers to match the real part, and a single inductor to tune out the combined imaginary part, a satisfactory alternative to complicated and bulky matching networks has been developed. This approach preserves the simplicity, compactness, and reliability inherent in this SAW design of a multichannel filter bank. This work is being extended to fast spectral analysis application for electronic reconnaissance, warfare, and intelligence applications.

**MICROWAVE DIELECTRIC RESONATORS AND FILTERS:** Dielectric resonators have an advantage in microwave circuit applications at frequencies above 3 GHz because of their small size, simple coupling circuitry and high reliability. They are especially useful where multichannel filtering and high density packaging are required. One such application is a Laboratory-developed 96-channel, C-band Frequency Analyzer, which incorporates 96 individual contiguous filters, each having a 3 dB bandwidth of 10 MHz. The core of the filter module is of circular cross section, with eight radial separators and 12 disks formed into 96 individual cells. Each cell contains dielectric resonator-disk and detector circuitry which couples to a single common coaxial feed line in the center of the core. The signal processing circuitry is mounted on etched circuit boards mounted radially on the metallized core. The first such frequency analyzer was, of course, a hand-wired prototype. The operational version will have large-scale integrated (LSI) circuits, reducing the protruding radial boards to mere ¾-inch wide strips. This frequency analyzer was developed in response to a
varied by several orders of magnitude. Most of these waves are reciprocal in the sense that energy can propagate between any two points in either direction. One type, however, is non-reciprocal.

Laboratory scientists have made significant advances in the generation, control and understanding of these magnetic surface waves. They find use in signal processing devices at frequencies above a few gigahertz, where acoustic surface wave losses are prohibitively high. Among other possibilities, tunable filters, variable delay lines, pulse compressors, and isolators can be constructed using these magnetic surface waves. In addition, they possess the unique features of non-reciprocity and electronic tunability, and these are not possessed by their acoustic counterparts.

The practical use of magnetic surface waves at 15 GHz was demonstrated at AFCRL. Propagation losses were measured and figured to be a thousand times smaller than the best previously obtained. This was accomplished by reducing the surface losses with optical polishing followed by suitable chemical polishing. Measurements were also made of insertion, coupling, and propagation loss of tunable microwave magnetic delay lines. It was shown that electronically tunable delay lines, in the frequency range 4-12 GHz with zero to one microsecond delays, are indeed practical.

As a result of these in-house efforts, Laboratory scientists feel that magnetic surface wave technology is ready for exploitation and utilization in microwave signal processing systems.
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AFCRL is concerned with investigations of the environment in which Air Force systems must operate, and its scientists use a variety of equipment and methods for obtaining their research data. It follows that atmospheric and space probes play an important role in this mission. The Aerospace Instrumentation Laboratory provides balloon, satellite-and rocket support to other AFCRL laboratories and also conducts research and development programs to ensure that the scientist has the best vehicle and ancillary equipment within his budget to meet his objectives. To carry out this work, the Laboratory's professional manning is mainly composed of engineers, both military and civilian.

Permanent balloon launch facilities are located at Holloman AFB, New Mexico, (Detachment 1, AFCRL), and at Chico, California (Detachment 3, AFCRL). Both detachments have a remote operations capability for performing flights wherever a need may exist. The Holloman facility has access to the use of precision radar, optical instrumentation, telemetry and restricted airspace on the White Sands Missile Range, New Mexico, which provides the opportunity to conduct balloon operations involving free fall, explosives and high altitude tethering.

While the Laboratory's rocket branches provide support solely to AFCRL experimenters, the balloon branches are frequently called upon to support other Air Force organizations, the Army, Navy, and NASA. Additionally, the Atomic Energy Commission's air sampling program (Project Ash Can) receives its balloon support from the Laboratory with flight operations
conducted in Alaska and Panama as well as at Holloman and Chico. The operational aspects of this work are very similar to those proposed for AFCRL's newly instituted Stratospheric Environmental Quality program.

During this reporting period, the Laboratory launched 230 free and tethered balloons. Highlights of its tethered balloon operations were programs conducted for the Space and Missile Systems Organization (SAMSO) System 621B, a satellite system for precise navigation; a series that provided for the Department of Defense, on a quick-response basis, information on missile targeting and firing (Project Graduation Level); and a long series of flights conducted at Donaldson, Minnesota, in support of the Meteorology Laboratory's (AFCRL) research on boundary layer effects.

Alaska was visited by Laboratory launch crews twice in support of the Ash Can Program and twice in support of AFCRL scientists engaged in infrared emission studies being funded by the Defense Nuclear Agency. ICECAP '73B, conducted at Fairbanks and Poker Flat, Alaska, included both balloon and rocket vehicles. Significant data were obtained and are reported in the Optical Physics Laboratory chapter of this report.

During July and August 1972, the Laboratory launched four flights in support of the NASA Viking program which has as its objective the unmanned soft landing on the planet Mars in 1976. The Laboratory's participation in this national effort was to support balloon-launched decelerator tests which qualified the Mars descent parachute. This included not only launching the balloons but also designing the balloon system, and developing the necessary electronic equipment for command and control functions. The balloons used in this program had 34 million cubic foot volumes which enabled them to carry 6,000 pounds of payload to 120,000 feet. The four balloon flights for the Viking program were unqualified successes and provided crucial parachute data on simulated entry of the Martian atmosphere.

For years, the Laboratory has been flying extremely delicate optical equipment on its balloons. During November 1973 the largest balloon-borne telescope was successfully flown and recovered. Its 50-inch lens acquired significant measurements of infrared emissions from the planets Venus and Jupiter.

Four flights carrying a laser were made for NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland. These were atmospheric propagation experiment designed to acquire data on the effects of the atmosphere on laser transmissions. Test results were provided to Rome Air Development Center, Rome, New York, and the Air Force Avionics Laboratory, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio, for use in their laser communications work.

On May 5, 1974, Project LACATE (Lower Atmospheric Composition and Temperature Experiment) was successfully launched and ascended to a float altitude of 41.4 km. The experiment, designed and fabricated by the NASA Langley Research Center, Virginia, was intended to remotely
infer temperature and the concentration of selected trace constituents in the 8 to 50 km altitude range. The experiment used limb radiance measurements taken in several bands of the infrared spectral region to infer vertical profiles of temperature, ozone, water vapor, atmospheric oxides, nitric acid, methane and aerosols. Carried by a large thin film (0.6 mil) polyethylene balloon, having a volume of 45 million cubic feet (500-foot diameter), the experiment successfully gathered data for a period of 5.5 hours at the float altitude.

The Laboratory is participating in Project GEST (Gaseous Explosive Simulation Tests) as balloon technical advisors to the Air Force Weapons Laboratory (AFWL), Kirtland AFB, New Mexico. The effort consists of developing a system to be used for simulating the gas entrainment and mixing processes present in a nuclear detonation. Thirty-two-foot diameter aluminized spherical balloons were designed and their fabrication and testing monitored. The balloons were ground-inflated with a detonable gas mixture of oxygen and methane (1.5 to 1 mixture ratio), raised to a height of approximately 150 feet and detonated, giving an equivalent TNT yield of 1,000 pounds. The Laboratory designed and supervised the fabrication and testing of the spherical balloons, in addition to assisting in formulating operational procedures and techniques. Three single detonations were successfully performed in November and December 1973, and a partially successful double detonation was executed in June 1974. A second double detonation is scheduled to take place in February 1975.

The strategic posture of the United States is extremely dependent upon the proper functioning of early warning sensors and the communications systems which link these sensors to commanders and, ultimately, the commanders to the nuclear strike force elements. The Aerospace Instrumentation Laboratory is participating in this AFWL program as balloon technical advisor. The program is designed to determine hardened alternative means of communications to existing ground-based C-cubed systems. Among the alternate systems being considered by a contractor team, two would employ balloons as a means of deploying selected communications hardware at prescribed operational altitudes. These balloon systems would be carried to altitude by rockets and aircraft and air-launched. The technical advisor role consists of reviewing contractor team development plans, observing development tests and sitting as a member on a Technical Advisory Group Panel, consisting of personnel of the various laboratories and divisions of the Air Force having expertise in the various disciplines involved.

FREE BALLOONS

Free balloon system technology has made progress on many fronts during the past two years: record altitudes, improved thin polyethylene film, better understanding of film properties under use conditions, improved launching methods, and advanced instrumentation, discussed under the section on Balloon Instrumentation.

A balloon, 47 million cubic feet in volume, fabricated from 0.35 mil polyethylene, was launched from AFGL’s Detachment 3, Chico, California. Its record size and record altitude reached (170,000 feet) although in themselves significant, were not as important as the demonstration that very thin polyethylene film could be made to survive the rigors of dynamic launch and ascent. The potentially catastrophic tendency of large balloons to develop massive sails which dynamically load the film during passage through the extremely cold tropopause was counteracted by a self-opening reefing sleeve. New reefing sleeve design information was gained and subsequently used on the NASA LACATE program.
method (relatively quite static). The tandem method does not fully utilize inherent material and design strengths while the dynamic method introduces large, unpredictable (insofar as both orientation and magnitude are concerned) dynamic forces on the balloon structure. A method of inflation and static launch utilizing an unrestrained, cloth-sleeved balloon has been successfully demonstrated with a 1000-pound payload. This method should significantly extend the potential payload-altitude capability of single-cell free balloons.

**TETHERED BALLOONS**

Today the altitude capability of tethered balloons which carry useful payload weights is on the order of 15,000 feet. This capability allows many scientific and military applications of these balloons. If the capability could be increased to much higher altitudes, say above 50,000 feet, and the balloon could survive the environment in getting there, the Air Force would have a station-keeping platform with many more scientific and military applications. With this as a goal, the research and development work in tethered ballooning is basically that of searching for and testing new materials, both for the balloon and for the tether cable, that have high strength, light weight and ability to withstand the environment. At the same time the Laboratory conducts many tethered balloon operations for Air Force and DOD purposes.

Fibers of Kevlar, a new synthetic material, are being woven in two different patterns for evaluation as the strength members for large balloons. A new concept in weaving, called triaxial or Dowave, has been laboratory tested and will be flight tested as the basic material for the hull of a 45,000 cubic foot aerodynamically shaped balloon. Also as part of this development

*Sleeved balloon in reelevation position just prior to launch.*
program, Kevlar fibers are being mixed with Dacron fibers to form a ripstop-type weave pattern. This material will be coated with polyurethane for use in the fins of the balloon. These materials offer high strength for minimum weight, the ideal combination for high altitude balloons.

The physical characteristics of various kinds of tether cables are continuously being investigated to optimize this important part of tethered balloon systems. Cables made of steel or synthetic fibers, such as Dacron, are currently in operational use. Short lengths of cable using Kevlar fibers have been laboratory tested, with excellent results, and will be flight evaluated in the near future. Studies have shown that if tether cables can be developed using the theoretical properties of Kevlar, it will overcome one of the limitations which prohibits flying tethered balloons to 50,000 feet and above.

Numerous instrumented flights have been made to determine the stability of tethered balloons and payloads under various wind conditions and suspension configurations. Reports are being written summarizing these test results.

A wide variety of projects using tethered balloons have been supported during this reporting period. Components of a satellite destined for use in a Global Navigation System (SAMSO System 621B) were flight tested from a tethered balloon. The tethered balloon proved to be an inexpensive test-bed which simulated satellite conditions, yet permitted recovery and repair of components as necessary. During the summer of 1973, the second phase of a project sponsored by the AFCRL Meteorology Laboratory was conducted at Donaldson, Minnesota. The purpose of these tests was to measure various parameters of the earth's boundary layer by suspending sensors at various levels along the cable of a balloon. The scientific results of this project are given in the chapter on the Meteorology Laboratory.

The HUGO II Wind Data System is one of the more interesting items developed in the tethered balloon area. It is a mobile, self-contained system which measures atmospheric temperature, pressure, wind speed and wind direction at selected altitude levels. Development was undertaken in support of the Air Force Weapons Laboratory's TORUS Electromagnetic Pulse Simulator Program. HUGO II employs a 30,000 cubic foot helium-inflated, ballonet balloon of British manufacture. It is a rugged (Neoprene-coated Nylon) and aerodynamically stable balloon, sized to maintain a normal flight altitude of 2,000 feet above ground level while supporting over 400 pounds of payload. (Since ground level can be as high as 6,000 feet, the balloon may be flying as high as 8,000 feet above mean sea level.) The gross weight of the flying system (balloon, payload, tether) is 1,250 pounds.

The payload consists of a balloon control unit (BCU), three sensor stations, four high-intensity warning lights and numerous cloth pennants—all attached to the balloon or the tether line. The radio-equipped BCU relieves balloon overpressure automatically or on command, and, in case of emergency, will dump the helium and sever the tether line.

The HUGO II makes atmospheric measurements with three aerodynamically
shaped sensor units called Aerosondes. Battery-powered and hung from quick-disconnect mounting brackets, they can be moved to any desired tether line location. Sensor data are transmitted (upon interrogation) at 2280.5 MHz to the ground station for display and recording. (Ground level winds and temperature are measured by a separate pole-mounted sensing station.) The wind speed and direction sensor of the Aerosonde (developed at the University of Wisconsin) has a unique wind direction unit which senses changes in the earth’s magnetic field as the anemometer cups rotate.

The HUGO II system is packed on a flatbed trailer for over-the-road transport. An all-weather shelter on the trailer contains the command transmitter, the recording instrumentation and a working area for the crew. The balloon and flight gear are stored in external compartments. Power to the ground station is supplied by a gasoline engine generator. The hydraulically controlled winch for the 3/16-inch-diameter, 6,000-foot steel tether cable is also powered by a gasoline engine.

A folding mooring mast is used, in combination with a dolly, to secure the system between flights. When moored in this way the HUGO II balloon successfully withstood gusts of over 45 knots, in December 1972 at Holloman AFB.

In the course of development the HUGO II System underwent three series of tests covering all of its intended functions. These tests, which saw the incorporation of several field-proven design improvements, were successfully concluded in December 1973.

POWERED BALLOONS

For several years, the Laboratory has been investigating the concept of adding a propulsion source to a free balloon so that high altitude station-keeping could be accomplished. Basic feasibility and parametric studies were completed which indicated that such a system was feasible, and a plan for a demonstration flight was submitted and approved under the AFCRL Laboratory Director’s Fund. The powered balloon system (POBAL) was flown over White Sands Missile Range on September 16, 1972. The flight was partially successful with the system obtaining airspeeds in the range of 7 to 15 knots. It used batteries to power a 12-horsepower electric motor, a 30-foot diameter propeller, and a 711,000 cubic foot volume round balloon which flew at 60,000 feet. A structural failure in the 9-foot-high rudder, however, limited the flight duration to three hours. The system did demonstrate that it is feasible to power a balloon against the wind at high altitude.

Two follow-on contractual efforts are underway for an advanced powered balloon system known as POBAL-S. It uses a streamlined, stern propelled balloon which reduces drag to a value much less than that of POBAL. The system has a design speed of 16 knots at 60,000 feet for a seven-day duration with a 200-pound useful payload.
A fuel cell power source that can supply 30 volts and 96 amperes on a 100 percent duty cycle for seven days is required and the allowable weight for the entire system including tankage and fuel is 500 pounds. Such a system is available commercially, and will be adapted for use in the system.

The POBAL-S design effort is being completed under contract. Hull configurations, power sources, altitude change devices, navigation devices and launch techniques have been studied. Based on the results, drawings are being completed for the POBAL-S system.

AIRCRAFT-LAUNCHED HIGH-ALTITUDE BALLOON SYSTEM

In-house studies and investigations leading to the preliminary design of a prototype aircraft-launched high-altitude balloon system (ALBS) were carried out. The ultimate goal of this research is an operational capability to deploy and inflate in mid-air balloon platforms capable of supporting payloads of up to 1,000 pounds for 24 hours at altitudes of 80,000 feet or higher. This capability will enhance the effectiveness of Air Force missions whose mode of operation requires the rapid availability of low cost substitute satellite systems, such as the TRI-TAC Multi-Mode Transmission System (478T). In the course of the investigations, certain technical problems were identified, whose solution is essential, such as designing the cryogenic storage system for maximum efficiency and safety, choosing the most effective and desirable method of vaporizing the cryogen and warming the gas quickly to ambient temperatures, determining optimum balloon materials and balloon deployment procedures, and sizing system decelerators. Work towards resolving these problems was initiated through additional in-house studies and laboratory experiments.

Meetings were held with representatives of the TRI-TAC SPO at ESD and with representatives of Headquarters Tactical Air Command (TAC) relative to the applicability of the ALBS and various other Lighter-Than-Air (LTA) systems to the Multi-Mode Transmission System airborne relay requirement. These meetings led to a jointly funded (ESD and AFCRL) project order to the Cryogenics Division of the National Bureau of Standards to conduct laboratory tests of cryogenic storage and heat transfer techniques advocated in an AFCRL in-house report (AFCRL-TR-73-0633). The National Bureau of Standards began work on the project order in May 1974 and will require one year for completion. In the meantime an analytical study was undertaken in-house at AFCRL to examine more critically the ability of air-launched balloon systems and other high-altitude LTA vehicles to meet the projected tri-service needs of the Multi-Mode Transmission System for an operationally useful backup relay platform.

BALLOON INSTRUMENTATION

Many improved specialty products were designed, developed and flight tested specifically for flight control and data systems associated with free, tethered and powered balloon operations. The scope of the design effort ranged from sub-miniature plug-in modules to circuit board sub-assemblies, to complete instrumentation systems and some independent piggy-back hardware.

Balloon-borne instrumentation for control of particulate-debris atmospheric samplers and for telemetry of in-flight performance has been developed. The major system modular components are a controller, frequency-sensitive data encoder and a backup controller. The controller is designed to handle the normal flight safety and balloon control functions as well as the operation of atmospheric sampling equipment.

Work has continued in updating and upgrading the performance capabilities of
routine flight equipment modules in an effort to expand functional utility and reliability. An example of this is the new 18-channel balloon command tone generator which provides time-sequenced command tone intelligence encoding for high frequency (HF) command transmissions from ground stations to remotely located free floating balloon instrument systems. The implementation of the new tone generator will expand and improve balloon command capability. Its 18 primary, sequenced commands and six backup, non-sequenced commands double the existing HF command capability.

A new in-house developed COS-MOS adjustable timer module for flight safety and ballast drop hold-off is another improved basic flight system component available for inclusion in special design applications. It can be set to any duration between 0 and 99 hours in one-hour increments for flight termination and 0 to 9 hours for safety and ballast hold-off by convenient miniature rotary switches on the timer case. The new timer uses a crystal-controlled oscillator for the basic clock with an accuracy of 50 ppm. Advantages of the digital timer are very low power drain, and it resets every time power is interrupted. Therefore, no test time has to be included in the programmed timer setting. The new timer weighs one pound, compared to the 4½ pounds of the previous timer design. High reliability, high noise immunity, low power integrated COS-MOS Medium Scale Integration (MSI) circuits are used throughout.

A pulse Morse Code modulation data-acquisition encoder was designed and developed. This eight-channel digital data system resolves a five-volt input signal into 512 equal parts. These 512 parts are transformed into a Morse Code. This makes a nine-bit binary word where a logical 1 represents a dash and a 0 represents a dot. The encoder output is transmitted back to the ground control station. Information such as altitude, pressure, temperature or any parameter that can be represented by a voltage or a resistance can be telemetered over sky wave distances.

Considerable effort has been expended in improving free-balloon tracking methods. Several types of beacon transponders for balloon flights have been investigated. In addition to meeting FAA flight safety requirements, the transponders, together with the FAA Air Traffic Control (ATC) radar network, have provided a valuable and accurate means of locating the position of balloons to within approximately one mile.

The primary problem encountered in the use of transponders is operation at high altitudes (to 160,000 feet). Small lightweight commercial aviation units require that a special pressurization case be built to house the entire receiver-transmitter unit. Heavier military units such as the RT-859
APX-72 which contain pressurized transmitter compartments have been successfully used. For comparison purposes, the weight of a commercial light aircraft ATC transponder system for balloon use including batteries for 24-hour continuous operation is approximately 15 pounds, while the weight of the military equipment is approximately 34 pounds. The military equipment has the obvious advantage of available maintenance and replacement support from the Air Force logistics system. Further investigations planned include the addition of mode C altitude reporting sensors to the balloon-borne transponder system.

A third generation balloon locating instrument using VHF Omnidirectional Range (VOR) navigation has been designed, developed, fabricated and tested by the Laboratory. The results have been outstanding and this design is destined to become a routine component of scientific free balloon systems that require positive inflight position or track data over long durations for precision profile control. This instrument takes advantage of the latest technological advances, especially in the integrated circuits field. COS-MOS circuits are used wherever possible. This technology provides high noise immunity, micropower dissipation and MSI in a single package. The result is a low power drain instrument. The accuracy is 0.5 degree over a temperature range of -40° C to +55° C.

Plotting VOR fixes on aeronautical charts and triangulating a position is slow and tedious. It requires one person for the entire duration of a balloon flight. In its operational form, the new system will utilize an automatic plotter operating in conjunction with a mini-computer to automatically fix the position of the balloon. This capability is currently being developed. When put into operation, it will allow the code copier to feed the Morse Code bearing information directly into the computer. The computer will convert the Morse Code into bearing angles and compute the corresponding latitude-longitude position of the balloon. This position will be fed directly to the plotter and automatically marked on a map. Any type of map will be usable with this plotter as long as the scale is accounted for in the computer program.

In order to provide a world-wide balloon tracking capability at minimal cost, the VOR balloon locating system will be complemented by an Omega tracking system in areas where no VOR coverage exists. An Omega balloon tracking system has been developed and is ready for flight test as soon as the Omega network becomes usable over our major area of geographical interest.

The Omega System is a hyperbolic navigational aid which presently uses four stations located in the Northern Hemisphere. This system lays down a hyperbolic grid of lines of position that can be used for navigation, position fixing, and the establishment of time and frequency references. Four additional stations to complete the complement of eight Omega stations are planned, and with these installations, complete global coverage of the Omega System will be achieved. The present stations are located in Norway, North Dakota, and Trinidad and Hawaii. The expansion plans for the Omega System call for establishing stations in the West Pacific, South America, the Indian Ocean and in Australia.

Navigation is accomplished through the reception and phase comparison of signals from three or more stations with respect to each other, or three stations with respect to a stable oscillator. After obtaining phase differences between three stations, geographical position may be determined by plotting on an Omega chart, or through calculations.

HIGH-ALTITUDE BALLOON SAMPLING PROGRAM

The U.S. Atomic Energy Commission’s program for measuring upper atmospheric
nuclear debris collected by balloon-borne filtering devices has been in continuous operation since 1956. Beginning in July 1972, these sampling operations were conducted by the Aerospace Instrumentation Laboratory.

In the spring of each year, an annual sampling cross section is made beginning at Albrook AFB, Canal Zone, in March, then proceeding to Holloman AFB, New Mexico, in April and concluding at Eielson AFB, Alaska, in May. Sampling is normally conducted at altitudes of 70,000, 80,000 and 90,000 feet above mean sea level (MSL). However, in 1973 additional sampling was conducted at altitudes of 105,000 and 120,000 feet MSL. At Holloman AFB, sampling is conducted on a quarterly basis at altitudes of 70,000, 80,000 and 90,000 feet MSL. Research and development flights to update the sampling hardware and to qualify a nitric oxide sensing system for flight were also accomplished during this reporting period.

RESEARCH ROCKETS

The Aerospace Instrumentation Laboratory participates in environmental research using rockets in two ways. First, the Laboratory has overall management of the research rocket probes and is directly involved in the vehicle selection, the design of payload packages, the launch and the data acquisition for each probe. Second, the Laboratory conducts engineering research in several disciplines to permit new or upgraded experiments to be conducted.

During the reporting period, the Laboratory was responsible for the launch of 93 rocket vehicles from various parts of the globe. Twenty vehicles were launched from the NASA Wallops Flight Center, Virginia; 19 from Eglin AFB, Florida; 18 from Poker Flat (research Range, Alaska; 16 from Churchill Research Range, Manitoba, Canada; 15 from White Sands Missile

The Hi Star payload in its flight configuration. The nose tip is ejected to expose the star tracker while the IR sensor is deployed for the mapping mission.
Range, New Mexico; four from Barriera do Inferno, Natal, Brazil, and one from Vandenberg AFB, California.

Sixty-nine of these rounds were complete successes and ten additional returned partial data, giving an overall 85 percent success rate in returning data. The 14 failures were equally divided between payload and vehicle problems. Thus, the overall vehicle system success was 92 percent.

Of the 93 rockets flown, 68 were of the small vehicle workhorse class—that is, payloads up to 250 pounds with apogees from 100 to 200 km. Nineteen were in the large vehicle class carrying 400 to 800 pounds from 150 to 250 km. Six missions used high-performance rockets. Two were reentry vehicles and four reached apogees greater than 500 km.

Many of the payloads were designed to a sophistication seldom encountered in years past. In the area of cleanliness alone, zero outgassing and zero pieces ejected became a reality for some payloads. Eleven payloads carried full inertial attitude control systems and achieved a 100 percent success record. Twenty payloads were recovered in 21 attempts, including two from water and eight under arctic conditions.

The versatility of the Laboratory's family of vehicles is indicated by the range of payloads carried—6-inch diameter, 26 pounds, to 22-inch diameter, 780 pounds—and the range of apogee achieved, 90 km to 625 km. Most of the payloads flown were in support of AFCRL scientists' in-house research projects. Highlights of these and other agency-funded programs show the scope of these efforts.

**CHASER:** The fourth and last vehicle of the Chaser program, reported on in our last period, was flown successfully from Vandenberg AFB, California, in October 1972. The Aerobee 170 vehicle flew a nominal trajectory, sensors were exposed and succeeded in tracking the target missile, after which the payload was retrieved from the Pacific. Because of the success of this program, a more sophisticated follow-on effort is now in the planning stage.

**HI STAR:** Another program reported on in our last period continued with launches of Aerobee 170's from White Sands Missile Range, New Mexico, in August and December 1972, bringing the total launched to seven. Both of these IR mappings of the celestial sphere were successful and the payloads were recovered for re-flight. These flights completed the mapping in the Northern Hemisphere. Both payloads were refurbished and shipped along with three Aerobee 200 vehicles to Woomera Rocket Range, Australia. Launches are scheduled for September 1974. One of the first two payloads recovered will be field refurbished to fly the final mission. This field refurbishment will be a first for the Laboratory.
its mapping mission. Following reentry into the atmosphere, the recovery parachute is deployed from the nose cone. If the payload were allowed to impact in this configuration, the aft pointing instrument would impact first, possibly suffering damage. Therefore, a payload inverter system was designed that inverts the payload end for end while it is descending on the parachute, insuring greater protection for the instrument. The first launch was conducted from White Sands Missile Range in February 1974. A propulsion problem in the Aerobee 350 caused this engine to shut down prematurely, resulting in a reduced apogee. However, some scientific data were recorded and all support systems functioned properly, resulting in an instrument recovered in excellent condition for reuse. Four additional flights are planned in this program.

HAVE MERLIN: HAVE MERLIN was a concentrated program to launch a series of chemical payloads in a short time span from Eglin AFB, Florida. The Armament Development Test Center at Eglin had phased out vertical probe activity and reassigned all launch support personnel. Although this Laboratory has on occasion launched its own rockets from expeditionary type sites, this was the first time the Laboratory was totally responsible for all preparation and launch activity at an established site. The Laboratory put together a crew that successfully launched nine vehicles in 48 hours, seven of these in a 24-hour period.

ICECAP: Eighteen payloads have been launched in this program conducted for the Defense Nuclear Agency at Poker Flat Rocket Range, Alaska. The majority of these have been concentrated in two series in February and March of both 1973 and 1974. Six vehicles were launched in ICECAP '73 including two 600-pound complex payloads. One contained an ultra clean LWIR spectrometer that featured an alligator-like recloseable nose cone enabling the sensor to be exposed without ejecting any hot pieces from the payload and providing protection from impact damage for the instrument during recovery. Both of these payloads employed an inertial ACS and were recovered. ICECAP '74 saw these refurbished instruments flown again in a six-rocket program. A new instrument, HIRIS, a large helium-cooled IR sensor, was flown for the first time. Each of these three payloads had grown to over 700 pounds. In the time between these programs, the Laboratory developed a new soft-landing recovery system to insure undamaged return of the instruments. This system benefited greatly from the recovery system developed for Hi Hi Star, using the same final stage decelerator, a 46-foot diameter “Paraform” parachute. A payload inverter system was also developed for the HIRIS mission. The Laboratory coordinated and took an active part in the launch and successful recovery of all five payloads under the hostile arctic conditions. At present the Laboratory is involved in the planning of the ICECAP '75 program.

ALADDIN '74: In cooperation with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), a program was conducted at Wallops Island, Virginia, on June 29-30, 1974 to permit correlative measurements of a number of environmental parameters by various techniques. Some 50 research probes were launched, of which 17 were the responsibility of AFCRL. This was the largest concentrated sounding rocket program ever conducted and AFCRL's participation was also its largest. The Laboratory was responsible for total integration of five payloads and provided flight telemetry systems for ten others. The only recovery system flown was provided by the Laboratory, employing a Sandia-developed ram air-filled, decelerator-flotation system. An AFCRL scientist was Project Scientist for the entire program while this Labora-
tory was assigned engineering coordination responsibilities in areas of launch schedule, data acquisition and build-up facilities requirements. Laboratory personnel worked closely with the NASA Wallops Flight Center over a period of two years culminating in the launch of 54 rockets in 24 hours.

**CASTOR-LANCE.** In support of an IR layering experiment, the Laboratory was required to provide a vehicle for a high altitude launch near the equator. Castor and Lance motors were selected from available hardware, modified for sounding rocket flight, and launched from Brazil on May 25, 1973, resulting in a successful experiment.

In-house aerodynamic analyses including performance, drag and loads were confirmed in the operational test.

**NIKE-MALEMUTE AND TERRIER-MALEMUTE:** NASA, Sandia Laboratories and AFCRL jointly funded the development of two new vehicles for studies requiring high altitude or a maximum of time out of the sensible atmosphere.

The requirements established jointly were to carry 68 kg to 500 km and 68 kg to 700 km. A new motor was developed using a flight-proven motor case from a military weapon and proven propellant from a different weapon program. The new motor, tagged Malemute, was static fired successfully. Vehicles using the Nike or the Terrier as boosters and the Malemute as an upper stage meet the design requirements. Flight tests will be accomplished after this report period.

**DISPERSION CONTROL SYSTEM:** The usual sounding rocket is a free-flight vehicle subject to variation from its predicted flight path as a result of atmospheric density and winds, thrust misalignments, and of air frame manufacturing errors. With due care, these variables can be held to reasonable limits, but the rocket impacts at some distance from the aiming point. This distance, defined as dispersion by the sounding rocket fraternity, is primarily due to rotation of the velocity vector in response to perturbations from the forecast values. This pointing error, generated early in flight, operates for the remainder of the vehicle flight time. With vehicles of high performance, the dispersion becomes too large to permit safe operation at some launch sites. A control system has been designed for the Paiute Tomahawk to minimize dispersion. In concept, an on-board gyroscope measures the difference between the actual flight path and the desired flight path. This error is electronically processed to give command signals to small fins projecting from the payload skin. The fins are driven to redirect the vehicle thus minimizing the dispersion. Studies and designs are complete, hardware is in procurement, and a flight test planned for February 1975.

**RESEARCH SATELLITES**

In recent years the Laboratory has been responsible for technical management of research satellites and has designed and fabricated the spacecraft. One of these, the OV5-6, a small satellite designed to measure solar radiation, was flown piggyback on a Titan III in May 1969 and achieved an orbit of 10,000 by 60,000 nautical miles. At the time of this report, all systems were still working well and the satellite had exceeded its 18-month design life by a factor of more than 3. This is the only research satellite collecting scientific data outside of the earth's magnetosphere. These data are being analyzed by scientists of the Space Physics Laboratory.

Present involvement in the satellite area is the provision of technical and engineering assistance to AFCRL scientists who conduct experiments on a piggyback basis. The Laboratory serves as technical focal point for these programs and interfaces
with the military program office and the spacecraft contractor. Laboratory engineers conduct environmental and electronic tests to certify the experiments and coordinate integration and test of the instruments at the satellite manufacturer's plant. Assistance is provided from experiment conception through data collection.
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Air Force systems which operate in the near-earth space environment are subject to a variety of effects as a result of their interaction with the environment. Near-earth space is a varying environment, and the fields and particles of which it is composed vary diurnally, seasonally, and, in particular, in response to activity on the sun. Such variations or disturbances disrupt and degrade communication systems, surveillance systems, detection and tracking systems, and interfere with the operation of electronic devices and detectors on satellites.

The Space Physics Laboratory conducts research on the near-earth space environment to understand the behavior of that environment and to define its parameters for the purpose of providing satellite design criteria, and of developing a capability to predict disruptive disturbances. Thus, this Laboratory's research program studies the varying magnetic and electric fields in the magnetosphere, and the particle fluxes and distributions occurring in that region of space in which Air Force satellites operate. The research involves experimental and theoretical efforts. Data are obtained through ground-based observations and from instrumentation on rockets and satellites. Considerable theoretical effort is applied to the development of a useful model of the magnetosphere which can be used to cope with the real problems experienced by Air Force systems operating in or using the near-earth space environment.
ENERGETIC PARTICLE RESEARCH

Energetic particle fluxes limit space operations. By depositing energy in the earth's atmosphere, ionizing and heating the ambient gases, particularly at high latitudes, they degrade, and sometimes inhibit, the operation of systems which rely on long-distance propagation of electromagnetic radiation. The increased Air Force utilization of space-borne sensor and communication systems has demonstrated requirements for better knowledge of particle data at all altitudes. Systems operate from orbits low enough to be affected by high atmosphere density changes (partially resulting from heating due to the energy deposited as particles are stopped) up to synchronous altitude where the mean free path of particles is so long that electric charging due to impact of particles permits sizable charge build-up which produces electrical interference.

The variety of effects which are of interest channels our investigations into the studies of a variety of particles of different types and energies. Studies during the reporting period have included proton and electron populations from 50 eV to hundreds of MeV, and to a lesser degree, alpha particles and heavy particles in the 1-100 MeV per nucleon range.

The motion of charged particles is affected by both electric and magnetic fields. Magnetic fields can only affect the direction of motion and thus deflect particles from some volumes and concentrate them in others, while electric fields can, in addition, modify their energy. The relatively stable terrestrial magnetic field consequently tends to exclude low energy in-flowing particles from equatorial regions and to contain those particles already in orbit near the earth in a restricted region, i.e., the so-called Van Allen belts.

High solar activity not only brings solar-produced particles to the earth but also changes the electromagnetic field configuration, which modifies the resident particle populations. Systems designed to operate properly in the average particle environment experience malfunctions or anomalous behavior during and after extreme solar activity. The malfunctions of DSCS satellites occurred predominately during magnetic substorms and were apparently caused by the influx of plasma from the earth's magnetotail to synchronous altitude.

AFCRL's program of solar energetic particle study includes both direct acquisition of solar particle data on USAF satellite-borne sensors and its subsequent analysis and theoretical model studies of solar particle propagation in the interplanetary space and in the magnetosphere. Models of solar proton events, particularly the intensity expected at the earth, are developed. These models are used by Global Weather Central-Air Weather Service (GWC-AWS) to predict the intensity of particles as a function of time from observables available to GWC either from satellite-borne or ground-based sensors.

Studies were continued of the energetic particle propagation through the magnetosphere and studies of particle access to the earth's surface, particularly the polar caps where they lead to Polar Cap Absorp-
tion (PCA) events, which disrupt communications. The geomagnetic field allows energetic charged particles to reach the earth only over limited regions, the extent of these regions being determined by the rigidity of the particle (i.e., momentum per unit charge). Early work in calculating the limit of particle rigidity accessibility (cutoff rigidity) used geomagnetic field models of the internal field alone; more recent work has used a magnetospheric model that includes external currents on the boundary of the magnetosphere and the magnetospheric tail. The newer model predicts the significant daily variation in cutoff rigidity which occurs in the polar regions. Since knowledge of cutoff rigidities in the polar regions is essential for the prediction of the distribution and extent of solar particle induced communication perturbations, a detailed study of cutoff rigidities in the polar regions was conducted. The studies led to the conclusion that even the newer magnetospheric models are not adequate for precise theoretical predictions of the cutoff rigidities in the polar caps, and this has since been verified by extensive satellite measurements which used the results of these calculations as a baseline for the analysis of the observational data.

Although a complete analysis of particle motion in the magnetosphere for different energies and different locations is still formidable, the available magnetospheric models are adequate for describing the particle motion at relativistic energies. From a study of ground-level solar cosmic-ray events, it was possible to determine the solar particle spectrum at relativistic energies, the solar particle intensity as a function of time, and the angular distribution (anisotropy) of these particles in the interplanetary medium. This knowledge is important because relativistic solar particles arrive at the earth prior to the slower non-relativistic particles. The abundance and depth of atmospheric penetration of the non-relativistic particles affect radio wave propagation. For this reason, data from the neutron monitor at the Geopole Station, Thule, Greenland, are used in real time by the Air Weather Service to provide a warning of the presence of extremely high energy solar particles. These data, in conjunction with the real-time VELA satellite data, are used operationally by AWS. Space Physics Laboratory personnel have provided computer programs to process these data, to identify solar particles at energies initiating PCA events, and affecting spaceborne operational systems.

The VELA satellite system is being phased out. To fill the gap in the data base required by the military, AFCRL is incorporating the appropriate particle instruments into the SOLRAD-HI satellite system. SOLRAD-HI will become operational in the last quarter of 1975, and will consist of two satellites located outside the magnetosphere at 19 earth radii, together with a dedicated read-out station operated by the U. S. Navy. These data will be sent to AWS/GWC in real time for operational use. Software now being prepared will allow various military users to get maximum utility from the data.

Research on prediction of solar particle events continues with the objective of improving the accuracy of the proton prediction system originally developed by the Space Physics Laboratory and currently used by the Air Weather Service. One of the problems addressed was the updating of initial prediction parameters from real-time satellite data to get a better answer to the question: "Once a solar proton event has been identified and the maximum in flux realized, when will the event end?" (i.e., when will the enhanced intensity recede to a background level?). This study showed that the maximum flux, which occurs early in a solar particle event, determines the equilibrium condition from which the future decay rate and the end of the event can be predicted. In practice, these predictions are continually updated as additional real-time data become available. These predictions are sufficiently accu-
rate to forecast the onset, duration, and end of PCA events.

Space Physics Laboratory scientists have been assembling data on all previous solar particle events with the objectives of ordering the data in a systematic, coherent manner, and classifying the events in accordance with the proton event classification system previously developed by this laboratory and accepted as an international standard by COSPAR. To date, over 500 particle increases for the period 1955 through 1969 have been identified. For each of these events, satellite, space probe, and ground-based data have been examined.

The onset time, time of maximum intensity, maximum flux, and duration of the event have been identified, along with the energy range of the detector making the observation. This catalog contains primarily proton data; however, for completeness, the associated solar electron data for the current solar cycle are also included.

Preliminary analysis of the data compiled has shown that the classical solar particle event is extremely rare. Much more probable is a multiple injection sequence where the background intensity may increase due to the presence of an active region on the sun, additional increases of various magnitudes may result from several discrete solar flare injections, and the particle intensity may also be modulated by transient phenomena also generated by solar activity—often originating from the same active region responsible for the particle enhancements. The separation and identification of each of these enhancements requires the examination of data at a number of energy levels from different positions in space.

The solar flare phenomenon is, of course, of interest to the scientific community in general. Consequently, the International Astronomical Union and the Inter-Union Commission on Solar-Terrestrial Physics have sponsored a Campaign for Integrated Observations of Solar Flares (CINOF). Two scientists from the Energetic Particles Branch of the Space Physics Laboratory were named as coordinators for the energetic particle portion of this study in recognition of the activity of the Space Physics Laboratory in this field. The CINOF study was designed to conduct intensive observations of the sun during June 5-29, 1972 with the objective of studying small flares and related phenomena in the hope that the analyses of these flares might be somewhat simpler than the large, outstanding events. A summary of the available solar particle and interplanetary observations for June 1972 was edited and published as an AFCRL Special Report. The most significant conclusion of this special campaign was that even small subflares are extremely complex, and that there is no such phenomenon as a "simple flare."

The extremely strong solar proton storms during early weeks of August 1972 were characterized as one of the most intense ever recorded on earth. The AFCRL satellite OV5-6 observed the time history of the near-earth proton and alpha particle fluxes throughout the duration of these events. This satellite spends all but perigee outside the magnetosphere and is instrumented with a variety of detectors including a proton alpha telescope measuring protons from 1 to 100 MeV and alpha particles from 10 to 100 MeV. The data from this event increased our understand-

The SOLRAD-HI satellites. After orbital injection, the satellites will drift into widely separated positions even though they have almost the same orbit.
ing of such events and resulted in several significant publications.

A somewhat less intense solar event occurred October 30, 1972. Fortunately, during this period appropriate instruments were operating in two satellites. One of these, OV5-6, was observing outside the magnetosphere, while the other, S72-1, was taking data at lower altitude above the polar caps and within the magnetosphere. These data permitted us to study the transmission characteristics of particles from outside to inside of the magnetosphere. Analysis of the polar data resulted as well in the establishment of improved upper limits to the production of deuterons and tritons by the sun.

The S72-1 satellite, when traversing lower latitudes, was used to continue studies of high energy trapped proton fluxes in the South Atlantic anomaly. The omnidirectional fluxes averaged over the period October 1972 to February 1973 were found to be in agreement with nuclear emulsion data taken in 1961-1962 before the “Starfish” high altitude test. Since this time interval of 11 years is coincident with a solar cycle, this further supports earlier conclusions that the atmosphere controls particle lifetimes.

The narrow angular resolution of the instrument on the satellite permitted a more accurate mapping of particle flux as a function of energy. This is especially true in the area of the South Atlantic anomaly where trapped particle fluxes reach their maximum due to the geometry of the earth’s field. These data made it possible to quantitatively relate peculiar blips observed by the DMSP satellite optical sensors with the energetic proton fluxes present in the earth’s vicinity.

The proper interpretation of our data, both in the sensors flown as well as when the particles penetrate the earth’s atmosphere, requires precise knowledge of energy-loss and range parameters of the incident particles. Significant improvement in our knowledge of these parameters for heavy particles was accomplished coincident with our instrument design. This knowledge was also applied to the high atmosphere to relate our measurements to the ionospheric parameters of interest to radar and radio propagation.

AFRCL also participated in a study carried out to establish the cause of anomalous behavior of the DSCS satellite system at times of geophysical activity. Our ability to analyze the data from our satellite sensors in a timely manner permitted us to make a significant contribution to this study. As a result of this study, spacecraft charging at synchronous orbit has been linked to the transport of high energy plasma particles from the magnetospheric tail to the synchronous regime. The charging process is a result of the complex interaction between a satellite and its environment. Secondary emission, photoelectron emission, and the ambient thermal plasma all act to mediate the satellite charge. Anisotropies in the plasma sheath created by spin, velocity, and shadowing complicate the interaction and influence the charge balance. During a magnetospheric substorm, a satellite,
wrapped in its thermal blanket, acts much like a capacitor immersed in a high temperature plasma.

Because of the anomalous behavior of military spacecraft at synchronous orbit, a research satellite has been initiated to investigate the phenomenon of Spacecraft Charging at High Altitude (SCATHA). Environmental monitors aboard the SCATHA satellite will provide data during magnetospheric quiet and storm times. Engineering experiments will detect and analyze in detail the electrical charging phenomena. Scientific data and engineering information will be correlated to relate cause and effect in satellite charging.

The Energetic Particles Branch will provide a complementary set of detectors to measure the fluxes and spectra of high energy particles. The instruments will obtain energy resolution from 50 eV to several MeV. A rapid time analysis of the fluxes is essential to an understanding of the transient charging effects, when the most damaging currents would flow. An ultimate time resolution of $2 \times 10^{-4}$ sec is anticipated from our instruments. Design and construction of the SCATHA instruments is in process and launch of the SCATHA satellite is expected in early 1977.

**ELECTRICAL PROCESSES RESEARCH**

In the earth's upper atmosphere, from a few hundred kilometers out to interplanetary space, the dominant constituents are charged particles consisting of equal numbers of electrons and positive ions. All energy flow into, or out of, the lower ionosphere is a function of the motion of this plasma. Atmospheric electrical processes begin to play a dominant role in the ionospheric E-region, from 90-150 km. The work of the Electrical Structure Branch is directed toward studies of the dynamics of low energy plasmas in the range 0-200 eV, and electric fields in this ionosphere-plasmasphere-magnetosphere system. The effort is carried out by experimental rocket and satellite investigations and theoretical studies which include the modeling of outer atmosphere dynamics and the analytical foundation of new instrumental techniques.

Instrumentation development is continuing for flights aboard the SCATHA satellite, meteorological satellites, and two other Air Force satellites. These measurements will include the first three-axis measurements of the ambient electric field where wire booms of 60 feet in length are deployed by the spinning vehicle, direct measurement of the plasma bulk flow by utilizing greatly improved sensors of the type originally flown aboard the Gemini X and XII spacecraft, and measurement of satellite electrical charge build-up at synchronous altitudes.

**IONOSPHERIC IRREGULARITIES:** Data from the first year of operation of the thermal ion probe flown on the polar orbiting ISIS-I spacecraft have been used to study small scale irregularities. Statistical studies of the boundaries and morphology, utilizing data from more than 3,000 orbits, have yielded variations with season, local time and magnetic activity. Significant differences are found in the distributions derived from northern and southern hemispheres. On most transpolar passes irregularities were found to extend across the pole, rather than exhibiting a poleward boundary.

The irregularities have also been examined using the technique of power spectrum analysis. Power spectra from data both inside and outside the dayside cleft region (a region where the terrestrial magnetic field configuration permits penetration of significant energetic charged particle flux) have been obtained and compared. In the altitude range from 575 to 3525 km, it is found that the irregularity, scale size varies from 0.2 to 100 km in latitudinal extent. An order of magnitude enhancement in the amplitude exists within
flight, 1/2 hours before local midnight, was made under quiet conditions in the presence of a weak, stable auroral arc. The second flight was flown about 2 1/2 hours before local midnight in the break-up phase of a storm after a 700 gamma negative bay.

The first set of measurements shows that the vector electric field was directed southward with a component perpendicular to the magnetic field between 35 and 40 mV/meter. The component along the magnetic field was originally -17 mV/meter at 130 km, changing sign in mid-flight and became +6 mV/meter between 155 and 135 km on the descent. The plasma data show enhanced ionization and electron temperature, 1100° K in the altitude range 120 to 165 km. These relatively high electric fields contribute to the energy input to the upper atmosphere through Joule heating.

The measurements on the second flight are remarkably different. The rocket passed through a rapidly moving, irregular spectral power variation is found to obey a law of the form \( p = p_0 \beta \) where \( \beta \) increases from 1.8 to 2.1 with increasing magnetic activity utilizing Kp as a measure. In the altitude range of 105 to 130 km the plasma density was \( 6 \times 10^9 / m^3 \) with a peak of \( 1.3 \times 10^{10} / m^3 \). Above 130 km, perhaps the upper boundary of the auroral form, the ionization decreased gradually with increasing altitude to \( 3 \times 10^9 / m^3 \) at apogee (150 km) and remained constant back down to 120 km. The electron temperature peaked at 1100° K coincident with the lower edge of the enhanced ionization. The ascent temperatures are approximately 200° K above the descent values which compare favorably with expected neutral gas temperatures (CIRA 1965). The vector electric fields were small and irregular having an average value near zero. The direction of the total field changed sign at the upper boundary of the enhanced ionization and showed values above this boundary of 38 mV/meter directed west of north.

The results of both flights confirm the great variability of electric fields and the plasma, over short intervals of time, over short distances, and under different conditions.
geophysical conditions which may be encountered in the auroral zone E-region. They also illustrate that parallel electric fields of magnitudes great enough to energize low energy plasma particles are an important particle acceleration mechanism under quiescent auroral conditions. This constitutes a significant contribution to the understanding of high latitude current systems.

**SATellite PLASMA STUDIES:** Data from thermal ion and electron sensors aboard the OV3-I satellite have been studied in the altitude range 3000 to 5700 km. During magnetically quiet periods the ionization density is characteristically found to decrease monotonically with increasing L. Between L = 2 and L = 3, a dependence of average density on longitude is found with a maximum between April and August occurring at 150 degrees E and the minimum at 300 degrees E. At L < 4, major charge density irregularities are found on 30 percent of the orbits. Comparison of density profiles obtained on the same day at different longitudes shows the irregularities to be of limited longitudinal extent. It is suggested that the depletions result from inward shifts of sectors of the plasmapause to lower L shells through the combined actions of electric and magnetic fields.

A study of the effect of five magnetic storms was made in the vicinity of the plasmapause utilizing data from ion and electron sensors flown on the Injun V and OGO-III satellites. It was found that as the plasmapause moves equatorwards during the early stages of a storm, the thermal density gradients at the plasmapause increase. Ion and electron temperatures poleward of the boundary increase above pre-storm values by 2000 to 6000° K. At the same time, temperatures within the plasmasphere increase some 1000° K over a latitude of 10 degrees equatorward of the boundary. The decrease in density of low energy particles at the boundary coincides with an increase in hyperthermal particle flux. These observations and the magnitude of energy transfer across the boundary is in substantial agreement with recent theoretical developments of Cornwall and Cole which indicate that the interaction of ring current particles with the relatively low energy cold magnetosphere plasma can produce an ion cyclotron damping mechanism for heating environmental electrons and ions in the vicinity of the plasmapause.

The data obtained from the ISIS-I satellite mentioned under "Ionospheric Irregularities" was also used to study the mid-latitude trough. Frequency of occurrence distributions of the latitude of the trough have been obtained as a function of local time and season in the Northern and Southern Hemispheres. The maximum frequency of occurrence of 60 percent is observed shortly after midnight and the minimum of 2 percent near local noon. The average trough width at half-depth is 4 ± 2 degrees of latitude. The trough is found to
be basically a nighttime phenomenon in the total electron content. Knowledge of the density gradients, width and dependence of trough characteristics on altitude, season, and local time is of fundamental importance to OTH and UHF systems operation.

GEOMAGNETISM

Magnetic activity levels control the maximum and minimum usable frequencies of a high frequency communications network, and advance assignment of a given channel requires a knowledge of the expected activity levels. Aeromagnetic detection systems, perimeter safeguards and other magnetic devices must be operated at reduced sensitivity when their detection bandwidth corresponds to the natural frequency components of magnetic disturbances. Another example of the effects of geomagnetic activity is the variation in atmospheric drag experienced by artificial satellites which is related to enhanced levels of activity. As a consequence, the orbital parameters of the satellites can be changed significantly, thus changing the predicted position of the satellite as a function of time.

Geomagnetism research is divided into two parts: measurements, both ground-based and space; and theory and analysis. Particles and field measurements are made using suitably instrumented rockets launched from Fort Churchill, Canada, during magnetic storms. Ground measurements will be obtained from a magnetometer network now being established within the United States. Theoretical models of geomagnetic phenomena are constructed to aid in the interpretation of the data. Advanced methods of data assimilation, especially high resolution spectral techniques, are developed and applied to analyze the observations.

MAGNETIC ACTIVITY ANALYSIS AND THEORY: Several indicators of geomagnetic activity are being studied: auroral activity, standard magnetic indices, and geomagnetic pulsations.

Auroral activity is an obvious manifestation of magnetospheric disturbances. The Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) provides photographs covering a portion of the auroral oval. These are being utilized to verify and extend an empirical formula currently used by the Air Weather Service to specify the location of the entire oval. As input data, the formula can use either an index related to the general level of geomagnetic activity or the specific location of the aurora in a portion of the oval. Extension of the formula will include the possibility of using photographic data on Southern Hemisphere auroras as input for specifying the Northern Hemisphere oval. This would be necessary during the northern summer when auroral data are not available from this hemisphere. The photographs of the aurora are also being used to determine the effect of variations in interplanetary parameters such as solar wind velocity and interplanetary magnetic field direction on the size of the auroral oval.

Among the many indicators of geomagnetic activity are the indices scaled from the magnetograms of selected geomagnetic stations. Several standard indices which are being intensively studied are $K_p$, $A_p$, and $C_i$. $K_p$ is a quasi-logarithmic index designed to measure world-wide variations in geomagnetic activity. It is well correlated with solar-wind speed and with the variability and magnitude of the interplanetary magnetic field. The $A_p$ index, derived from $K_p$, provides a linear measure of daily magnetic activity. The $C_i$ index, called the international daily character figure, is also a daily index but is available for all days since 1884, whereas $K_p$ and $A_p$ are available only since 1982.

$A_p$ and $K_p$ have been analyzed statistically to yield a geomagnetic climatology which is used by the Air Weather Service in forecasting magnetic activity. Studies have shown that the $A_p$ and $K_p$ distributions shift to-
Geomagnetic pulsations are low frequency magnetic signals with periods ranging from seconds to minutes. In the magnetosphere these pulsations must propagate as a form of electromagnetic radiation called hydromagnetic waves. The propagation of hydromagnetic waves within the plasma of the magnetosphere depends strongly on the characteristics of the earth’s magnetic field and the plasma in which it is embedded. The typical time required for a hydromagnetic wave to traverse the magnetosphere is of the order of a minute. The resonant modes of the magnetosphere must have the same time scale. For this reason, magnetic pulsations are considered to be manifestations of the natural vibrations of the magnetosphere and its several structural components, such as the plasmasphere, the inner magnetosphere and the geomagnetic tail.

Geomagnetic pulsations are observed throughout the magnetosphere. However, Geomagnetic pulsations have special importance in characterizing magnetic activity. Current research involves the development of techniques for analyzing pulsation signatures, particularly power spectral estimates, and theoretical modeling of the complex phenomena displayed by magnetic pulsations.

Geomagnetic data collection platform for measurement of the X, Y, and Z components of the earth’s magnetic field and their time derivatives. All data are digitized, multiplexed, encoded and loaded into a storage matrix for transmission, on command to AFCRL.

ward higher levels when sunspot counts are high. Accounting for this change in frequency distribution from the quiet to the active portion of the solar cycle improves the climatology.

In recent years a new index of the polar magnetic daily variation has come into use. This index, called AC, has been used to infer the sector structure of the interplanetary magnetic field originating at or quite near the sun. Cross correlation and superposed epoch analysis have shown that, prior to 1960, sectors inferred to be away from the sun were associated with low geomagnetic activity as measured by C and low solar activity as measured by the sunspot number, whereas sectors inferred to be toward the sun exhibited significantly enhanced geomagnetic and solar activity. The correlation after 1960 dropped to low values and has remained essentially zero since. These recent results indicate the inaccuracy of the earlier inferred sector structure.

The variation in time of a geomagnetic pulsation power spectrum provides an example of the complex changes exhibited by geomagnetic pulsations. These spectral estimates were calculated by a new high resolution technique called the maximum entropy method. The burst of activity beginning at 1940 hours is a micropulsation event indicating the occurrence of a magnetospheric substorm.
their properties can be measured more conveniently and economically by ground-based magnetometers than by satellite systems. The analysis of experimental pulsation data and the conclusions based on theoretical models of hydromagnetic wave propagation suggest that geomagnetic pulsations are a sensitive indicator of the changing state of the magnetosphere.

Since magnetic pulsations often appear to be periodic, an important aspect of the analysis is the precise determination of the component frequencies. The principal method of determining these frequencies is called power spectrum analysis, which gives the power associated with the component frequencies. Conventional methods of spectral analysis have been found to be inadequate in providing sufficient detail. Research is underway to define the properties of a new method of spectral analysis called the maximum entropy method (MEM). Current results have shown that MEM produces much higher resolution than is attainable with conventional spectral estimates. The spectra obtained thus far reveal structure that has never before been resolved. Such structure gives more information about the pulsations and is important in evaluating in-house theoretical models which have predicted complex multiplet spectra. The results of these models are consistent with current observations and offer a quantitative explanation to the latitudinal variation of polarization parameters and the latitude-frequency distribution of magnetic energy.

GROUND MAGNETIC MEASUREMENTS:
The specification of magnetic activity levels in real time and the prediction of magnetic activity several hours into the future require the construction of a system for the collection of terrestrial data from a number of observing sites and the transmission of this data to a central collection and analysis facility. Site selection, testing, and site-use agreements have been completed for a five-station East-to-West network extending from Sudbury, Mass., to Newport, Wash., along a line of nearly constant magnetic latitude. The initial East-to-West network is scheduled for completion during FY-1975 and an additional five-station array N-S and E-W is planned for implementation during Fiscal Years 1976 and 1977. Fluxgate and induction coil magnetometer systems and an encoding, conversion, and multiplexing system will produce digital data at each site which will then be sent via phone lines to the data acquisition center at AFCRL where it will be processed, recorded and displayed in near real time.

Design of the fluxgate and induction coil magnetometer systems, the digital interfaces, the instrument shelters, the pier covers and the data acquisition station has been completed. Six fluxgate magnetometer systems have been built, tested, and calibrated. Six induction coil systems have been finished and tested and the digital data collection and acquisition prototypes have been operated successfully. Construction of the sensor piers, instrument shelter
foundations, and installation of power and signal conduits have been completed at the Selfridge ANG Base site at Mt. Clemens, Mich., and construction is in progress at the Newport, Wash., site. The computer and the discs, disc controller, tape recorder and tape controller, printer-plotter and tele-type for the data acquisition center have been received and acceptance and qualification tests completed. The master time clock, WWV receiver and receive-antenna have also been received. Data transmitters and receivers (modems) have been installed at AFCRL and at the Newport, Wash., site and have been connected via full duplex data phone links. Line equalization has been completed and bit and block error rates measured.

Each magnetic observatory has been designed to operate as an unmanned station through a sophisticated control and communications system. This system is quasi-synchronous with the sampling and transmission times of each data collection platform (DCP) controlled by signals transmitted from the data acquisition stations (DAS). Each DCP has its own microprocessor which samples the various sensors, converts them to the required digital form and then stores the data briefly in a standard format. Every ten seconds a data frame is sent to the DAS. A redundant error-correcting code is incorporated together with a row entry, column read-out scheme that spreads burst errors over a number of individual words increasing reliability by orders of magnitude. About 20 percent of the data-return capability has been reserved as spares to serve future instrumentation.

Transmissions from up to ten stations pass through hubs where they are selected and to arrive in sequence on a single line at the DAS. This line is fed into a computer which decodes, reformats, makes corrections (e.g., for temperature, etc.), converts to engineering units, computes averages and performs other related functions. The computer output is fed to archive tapes, real-time display, and plot storage.

**ROCKET AND SATELLITE MEASUREMENTS:**

Magnetic substorms at high latitudes, long associated with communications disruptions, are generally accompanied by a marked increase in auroral activity as well as an intensification of ionospheric currents. The latter, known as the auroral electrojet, typically form an East-West oriented current band whose magnitude may be on the order of a million amperes. Convection patterns limited to the ionosphere alone, such as those which give rise to the dynamo currents in the mid-latitude region and account for the solar quiet day variation in the geomagnetic field, are not energetic enough to produce the current intensity of the auroral electrojet. Thus, with no source directly available in the solar ionosphere, the real current system associated with polar substorms is now believed to be a three-dimensional one, where the driving potential is generated deep in the magnetosphere and is transferred to the ionosphere via the highly conducting path along the lines of force of the geomagnetic field. Implicit in this circulation system would be a pattern of line currents, or current sheets, both upward and downward, aligned with the earth's magnetic field. Line currents to the east and west of the electrojet would argue for its being a Pedersen current; sheet currents to the north and south of the auroral band would be consistent with the more likely model of the electrojet as a Hall current.

A composite experiment designed to measure the particle fluxes and magnetic and electric fields associated with magnetic substorms has been constructed and integrated into an Air Force satellite which will be placed in a polar orbit. (The electric field experiment was described previously.) Electron fluxes will be measured in 32 discrete energy channels in the range 0.5 keV
to 20 keV with an electrostatic analyzer (ESA). This range includes the electrons responsible for the production of aurora as well as the leading candidates for the current carriers feeding the electrojet. The axis of the instrument is mounted perpendicular to the spacecraft spin axis, which is itself to be oriented normal to the orbital plane. Thus, the ESA will sample electrons through all possible pitch angles in the altitude range 240 to 1200 km. The field-aligned currents will be detected indirectly by measuring the magnetic field they create. This will be normal to the much larger ambient geomagnetic field in the subpolar region, and an accurate vector measurement of the magnetic field will be required for its definition. To accomplish this, a triaxial fluxgate magnetometer will be used in conjunction with an automatic ranging current source which will incrementally bias out the major portion of the background magnetic field in 128 discrete steps. This will allow measurements of high resolution without limiting dynamic range. The sensor of the magnetometer is mounted on a boom which will extend it 20 feet out from the spacecraft after it achieves orbit. Spurious magnetic fields from the satellite will thus be attenuated to a tolerable level, less than 10 gammas, while maintaining a fixed relationship between sensor and spacecraft coordinates.

The satellite which will carry this experiment is essentially complete now, and is scheduled for launch in 1975. Its high-inclination orbit will eventually carry the particle and field experiments over the auroral electrojet at all local-time periods. The simultaneous measurements they will provide of electron flux, field-aligned currents and electric fields will aid greatly in resolving the physical model of geomagnetic substorms.

The interaction of electrons with the earth's atmosphere was studied, formulated, and applied to the calculation of auroral absorption (30 MHz) from electron energy spectra (10-200 keV). The spectra were determined from electron data acquired in rocket experiments flown into substorm events at Fort Churchill, Canada. These results have been compared with ground-observed riometer data. The relationship developed by Jelly, et al., who showed that the absorption is related to the square root of the electron flux above 40 keV, at night, with little sensitivity to spectrum shape, was confirmed. It was also shown that for energies of 150 keV and up, the relation of absorption to electron flux is not sensitive to spectrum shape during the daytime.

An analytic function was developed to calculate the ionization due to direct impact of electrons and to Bremsstrahlung. This allowed a calculation of riometer absorption. Since absorption, optical and particle measurements and electrojet location must
satisfy a given ionospheric model, the resolution of the Bremsstrahlung contribution provides useful information with regard to the proper ionospheric model.

**POLAR UPPER ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH**

The objective of the polar atmospheric research program is to provide the basic environmental data and physical understanding needed to support Air Force systems operating within or traversing the polar cap region. To accomplish these tasks, ground-based measurements are conducted with a variety of sensor systems at the AFCRL Geopole Observatory in Thule, Greenland. The multi-sensor approach was developed because each sensor provides a specific piece of information relating to the state of the polar upper atmosphere, so that certain combinations of data could be used to gain insight into specific problem areas. The gathering methods at the station have been updated to include digital data recording systems which make all but the very fast sampled data available on computer compatible digital magnetic tapes.

The table below lists the major sensor systems presently being operated at the Observatory. Very low frequency (VLF) phase and amplitude are both recorded with the phase data being referenced to a rubidium frequency standard at the station. The VLF paths from the various transmitters are such that azimuthal dependence of disturbance effects can be detected. The low frequency (LF) receivers were installed in October 1973 in response to a request from the Electronic Systems Division (ESD), Hanscom AFB, Mass., to determine quiet level signal strengths for the Air Force transmitters at Silver Creek, Neb., and Hawes, California.

The riometer program has been ongoing for many years as the riometers are good detectors of PCA events. The 30 and 40 MHz riometer data along with the X and Z magnetometer data and cosmic ray neutron monitor data are sent out real time on a 10-channel communicator to Anchorage, Alaska, where they are computer reduced and forwarded to Global Weather Central (GWC).

The magnetometer is an Air Weather Service unit which was moved up to the Geopole Station from Thule Air Base about two years ago in anticipation of the Air Weather Service pullout from Thule. The X coil is aligned approximately with the horizontal field so the X value is \( H \).

The photometers and other optical instruments are run only during the optical observing season — that is, when the sun is

---

**GEOPOLE SENSORS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensor</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VLF</td>
<td>Rugby, England</td>
<td>16.0 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIK</td>
<td>Jim Creek, Washington</td>
<td>18.6 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFT</td>
<td>Yokam, Japan</td>
<td>17.4 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOVIK</td>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>16.4 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAA</td>
<td>Cutler, Maine</td>
<td>17.8 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LF</td>
<td>WWBV</td>
<td>60.0 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fort Collins, Colorado</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Silver Creek, Nebraska</td>
<td>34.5 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hawes, California</td>
<td>37.2 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riometer</td>
<td>26.3 MHz, 30 MHz, 40 MHz, 50 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetometer</td>
<td>X, Y, &amp; Z Components (X, H)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photometer</td>
<td>3914 Å, 5577 Å, 6300 Å (2-second Data)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polarimeter</td>
<td>Equivalent Vertical Total Electron Content</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field Mill</td>
<td>Near Earth Electric Field</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scanning Spectrometer</td>
<td>Visible Spectrum (3900 Å to 6600 Å)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scanning Spectrometer</td>
<td>Dual Channel (3880 Å to 3950 Å and 7760 Å to 7900 Å)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Sky Camera</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
more than 6 degrees below the horizon. The photometer data are recorded at second intervals and are a good indicator of auroral activity, both visual and subvisual. The polarimeter, operated for another branch at AFCRL, basically gives an equivalent vertical total electron content (TEC) at the sub-ionospheric point (400 km point) along the path from the receiver to the transmitter aboard a synchronous satellite. The subionospheric point for the Thule receiver is in the southern part of Greenland approximately halfway between Godhavn and Narsarsuaq. The electric field mill is run for the University of Minnesota at Duluth and is an indicator of world-wide thunderstorm activity.

A new system, a visible scanning spectrometer, will become operational in the Fall of 1974. It scans the wavelength region from about 3900 to 6600 angstroms once every ten minutes. The dual channel scanning spectrometer will also become operational in the fall of 1974. It was developed to support an Air Force Tactical Air Command research effort with the expectation that the data obtained will experimentally verify in a real atmosphere some of their theoretical models of atmospheric emissions in the near infrared. The all sky camera is used mainly to determine whether auroral changes as recorded by the photometers are spatial or intensity changes and to determine the alignment of auroral forms in the polar cap.

When several optical instruments are used, one of the usual practical difficulties is an apparent disagreement in the measurements. Such disagreement can be due to two sources: 1) natural changes occurring in the phenomena under observation, and 2) changes in the measuring instruments. It is essential to eliminate the second source. A controlled in-house laboratory experiment was conducted to determine various factors which lead to apparent disagreements. The results of this investigation have been published ("Calibration of Air-glow Photometers and Spectrometers," Applied Optics).

ENERGETIC PARTICLE PRECIPITATION EFFECTS ON VLF: Since 1971 a number of energetic particle events have been recorded on the VLF receivers at Thule, Greenland. We have chosen to use the term "energetic particle event" rather than the more commonly used "polar cap absorption event" since the VLF often shows the effects of precipitation not intense enough to produce ionosonde blackout over the entire polar cap. Both the phase and amplitude of the VLF signal are affected, and the paths over the Greenland ice cap are affected to a greater extent than other paths.

During 1972 particle precipitation effects on the VLF signals were recorded on 17 different occasions.

The first eight months of 1972 were active compared to the rest of the year. During the major solar particle events in August 1972, the effects on the NLK signal were greater than any that had been recorded at Thule since the VLF program was initiated in 1966. The October 29, 1972 disturbance occurred after new receivers and a digital tape system had been installed. In addition to providing an overall picture of the event, a detailed closeup of the precipitation onset was obtained. The particle effects showed up on four of the VLF paths at times differing by up to 50 minutes, indicating the possibility of inhomogeneous precipitation over the polar cap at the onset of the event.

During 1973 energetic solar particle precipitation events were recorded on only five occasions, reflecting the minimum of solar activity during the year.

AURORAL SUBSTORM ACTIVITY

In addition to the solar particle events the effects of lower energy particle events were
reflected in VLF data, particularly around October 29 and December 22, 1973. These events produced a less drastic and shorter-lived effect on the VLF/LF propagation than the strong solar particle events, and occurred during active magnetic periods. In general, these disturbances are caused by particle precipitation in the auroral oval regions through which all propagation paths to Thule must pass. The lack of riometer absorption at Thule during most of these type events indicated little, if any, particle precipitation in the deep polar cap. However, at times there appears to be a poleward expansion of these disturbances, and at such times the riometer, magnetometer, photometer, and the VLF data show a burst of particle precipitation in the vicinity of Thule. These substorm effects are currently under more intensive study.

**QUIET TIME STUDIES:** The major polar atmospheric research effort is the study of manifestations in the polar cap of phenomena such as quiet time energy input and output, auroras, magnetic storms, and seasonal variations, which are studied in the auroral oval, mid-latitudes, and low latitudes as well as in the polar cap. The emphasis has been on the understanding of behavior during quiet times and during periods of minor and moderate disturbances since these conditions prevail most of the time. Nevertheless, large and spectacular disturbances are important and are frequently investigated as targets of opportunity. In this context, pulsating auroras measured at Bedford, Mass., during the world-wide geomagnetic storm of March 23-24, 1969 were analyzed for comparison with pulsating auroras customarily observed in the auroral oval. Several geophysical quantities, such as electrojet behavior, relative position of the proton and electron aurora, riometer absorption, and ionospheric quantities measured by ionosondes were similar to typical behavior in the auroral oval. This was interpreted as showing that the auroral oval had expanded to a geomagnetic latitude of 55 degrees from its more usual location at 65-70 degrees and not anomalous behavior at mid-latitudes occurring simultaneously with the auroral oval remaining at 65-70 degrees. These measurements of the characteristic period of the pulsating auroras at Bedford are the only known measurements at such a low latitude. The characteristic period of 7.2 seconds is unchanged from the 6-10 second period usually found by pulsating auroras in the unexpanded oval. The fact that the characteristic period of the pulsating aurora is unchanged despite the considerable
expansion of the oval to 55 degrees geomagnetic latitude can be used as a test for theories concerning the excitation of pulsating and other types of auroras.

In mid-latitudes energy dissipation from the magnetosphere also produces an auroral arc. These latter are called Stable Red Auroral Arcs (SAR) and are not normally visible to the naked eye. One of the important factors needed in the study of either arc is the location: latitude, longitude and altitude of the arc. This information can be obtained by conducting simultaneous observations from two stations separated by several hundred kilometers. This demand for planning, coordination and favorable weather conditions at both the observing stations. A lengthy graphical method has been known for determining the position of an arc from observations from a single station. With the aid of a computer these equations can be solved for a faster determination of the location of the arc.

In the construction of atmospheric models for the altitude region from 80 to 110 km, information on one of the most abundant and reactive species — atomic oxygen — is badly needed. In particular, no data at all exist in the polar cap region. Satellites obtain data at higher altitudes, so that rockets must be used for this region. Finally, at the beginning of this work, no experimental method had yet been proved to be reliable for such measurements.

Atomic oxygen profiles in the altitude region from 80 to 110 km can be determined from rocket measurements of the (OII) 5577 angstroms emission, provided one assumes that this emission, in the altitude region of study, is of chemical origin, and is predominantly due to the Chapman three-body collision excitation mechanism. The rate coefficients for excitation and quenching for this mechanism are known from the laboratory measurements. Simultaneous rocket observations were conducted to allow a comparison with other independent methods, the neutral mass spectrometer and chemical release of nitric oxide, in the ALADDIN II series from Eglin AFB, Florida, in April 1972. Preliminary results from these different methods indicate that all measurements are reasonably compatible with each other. Thus, this method of determining atomic oxygen from optical measurements is shown to be reliable.

An effort is now being made to measure in the real atmosphere spectroscopic parameters that have proved difficult to measure adequately in the laboratory. Measurements in the laboratory of the lifetime and collisional deactivation rates of
the N₂⁺ A state, the upper level state for N₂⁺ Meinel band emissions, have shown unacceptably large differences. The collisional deactivation of N₂⁺ is important because as much as 61 percent of N₂⁺ can be in the Meinel upper level A state. Collisional deactivation of this metastable state of N₂⁺ is a possible important energy source for other atmospheric molecules which could emit infrared radiation. Uncertainties in the N₂⁺ Meinel band collisional de-excitation processes therefore could lead to large uncertainties in evaluating excitation mechanisms for the possible IR emitters.

A special purpose dual channel scanning spectrometer has been assembled and field tested which will simultaneously measure the N₂⁺ 7852 angstrom Meinel band and the N₂⁺ 3914 angstrom first negative band, whose spectroscopic parameters have been more firmly established. The unique location of the AFCRL Geopole Observatory deep in the polar cap at Thule AB, Greenland, clearly separated from the auroral oval, will be used to measure these optical emissions when they are produced by energetic solar protons during solar particle events, and by auroral electrons during the occasional auroras which occur at Thule. The auroral electrons excite the Meinel and first negative bands at altitudes where the collisional de-excitation is minor. However, the energetic solar protons with energies greater than 1 MeV, present during a solar particle event, will excite the band emissions at altitudes where collisional de-excitation of the Meinel bands is significant. The energy of the solar protons, measured by satellite particle detectors, determines the altitude and pressure at which the N₂⁺ is produced. The ratio of the intensity of the Meinel bands relative to the intensity of the first negative bands when compared to the ratio during auroras, where collisional de-excitation is minor, can be converted to values of lifetime and collisional de-excitation rates. Here, the polar cap atmosphere provides a wall-less reaction vessel for determining spectroscopic quantities more commonly measured in the laboratory.

One of the basic problems of the polar cap region is the question of the homogeneity of effects over the entire region. Aircraft provide a suitable platform for studying this question. A series of aircraft flights during January 1974 provided the means for investigating the atmospheric zenith airglow and auroral intensities over paths which traversed the auroral oval and the polar cap. Among the measurements were zenith intensities of 5777 angstroms and 6300 angstroms) which are commonly found in the night airglow and the aurora.

- Enhanced levels of emission were found equatorwards of the afternoon sector of the oval, large intensities were encountered in the oval, and generally quiet airglow levels within the polar cap (contained within the oval). On January 26, at approximately 0642 UT, the aircraft passed under a sun-aligned arc whose red to green intensity ratio was about 0.1. On the 29th of January, the aircraft passed under another sun-aligned arc at 0800 UT with a red to green intensity ratio of about 0.5. The more intense arc had the smaller red to green ratio — an indication of more energetic particle precipitation.

The generally quiet airglow levels detected in the polar cap by the aircraft are reflected in the zenith intensities of these same emissions by instrumentation at the Geopole Observatory, Thule Air Base, Greenland, which is situated just 4 degrees from the geomagnetic pole. Even though Geomagnetic Activity Index (Kp) measurements for the two flights indicated magnetically disturbed days, the magnetometer at Geopole was very quiet.

On the 29th of January at 0750 UT, photometers at Geopole detected the sun-aligned arc which appeared over the aircraft at 0800 UT (some 600 km distant). All
interplanetary magnetic field, either away from or toward the sun. Characteristic features of the daily variations of the geomagnetic field in high latitudes were observed by Svalgaard and Mansurov to be associated with each sector type. An examination of 38 years of the planetary $K_p$ index indicated a greater occurrence of higher $K_p$ values or geomagnetic disturbance within the toward-the-sun sectors. Relative to expectation on a random basis, there were 175 percent of the disturbed days (average $K_p$ of 5 or more) in the toward sector but only 40 percent of expectancy in the away sector. As the earth crossed from one sector type to another the changes in $K_p$ level corresponded to the character of the respective sectors, a change previously thought to be unidirectional.

The higher values of $K_p$ had the optimum association with the toward-the-sun sectors during years of sunspot maximum, years of the ascending part of the solar cycle, months of high sunspot latitude and during the equinoctial months. For these $K_p$ or subauroral zone indices the maximum association of high $K_p$ toward the sun and low $K_p$ with away from the sun occurred during the times when the earth's heliocentric latitude was most southerly. A nearly similar association appeared in the southern solstitial season.

The three-hour $K_p$ and $A_p$ indices, a type of range indicator, have some limitations in their characterization of geomagnetic activity. Accordingly, examination was made of several years of the hourly variability of the geomagnetic component intensities for application to phenomena and problems at higher latitudes. To examine the possibilities of such extrapolation, 25 annual means of the variability of the $D$, $H$, and $Z$ components for Sitka and College, Alaska, were compared. At College, $H$ and $D$ were approximately twice as variable as at Sitka while $Z$ was only one and a half times as variable. A higher linear correlation existed between these annual means also, best for $D$, decreasing very little to $Z$ and then less to

**SECTOR STUDIES:** Associated with the rotation of the sun are sectors, so called because of a predominant direction of the path of the aircraft in corrected geomagnetic coordinates for the joint experiment between the Flying Laboratory and the Thule, Greenland, station on January 29, 1974.
H. The Sitka variability annual means correlated very well with A, also, best for Z and least for H. On the other hand, the Sitka geomagnetic variability correlation with the Zurich sunspot number was very poor compared with that at an equatorial station at Huancayo, Peru. Thus, the indication of solar activity, represented by sunspot number, is applied more effectively to equatorial than to subauroral zone geomagnetic manifestations.

**ENERGY CONVERSION**

Satellites make meteorological observations, relay communications, and maintain surveillance. All these activities require electrical power to operate on-board instruments and to telemeter data.

The energy conversion program studied both the production of this electrical power and efficient use of the primary energy sources available to a space vehicle. Space power must come primarily from the sun, either as light or heat energy, or from batteries and fuel cells, which rely on chemical energy carried on board the spacecraft. Solar energy can generate electricity directly in solar cells, or the sun's heat can be concentrated and used in a thermal energy conversion scheme such as a thermionic converter. Also, solar cells are used to recharge secondary batteries which then serve as primary power supplies.

The solar cell program was directed at improving the quality of state-of-the-art silicon solar cells and developing new, low-cost solar cells based on organic charge-transfer complexes.

Silicon solar cells are used for on-board primary electrical power generation in almost all satellites launched to date. These solar cells are exposed to X-rays, gamma rays, electrons, and protons both in the radiation belts surrounding the earth and in the solar wind. These radiations gradually degrade cell performance and thus force designers to deploy excess power generation capability on the spacecraft to meet mission power requirements at the end of the spacecraft life.

To overcome the degradation process, new techniques of controlled doping of solar cells have been investigated. It has long been realized that radiation damage can be alleviated by introducing lithium metal into the cell. The lithium reduces the ability of a radiation-induced defect to trap charge carriers. The removal of charge carriers by such traps is a major source of solar cell power loss. To act effectively as a trap inhibitor, the lithium must be concentrated near the solar cell junction. However, the ability of lithium to migrate to defect sites to reduce their trapping effects also allows the lithium to migrate far from the junction site. To prevent this, ion implantation was used to deposit a phosphorus barrier layer to block the migration of the lithium from the junction region. Results indicated that this phosphorus counter-doping technique can be successfully used for lithium location control.

Organic materials might be used in solar cells if their high resistivity could be overcome. Charge transfer complexes offer one technique for reducing this resistivity since in a one-to-one molecular complex, the number of high resistance electrical paths through the bulk material is reduced by a factor of 2. A number of such complexes have been assembled and tested and improvements in conductivity of two orders of magnitude have been achieved relative to a single-molecular species type of substrate. However, further work is needed before organic materials become competitive with silicon for solar energy conversion because although they are much less expensive than silicon, they have efficiencies two to three orders of magnitude less than the best silicon cells.

A valuable offshoot of the organic solar cell effort was the development of a variety of transition metal-organic salts which have demonstrated potential for use in metal-vapor lasers.
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Satellites must maintain their temperature within the range in which their electronics will operate. As a satellite passes from sunlight into the earth's shadow, the vehicle experiences wide temperature swings which can exceed the allowable operating limits for temperature-sensitive satellite components.

A program was developed to specify a combination of a high melting-point solid and a canister to contain it, to assist in a satellite temperature control.

During the sunlit portion of a satellite's orbit, an optical concentrator focuses sunlight on the canister, melting the solid inside it. During shaded portions of the orbit, the molten material freezes, giving its heat to the temperature-sensitive components to maintain a proper temperature balance. Aluminum and alkali fluorides were studied as possible heat absorbing solids, and Inconel canisters as containers for the solid. Also, a variety of heat pipe designs were evaluated for transfer of the heat from the freezing molten material to the subsystems requiring thermal control.

Electrochemical batteries and fuel cells are widely used for energy storage on aircraft and balloons. Rechargeable batteries provide energy storage for longer duration missions where the primary power source may be the vehicle's engine or a solar cell panel. Conventional cells using aqueous electrolytes are close to the limits of development. Consequently, research toward higher performance batteries is directed to nonaqueous electrolytes which permit the use of highly active electrode materials such as the alkali metals.

The Laboratory program was primarily concerned with some fundamental problems of ambient temperature nonaqueous electrolytes and the problem of containing chemical reactions with standard free energies in the 100 Kcal/mole range. The problem of direct chemical reaction of the constituents of the cell is related to the thermodynamics of the system and the rates of the various reactions involved. The presence of trace impurities, especially water, is an important determinant of corrosion rates. Consequently, much effort has been devoted to purification and analysis techniques and the manipulation of solvents and solutions in a dry atmosphere. A major difficulty raised by almost all nonaqueous electrolytes is low conductance which limits the discharge rate of a battery. Conductance mechanisms are immensely complex, involving such related properties as viscosity, dielectric constant, molecular association and ion-solvent interactions. The dielectric properties of a large number of electrolytes in various organic solvents including propylene carbonate, butyrolactone, and dimethyl sulfoxide have been measured. The effects of electrolyte type and concentration and the frequency dispersion of the dielectric constant provide insight into the structure of the solution. Other problems addressed included the mechanism of the lithium electrode reaction under various conditions and finding viable positive electrodes. The lithium electrode is generally satisfactory in a clean system. Transition metal halides are generally unsatisfactory because of their solubility and high sensitivity. However, this problem has been largely circumvented by the recent development of inorganic electrolyte cells where the positive electrode reactant is the solvent itself.

SPACE FORECASTING

The Space Forecasting Program was initiated at AFCRL in the mid-1960's to develop techniques to observe, specify and predict solar-related changes in the earth's upper atmosphere and near-space environment that impact on Air Force operations. This interdisciplinary program draws on most of the environmental sciences—radio and optical solar astronomy, astrophysics, radio propagation physics, and the physics and chemistry of
the upper atmosphere. Its very nature requires participation by specialists in a variety of technical fields, such as energetic particles, ionospheric physics, solar physics, geomagnetism and atmospheric density.

From its inception, the Space Forecasting Program has focused strongly on the operational problems related to changing space environmental conditions. To provide a convenient mechanism for coordinating the efforts of some 12 to 15 scientists, the Space Forecasting Coordination Group, now directed from staff level, was established in 1966. This group, which meets three to four times a year, provides an ideal forum for exchanging technical information, for coupling research products with operational requirements, and for directing and coordinating the efforts of in-house scientists and contractors working in a broad spectrum of related scientific disciplines. In addition to the AFCRL task scientists, representatives from Air Weather Service, NOAA, NRL, ESD, SAMSO, and NELC are periodically invited to participate at these meetings to coordinate related activities within their organizations.

Space forecasters are faced with the task of predicting the occurrence of bursts of electromagnetic radiation and energetic particles from the sun, and specifying the effects of these bursts on the earth's atmosphere. These effects include absorption of radio waves in the ionosphere, geomagnetic disturbances, auroral activity, enhanced airglow levels, and atmospheric density variations.

Through the efforts of the Space Forecasting Coordination Group, specific problem areas related to existing and planned operational space environmental support requirements are identified and programs initiated to solve them. The results of some of these efforts are outlined elsewhere in this report within the various participating laboratories' program descriptions.

**PLASMA PHYSICS**

The work of the Plasma Physics Branch centered on the production, heating and confinement of plasmas by high intensity magnetic fields and the flow properties of partially ionized gases using a shock tube. As both projects require input from high energy storage capacitors, effort was applied to improving dielectrics for capacitor use.

Tormac (TORoidal MAgnetic Cusp) is the acronym for a series of AFCRL experiments leading to the heating and confinement of plasmas of thermonuclear interest. In the last version investigated in detail, Tormac III, a toroidally symmetric six-pole cusp magnetic field was crossed with a toroidal magnetic field. The plasma achieved values of density and temperature of $10^{16}$ particles/cm$^3$ and 15 eV, respectively, and exhibited a decay time constant of greater than 200 microseconds.

Plasma loss due to toroidal effects can be prevented by using only two ring cusps, both having the same major radius as the toroid. This concept led to the bi-cusp, the newest version of Tormac in which a combination of toroidal and poloidal magnetic fields form a cusp. The cusp conditions of requiring the magnetic field on the plasma surface to be isogaussic and convex are met with the plasma exhibiting a shield-shaped cross section. Magnetic field design was aided with the use of an electrolytic plotting tank. Theoretical studies have shown toroidal drift to be minimal and that the bi-cusp is not vulnerable to the many types of instabilities investigated.

The first version of the bi-cusp, known as Shaker (because plasma heating is achieved with multiple shock waves), was constructed and operated in the collisionless regime. The heating or Shaker field is an 0.6 MHz signal superimposed on the principal poloidal field component. Preliminary
measurements using various optical spectroscopic methods have shown that even with a modest energy input, both electron and ion temperatures of 30 to 50 eV (over 300,000° to over 500,000°) are achieved. In addition to fusion-related studies, the boundary layer in supersonic ionized flow over a flat plate was measured using a twocolor laser interferometer. This study constitutes the first quantitative measurement of a boundary layer in an ionized gas flow.

A theoretical study of the high-frequency Stark effect in pyrogenic plasmas due to plasma turbulence was performed, taking into account both static and dynamic fields, with consideration of resonant effects. A high-power laser concept utilizing dissociating states of diatomic molecules was investigated both theoretically and experimentally. The initial gas studied was molecular hydrogen in H₂-Ar mixtures. The stimulated emission cross section of the hydrogen continuum, and the photoionization of excited H₂ molecules was one major study area. Another was the various types of gas discharges in H₂-Ar mixtures with the object of obtaining sufficiently uniform and dense plasmas for use in lasers. A pulsed electron beam configuration was found to provide the densest uniform plasmas, and gain studies were carried out using this method. Utilizing a multipass chamber, gain was measured in H₂-Ar mixtures excited by an electron beam. A strong absorption in Ar was found, which leads to net absorption for the H₂-Ar mixture. The H₂ laser buffered by Ar was shown to be unsuitable for lasing; however, the principle of electron beam excitation and the development of a gain measuring system make it attractive to explore the laser possibilities of other diatomic molecules with dissociating states.

A group of polar organic liquids were investigated for applications in liquid dielectric high energy density capacitors. These liquids showed a substantial improvement both in energy density and storage time compared to dielectric liquids presently being used. Liquid dielectric capacitors offer a promising approach to the Air Force requirement for lightweight pulse power sources in airborne applications.

**RESEARCH ON SOLAR DYNAMICS**

Research continued during this period on three main areas: The Solar General Circulation, Theoretical Studies of Solar Terrestrial Relations, and Physical Processes in Solar Phenomena. These areas of research result from the need to understand the development and decay of solar active regions, the need to determine the mechanisms causing the emissions and radiation from these regions, and the need to develop the calibration constants for solar measurements.

The variable solar emissions typically associated with solar active regions produce many effects in the upper terrestrial atmosphere, on the terrestrial magnetic field, and in the surrounding space. Operation of Air Force systems in each of these regions gives rise to a need to predict the effects of solar emissions on their environment, and ultimately, on the systems themselves.

**SOLAR ACTIVE REGIONS:** The most extensive history of the birth, growth, and decay of solar active regions that exist in the world has been compiled on tape. Sunspots have been grouped according to size, shape, and resident latitude and their motions analyzed. An investigation of the contribution of meridional cells to the solar energy balance has shown that these cells are not of primary importance.

The experiment to obtain standardized flare observations has been completed successfully. A computer program is now being written to produce an objective method for determining the area and integrated light deficits of sunspots. The suc-
cess achieved in standardizing flare observations has led to the decision to design and build five matched solar telescopes and deploy them around the world in a Solar Optical Observing Network (SOON) System for the Air Weather Service.

**RADIO BURSTS:** Investigation of plasma radiation processes occurring in solar flares and radio bursts developed from a major theoretical effort into one involving experiment as well.

A solar flare will produce supra-thermal electrons and protons, which will interact with the coronal plasma to produce Cerenkov plasma waves. The phase velocity of the plasma waves emitted by this process always falls between the stream velocity and the electron thermal velocity. However, as the phase velocity approaches the electron thermal velocity, the damping decreases. As a result, weakly damped large amplitude long plasma waves can propagate in the corona when the frequency of the plasma wave is slightly larger than the electron plasma waves.

A homogeneous and fully ionized hot plasma will always contain ion and electron density fluctuations which will be independent of each other. These fluctuations separately scatter incident longitudinal plasma waves, at least partially, into electromagnetic radiation of different intensity. The scattered intensity depends on the amplitude of the incident wave field and on the amplitude of each type of fluctuation. Non-thermal fluctuations may be much larger than thermal density fluctuations.

When an electron plasma wave is scattered by an ion density fluctuation (oscillating at the ion plasma frequency which is much smaller than the frequency of the incident wave), the frequency of the scattered wave remains nearly the same as that of the incident wave. This is the Rayleigh scattering process in the plasma. The scattered wave consists of a longitudinal wave that cannot leave the plasma volume, and a transverse electromagnetic wave that radiates out of it, yielding the Rayleigh scattered power at approximately the plasma frequency of the medium. Theoretical calculations have shown that the ratio of the intensity of Rayleigh scattered longitudinal wave to that of the transverse electromagnetic wave is very large, normally at least 1000.

However, when the propagating plasma wave is scattered by an electron density fluctuation (oscillating at the electron plasma frequency, which is comparable to the frequency of the incident plasma wave) the frequency of the scattered wave is strongly modulated by the frequency of the electron density fluctuation. Consequently, the scattered wave contains the sum and difference frequencies, and their hybrid overtones. Usually, however, the scattered wave has only one dominant component which is transverse electromagnetic and this is the sum frequency. This is the Raman scattering process.

As mentioned earlier, the major component of the Rayleigh scattered wave is longitudinal, coherent, and incapable of leaving the plasma volume; it will interact resonantly with the charge density fluctuations in the plasma, raising their level far above that of purely thermal charge density fluctuations. Consequently, Raman scattering of an incident, coherent plasma wave is coherently enhanced. It has been shown that this mechanism can cause the Type III radio noise bursts from the sun. In addition, by tailoring the plasma parameters in a DC discharge tube, radiated power from Raman scattering can be augmented by many orders of magnitude. It was also calculated theoretically, that the energy in the incident wave must exceed a certain threshold if enhanced coherent Raman emission is to occur.

The strength of the emission, the threshold required, its frequency, and its angular distribution was found to agree with the theory when tested in a DC discharge tube at AFCRL. In addition, far infrared radiation from a helium plasma and
microwave emission from a DC discharge in an argon plasma voted by other investigators were explained. The possible use of this phenomenon as a laser mechanism will be investigated, in addition to its possibilities in clarifying the relationships of solar noise bursts and solar flares.

**ABSOLUTE F-VALUES:** Absolute transition probabilities (f-values) are needed for the determination of species concentrations and temperatures in plasma diagnostics, and solar and stellar abundances in astrophysics. The pressure-driven shock tube is a preferred thermal light source for f-value measurements since the shock-heated gas is in a well defined equilibrium state over a wide range of controllable operating conditions and uniform in the line of sight.

The AFCRL shock tube uses argon or neon carrier gas in the driven section to which a trace of the gas to be investigated is added. High pressure helium gas drives the tube. Temperatures behind the reflected shock can be varied from 3,000 to 10,000 degrees K. Spectral radiation from atoms, ions, and molecules is recorded photographically and photoelectrically from steady states of known population in local thermodynamic equilibrium. Correlation of the observed spectral intensities with the measured temperature, pressure, and concentration of the gas allows the absolute f-values of the transitions to be determined.

Previously measured spectra of Cr and Fe f-values have made it possible to correct f-values for these elements, which in turn, resolved the paradox of the iron group elements being deficient by an order of magnitude in the solar photosphere relative to the corona and meteorites. Known f-values can be used to infer plasma characteristics of nuclear detonations, fireballs, reentry sheaths and wakes, and chemical releases. To allow the precise determination of conditions in sunspots, a study of Ti I, Ti II and TiO f-values was begun.
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An aerial view of the AFCRL site in Minnesota used for the 1973 experiments. The site was chosen for the horizontal uniformity and unobstructed fetch it offered for boundary layer studies.
Among the many factors which affect the efficiency and safety of man's daily activities, weather is a very important one. In carrying out its responsibilities, the Air Force, like other organizations, must contend with the impact of weather phenomena on the design, development, and operation of its systems.

It is important that some Air Force systems be operable in virtually all types of weather. To accomplish this objective, the Air Force must act on two fronts. Its first responsibility is to design systems that are operable over a broad range of weather conditions. The second is to supplement these designs by modifications of the weather affecting the success of the operations. Of course, there are many other Air Force activities which can be delayed on the basis of a weather observation or a weather prediction. But whether the deficiencies are in data needed in design, methods for significantly modifying critical weather elements, or techniques for improving observations or predictions, the need for an Air Force program in meteorological research and development has been clearly established. The major responsibility for this program rests with AFCRL's Meteorology Laboratory.

During the period covered by this report the program of the Meteorology Laboratory included the following efforts: research to improve short-range forecasting of terminal weather conditions; the modeling of large-scale atmospheric circulations; the definition of turbulent transport processes in the atmospheric boundary layer; the application of data from meteorological satellites to analysis and forecasting; and
the development of techniques for the processing and display of weather radar data to facilitate the study of thunderstorm development and motion. The program also included the development of techniques of fog dissipation and techniques for the remote recognition of potentially hazardous areas of electrical activity in convective storms.

While much of the instrumentation developed by the Meteorology Laboratory has been in support of its in-house research investigations, other instrumentation has been and is being developed for eventual use at stations of the Air Weather Service and at the Air Force's test ranges. Instrumentation in the latter category includes radiosondes with improved humidity sensors, dropsondes for determining winds below an aircraft, and new devices for the measurement of ceiling and visibility.

A significant effort has been devoted to the definition of the physical nature of the cloud and precipitation particles through which test nosecones have been flown. In another effort techniques are being developed to modify the aerospace environment through the use of artificial aerosols.

Although all of the permanent quarters of the Meteorology Laboratory are located within 15 miles of Hanscom AFB in Bedford, Massachusetts, climatic factors and the existence of unique support facilities elsewhere have led Laboratory scientists and engineers to conduct field programs at distant locations, ranging from New Hampshire to Hawaii and Minnesota to Florida. These programs have been successful because of the fine support and collaboration received from many Department of Defense, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, National Aeronautics and Space Administration units and a team from the United Kingdom.

**SHORT-RANGE FORECASTING**

It is inevitable that operational demands for improved weather warnings and forecasts will continue to be concerned primarily with rare weather events having small space-time scales. The reason, of course, is that most Air Force systems are designed, to the extent considered practicable, to operate without serious degradation over the usual range of weather conditions. The unusual or rare events that do have serious impact on operational effectiveness and safety are difficult to resolve because they typically occur on a scale that is much smaller than the existing spacing of weather observing stations. Thus, a prerequisite for progressive improvement in the detection and short-range prediction of significant local weather events is an observational capability that is commensurate in space and time with a scale of the significant weather activity. The technology necessary for a substantial upgrading of the present observing system has advanced very rapidly in recent years and can be exploited extensively if the benefits justify the cost of the system components.

A systematic assessment of the practical operational benefits to be derived from automated mesoscale observing and forecasting techniques is the central objective of an experimental program undertaken by the Meteorology Laboratory. A fully automated field test facility has been established for this purpose in the vicinity of Hanscom AFB, Massachusetts. The Hanscom mesoscale observing network consists of a dense network of remote surface weather stations, an instrumented tower and a digital weather radar capability. The overall program includes: the development and evaluation of weather sensors suitable for use in completely automated surface weather observing systems; the development of methods of automated data proc-
processing and display for real-time operational needs; development of improved methods of short-range (0- to 3-hour) terminal weather forecasting based upon automated Mesonet observations, and operational field tests to explore the practical value of advanced observing and forecasting systems.

THE MESONET: The network of automated observing stations extends over a radius of 50 km from Hanscom. The 25 remote stations have a variable spatial density ranging from about 1 km near Hanscom to roughly 15 km at the outer edge. The individual sensors automatically report visibility, wind direction and speed, temperature, dew point, and precipitation rate. In addition, vertical profiles of these measurements, except precipitation, are reported from an instrumented tower located 600 meters from the central runway at Hanscom. The other important features of the observing network are the two radars. The FPS-77 surveys the entire Mesonet and well beyond. The vertically pointing TPQ-11 provides a continuous record of cloud structure directly overhead.

The basic functions of the Mesonet—collecting, processing and displaying the data—are controlled by a computer. All sensors in the network are scanned once every 10 seconds, with decisions as to the mode of processing the responsibility of the human operator. For example, station data can be displayed as maps of either 1-minute or 5-minute running averages.

THE STATIONS: Sensors used in the Mesonet are usually commercially available devices which were selected after careful testing and intercomparison rather than those used by the weather services for standard observations. They are packaged in a rugged and weatherproof station mounted on a telescoping pole 25 feet above the ground. This design makes the station easily movable, reasonably vandal-proof, and readily accessible from a cherry-picker for maintenance.

The device used to measure visibility is the most radical departure from standard instrumentation. Instead of the conventional airport visibility instrument which senses transmittance in paths in excess of 200 feet, a short-path length forward scatter meter was developed for use in the Mesonet. Several years of experimentation have shown it to be a rugged and extremely accurate instrument with exceptional calibration stability and capable of high resolution over a very broad range of visibility.

THE RADAR: An important part of the Mesonet forecast experiments is the introduction of digital radar information. During periods of precipitation an FPS-77 weather radar transmits radar data by microwave to a radar pulse integrator and
then into the Mesonet computer. Periodically, digital maps representing range-normalized radar reflectivity are printed out and made available to forecasters and researchers. These maps are proving useful in forecasting onset and ending of periods of low visibility during heavy precipitation. Studies are under way to relate the reflectivity to rainfall rate, visibility, and wind gusts for particular application to forecasting severe thunderstorm conditions. Techniques are being developed to obtain the motion of precipitation patterns automatically from successive digital maps and produce guidance forecasts as additional computer output.

**FORECASTING TECHNIQUE DEVELOPMENT:**

The rationale for the development of objective short-range forecasting techniques using Mesonet observations is twofold. On the one hand, techniques which will make the best use of both the forecaster's skill and the computer's speed and memory are being sought. Alternatively, consideration is being given to the development of fully automated objective procedures which would eliminate the role of the human forecaster in short-range terminal forecasting. An evaluation of the accuracy of techniques developed herein compared to the skill of the subjective forecaster not provided with objective guidance will make available to Air Weather Service planners substantive information to weigh the alternatives of manned versus unmanned base weather stations as manpower authorizations continue to be reduced.

The Hanscom Mesonet is primarily a surface network. All observations are made close to the ground with the exception of the radar and instrumented tower observations. Because of this limitation, the focus in technique development has been towards statistical models rather than numerical mesoscale models which would require detailed information throughout the lower few thousand feet of the atmosphere. Also, deterministic numerical models have not advanced to the point where sensible weather parameters such as cloud ceiling and visibility can be accounted for with sufficient accuracy or in a manner which yields timely short-range (0-to 3-hour) predictions which would be operationally useful to forecasters and/or users.

Shortly after the Mesonet forecasting experiments started in September 1972, a single-station conditional climatology model was formulated and parameterized from a historical set of prevailing visibility observations at Hanscom. The objective stochastic model was refined after the first year's operation of the network using the continuous data collected during forecast episodes. Since its inception the output of
the model has been provided to the subjective forecaster for guidance in preparation of his short-range visibility forecasts. It also has been evaluated as a control technique in the forecast experiments.

Short period fluctuations in airport visibility result primarily from the translation of mesoscale disturbances, and from growth and decay within the disturbances. Technique development thus far has concentrated on translation. Procedures have been formulated to deduce the motion vector due to translation from an analysis of time-lag correlation data for selected pairs of stations in the Mesonet. The motion vector, so determined, would then identify the locations "upstream" from which future (up to three hours later) airport visibility will be translated. Procedures of optimum interpolation determine the forecast value at the locations from surrounding mesonet observation points, and an analysis of the spectrum of the current and recent visibility field in the network will define inputs to the visibility probability forecast procedure. Other procedures which determine forecast values from regression equations relating observations from individual stations in the network to the runway observations based on space- and time-lag correlations are also being evaluated. A critical operational problem, the initial onset of severely reduced visibility, is not handled well by either of these procedures and will be given special consideration during the next year.

Radiation (ground) fog, very common to Hanscom and many other inland airfields located in valleys, presents a special detection and prediction problem because of its highly variable and patchy nature. Since such fogs form on clear and calm nights, there is generally little organized motion or translation to the fog. As a result, technique development is concentrating on the formulation of stepwise regression equations which relate space-smoothed predictors combining the effects of two or more observation points to runway visibility. Consideration is also being given to temperature measurements just inches off the ground near the runway to measure radiation flux during the fog formation and dissipation periods.

The goal in forecast technique development is to assess the practical limitations of fully automated forecast systems as compared to a man-machine mix or a totally manual forecast system. While it would be unrealistic to expect that the Hanscom Mesonet results would apply precisely to other locations with markedly different climatic or local influences, they would establish guidelines of general validity.

**ATMOSPHERIC MODELING**

The atmosphere is a complex fluid system capable of sustaining motions on a whole spectrum of time and space scales from very short, rapidly moving sound waves to ultra-long, quasi-stationary planetary scale waves. There are important nonlinear interactions or feedbacks among many of these differing scale sizes such that changes
on one scale affect both longer and shorter scales and, in turn, are affected by both these and other scales.

Progress in understanding such a large and complex nonlinear system, and therefore improved predictability, largely depend on our ability to formulate valid, but much simpler, analogues (models) of the complete system. Ideally, such models should take into account the important parameters and should be amenable to controlled experimentation. Mathematical models of the atmosphere, based upon the laws of fluid dynamics, meet these requirements and are widely used in atmospheric prediction. There are, however, some problems with mathematical models which cause the time development of the model to diverge from the time development of the real atmosphere and therefore degrade the quality of the prediction. The goal of AFCRL's efforts in mathematical modeling is to minimize the sources of model error, which include inadequate representation of relevant physical processes, incomplete description of the initial state of the prognostic parameters, and imperfect representation of differential equations by finite-difference approximations.

**RESEARCH ON NUMERICAL PROCEDURES:**
The current practice of all operational numerical weather prediction groups makes use of the space network approach in the solution of the system of equations which constitute the mathematical model. In this approach, observations of the dependent variables are interpolated onto a regular array of gridpoints in space, and differential quantities are represented by finite difference approximations. Since the entire system of equations must be solved at each gridpoint before the variables can be extrapolated in time, the limits of the capacity of the computer and the time available for the forecast restrict the number of gridpoints in the network. Naturally, the fewer the number of gridpoints, the greater the growth of error due to truncation and lack of resolution.

If there are no restrictions in computer capacity and time, a straightforward method of improving the quality of the model forecast would be to reduce the distance between gridpoints. In principle, the only limitation is that the grid distance must not be smaller than some critical value below which the underlying model assumptions are no longer valid. Another approach, and in theory a more efficient one, is to increase the order of accuracy of the finite difference approximation. For example, experience in simple advection-type model studies has shown that for satisfactory overall results, second-order accuracy schemes require about 20 gridpoints per wavelength, while fourth-order accuracy schemes require about ten.

Current operational large-scale models such as the Macro-scale Model of the Air Force Global Weather Central at Offutt AFB, Nebraska, have a grid distance of about 400 km. With a second-order scheme, these models can confidently handle only atmospheric waves with wavelengths longer than about 8,000 km. In the real atmosphere, waves associated with day-to-day weather phenomena have wavelengths between 3,000 and 6,000 km. From the point of view of accuracy, it is therefore desirable either to halve the currently adopted grid distance or to increase the order of accuracy of the numerical schemes.

At AFCRL, we have conducted comparison case studies using both approaches. Results show that the latter is more desirable because, for example, an overall 8 percent reduction in the error field of a three-day forecast can be achieved with substantial changes in neither time nor storage requirements in the computer. For the former to achieve this, not only does the computer time requirement have to be increased by a factor of 10, but also a fourfold increase in computer storage requirement is needed.
NOISE AND THE TREATMENT OF DIFFUSION: A fundamental problem in atmospheric modeling arises from a two-headed dilemma: noise and subgrid-scale processes. Noise in solutions of numerical models arises from errors in the initial data, from model inadequacies, from improper treatment of both real and contrived boundaries, and from inadequate resolution of important components of the system. If noise is not controlled in the numerical solution, it will not only produce inaccurate forecasts and limit the time range for which forecasts can be made, but may also cause the solution to become unstable and completely meaningless.

Noise in the real atmosphere is kept under control by small-scale diffusion and viscous dissipation, which is the final stage in the transfer of kinetic energy from larger to smaller scales. In numerical modeling, this diffusion process which occurs in the atmosphere on a microscopic scale must be represented in the model or parameterized in terms of scale sizes which are many orders of magnitude larger. While it may help somewhat to reduce the grid size of the model, thus increasing the resolution of smaller scales of motion, we can never expect to treat atmospheric diffusion explicitly no matter how much we reduce the grid size. Furthermore, as has already been indicated, we are limited by time, economics and machine capacity in the extent to which grid size can be reduced. Even where the capacity of the computer permits a halving of the grid distance, the increase in computer cost is at least a factor of 16 for a model with three space dimensions. Thus, the parameterization of diffusion in numerical models of the atmosphere is required to accomplish the representation of physical diffusion which takes place in the atmosphere as well as the control of numerical noise in the model. The principal shortcoming of conventional methods of representing diffusion in large-scale NWP (Numerical Weather Prediction) models, those that are operationally as well as general circulation models, is that the meteorologically important cyclone-scale waves in the model are damped along with the computationally produced two-grid-interval noise. As a consequence, the predictions are too smooth and fail to forecast adequately newly developing disturbances. What is needed is a means of representing viscous dissipation that is very strong for the short wavelength noise and very weak for the larger, meteorologically important waves.

We have devoted considerable attention to this problem and have devised a digital filter which appears to have just the right properties to control noise, represent atmospheric diffusion, yet not suppress physically meaningful information in the model. The filter is actually a flexible sequence of filters varying from three-point operators in one dimension when applied near boundaries to high-ordered operators in the interior of the grid intervals. The filter has now been applied in a variety of numerical models varying from fine-mesh limited area models and channel models with solid walls to large-scale general circulation models. In all cases the filter behaves as anticipated: it controls the growth of noise and maintains computational stability and at the same time preserves the proper distribution of energy among the various scale sizes in the model as compared with observed atmospheric spectra.

FINE-MESH MODELING: The shortest wave that can be resolved in a numerical model has a length of two grid intervals. However, such waves and even those that are four to five times longer are poorly represented in numerical models, partly as a result of truncation and numerical procedures and partly as a consequence of the fact that the basic observational network is itself rather coarse. Fronts and other phenomena directly associated with clouds and precipitation occur on scale sizes which are poorly
handled by large-scale numerical models. This difficulty can be alleviated, if not circumvented, by reducing the grid size. However, as we have already indicated, this approach is very costly in computer time and is impractical for a global or hemispheric model. Nevertheless, over limited areas, this approach is both feasible and appropriate, especially for regions with greater than average observational density.

A new and serious difficulty is introduced in trying to limit the area of solution—namely, the treatment of the artificial, internal, lateral boundaries. For certain relatively simple models the appropriate physical boundary conditions are well understood and their numerical treatment presents no serious problem. Unfortunately, this is not generally the situation in practice. Therefore, means must be devised to prevent the solution from becoming contaminated by noise. We have devised a new kind of high-ordered interpolation procedure for handling the boundary problem. We have adopted the customary procedure of carrying out a large-scale solution of the model with a coarse network covering a global or hemispheric domain and using the coarse mesh solution to supply boundary information for the fine-mesh domain. It is in the process of interpolation from the coarse to fine mesh that we make use of our high-ordered interpolation which is based upon the concept of restoring information which is lost in the process of two-point linear interpolation. The effectiveness of the high-ordered interpolation is illustrated in the accompanying figures which show comparative solutions for the zonal wind at a typical lower level (level 14 is at a pressure of 812.5 mb) in a multi-level, primitive equation fine-mesh model. The solutions are obtained from identical models with identical initial conditions. The only difference between them concerns the method of interpolation from the coarse-mesh solution to the fine-mesh boundaries, which produces a dramatic difference in the smoothness of the results.

**FINE MESH (UNITS ARE CM/SEC.)**

U DT = 4 MIN DAY = 86.11 LEVEL 14

Solutions for zonal wind (u) at level 14 after 1,000 4-min. time steps. Boundary information is supplied by (a) 8-point interpolation; (b) 2-point linear interpolation. Units are centimeters per second. Contours indicate winds from the east.
ATMOSPHERIC BOUNDARY LAYER

The atmospheric boundary layer is that portion of the atmosphere where the frictional effects of the earth's drag on the air's motions, and turbulent mixing between the surface layers and the upper atmosphere are as important as the pressure gradient forces, and the earth's rotation forces are in the "friction-free" atmosphere. It is a layer that drastically changes character from a deep (1-3 km) well-mixed, turbulent layer during the daytime to a shallow (0.2-0.5 km) decoupled layer during nighttime. Until recently, research studies of the boundary layer have been restricted to the so-called surface layer, the first 40-150 meters of the atmosphere. Much has been learned about the characteristics of this layer with a concomitant increase in our ability to improve performance of Air Force systems and operations largely confined to, or strongly affected by, surface layer turbulence. Within the last five years, however, research efforts have been directed towards an understanding of the physics of the entire boundary layer.

Many Air Force systems are operated within the boundary layer and are frequently dependent during the design stage and eventual operational stage on the degree to which meteorological parameters in the boundary layer can be specified or predicted. In addition, those systems which operate in the free atmosphere above the boundary layer frequently require weather forecasts for periods greater than 24 hours. For such forecasts to be effective, the numerical weather forecasting models used in operational forecasting must incorporate the effects of processes occurring within the planetary boundary layer.

RESEARCH RESULTS: In 1973 a series of experiments was conducted in Minnesota to obtain detailed data on turbulent transport of momentum and heat throughout the boundary layer. This was a joint program involving research teams from the Meteorology Laboratory and the Aerospace Instrumentation Laboratory of AFCRL and the Meteorological Research Unit, RAF, Cardington, England. The British scientists had developed a technique
for mounting turbulent wind and temperature sensors on the tethering cable of large captive balloons. Earlier joint experiments had established that balloon movements did not significantly affect the measurements by the cable-mounted sensors. For the Minnesota experiments, five of the British probes were flown at heights ranging from 200 to 4,000 feet. The Meteorology Laboratory team provided detailed measurements of the turbulent transport processes in the surface layer with tower-mounted sensors. The Aerospace Instrumentation Laboratory team provided and operated the captive balloon, a 45,000 cubic foot balloon identical to the barrage balloons flown over London during World War II, one which displays exceptional aerodynamic stability and free lift. Detailed analyses of the resulting data will be directed towards a search for similarity features of the turbulent exchange processes and for relationships between boundary-layer processes and the forcing conditions imposed by the underlying surface and the free atmosphere above the boundary layer. At present, data reduction efforts have been devoted to establishing proper mathematical filters to obtain statistically stable descriptions of the transport processes. This effort has been just recently successfully completed and the similarity analyses are under way.

An effort parallel to this experimental study has been the development of a numerical model of the planetary boundary layer. This is a model designed to predict actual turbulent parameters, given the large-scale imposed boundary conditions. The opportunity for interplay between the experimental program and the modeling effort is self-evident. However, the model has far-reaching practical value in itself since it provides a means to specify turbulent processes under a wide range of conditions without the need for frequent and expensive field experiments.

Finally, a new experimental technique for probing the boundary layer with acoustic radars is being pursued. Two types of radar are being used. One detects regions of fluctuating temperature activity to heights of about 2,000 feet. The other, with a height range of 600 feet, measures Doppler frequency shift of the scattered acoustic energy which is directly proportional to the wind speed of the scattering volume. These remote probe devices show outstanding potential for either research or practical application purposes and are being thoroughly studied at the present time.
layer experiments was directly applicable to such problems as determination of number of stations to observe significant variations along the runway, data handling techniques, design of accurate, dependable sensors, etc.

At the present time, in-house scientists are deeply committed to the ARPA/RADC Compensated Imaging Program, a program to develop techniques to compensate for atmospheric distortion of images of objects in outer space. The AFCRL input to this program is to provide expertise in observation of temperature fluctuations within the boundary layer since the near-field turbulence in the vicinity of observatory telescopes is responsible for roughly 80 percent of the atmospheric distortion on the average. The program will use tower-mounted temperature sensors as well as the back-scatter acoustic radar mentioned earlier. Observations are scheduled for the ARPA Maui Optical Site (AMOS) in Hawaii, as well as the RADC observatory at Griffiss AFB, New York.

SATellite METEOROLOGY

During the last two years, Air Force interest in satellite research and development has steadily expanded. This reflects both the rapid increase in routine data collected from military meteorological satellites and the application of these data to an expanding set of Air Force problems. There is, in addition, the long-term expectation that satellite measurements can replace not only many conventional meteorological measurements, but also yield data not available by other means. The confluence of technological expectations and military requirements has resulted in considerable pressure to expand the scope of satellite meteorology research and applications. This has led to a steady proliferation of activities, some of which are discussed in this report.
DIRECT READOUT DATA OPTIMIZATIONS:
The capability to receive satellite data directly at remote sites continues to receive high interest in the Air Weather Service. Direct readouts from both NOAA and the recently declassified Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) vehicles are used at various Air Force and Navy sites. Developments in both hardware and software have contributed to the improved utilization of the data from these satellites.

Hardware changes were needed to accommodate the new NOAA operational satellites introduced late in 1972. The switch from vidicon to scanning radiometer sensing and the provision for the transmission of both video and infrared data during daytime made modification of ground equipment desirable. Electronics were developed which give the best image possible within the limitations of the recorder marking capabilities.

The transmission of alternating scans of visual and infrared data "confused" existing recorders, which tried to phase both portions of the signal under certain conditions. In addition, it was difficult for the operator to positively select between the visual or infrared image. A stripped-down model of the device that adjusts for the signal range also corrects the scanning difficulties. This model has been purchased by the Air Weather Service. These units contain conversion modules which can be pre-defined for various satellites, sensors and/or enhancement schemes.

In response to complaints from field sites about shortcomings in the DMSP overlay grids, an investigation uncovered significant errors, and a new set of grids for both standard and expanded displays was generated. These grids are now used at all DMSP local read-out sites. For the NOAA satellite data, more accurate grids were also generated. In addition, a program was developed to prepare grids with geographic features superimposed. Approximately 100 grids are needed for each station for each satellite. A set was prepared for Patrick AFB to support the missile and space programs, and Air Weather Service has requested sets for eight other key stations around the world.

WATER AND ICE CONTENT OF CLOUDS: In support of weather erosion programs, existing satellite measurements are being analyzed to determine the ice and water content of clouds. Substantial progress has been made in one aspect of the program—namely, the estimation of the total ice content of cirriform clouds. The method requires measurements from a Vertical Temperature Profile Radiometer (VTPR) on board a satellite. The method has been tested directly by aircraft observations underneath satellite passes. All VTPR instruments measure various wavelengths of infrared radiant energy from the earth's surface and atmosphere. The ordinary application of the VTPR is an inversion of the radiances for clear or partly cloudy areas to estimate the vertical temperature profile.
The new application combines observed radiances for a cloudy area with a known temperature profile in order to estimate cloud characteristics.

The first step in the method is to select the best cloud from an array of model clouds. Each cloud is characterized by two parameters, a cloud-top altitude and a cloud emissivity. The emissivity is the fraction of infrared radiation which is absorbed and reemitted by the cloud particles. It is also the fractional extent to which the cloud behaves as a black body. When more than one VTPR channel is considered, a joint estimate of cloud altitude and emissivity is possible.

During the winter and spring of 1974, ten successful aircraft flights were obtained in clouds underneath satellite passes. The primary aircraft were C-130 models operated by the Air Force Special Weapons Center for AFCRL. These aircraft are equipped with optical array spectrometers to measure the size distribution as well as the ice and water content of cloud particles. The aircraft flights confirmed the ability of the VTPR method to estimate cloud altitudes and the total ice content of cirriform clouds.

**THE MCIDAS SYSTEM:** A Man-computer Interactive Data Access System (McIDAS) was delivered to AFCRL in June 1974. With this system an analyst at a TV console exercises judgment in selecting imagery and has the capability to rapidly process this imagery with a digital computer. The analyst selects the processing operations to execute, and the computer does the analysis. This analysis can be done on full resolution digital data and returned to the analyst for his evaluation and use in the form of TV display, print-out, or magnetic tape.

Data from a live or taped source are fed through a computer to a digital disk which stores all information to 8-bit accuracy. The key to the system is the TV processor, which controls many functions in the interaction between the digital and analog (TV) domains. The system establishes a unique relationship between the location of a piece of information on the digital disk and the TV disk which feeds a picture into the TV monitor. The operator selects a point or area on the TV screen for processing, and selects a processor function from a teletype keyboard. The results are recorded, as appropriate, on the TV, line printer or digital tape.

The system has several uses: McIDAS assigns geographic coordinates to the data very efficiently and accurately by adjusting the nominal satellite orbital and attitude parameters with the known position of landmarks. Because the system permits magnification of the image to the point where each image scan line and picture element occupy many TV scan lines and elements, the location of a landmark can be specified perfectly within the image system. This provides the basis for the accurate measurement of cloud motions, from which winds can be inferred. Once the geography is established and a series of pictures loaded on the digital disk, winds can be computed very rapidly.
Once the navigation for a particular day has been completed, the navigation information resides permanently within the computer memory and can be recalled any time. Data from that day are to be examined. A one-stroke command can be used to display the latitude and longitude of any point on the picture, or another command can be used to position a cursor over a selected geographic location.

Animated sequences of up to 250 frames can be made and displayed at any rate from 1 to 30 frames per second.

Various black-and-white or color enhancements can be generated in response to the input signal level. These enhancements can be saved for future reference and an animated sequence can be enhanced in a selected format by simply directing the comment to one frame.

Data can be degraded in the system if, for example, one is interested in experimenting with relationships between image resolution and information, or is interested in generated cloud features over a large area.

Brightness or temperature distributions can be generated for an area of a size and shape defined by the operator.

Although it has been designed for the GEOS satellite, McIDAS can also process data from other satellites, such as DMSP, NOAA or ERTS. The system is not limited to meteorological satellite data but can be used in any field in which quantitative analysis of imagery data, requiring frequent human decisions in the analysis process, is necessary.

**THE USE OF MICROWAVES:** Studies at AFCRL have shown that it is possible to infer atmospheric structure from measurements of microwave energy emitted, absorbed and scattered by the atmosphere, and that such measurements would have considerable advantages over those presently in use. The strong microwave absorption spectra of water vapor and oxygen in the 15-200 GHz region (2 cm-0.15 cm wavelengths) are utilized to determine temperature, pressure and humidity profiles, cloud water content and hydrometeor size. Clouds and water are semi-transparent to radiation in this region of the spectrum, allowing atmospheric soundings in both clear and cloudy areas. The microwave temperature sounder, advanced by AFCRL, is to be flown on board the Defense Meteorological Satellite System (DMSS) satellite.

**WEATHER RADAR TECHNIQUES**

The weather radar program of the Meteorology Laboratory is directed toward development of instrumentation and techniques which can contribute to the solution of operational Air Force problems, such as hazardous weather warning and specification of meteorological environments which adversely affect communications. This research effort is based at a field site in Sudbury, Massachusetts, where state-of-the-art processing and display equipment converts data from four weather radars to formats adapted for study of convective processes and widespread precipitation systems. Three of the radars originated in standard Air Force inventory, but have been extensively modified to meet the needs of the research program. These include the FPS-6, a 10-cm height finder; the CPS-9, a 3-cm storm detector, and the TPQ-11, a 1-cm cloud base and top indicator. The most advanced radar, the 5-cm Porcupine Doppler, is a non-standard, continuously evolving assembly of experimental equipment for measuring the radial velocity structure as well as the reflectivity of storms. A fifth radar, the 5-cm FPS-77 located at Hanscom AFB, has been modified to produce digital reflectivity information for the Hanscom Mesonet described previously.

Weather radar data for specialized programs are also acquired at several sites op-
erated by other agencies. Most of this cooperative work is carried out at the NASA radar station at Wallops Island, Virginia. The radars at Wallops feature enormous antenna sizes, up to 60 feet in diameter, and have ultrasensitive probing capability at various wavelengths covering the range from 3 to 71 cm. Excellent observations of refractivity structures of the atmosphere associated with clear-air turbulence have been accomplished with the Wallops Island radars, and they are now employed in quantitative studies of precipitation erosion. A powerful, high-resolution 5-cm radar at the Kwajalein Missile Range also provides meteorological data for the erosion program.

TORNADO OBSERVATION BY DOPPLER RADAR: During the past two years, two tornadoes have occurred while their attendant thunderstorms were under surveillance by Doppler radar. The Brookline, Massachusetts, tornado of August 9, 1972 was observed by the Porcupine Doppler radar at the Sudbury field site. A large tornado which devastated the town of Union City, Oklahoma, on May 24, 1973 was recorded on a Plan Shear Indicator during a cooperative program with NSSL.

The Brookline tornado observations demonstrated in dramatic fashion the enhanced value of Doppler radar for identifying a dangerous storm and pinpointing the area of dangerous winds within the storm. The indices of severe weather obtainable by conventional radar were lacking. The storm echo was neither especially tall nor unusually intense for a thunderstorm, and displayed no hook during the 30-minute period prior to the descent of the tornado funnel. However, analysis of the Doppler velocity field revealed two striking singularities. One of these was a couplet of extreme in mean velocities, arranged in a manner strongly suggestive of a vortex. This pattern was first noted 20 minutes before the tornado. It is not possible, using a single Doppler radar, to state with certainty whether or not a vortex is present, because the Doppler radar cannot sense motions across the antenna beam. In this case, persistence of the pattern and its extension over a considerable height range helped to validate its interpretation as a vortex: it was verified by three independent observers who reported a cyclonically rotating cloud base around the tornado.

Radial velocity pattern of thunderstorms observed by the Porcupine Doppler radar while a tornado was on the ground at Brookline, Mass. Contours of velocity are given in meters per second and refer to flow relative to the storm along the radar beam. Negative numbers and shaded areas indicate motion toward the radar; positive numbers and clear areas show motion outbound from the radar. The hatched portions in the southern storm represent areas where the spread of velocity was so great that a mean velocity was unmeasurable. Straddling the hatched region, where the tornado occurred, is a couplet of velocity extrema. The maximum flow toward the radar (westward) is located north of the peak flow away from the radar, consistent with the counter-clockwise rotation of a cyclonic vortex. Since the antenna beam is tilted at an elevation of 5 degrees, the active end (velocity couplet and hatched region) of the southern storm from which the tornado descended is represented here at heights of 2 to 3 km above the ground.
The other singularity in the velocity pattern of the storm which spawned the Brookline tornado was a small region of an extremely wide spectrum of velocities, located about midway between the peaks of the velocity couplet. The spread of velocities was so great in this small region that a mean velocity could not be read. Such a region could be caused by a small high-speed vortex located entirely within the angular resolution capacity of the radar, by extreme wind shear of non-rotating form occurring within similar small confines, by extreme turbulence, or by a combination of these phenomena. In any case, the region of abnormally wide velocity spectra indicates, with precision, a dangerous hazard. When wide spectra are used in combination with the velocity couplet, good evidence is provided to show that Doppler radar can be used to advantage over conventional radar as a tool for severe storm identification and warning.

Observations of the Union City tornado demonstrated once again how Doppler radar can provide reliable warnings of major destructive storms with unprecedented accuracy. The participation of Laboratory scientists in acquiring Oklahoma tornado data was made possible by the courtesy of the Director, National Severe Storms Laboratory. During a cooperative program in the spring of 1973, the Plan Shear Indicator (PSI) developed earlier at AFCRL was successfully mated to the Doppler radar operated by NSSL.

The PSI is a primitive but very effective real-time analog device for analysis and display of Doppler velocities. Until very recently, the PSI was the only means available for diagnosis of the velocity fields within convective storms at a rate commensurate with their development. The PSI depicts storm echoes in plan view as a series of many concentric arcs, with the spacing between arcs reserved for velocity indication. A uniform or gradually changing velocity field is indicated by smooth, evenly spaced arcs. However, pronounced shear or veloc-
ity gradients show up strikingly as irregularities in the arc pattern. A vortex is revealed by a unique PSI signature.

A weak but well defined vortex, rotating cyclonically, was first detected by PSI at heights of 5 to 8 km in the Union City Storm, some 40 minutes before the initial wind damage and 47 minutes before tornado touchdown. At heights below 5 km there was no hint of a severe storm; the velocity field was unruffled. Subsequent to this observation the vortex intensified and gradually descended toward the ground. As the giant tornado churned its devastating path through the town, it picked up debris and swirled it about, providing radar-detectable tracers of its violent rotation. The Union City tornado continued to be identifiable by Doppler PSI until it ceased its damage and receded into the cloud base.

PULSE-PAIR PROCESSOR: The coarse but definitive warnings of tornadoes and other severe wind disturbances in convective storms provided by PSI have encouraged the development of real-time digital methods for the quantitative determination of the velocity structure within these storm systems. The digital analysis techniques previously available were simply not fast enough to follow the rapid developments throughout a convective storm. Although a limited sampling of velocity spectra was possible in real time, the extraction of the mean and variance information from these spectra has been out of the question. Recently, however, Laboratory and contractor scientists, working in association, have developed a revolutionary Doppler processing scheme, called the pulse-pair technique, which enables calculation of Doppler spectral moments at approximately 10,000 times the speed of the fastest Fourier transform technique. Moreover, the simplicity of the logic allows these calculations to be made in real time at a small fraction of the cost of devices relying on fast Fourier transform or an analog spectral analysis. The contractor has delivered an instrument which is in the final stages of installation in the Porcupine Doppler radar.

The pulse-pair processor computes the mean and spectral width, or variance, of velocity spectrum directly, performing relatively simple operations on the complex Doppler time series. The processor has a speed comparable with the PSI, but it has the great advantage of a digital output of velocity mean as well as variance, and so has the versatility to feed a variety of display systems as well as yield an output amenable to computer processing. The pulse-pair technique offers, for the first time, the possibility of digital parameterization of the velocity fields for efficient and reliable objective identification and short-term forecasting of severely destructive storms.

COLOR DISPLAY: The conventional white-on-black display of weather echoes, used for many years on radar plan-position indicators (PPI) and Range-Height Indicators (RHI), has very limited capability to reveal the internal structure of storms. At various times attempts have been made to portray a third dimension of intensity on the two-dimensional scope by producing several shades of gray to represent quantized levels. Even with the most sophisticated integration techniques, these attempts have had only marginal success, for two basic reasons. First, the brightness on the display is a function not only of signal amplitude, but also depends on the length of time that the sweep dwells on a given area. This will cause white areas near the center of a radar scope to become gray at its perimeter, and vice versa. Compensation for this effect is extremely troublesome and unreliable. The other difficulty is the limited ability of an observer to distinguish among three or four shades of gray, especially in real time, during the fade of an echo until the sweep covers it anew.

The problem has been solved successfully by development of a color display
which converts the polar-coordinate outputs of a weather radar and integrator to cartesian coordinates, contours the video signal according to a desired, predetermined scheme, and stores the resulting data as one of 16 color-coded levels in four independent image-oriented memories, each of which refreshes one raster-scan color television monitor. The most significant advantage of this system over conventional monochrome scopes lies in the ability of the operator to unambiguously recognize 16 color-coded levels of signal intensity. Stored images can be retained indefinitely, updated, or erased independently of each other. In addition to having both an RHI and PPI capability, the system can also be used, with an appropriate antenna scanning sequence, to generate a constant altitude PPI (CAPPI) display for each of four selectable altitudes. There is also versatility in distance scaling, off-centering, and range and (for RHI) altitude marker spacing. Along the right edge of each indicator there is a display of the selected colors and their corresponding threshold levels, as well as housekeeping parameters such as antenna angle, time, and marker spacing.

WARM FOG DISSIPATION

Throughout the history of the Air Force, fog has had a very significant impact on airport operations. The numerous aircraft delays, diversions, and cancellations that result from the presence of fog reduce the effectiveness with which the major operating commands of the Air Force can accomplish their assigned missions. Cold fog dispersal operations have been highly successful, producing significant benefits wherever they have been employed. Cold fog, however, accounts for only 5 percent of the total fog encountered on a world-wide basis. Warm fog accounts for the other 95 percent. The direct application of heat from a well engineered ground-based system is the most practical and most reliable technique for dissipating warm fog at airports where the volume of traffic or urgency of mission accomplishment justify its installation.

The use of heat to dissipate warm fog from runways is not a new concept. It is, in fact, the only operationally proven technique of warm fog dissipation. Thermal fog dispersal systems were employed during World War II under the name of FIDO, an acronym for Fog Intensive Dispersal Of. These, however, were crude, inefficient and too expensive to warrant implementation at airports following the war. In 1970 AFCRL conducted a state-of-the-art review of the situation and found that the increasing traffic density of larger and costlier jet aircraft had made thermal fog dispersal systems economically more attractive. A program was therefore initiated in the spring of 1971 to develop a safe, efficient, and pollution-free system through the application of modern meteorological and heat engineering technology.

In 1972 AFCRL conducted a series of heat tests at Vandenberg AFB using a pilot scale experimental heat system to deter-
mine the configuration and heat output of passive burners required to clear fog under various fog and wind conditions. Operationally useful clearings were consistently and reliably produced in every fog for which the experimental system was designed. Data from this program provided systems design criteria and proved that turbulence generated by the heat would not be a problem to aircraft operations. It was shown that, over the range of fog densities likely to be encountered, a minimum of 2°C temperature rise is necessary to evaporate the fog droplets sufficiently to raise the visibility to the 1/2-mile level normally required for airport operations. The minimum temperature rise is directly proportional to the fog liquid water content and inversely proportional to the travel time of the fog droplets in the heated air. The latter factor is directly related to the wind speed and the distance from the heaters to the runway. It was also shown that whenever the wind was less than three knots, momentum would have to be introduced into the heated plume in order to insure that the clearing remains in contact with the ground over the runway. As a result of this last conclusion, it was recommended that the use of momentum-driven heat sources be explored as a means of possibly improving the cost effectiveness of the system by making maximum use of the generated heat, especially under light wind conditions. This was followed by a design engineering evaluation in 1973 which identified those components of the system in which improvements would result in additional increases in cost effectiveness and fuel consumption efficiency. In 1974, design optimization experiments were conducted at Irvine, California, with a subscale heat/momentum system to determine the optimum configuration, spacing, and heat and momentum output of combustors required to clear fog over airports under various cross-runway wind conditions. It was found that the plumes from individual combustors without horizontal or vertical diffusers merge and act as a line source at a down plume distance that is three times the separation distance between combustors. It was shown that augmenting the heat sources with only modest amounts of momentum improves the controllability of the system and, thereby, improves its fuel consumption efficiency.

A conceptual design of a modern thermal fog dispersal system has evolved from these studies. It will consist of three major subsystems: the burners alongside the runway and in the approach zone, the fuel storage and distribution system, and the control system which consists of a control center and the meteorological measurement system on which it is keyed. Each subsystem will be designed with due consideration given to energy, safety, and pollution guidelines. The system design will be compatible with existing electronic navigational guidance systems and will be capable of aiding both take-offs and landings.

Instead of a combustor that has been designed to heat homes or fly airplanes, a burner will be specifically designed to meet the requirements of fog dispersal. It is envisioned to be a combustor with low exhaust velocity and temperature but high mass flow. Where necessary, the combustor will be installed in protected underground chambers to avoid accidents should an aircraft stray off the runway. The relatively low exhaust temperature will minimize the risk of external fuel ignition in case of fuel spillage from a ruptured aircraft. Flame
and fuel flow detectors will automatically shut off a burner in case of malfunction. Flames from the burners will not be visible from approaching aircraft. The combustors will be designed to operate on aviation fuel and satisfy the air and noise quality standards established by EPA for the 1980's.

Operation of the system will be automatically controlled to produce and maintain the required clearing to assist aircraft landings and takeoffs. The wind profile in the approach zone will be remotely and automatically monitored and serve as the basis for determining the spatial distribution of heat required to produce the clearing. Slant visual range and runway visual range will also be remotely and automatically monitored to ensure that the operational weather minima have been met.

The clearing zone produced by a typical system should provide sufficient clearing to allow Category I landing operations. (Category I landing minima require a visibility or runway visual range of ½ mile and a ceiling of 200 feet). Take-offs will be possible in either direction with an adequate margin of safety for the landing aircraft. The clearing is produced within one minute after the thermal fog dispersal system is activated and persists for at least one minute after the system is deactivated.

These advances in the technology of fog dissipation by ground-based heating under AFCRL's basic and exploratory research programs have provided the basis for a proposed program for the engineering development of a Thermal Fog Dispersal System that will significantly improve the all-weather capability of the Air Force and, at the same time, result in substantial cost savings. Development of the thermal fog dispersal system is planned as a six-year program. It will consist of three phases. The first year of the program will be devoted to the development of a combustor for the system. During the next two years a pilot scale system along 2,000 feet of a simulated runway layout will be tested to verify hardware configuration concepts and to develop automatic control procedures. A fully automatic prototype system will be installed and tested during the final three years of the program. It will then be possible to design an operational system for any of the more than 22 candidate air bases that have been identified by the major operating commands. The resultant cost savings to the Air Force will be from $0.8 to $3.0 million per Air Force base each year.

**THUNDERSTORM ELECTRICITY**

Advanced aircraft and avionics systems become increasingly vulnerable to the effects of lightning and static electricity hazards as the use of non-conducting structures and digital systems increases. New techniques utilizing fiber-optics data and control transmission links may eventually alleviate some of the hazards. However, a need continues to exist for improved data on lightning characteristic source waveforms, risetimes, current magnitudes, charge magnitudes, aircraft attachment points and durations of swept-strokes. Existing aircraft and systems will benefit from in-flight avoidance of lightning zones, if possible. Isolated strikes to aircraft, which occur when the aircraft enters an apparently inactive cloud are known as "triggered" strikes, and are the most frequent type experienced in commercial and military flight activity. A very spectacular example of the phenomenon was provided by the two strikes to the Apollo 12 spacecraft during launch. AFCRL's effort has been directed toward improved measurement techniques for monitoring and obtaining quantitative data on lightning waveforms originating within about 100 km of an observation site, and in the development of equipment and techniques for airborne recognition and avoidance of specific cloud regions that present a potential triggered lightning hazard. Waveform sensors and waveform
analysis equipment and techniques are being developed to receive and rapidly process waveform data in the ELF-VLF and UHF frequency range. If successful, the final equipment should provide coordinates and charge magnitudes for individual cloud-ground lightning events and also indicate if each lightning bolt has some cloud-ground channels or if only cloud-cloud components are involved.

For more immediate airborne use, a system of electric field sensors was developed and installed on a C-130A aircraft. This system will determine the three components of field due to cloud charges, stabilize the components with respect to aircraft pitch and roll, and provide indications of maximum charge areas, thus indicating locations of possible triggered lightning activity. The same system can be used in a research mode to locate lightning areas for further airborne studies of lightning strike characteristics.

**METEOROLOGICAL INSTRUMENTATION**

The Meteorology Laboratory has responsibility for the development of meteorological instrumentation to support the operational needs of the Air Force. These developments are intended to improve the state of the art in the area of sensors and observing techniques for both surface and vertical sounding applications. Some of the major efforts of the meteorological instrumentation program are discussed in the paragraphs which follow.

**WINDSONDE:** The dropsonde currently in operational use by the Air Weather Service in its reconnaissance program transmits thermodynamic data (temperature, pressure and humidity) but does not have the capability of providing highly desirable wind information. This is due to the fact that the aircraft does not represent a sufficiently defined spatial reference for use in the measurement of the dropsonde velocity. A technique of utilizing Navigational Aid signals, both Loran and Omega, which are received by the dropsonde and re-transmitted to the aircraft has been under investigation. The results of a series of flight tests in which the wind measurement accuracy of this technique was evaluated in comparison with data obtained from a high precision AN/FPS-16 tracking radar have recently been published. The results indicate that a system using Loran signals is capable of providing winds with a vector error of less than 1 m/sec, when speeds are determined from two-minute displacements of the sonde. Unfortunately, Loran signals cannot be received worldwide and are available at the present time only along the East Coast of the United States and in tactical situations. However, they should be available in the Gulf states in the near future and on the West Coast in the next few years.

The results with Omega retransmission signals indicate an accuracy of about 1.7 m/sec when a three-minute interval is used for measuring the wind. The Omega re-
sults are preliminary in nature since season- and geographic effects have not yet been considered and the Omega ground stations used in the test were not at operational power levels. The advantage of the Omega system is that it is essentially worldwide in operation. In addition, Omega stations are currently being upgraded to provide significantly increased signal strength.

**HUMIDITY SENSING:** A critical study by this Laboratory of the balloon-borne radiosonde system had revealed that gross errors existed in the measurement of humidity. Various modifications to the radiosonde which were suggested by AFCRL to minimize these errors were incorporated into a redesign of the National Weather Service radiosonde which is used operationally by the Air Force and virtually all other U.S. agencies as well. Major features of the modified sonde included a reconfigured air duct and an improved technique for mounting the humidity sensing element. Recognizing the desirability of evaluating this redesigned instrument, the Laboratory initiated an extensive series of field tests to pinpoint any additional error sources. These sources were identified and quantified for a number of parameters, including solar angle, pressure altitude, cloud cover and ventilation rate. Methods for rectifying routine radiosonde flight data were formulated and recommended to the using agencies.

Current efforts in humidity measurement are being focused upon the feasibility of upgrading the inherent accuracy of the humidity sensor itself (i.e., the carbon hygrometer) for special non-routine applications, such as support of the Air Force missile development program and observations in extremely dry areas.

**MEASUREMENT OF CEILING AND VISIBILITY**

In 1970 a study was initiated to establish a theoretical and practical basis for measuring slant visual range in the approach zone of airfields with the backscatter signal of a pulsed lidar. Preliminary field tests established the feasibility of determining visibility from a consideration of the "slope" of the amplitude of the lidar atmospheric return with distance. In January 1973 a unique field experiment was conducted at Travis AFB, California, to establish the validity and accuracy of the lidar technique. Simultaneous lidar and transmissometer atmospheric measurements were obtained along elevated, adjacent paths which approximated a pilot's line of sight during his approach. In the visual range interval from 70 to 350 meters, the lidar data correlated very well with the transmissometer data, but were consistently higher. It was concluded that the over-prediction was caused primarily by large multiple scatter of the laser beam. However, it was shown that the multiple scatter effect in the lidar measurement could be accounted for empirically. The results of these experiments demonstrated that the lidar technique has good potential for use as a practical system for the measurement of slant visual range for aircraft landing operations. The development of an experimental lidar slant
visual range measuring system has been initiated.

Lidars can also be used to determine cloud height by measuring the transit line of the laser pulse to the cloud layer and its return. Previous experimentation with a ruby laser system demonstrated that a lidar ceilometer is superior to the standard rotating beam ceilometer (RBC) as a cloud-height measuring device. However, the ruby laser constitutes an eye hazard, which would preclude its routine use at airfields. An experimental eye-safe erbium lidar was field tested to determine its applicability as a lidar ceilometer. The erbium system operated satisfactorily and compared very well with the ruby lidar ceilometer and the RBC. A prototype erbium lidar ceilometer is now being fabricated. Methods of automatically determining and displaying the cloud-height information are being developed.

WEATHER EROSION PROGRAMS

The extent of the erosion of the nosecone of a missile is a complicated function of vehicle speed, severity of cloud or weather encountered, and nosecone material. For competent design of advanced reentry vehicles it is essential that this function be well defined, since erosion alters the drag coefficient of the vehicle, and thereby affects its point of impact. During the past two years the Meteorology Laboratory has continued to support the Air Force's Space and Missile Systems Organization (SAMSO) in its field test of nosecone erosion. Most of these tests were conducted at NASA's Wallops Island range in Virginia, but starting in the summer of 1973 additional tests have been conducted at the Kwajalein Missile Range in the western Pacific Ocean.

In all such tests the role of AFCRL's scientists and technicians has been to document the clouds and precipitation through which the test nosecone passes. This is accomplished through coordinated measurements made with an ultra-sensitive ground-based radar and from aircraft specially instrumented with cloud microphysical sensors. This experimental procedure was developed specifically for the erosion tests. The radar scans the trajectory of the nosecone at the time of its passage. Simultaneous measurements are made with both radar and aircraft as close in time and space to the trajectory as is feasible. These coordinated measurements allow the radar-only trajectory to be interpreted in terms of desired cloud microphysical parameters: particle water content, particle size spectrum, and whether the particle is in a water or ice state.

The 10-cm radar used at Wallops Island is one belonging to the joint NASA-AFCRL radar facility there. At Kwajalein the radar is a 5-cm ALCOR, one of the radars operated by Lincoln Laboratory. A wide variety of cloud physics aircraft has been used in these tests, including a WB-57, a Cessna Citation and Piper Navajo. AFCRL itself
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In order to overcome the surface forces between particles and achieve good fluidization, work was conducted on the development of deagglomerating agents. The material which gives the best results is a fumed silica with a uniform negative charge. Because of the extremely small size of the silica, it is able to penetrate the interstices of irregular particles and effectively simulate smooth, spherical particles. The uniform negative charge imparted to the particles acts as a repulsive force between them and further prevents agglomeration.

Nitrogen, under-pressure, is then used to fluidize the powder bed.

AFCRL is deeply involved in the modification of the aerospace environment through the use of artificial aerosols. Accurate measurements of the changes induced by the aerosols require development of methods to reproducibly inject controlled amounts of relatively monodisperse aerosols into the atmosphere. Because most applications involve airborne dispensing, system weights must be kept to a minimum. However, in spite of significant advances in aerosol dispensing technology, the maximum amount of powder suspended in freon mixtures is no more than about 20 percent by weight.

To reduce the weight of aerosol dispensers, and also to minimize any possible effects of the propellant on the system being modified, great stress has been placed on the development of techniques to dispense a powder directly. This is accomplished by fluidization of the powder bed so that the powder will flow like a liquid. Fluidization has been used previously for large, regularly shaped particles. The particles of interest in our aerosol studies range in diameter from 0.1 to 1.2 micrometers and have extremely irregular surfaces. Both the size and the irregularity have contributed to the high surface area per unit mass of these particles. As the ratio of surface to volume of a particle increases, the surface becomes more active and the particle increases its tendency both to absorb foreign materials on its surface and to agglomerate.

In order to overcome the surface forces between particles and achieve good fluidization, work was conducted on the development of deagglomerating agents. The material which gives the best results is a fumed silica with a uniform negative charge. Because of the extremely small size of the silica, it is able to penetrate the interstices of irregular particles and effectively simulate smooth, spherical particles. The uniform negative charge imparted to the particles acts as a repulsive force between them and further prevents agglomeration.

Nitrogen, under-pressure, is then used to fluidize the powder bed.

Once a powder bed is fluidized, conditions must be chosen to allow the powder to flow freely from its container through an injection system. Tubing parameters must be matched to nitrogen pressure. Without careful system matching, spurtting occurs. This spurtting is due to saltation, which occurs when the fluid velocity in the tubing decreases momentarily from steady state conditions. When this occurs, the particle velocity also decreases and the particle density in the tubing increases. As the velocity decreases, the particles tend to settle to the bottom of the tube. At the saltation velocity, the number of particles per unit volume of fluid becomes too great to sustain flow. As more particles settle out in the tube, the pressure drop increases rapidly and the
velocity then increases because the fluidizing gas is now flowing through a restricted opening. When this velocity exceeds the initial equilibrium velocity, there is a rapid discharge of particles and the tube is emptied. Then the process is repeated. The rapid change of velocity from above to below equilibrium causes the spurtling phenomenon.

After a material is fluidized and the proper flow system parameters have been chosen to allow smooth flow, a means must be found to control the rate of aerosol dispensing. This is accomplished by the selection of the proper nozzle size. In general, for any powder type and size a system can be designed to give linear flow over a wide range of flow rates. As nozzle diameter is increased beyond these limits, the flow no longer is linear. When the nozzle size becomes too small, clogging occurs.

Self-contained aerosol dispensers have been designed which are filled with a powder, pressurized with nitrogen, and actuated by opening a solenoid valve. Flow rates as low as 4 oz/sec have been achieved. For good aerosol distribution, the fluidized powders can be dispensed through multi-nozzle systems. Systems containing up to four nozzles per dispenser have been successfully tested. To achieve flow rates greater than the limits of a single aerosol dispenser, two or more dispensers connected in parallel are used. Using these techniques, it is possible to dispense measured amounts of sized powders into the atmosphere using lightweight, efficient equipment designed for airborne use.
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The geophysical effects of solar activity were first detected about a century ago when variations in geomagnetic storms were observed to parallel variations in solar activity. The telescopes and magnetometers required for this discovery were relatively simple tools by modern standards. As the technology of observation advanced, more and more features of the solar-terrestrial relation became apparent. The invention of the optical spectroheliograph and the development, in the 1920's, of radio communications revealed the tendency of large flares, "chromospheric eruptions," to cause radio blackouts. More recently, space science confirmed the existence of the solar wind, the magnetosphere and the geomagnetic effects of their interaction. A particularly important discovery was that fast streams of solar wind particles originated from vast voids in the corona which were promptly named "coronal holes." Technological progress has advanced our knowledge, but has also exposed us to more and more practical problems due to the geophysical responses to solar influences. Radio blackouts, and more recently, variations in the density of the upper atmosphere have become important, and as the technology continues to advance, other Air Force activities will encounter other environmental factors controlled and perturbed by the sun.

Within AFCRL, the Aeronomy Laboratory, the Sacramento Peak Observatory, the Optical Physics Laboratory, the Microwave Physics Laboratory, and the Ionospheric Physics Laboratory study the sun's electromagnetic radiations all the way from
high-energy X-rays to the longest radio waves that can penetrate the earth's atmosphere. The Sacramento Peak Observatory is responsible for solar research in the optical band of the solar spectrum.

The Observatory, located near Alamogordo, New Mexico, at an altitude of 9200 feet in the Sacramento Mountains, began operations as an in-house AFCRL solar observatory in 1952. It was, and remains, the Air Force response to the need for knowledge about the sun which will allow prediction of solar geophysical disturbances that impede Air Force operations. While there is no prospect of suppressing the disturbances, foreknowledge prepares mission planners for problems, and often permits them to avoid or mitigate the effects.

The link between solar disturbances and the earth are the X-rays and energetic particles emitted by solar flares and flare-related phenomena, and the relatively low-energy particles of the solar wind and the embedded interplanetary magnetic field. Sporadic variations in these radiations produce changes in the ionosphere and magnetosphere. From these come the operational problems.

Degradation or complete blackout of long distance radio propagation is accompanied in extreme instances by surges on hard wire communications systems that completely garble messages. Severe clutter on OTH radar systems either drowns the signals or produces signatures difficult to distinguish from those of ballistic missiles. Perturbations of ballistic and satellite orbits produce targeting and surveillance position errors, and grossly affect predicted and planned reentry times and coordinates. Temporary blackouts of satellite surveillance equipment due to showers of energetic particles last for several hours in the most extreme cases. Space monitors of surreptitious nuclear activity can be confused by bursts of X-rays and particles. Finally, the evidence for the influence of solar variations on global weather patterns is now fairly definite, although the nature of the interaction is still a complete mystery.

The objective of the Observatory is to identify the solar origins of, and devise methods for predicting, solar geophysical disturbances that lead to these operational problems. The approach is to study every aspect of the physics of the sun, combining optical observations from the Observatory with solar radio data from the Ionospheric Physics Laboratory and other sources, and also XUV observations from space. Each of these techniques provides information obtainable in no other way, and all are necessary for understanding the physics of the sun.

Current research is directed toward the solution of two fundamental problems. The first is the nature and mechanisms of the solar input to the interplanetary medium, both the solar wind and sporadic bursts of energetic particles and X-rays. The solar features involved are the magnetic and dynamic characters of spicules, sunspots, flares, prominences, plages and the corona. The second is the mechanism for the steady, upward non-thermal transport of energy through the solar atmosphere. This involves theoretical models of the inhomogeneous solar atmosphere, and the magnetic and dynamic characters of granulation, supergranulation, and the oscillating elements at all heights.

THE SUN

The sun is a typical star, near the mean for all classes of stars in mass, size and luminosity. It is a gaseous globe 7 x 10^8 km in radius, powered by the nuclear conversion of hydrogen to helium in the central core. The surface temperature is about 6,000° K, and its total radiation is about 3.9 x 10^{26} kW, or about 6.4 kW/cm².

Although the sun has no liquid or solid surface, there is an optical boundary below
which the solar interior is completely inaccessible to direct observation. It is the outer limit of a shell of negative hydrogen ions, which are opaque. This boundary is termed the floor of the observable atmosphere. It is the top of a convective layer about a hundred thousand kilometers deep.

Everything above the granular floor is the solar atmosphere, the origin of all the radiations that cause geophysical effects. More than 99 percent of this atmosphere is in a steady state of considerable dynamic activity, statistically uniform from one area of the "quiet sun" to another. The vertical structure of the average solar atmosphere is divided (for historical reasons) into three layers. The first 300 km above the granulation floor is the photosphere. The temperature in this layer decreases with height from 6000 to perhaps 5500° K. Most of the dark lines of the solar spectrum are absorbed by atoms in this layer. Next is the chromosphere, in which the temperature first declines to a minimum of 4200° K at a height of 500 to 600 km above the floor, and then rises gradually through the next 1000 km to the very irregular transition layer. Here the temperature rises abruptly through a few hundred kilometers to about a million degrees with a corresponding decrease in density. Above the chromosphere is the tenuous hot corona with a temperature of about $1.5 \times 10^{6}$ K, that extends outward from the sun as the solar wind to merge with the interstellar medium somewhere past the orbit of the earth. Thus, we can think of the earth as immersed in the solar corona at a place where its temperature is on the order of 400,000° K. This high temperature has a negligible effect on the temperature of the earth because of the exceedingly low coronal density, approximately 10 atoms per cm$^2$.

The increase in temperature with height in the upper chromosphere and corona presents one of the fundamental problems of solar physics. Any thermal process feeds energy down along the thermal gradient.

The only source of energy external to the sun, accretion of interplanetary matter, is totally inadequate to heat the corona. Thus, the energy must come from inside the sun, and it appears that the only processes available are mechanical. The qualitative concept is that the kinetic energy of mechanical motion is carried up and converted to random thermal motions by impact on the stationary material of the chromosphere and corona. This dissipation process is not simple, and probably involves magnetic fields in ways which are presently conjectural. It is evident, however, that mass motions are important in the solar atmosphere.

The dynamics of the quiet solar atmosphere are still far from thoroughly under-
stood. The most prominent feature is a vertical oscillation with a 5-minute period extending upward from the floor to at least the middle chromosphere. In 1972, Sacramento Peak astronomers found that the oscillations are progressive pressure waves which at low levels carry enough mechanical energy to heat the chromosphere and corona. Before they reach the high temperature levels, however, their energy is largely dissipated by damping. If the oscillations do provide the energy for the upper chromosphere, there must be some presently unrecognized intermediate mechanical or magnetic process. One of the most pressing problems is to define the magnetic field in the quiet sun, because it could have a profound effect on the dynamics. Initial measurements 20 years ago, with poor spatial resolution, suggested a randomly variable field with rms field strength of the order of 1 gauss. Since then, steady improvements in resolution have shown smaller and smaller knots of flux with higher and higher field strengths, and not very much in between. The vital question now is the strength and structure of the weak fields between the magnetic knots, and the actual field strength in the knots: Sacramento Peak astronomers are now planning approaches to this problem.

At any time, the steadily stormy monotony of the quiet sun is interrupted by a few regions of more vigorous activity—the active centers. Their distinguishing feature is a strong but invisible magnetic field over an area typically 50,000 to 100,000 km in diameter. Field strengths range from 1000 to 4000 gauss. These fields are the ultimate source of both energy and geometrical constraints that shape the spectacular phenomena of solar activity. The highly conductive solar material can move freely only along the field lines, and any forced transverse motions induce strong electric currents like those in an electric generator, creating a counter force opposing the motion. The combination of gas pressure and magnetic guidance produces a variety of visible features.

The most conspicuous are the sunspots, areas on the sun that are dark because they are hundreds of degrees cooler than the surrounding area. The accepted theory that the cooling results when magnetic fields shut off the upwelling convective energy has serious problems. It has recently been challenged by a more promising hypothetical refrigeration by the radiation of hydromagnetic waves. This process must still be investigated observationally. The sunspots occur in all sizes from the smallest detectable (called pores) to giants 100,000 km in diameter. They tend to occur in pairs of opposite magnetic polarity or less frequently in more complex groups with highly irregular magnetic fields. Large ones often endure for months, though the pores may last only a few hours.

All other active center features are invisible to the unassisted telescope. They are well seen, however, through filters that transmit only the light of a strong spectral line, usually hydrogen alpha. The most spectacular features are the solar flares. An irregular bright patch, comparable in size to a sunspot, suddenly appears in the active center. In a few minutes it grows and brightens to an intensity of perhaps twice the background brightness. A large flare normally takes the form of two irregular ribbons symmetrically placed on either side of a magnetic inversion line dividing positive from negative fields. It may take an hour or two to fade away, often leaving a system of bright loops straddling the inversion line. Such flares are of particular interest to solar physicists because they are the sources of the most disruptive geophysical effects. A long-standing problem has been that of reliably predicting their occurrence, an empirical art that is gradually evolving at Sac Peak toward a scientific procedure based on physical cause and effect.

Greater understanding of flares and other active center phenomena requires a study of their basic magnetic causes. Magnetic fields cannot be seen directly, but they can be mapped by analyses of the polariza-
Six computer generated pictures derived from a single scan of the solar surface by the Sacramento Peak Observatory Diode Array processed in different ways. Bright and dark markings in the magnetic field and velocities frames map the locations of upward and downward directed magnetic field and mass motions.

**NEW INSTRUMENTS AT SACRAMENTO PEAK**

Two new accessories for the AFCRL Vacuum Tower Telescope at the Sacramento Peak Observatory have substantially increased its observational capability. They are the Diode Array (formerly called the Multi Channel Magnetograph) and the Universal Birefringent Filter.

The diode array is a versatile set of light detectors that can be arranged in a great variety of configurations to measure simultaneously a number of different luminous signals from many elements of area on the sun. Its virtues are its quantitative digital output and its speed in mapping the measured parameters on large areas of the sun with spatial resolution down to 1/2 arc second (360 km on the sun). The hardware was complete by July 1972. The software required to make it a useful operating instrument reached a stage of limited useful-
ness in the fall of 1972, and has steadily improved in reliability and versatility since then. The instrument has been in full operation for more than a year.

The Diode Array consists of 512 photodiode detectors arranged in 16 linear blocks of 32. The blocks can be arranged in any desired configuration in the focal plane of the Echelle Spectrograph of the Tower Telescope. Signals from all of the diodes are stored separately in a high-speed tape recorder or disk 20 times per second, a data

Mapping sightline velocities in a prominence by photographic subtraction. Frames A and B taken in light from either side of the strong K line of ionized calcium are the original data. Subtraction is performed by printing through a negative of B superposed on A. A prominence point with a velocity of approach will appear brighter in A and in the negative of B because of the Doppler shift in the line. This results in a bright point in the velocity picture. Similarly, a velocity of recession appears dark. The intensity frame is produced by superposing positions of both A and B, thus averaging the two.
rate of about $2.3 \times 10^5$ bits/second. In a typical setup, the blocks are placed to record simultaneously—at 64 points along the spectrograph slit—the magnetic field intensity, the sightline velocity, the brightness at the centers of three spectrum lines of special interest, and in the continuum between lines. A quantitative two-dimensional mapping of all these parameters is stored by scanning the solar image across the slit. Data can then be presented in any of several forms. The most useful is a video display that can be photographed either as half-tone pictures or contour maps of the various parameters. This instrument has added enormously to the observational capability at Sacramento Peak.

The world’s first Universal Birefringent Filter (UBF) was delivered to Sacramento Peak in December 1972. It transmits monochromatic images of the sun for photography in the light of chosen spectral lines excluding all other wavelengths. To this end the width of the spectroscopic passband is less than the line widths. The unique feature of the UBF is tuning of the passband to any wavelength in the visible spectrum, a capability that is lacking in the fixed band filters of the past. The theoretical possibility of tuning birefringent filters was recognized over 20 years ago at Sacramento Peak, but its realization was delayed until the necessary achromatic retardation plates were made.

The UBF is a complicated mechanism which requires a computer interface for expeditious tuning, and a carefully tailored optical interface to utilize the solar image of the tower telescope. These are complete, and the system has been in research operation since August 1973. The output consists of photographs which show solar details with the highest resolution and which can be processed to show the distributions of magnetic fields and sightline velocities over the surface of the sun. For guidance of the observer, all three aspects are displayed in real time by a video system, but with somewhat less resolution than that of the photographs.

The UBF pictures of magnetic and velocity fields are, in fact, pictures of the differences in light intensity between two photographs taken in different polarizations or in slightly different wavelengths. This image subtraction is accomplished photographically by superposing the positive of one picture on the negative of another and printing through the two, a process that is very difficult to reduce to practice. The Observatory has assembled standard cinematographic components to accomplish this image subtraction for time-lapse footage of the magnetic and velocity fields. Motion picture records can now be produced in several hours instead of several months.

Superficially it may appear that the Diode Array and UBF serve the same purposes. Qualitatively, this is true, but their capabilities are complementary. The Diode Array provides quantitative digital data on light intensities, magnetic fields, and velocity distributions, with spatial resolution limited by the instrument itself. Under ordinary conditions, it retrieves all the information present in an average tower telescope solar image. Under the best seeing conditions, however, the image is much sharper, and may contain four to six times as much information as the Diode Array can accept. In these circumstances the UBF is more powerful. It records all the information in the sharper image in the form of excellent photographs with resolution at the theoretical limit of the telescope when the seeing is at its best.

**SOLAR OPTICAL OBSERVING NETWORK (SOON) PROJECT:** The Air Weather Service (AWS) is responsible for operational forecasting of the several types of solar geophysical disturbances of importance to the Air Force. They utilize solar and geophysical data from many sources, including optical solar data derived from their network of five stations distributed around the world to provide 24-hour-a-day monitoring of solar activity. The network
has operated since 1967. Each station has a small telescope equipped with a birefringent filter and 35-mm camera for photographing the whole sun at 1-minute intervals during clear daylight hours.

The more sophisticated solar forecasting methods developed at Sacramento Peak require much more information than these simple instruments provide. To meet this requirement, AFCRL and the AWS jointly developed specifications for a suitable optical observing system, to be produced in five identical instruments for operation at the AWS observing sites. About $5 million have been programmed for this Solar Optical Observing Network (SOON) project. The Electronic Systems Division (ESD) assumed responsibility for its implementation. At their request, AFCRL undertook the design and construction of a preproduction model at Sacramento Peak. This was nearly complete by July 1, 1974 and is due for tests by ESD in October.

The system consists of a fixed vacuum telescope of 25-cm aperture with accessories which photograph the whole solar disk on 70-mm film in the light of the hydrogen alpha line, record and display in real time the distribution of brightness of all flares, map magnetic fields in active centers, make time lapse video tapes of activity (flares particularly) that can be played back rapidly to show the evolution over the preceding several hours, and show real-time high-resolution video pictures of the active centers.

The Observatory will assemble the four remaining SOON instruments from contracted parts, test, and install them at their AWS observing sites. The project should be finished by June 1978, in time for the next sunspot cycle maximum.

---

**Solar Optical Observing Network (SOON) telescope:** A fixed tube, supported by an A-frame. This is an equatorial mount in which the rotating telescope tube is parallel to the earth's axis. Sunlight enters through the tracking turret at the upper end.

**Observer in the Solar Optical Observing Network (SOON) laboratory:** Operating the system. The optical analyzing system is on the bench in the left rear of the picture. Light from the telescope enters through the box at the left end of the bench.
RESEARCH RESULTS

The most important research results at the Sacramento Peak Observatory during the reporting period are essentially progress milestones, since all the conclusions suggest further steps toward the solutions of broader solar problems.

GRANULATION: The heat generated by nuclear reactions in the sun's interior is transmitted to the visible surface by radiation, conduction and convection. The latter phenomenon is the most important in the "convection zone" of the sun, which extends outward to the photosphere from a depth of perhaps, 150,000-200,000 km (= ¼ of the solar radius). The granules seen in white light photographs of the quiet sun are thus presumed to be the tops of convection cells, plumes or bubbles. An understanding of granules is most important in resolution of the puzzling question: How are the outer layers (chromosphere and corona) of the sun heated? During the past two years, a study of granular velocities was completed which concluded that vertical motions in granules decrease with height in the solar atmosphere in the manner expected from a convective flow pattern, confirming the hypothesis that granules represent convective motions. In addition, when the brightness (temperature) of an element was correlated with its velocity, it was found that low in the atmosphere, hot elements are rising, while higher up, these rising elements cool and become darker, again giving a picture consistent with that of convective elements rising from the unstable convection zone (with its superadiabatic temperature gradient) into the stable photosphere (subadiabatic gradient).

Granules are not all alike. While the majority have polygonal or rounded shapes, bright at the center with dark boundaries, and remain essentially stationary during their lifetimes of 5 to 30 minutes, less than 10 percent grow much brighter and larger, then fracture into smaller granules which form into the shape of a ring. Such an "exploding granule" goes through this metamorphosis in 2 to 3 minutes, then returns to the appearance of a normal static granule. However, it is likely to explode again in 10 to 15 minutes, and may repeat this behavior three or four times. To simulate this behavior in the Laboratory, a convection experiment was performed at Sacramento Peak in which a few drops of cold milk were dropped into a tank of water. When the milk fluid hit the bottom of the tank, it formed into a ring which expanded along the base of the tank, much like a moving smoke ring which collides with a solid surface. Numerical calculations were then made to analyze the behavior of a convective element running to a barrier. Laboratory experiments and theoretical computations lead to the conclusion that as an exploding granule rises from the convection zone and penetrates into the stable photosphere, it is stretched out horizontally and its internal motions, through conservation of angular momentum, change its form into a vortex ring which expands until small-scale turbulence breaks the ring into small fragments.

The central upward velocity in the ring of an exploding granule is greater than in a normal granule. This suggested that spicules (upward-moving jets of gas seen higher in the atmosphere in the hydrogen alpha line) might have their origin in exploding granules. Since it is known that spicules appear preferentially along the chromospheric network where magnetic fields are concentrated, a search was made to determine if exploding granules also occur mainly at the network boundaries. This was found to be not true. The exploding granules appear to form at random sites on the solar surface, and do not appear to be the key to the origin of the energy being transferred by the spicules into the chromosphere and corona.

An investigation of the form and structure of granules during their lifetimes has
shed new light on the nature of granulation. Researchers in the past have estimated granule lifetimes at 8-10 minutes, but by using a superb sequence of frames obtained at the Vacuum Tower Telescope, Sacramento Peak scientists have observed some granules lasting for over 30 minutes. They have learned that most granules disappear, not by fading away or by being replaced by newly formed granules, but through fragmentation into smaller granules (similar to the exploding granule described earlier but not into the ring structure). Some of the observed fragments are at the limit of resolution (~0.2 arc sec) and are thus as small as filigree elements. Although most granules remain essentially fixed in location, a few migrate up to 2,500 km (two or three times their diameter) at speeds of 2-3 km/sec during their lifetime. In addition, granules interact strongly with small pores (dark regions with large magnetic fields), changing the shape, size, and even completely destroying the pores. This phenomenon is being investigated, since it gives clues as to the relative pressures exerted by the moving gas and the magnetic field, and thus to the hydromagnetic forces interacting in the solar atmosphere.

Observations of the velocities in granules depend upon the Doppler effect which shifts the wavelength of a spectral line toward the blue or the red if the absorbing gas is moving toward or away from the observer, respectively. The analysis of these wavelength shifts is, however, not simple or unambiguous. A theoretical study has pointed out the effects of limited spectral and spatial resolution on a proper interpretation of the measured Doppler shifts, and has determined physical conditions under which meaningful results can be obtained.

**FILIGREE, FACULAE, AND SMALL MAGNETIC FEATURES:** Since the discovery of the "solar filigree" at Sacramento Peak in 1971, considerable work has been done to define the characteristics of this phenomenon. The filigree consists of tiny bright dots which are observed on filtergrams in light originating in the low photosphere, and have typical observed dimensions of 150-250 km. Since such small sizes are right at the limit of the tower telescope resolution under the best seeing (atmospheric turbulence) conditions, the actual sizes of filigree elements (called "crinkles") are still smaller. Sacramento Peak scientists have learned that the filigree tends to lie in the dark intergranular lanes, not superposed on the bright granules themselves, and that the crinkles are probably cospatial with tiny bright facular elements. Such faculae had previously been observed as brighter than
average features in continuum photographs near the solar limb. Researchers using a broad-band (16-60 angstroms wide) filter, centered in the ionized calcium “K” line at 3934 angstroms in the ultraviolet, have seen facular dots with the same dimensions as crinkles at disk center. Both the filigree and the faculae are much more numerous in active regions and at the boundaries of the chromospheric and photospheric networks, than on quieter parts of the solar surface. Since it is known that magnetic fields are associated with the network and with solar activity, attempts are being made to determine whether the filigree is the locus of very strong magnetic flux tubes of extremely small spatial extent. The inhibition of convection and the transfer and dissipation of energy by Alfvén waves or shocks along such strong magnetic field lines may turn out to be a significant factor in the heating of the chromosphere and corona.

In one study, a number of high-resolution spectra were analyzed for correlations between intensity, velocity, and magnetic field observed at a number of points (quiet and active) on the solar surface. Although the spatial resolution was not quite sufficient to resolve the filigree, the magnetic field patches appeared to be larger than the corresponding intensity or velocity features. This implies that while the bright crinkles (less than 0.5 arc sec) may be at the centers of magnetic flux tubes, the magnetic field probably extends over a larger area (1 to 2 arc sec). On the other hand, the facular observations and the best filter photographs made with the Universal Birefringent Filter give some indication that the magnetic flux tubes may be as small as the crinkles. Resolution of this issue must wait until magnetic field observations (thus far limited by seeing to about 0.75 arc sec) become available with sufficient resolution (0.2 to 0.3 arc sec) to permit comparisons between simultaneously recorded crinkles, faculae, magnetic fields and velocities. If such strong magnetic field points do exist in the filigree, it is estimated that their field strengths would be in the 2000 to 3000 gauss range, perhaps even higher. Such strong fields have never been observed on the sun outside of sunspot umbrae.

ENERGY TRANSPORT BY OSCILLATIONS AND NON-PERIODIC DISTURBANCES: The most commonly assumed source of heating of the solar chromosphere and corona is the dissipation of mechanical energy. A number of sources of mechanical energy are available in the photosphere such as the convection-like motions associated with the photospheric granulation or the 300-second-period gravity (and perhaps sound) waves which have been observed to exist over the entire solar surface. Both have been suggested as sources for chromospheric heating but observational

Bright photospheric faculae surrounding a small sunspot are marked for concentrated magnetic knots. Note the relatively field free “moat” around the spot. Photographed in a strong Mg line through the Universal Birefringent Filter and tower telescope at Sacramento Peak Observatory.
evidence does not support these hypotheses or distinguish between them.

A critical examination was made at the Sacramento Peak Observatory of the amount of mechanical energy deposited in the chromosphere by the 300-second-period waves. The result almost completely excludes a direct heating of the chromosphere by these waves since the measured amount of energy deposited at chromospheric levels fails to match that required for the heating by more than three orders of magnitude. At lower levels in the solar atmosphere, the amount of energy dissipated is, however, substantially larger, enough to match the chromospheric requirement. Therefore, one cannot definitely exclude the 300-second oscillations as the ultimate source of chromospheric energy if an intermediate mode of energy transport can be found to carry the mechanical flux from these lower levels up to the chromosphere.

The discovery of upward-propagating disturbances in the wings of the very strong H and K lines of ionized calcium may provide us with new clues to the heating of the chromosphere. Observations show that these disturbances, called “whiskers” after their appearance in these lines, propagate upwards through the solar photosphere with velocities of about 12 km per second. Some 100 seconds later they turn up as patches of strong emission in the solar chromosphere, visible in the centers of the H and K lines. The emission patches have a spectral profile very much like what one might expect if the mechanical motions cause shock waves, which can readily dissipate into thermal motions, heating the chromosphere. At present the nature of these rising disturbances is unclear.

**MAGNETIC FACULAE:** During the last decade it has become increasingly evident that the magnetic field on the solar surface is made very inhomogeneous by fragmentation resulting from photospheric and subphotospheric convection currents. In 1967, the magnetic knots were discovered at the Sacramento Peak Observatory. These regions, barely resolvable with the telescopes available at the time, have magnetic fields as high as 1,500 gauss concentrated in areas with diameters as small, or smaller, than 500 km. The existence of those regions has since been confirmed elsewhere, although there is some disagreement as to the size and magnitude of these magnetic field bundles.

The Universal Birefringent Filter (UBF) provides a new way of looking at the sun. Since it is tunable to any wavelength, the filter transmission can be selected to coincide in wavelength with solar absorption lines which are exceedingly sensitive to the presence of magnetic fields on the solar surface. The Zeeman effect causes most solar absorption lines to widen and split when a magnetic field is present on the sun. The light in the components of these split lines is highly circularly polarized. This causes polarization in those parts of the solar image where a magnetic field exists if this image is observed through the UBF, tuned to the wing of one of these lines. One of these very Zeeman-sensitive lines is the strong b, line of magnesium at 5172 angstroms. This line originates moderately high in the solar atmosphere and shows phenomena which we normally associate with the chromosphere or upper photosphere, like solar flares and faculae. Observations with the UBF made at times when the atmospheric seeing permits the highest image resolution show these faculae resolved in elements with diameters as small as 400 km. Each of these elements coincides precisely with a region of strong circular polarization in the b, line from which one concludes that these faculae represent regions of strongly bundled magnetic fields.

Observations with the UBF have now also firmly established that these faculae overlie the much smaller elements (~200-km diameter) of the photospheric filigree about 50-100 km lower in the solar atmo-
sphere. From this a picture is suggested in which the strong magnetic field associated with the faculae converges even more to form very tight bundles in the elements of the photospheric filigree where the field may reach a strength of thousands of gauss. Attempts to confirm this hypothesis by direct observations are now underway.

**FLARES AND MAGNETIC FIELDS:** Solar flares radiate strongly throughout the electromagnetic spectrum, from the longest detectable radio waves to cosmic rays. Sacramento Peak Observatory's research to gain an understanding of the physical conditions and processes leading to the solar flare itself and of the propagation of the disturbance to the vicinity of the earth has always begun with optical observations of the sun before, during, and after the flare. Other laboratories within AFCRL observe in other wavelength ranges. The optical range offers the advantage of high spatial resolution; the most reliable immediate flare precursor, motions of solar atmospheric matter, can readily be monitored in real time from Sacramento Peak. Only in the optical range can the magnetic field strength be measured down to several gauss at many levels in the solar atmosphere. The magnetic field of an active region is acknowledged as the most probable source of flare energy. Sacramento Peak research has steadily improved the ability to relate the probability of flare occurrence to the magnetic field patterns acquired by the Observatory or with the telescopes of the SOON system.

The great solar flares of August 2, 7, and 11, 1972 produced many noticeable effects on the earth. All three flares were anticipated at Sacramento Peak, and all of the Observatory instruments were ready and waiting.

The Observatory measured magnetic field, mass motions, temperature, density and position before, during, and after the August 7 flare. Several different solar telescopes, each designed for a special purpose, were used.

Two telescopes at the Hilltop Dome are operated on a patrol basis. These patrol telescopes photograph the full solar disk, with less resolution than the Tower Telescope, but at regular closely spaced intervals throughout the day. The 4-inch telescope provides the real-time television images that alert observers throughout the facility to the coming of a major flare. In addition to the continuous real-time television coverage, this system obtains the standard full-disk hydrogen-alpha photographs that form the basis of comparison with data from observatories throughout the world. These photographs are taken through a highly selective, narrow passband filter. The passband of the filter can be tuned to different wavelengths in and near the hydrogen-alpha line at 6563 angstroms to reveal the three-dimensional

The great flare of August 7, 1972 photographed in the light of the hydrogen alpha line. This flare was one of the very few that was also visible in white light, and geophysically was the most active of the sunspot cycle now ending.
structure of the flare wherever the temperature of the flare is within a factor of 2 of 10,000° K. Flares are easily detected and spectacular when observed through this system. In an observation of the August 7 flare at 15:34 Universal Time (UT), the flare was seen to cover more than ½ percent of the area of the solar disk—an exception-ally large event by solar standards. The maximum total brightness of the flare (brightness times area in hydrogen-alpha is the conventional measure of the size of the flare) was reached at 15:29 UT. The rise to maximum at 15:29 and the subsequent decay are well documented on the patrol films; the time resolution in the high-speed mode, which was operative during the August 7 flare, was 5 seconds. The value of these photographs to the research scientist is due in part to this time resolution, which permits accurate comparison of the occurrence of brightenings in the 10,000° K temperature regime to those of much different temperatures, such as the multi-million-degree X-ray range at higher levels in the solar atmosphere.

The 6-inch Hilltop Dome telescope also provided uniquely useful information. The passband of its filter is 175 angstroms wide, centered on 5900 angstroms in the orange light of the bright continuum between the dark absorption lines in the solar spectrum. Usually this "white-light" system documents only the passage and development of sunspot groups across the disk, but the August 7 flare was visible in the continuum. Such a "white-light" flare has been photographed fewer than a dozen times since the first such flare was observed visually in 1859. Any flare seen by the white-light patrol is immediately known to be in the extremely energetic great-flare category for which major terrestrial repercussions must be expected. Photographs were obtained with this system every 2 minutes. These data, combined with data from other instruments, gave the first high-quality light curves ever obtained for a white-light flare.

The large (30-inch aperture) Vacuum Tower Telescope was also in full operation. At 15:20 UT, almost 10 minutes before flare maximum in hydrogen-alpha light, the first exposure in a series of what may be the first white-light flare photographs in existence was obtained. The passband of the filter for these photographs was also broad-band, but was centered in the blue-green, rather than the orange, where the patrol passband was centered. The films were carefully calibrated, and the difference in brightness between the background and the flare was determined from the difference in brightness in the two colors. This could not have been done with only a single color, because the light shining through the flare from below was unknown.

The results revealed an unexpected characteristic of the flare. The motion picture made from the series of pictures showed hot, bluish "knots" coinciding with bright points in the hydrogen-alpha pictures and, in addition, a yellowish "wave" which appears to move out from the original flare knots at approximately 40 km/second. The knots were about 12,000° K and the waves, about 8,000° K. When the time history of the brightness of the knots was compared with that of X-rays observed from the European Space Research Organization TD-1A satellite in the 60-87 keV range, a very good correlation was found between the X-rays and the white-light knots. This suggests that the X-rays and the white-light emission may come from the same location, which the white-light observations place in the middle atmosphere, somewhat below the height of origin of most of the hydrogen-alpha radiation. This supports the hypothesis that both radiations may result from beams of high-energy electrons speeding down into the sun from a point higher in the atmosphere, suggesting that the acceleration region is higher in the atmosphere and may be discernible in the ultraviolet.

At the Big Dome, magnetic field meas-
Details of the August 7, 1972 flare showing typical dark loops between the two bright flare ribbons (and obscuring a part of the right-hand ribbon). To the right is a perspective view of the three-dimensional field calculated from a magnetic map on the assumption that there were no electric currents in the material. The observed loops are obviously sheared, indicating that there are in fact very strong currents.

Measurements were made during the flare itself. From these measurements, maps of the distribution of the sight-line component of the magnetic field are constructed. Maps, or magnetograms, can be generated by the SOON equipment, and working rules for interpreting magnetograms have been developed. These rules permit estimation of the flare-production potential of an active region. They relate two characteristics of the active region, the principal inversion line and satellite sunspots, to the likelihood of a flare. The principal inversion line was a very convoluted, closed circle. Most of the sunspots were located in a region of positive polarity which was of limited size and was tightly surrounded by a negative field. The rules for flare production state that large flares are likely if the inversion line is convoluted, and when it runs in an east-west direction, major proton flares are likely. This led to prediction of a flare in the active region that produced the August 7 flare.

Magnetograms made after a flare can be checked to determine if the magnetic field changes during a flare. During the August 7 flare, magnetograms obtained each 6 minutes showed no sudden changes in field strength, at least in the observable atmospheric level. This is true for flares in general; only relatively slow changes, taking place on the scale of hours and tens of hours, occur. These do not relate directly to the change in magnetic energy during the
proximation. However, comparison of observed post-flare loops with field lines calculated by the current-free approximation shows little or no agreement. Since the loops do not outline the magnetic field, which they would if ionized material moved only along the field lines, the conclusion that electrical currents are flowing in the flare region follows. The appearance of the observed loops supports this idea, since they show a structure that is shifted, or sheared, relative to the lower energy field lines computed in the current-free approximation.

The failure of the current-free theory to match the observations helps to explain the flare of August 7, 1972. Positive and negative fields are indicated by solid and dashed contour. This is a spectacular configuration, an island of positive field around the flare completely surrounded by negative field, the presence of which gave certain warning of the coming flare several days in advance.

The Diode Array and the Universal Birefringent Filter have improved the understanding of the role of magnetic fields. Although no sudden changes occur in the strength of the magnetic field in observable levels of the atmosphere, the magnetograms can be used as a basis for computing theoretical field lines in regions where the field cannot be directly observed, but where the changes are thought to take place. Presently, three-dimensional field lines can be computed from magnetograms at Sacramento Peak only in the current-free approximation. However, comparison of observed post-flare loops with field lines calculated by the current-free approximation shows little or no agreement. Since the loops do not outline the magnetic field, which they would if ionized material moved only along the field lines, the conclusion that electrical currents are flowing in the flare region follows. The appearance of the observed loops supports this idea, since they show a structure that is shifted, or sheared, relative to the lower energy field lines computed in the current-free approximation.

The failure of the current-free theory to match the observations helps to explain the fact that no sudden change occurs in the observed fields in the lower atmosphere. It now seems quite likely that the strong heating and particle acceleration of the flare

The small flare of September 10, 1974 photographed through the Universal Birefringent Filter in the light of the hydrogen beta line.
occurs at the expense of fields in the upper solar atmosphere, and probably comes from the relaxation of current systems and fields to current-free configuration from other, higher energy systems.

DEUTERIUM IN THE SUN: Most of the deuterium atoms in the matter that formed the sun were destroyed as it contracted into a star. Many astrophysicists believe that the deuterium abundance in interstellar matter, about 1 part in 60,000, is an important clue in cosmology. Others believe that it is created in violent events such as solar flares. Gamma radiation from the creation of deuterium was observed during the giant August 1972 flares. Also, cosmic rays emitted after flares showed deuterium to be as abundant as 1 part in 10,000 in flares. For this reason, deuterium abundance in the sun is important not only in understanding flares, but also in astrophysics.

The large coronagraph of the Sacramento Peak Observatory was used, with a specially constructed filter which suppressed the nearby bright hydrogen alpha line, to measure the Balmer alpha line of deuterium in solar prominences. The intensity was below the observational threshold, less than one millionth of the brightness of the adjacent equivalent hydrogen lines. No actual value could be calculated, but the previous upper limit was decreased by a factor of 20 to 1 part in 4 million, which indicates that deuterium destruction was very efficient during the contraction of the sun into a star and that violent explosive events such as flares have not replenished the solar deuterium to any significant degree.

EUV HEIGHTS: Various EUV lines originate in plasmas at different temperatures, and the temperature of the solar atmosphere increases with height from a minimum in the lower chromosphere. Therefore, it has been universally assumed that the different lines show the solar features at different heights. Sacramento Peak observers have confirmed this theoretical assumption by a purely geometrical method in two separate studies. The first, described in the Report on Research of 1972, was based on relatively crude OSO-IV data. It showed that a series of five EUV lines originated at heights between zero and 17,000 km in the expected order. The second study utilized a very much larger body of data from the Naval Research Laboratory's ultraviolet spectroheliograph, which achieved better spatial resolution by at least a factor of 20.

The study uses the fact that a solar image made with light from a line emitted high in the solar atmosphere is slightly larger than an image made with light from a line emitted lower in the atmosphere. The difference in apparent solar radius is equal to the difference in height. The difference in levels can be determined by measuring this

The same flare in the light of the sodium D₄ line, which originates at a lower level than the hydrogen lines.
factor of expansion. The spectroheliograms showed hundreds of bright points on the sun. Their positions were measured in lines spanning the temperature range from that of the middle chromosphere at about 10,000° K to that of the corona, about 1,500,000° K. A statistical analysis gave a much more accurate determination of relative heights than had been possible with the OSO-IV data. The most interesting result was the positive identification of the sharp chromosphere-corona transition region. The theoretical evidence for an increase in the temperature from about 20,000 to 1,000,000° K within 1500 km is very strong, but this geometrical confirmation is an important assurance of the validity of the theory.

THE TEMPERATURE OF THE SOLAR CORONA: Most of the energy which originates in the core of the sun escapes in the form of visible radiation when it reaches the solar surface. But a small fraction is converted to other forms. Some is stored in twisted magnetic fields which may eventually lead to solar flares and some travels outward as violent mass motions, eventually causing shock waves which then dissipate to heat the corona. The physical conditions in the corona are extremely important to an understanding of the mechanisms involved in this dissipation of mechanical energy. Knowledge of these conditions is also required to understand the transition of the solar corona to the solar wind and to predict the effects on the earth environment caused by changes in the energy input at the base of the solar corona resulting from coronal holes and solar flares.

The most important unknown physical parameter in the corona has been the temperature. The only unambiguous method to measure the temperature was recently developed at Sacramento Peak Observatory. It is based on a discovery during the 1970 solar eclipse which showed that the corona emits the hydrogen Lyman-alpha resonance radiation at 1216 angstroms very strongly. Even at temperatures of 1 to 2 million degrees, enough hydrogen remains in the atomic un-ionized state to cause the corona to be very bright because of this resonance scattering. Because the neutral hydrogen atoms scattering the radiation have small mass, their thermal motion at the high temperature of the corona averages about 200 km/sec, well above the magnitude of any other motions. Thus, measurement of the broadening of the Lyman-alpha line due to the Doppler shift caused by thermal motion is a very precise measure of coronal temperature, undiluted by the random mass motions. Unfortunately, this line can be observed only from space.

Jointly, with the University of Colorado and the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratories,
Sacramento Peak astronomers developed a rocket-borne telescope-spectrograph system to measure coronal temperatures in this way. Rocket failures prevented the acquisition of data during the June 1974 eclipse. Another rocket flight is planned during the solar eclipse of October 1976. Other ways of measuring the coronal Lyman-alpha line width are being developed, including an externally occulted ultraviolet coronagraph which could observe the solar corona continuously from a satellite, instead of on a rocket “snapshot” basis during a solar eclipse.

SOLAR ORIGINS OF SUDDEN COMMENCEMENT MAGNETIC STORMS: Space observations of the solar particles that rain on the terrestrial magnetosphere have greatly clarified the physical relations between solar wind perturbations and certain forms of geomagnetic disturbances. This new knowledge has given renewed impetus to the Sacramento Peak Observatory effort to define the solar causes of geomagnetic disturbances. More than any other solar terrestrial phenomenon, geomagnetic disturbances produce secondary effects in the ionosphere which can hamper Air Force activities. Two lines of investigation have begun to produce results.

Both space observation and theory unambiguously attribute the sudden commencement (SC) magnetic storms to the impact of interplanetary shock waves (IPSW's) on the magnetosphere. Solar flares have always seemed the source of IPSW's. However, the sun to earth travel time of the shock waves appears to vary between 1½ and 4½ days, and during times of high flare activity, clear associations of shocks arriving at the earth with particular solar flares become quite uncertain. Any flare within the three-day period could be responsible, and many large flares do not excite IPSW's. Sacramento Peak investigators showed that most IPSW's have origins other than flares. The most direct evidence is the great disparity between the variation in numbers of flares and SC's through the solar cycle. The flares vary in numbers in step with the sunspot cycle, while the number of SC storms is practically constant, with a very slight minimum during the years of flare minimum. In fact, during years of flare minimum, there were more SC's than large flares. The contrast between the counts of flares and SC's was even greater when the small flares were included. The flares decreased by a factor of 10 from maximum to minimum, while the SC's decreased by the barely significant factor of 1.2. Unless flares are very much more effective in producing IPSW's and SC's during solar minimum, there must be other and more important causes. One of these is the coronal holes, but even coronal holes and flares together cannot account for all the SC storms.

An extraordinary circular filament showing either a strong lengthwise shear or a helical structure, either of which indicates a magnetic field with strong electric currents.
NASA Skylab observations of the optical corona at the solar disk limb disclosed a hitherto unsuspected form of coronal activity which appears to generate IPSW's. Once every few days a large bubble of coronal material expands radially outward at 600 to 1200 km/sec, passing out of the corona at a height of 9 million km. During the Skylab flight the astronauts photographed over 60 such events. From the ground, simultaneous monitoring by Sacramento Peak and other solar observatories provided an excellent record of surface activity on the sun. About 15 percent of the coronal bubbles started with large flares. Another 80 percent originated with some large prominence eruptions, some of which were of the energetic surge type. No visible activity could be associated with the remaining 5 percent.

Although it is not yet definite that all IPSW's start as coronal bubbles, it is clear that some originate in eruptive prominences. Since eruptive prominences are readily observed near the center of the solar disk, where their coronal bubbles would expand toward the earth, a useful predictor of SC geomagnetic storms is available.

**CORONAL HOLES:** The recurrence of magnetic storms with a period of 27 days was noted many years ago. Because this is the rotation period of the sun, the storms were attributed to the successive rotational passages of some long-lived but unidentified solar feature, named an "M Region." Comparisons of the M-region storms with every conceivable form of solar activity failed to uncover the M regions, and their nature remained a mystery until they were identified independently by several investigators, including the Sacramento Peak Observatory, in 1974. Observations of the sun from spacecraft, particularly Skylab, in the light of all X-ray and EUV high temperature lines that originate in the corona, showed vast voids—"coronal holes"—where the coronal brightness was a factor of 5 or more less than average. These holes normally persist for several solar rotations, and (in all cases examined at Sacramento Peak) whenever a hole rotated through or near the sub-terrestrial point, it was followed in three to five days by an increase in the planetary geomagnetic index, $A_p$. The coronal holes are the M regions.

The general nature of the physical connection is fairly clear. A coronal hole is obviously a region of low coronal density, and probably low magnetic field strength with a simple configuration of open flux tubes leading out into interplanetary space. These are the conditions for unimpeded flow of the solar wind, and space observations confirm that the holes are the sources of abnormally fast solar wind streams that distort the earth's magnetosphere. In some instances, interplanetary shock waves (IPSW's) develop along the interface between the fast stream and surrounding normal solar wind, and the impact on the magnetosphere then results in sudden commencement (SC) magnetic storms. However, the gradual commencement storms are more common.

The identification of the M regions as coronal holes is important for the prediction of disruptive geomagnetic activity, but since continuous monitoring of the sun from space cannot be expected, it will be useful only when means for observing the coronal holes from the ground are devised. The Sacramento Peak Observatory has now accomplished this. The 40-cm coronagraph at Sacramento Peak shows the lower corona in the 5303 angstrom green line of Fe XIV, which should carry the same information as the X-ray and EUV lines that show the holes projected on the solar disk. However, the green corona is detectable only at the solar limb, where the line of sight through the corona is very long. The observed intensity is the sum of the bright and dark features along this line of sight, and since coronal holes are typically bordered by abnormally bright regions, they are usually
Comparison of a computer-generated image (left) of a coronal hole (at 110° longitude) derived from coronal observations at Sacramento Peak Observatory with an extreme ultraviolet image from a spacecraft (right). The horizontal scale of the Sacramento Peak Observatory image is distorted by the projection coordinate used, but the correspondence of the outline with that of the extreme ultraviolet image is apparent.

not detectable as a definite decrease in the observed brightness of the limb corona. This is overcome by taking advantage of the fact that the sun, with the corona, rotates 13 degrees per day. Thus, each day, the corona is seen from a different direction. When four or five days of coronal brightness measurements are combined in a deconvolution procedure, details along the line of sight can be resolved in a manner similar to perception of depth by stereoscopic vision, and the coronal holes can be mapped as they rotate past the limb. For the prediction of geomagnetic disturbances, this method has the advantage of lead time of about ten days. Seven days after limb passage the hole reaches the neighborhood of the sub-terrestrial point where its solar wind stream is directed toward the earth. The particles then travel the 150 million km to the earth in about three days.

Five instances were found for which both space observations of holes and adequate Sacramento Peak green line data existed. In each case, analysis of the ground data correctly showed the position, size and shape of the hole, and all five produced geomagnetic disturbances.

The Kitt Peak National Observatory has announced a second method for observing
the coronal holes from the ground. They are visible on the solar disk as areas of abnormal surface structure in pictures made with light from the strong infrared helium line at 10830 angstroms. Sacramento Peak observers have confirmed this finding with the tower telescope and diode array, and explained why chromospheric structures are affected by variations in the corona which is about 1,000 times less dense and situated about 30,000 km higher. In the 1960's, Sacramento Peak observers found that helium emission was confined to a narrow layer high in the chromosphere, unlike that of any other atom. This suggested that the helium emission was excited by ionizing radiation from the corona (the Lyman continua of both hydrogen and helium) which was completely absorbed in the narrow helium emitting layer high in the chromosphere. The reflection of coronal holes in the chromospheric helium emission confirms this theory.

The coronal green line and the helium line observations provide two methods for defining the coronal holes from the ground. The Sacramento Peak Observatory is presently preparing the special equipment required to monitor the sun in both lines, and will shortly begin reporting coronal holes and expected geomagnetic disturbances to the Air Force Global Weather Central.

Sacramento Peak scientists have also been working toward attaining a better understanding of the behavior of coronal holes. Using EUV data supplied by NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center from the spectroheliograph aboard OSO-VII, coronal hole areas have been determined for 18 months prior to and during the Skylab mission. The most unexpected discovery has been that coronal holes do not participate in the differential rotation shown by virtually all other solar surface phenomena. Thus, at latitudes away from the equator, coronal hole regions move westward with respect to the general solar atmosphere. This relative motion is as great as 50 degrees of solar longitude per rotation at 50 degrees latitude. Studies of the effects of coronal hole migration continue, especially with respect to the inevitable sweeping-up of the slower rotating active regions. Coronal holes, because of their rotational characteristics, would appear to be related to the interplanetary magnetic field, which also rotates as a rigid body.

The great size and lifetime of coronal holes indicate that they are related to a basic internal magnetohydrodynamic phenomenon of the sun. From May 1972 to November 1973, coronal holes appeared predominantly at four equatorial solar longitudes almost at 90-degree angles to each other. Data obtained in late 1974 from the Sacramento Peak Observatory coronagraph revealed only two coronal holes separated by 180 degrees in longitude. This alternation between quadrupole and dipole structures recalls a similar behavior in the sector structure of the interplanetary magnetic field. Both may be intimately linked with the 11-year cycle of solar activity.
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Instrumentation used to determine the effects of earth motions on guidance system alignment procedures and to measure long-term stability of a silo. Principal items and functions are: two portable gyrocompasses (dark objects in right center of picture), to provide data for establishing an azimuth standard in the silo; two tiltmeters (mounted on the gyrocompasses), to measure tilts and tilt rates affecting gyrocompass performance; and an electro-optical system (in center of picture), to measure relative movements of azimuth reference devices in the silo.
The activities of the Terrestrial Sciences Laboratory cover a wide range of efforts supporting the deployment, operation, and delivery of Air Force weapons on the earth's surface, subsurface and in the near atmosphere. They comprise research, development, and testing of concepts, methods, and instrumentation to measure, model, and evaluate geophysical factors which influence the location and performance of such aerospace facilities.

Theoretical and experimental studies are conducted in the Laboratory and in the field, and aboard aircraft or satellite vehicles. Technical areas include geodesy and gravity, geokinetics, seismology, geology, and spectroscopic studies.

During the 1972-1974 period, the increasing sophistication and sensitivity of Air Force systems have necessitated advanced research on terrestrial effects constraining their use. Conversely, similar research has become necessary to forestall the effects of similar hostile systems. The Laboratory's work in geokinetics was specifically directed toward earth motion effects on inertial guidance instrumentation. Geodetic and gravimetric studies provided more accurate descriptions of the shape and surface positions of the earth and its gravity potential. Seismology and geology efforts became strongly oriented to understanding shock-wave and deformation propagation through the earth's structure. The spectroscopic studies devoted to targeting applications were transferred to another AFCRL laboratory in mid-1974, at the end of the reporting period.
GEODESY AND GRAVITY

Geodesy is concerned with the size, shape and mass distribution of the earth. The geodetic and gravimetric parameters for the earth and geodetic information for positioning are direct data inputs for missile inertial guidance systems and form the structural framework for mapping, charting and navigational aids. Knowing the size, shape, and mass distribution of the earth accurately is a necessary foundation for determining the accurate position, distance and direction between launch sites, tracking sensors and targets. Current information of this nature is often inadequate to meet the requirements of future USAF weapon systems.

The Laboratory maintains continuing research and development programs in geometric geodesy and in physical geodesy or gravity. These programs are directed towards improvement in our fundamental knowledge of earth size, shape and mass parameters, and improvements of techniques for the determination of position, distance and direction on the earth and in terrestial and inertial three dimensional coordinate systems.

These programs require continuing cooperation and participation by AFCRL in the National Geodetic Satellite Program, together with Army, Navy, NASA, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, the U.S. Geological Survey, other civilian agencies and academic observatories. The Terrestrial Sciences Laboratory also participates with the International Gravity Commission in the development of a world-wide gravity reference network. A world-wide system of earth-tide profiles is being established in cooperation with the International Center for Earth Tides, Brussels, Belgium.

SATELLITE ALTIMETRY: The satellite altimetry technique consists of making altitude measurements with on-board altimeters in specially instrumented satellites. These altitude measurements are made over ocean areas to measure the shape of the ocean's surfaces and have applications in geodesy, geophysics and oceanography. The first on-board altimeter developed for this purpose will be on satellite GEOS-C to be launched late in 1974.

If the earth were all water, right to its center, a mean sea level would be an equipotential spheroid of revolution. However, the earth is largely solid and it can and does support density variations in continental areas and under oceans. These density variations cause mean sea level to vary scores of meters from its reference spheroid. The equipotential surface, which is the extension of mean sea level throughout the earth, is known as the geoid. The undulations of this geoid from the reference spheroid are related to the earth's gravity field, and their relationship has been the prime topic of physical geodesists who have devised means for determining the spheroid-geoid separations from gravimetric measurements. Now, by the use of satellite altimetry to measure the shape of the geoid, or an oceanic portion of it, we have a means for going in the other direction and determining or refining the earth's gravity field from spheroid-geoid separations.

The GEOS-C altimeter is designed to measure the satellite's distance above sea level to a fraction of a meter. If we assume that the satellite's orbit can be independently established from ground or satellite-to-satellite tracking to about one meter accuracy, the determination of the shape of the sea level is a straightforward procedure. Standard global tracking nets are incapable of achieving one-meter accuracy by an order of magnitude, so the burden for high precision tracking requires denser tracking nets, satellite-to-satellite tracking or other advanced tracking schemes.

AFCRL's approach to satellite altimetry has been to assume that ground tracking is only good enough to achieve orbital ac-
determination of the oceanic geoid from satellite altimeter measurements is performed in one simultaneous least squares reduction. The reduction entails the estimation of geoidal parameters simultaneously with the estimation of weakly constrained orbital state vectors defining thousands of independent, interlocking short arcs. Patterned characteristics of the normal equations make such a massive solution possible. The AFCRL program for Short Arc Reduction of Radar Altimetry is dubbed SARRA. GEOS-C simulators using SARRA demonstrate that the short arc reduction of satellite altimetry is well suited to the determination of the oceanic geoid.

Once the oceanic geoid is established by satellite altimetry, AFCRL will combine this information with other existing physical geodesy material for the determination of the gravity field of the earth. The most obvious and effective supplementary observations are gravity measurements. Such observations are of greatest availability and accuracy over land—precisely where satellite altimetry is least effective. Another source of observations consists of predetermined geocentric coordinates of any satellite stations that happen to be located on a leveling net tied to mean sea level.

The utilization of altimetry by itself and in combination with existing gravity material is also being examined by developing equations that relate surface density values to geoid undulations and gravity anomalies.

Satellite altimetry is much more sensitive to the shape of the earth than gravimetry, given present levels of observational accuracy; a 1 meter rms anomaly height over an area of 1 square degree tells us more about the shape of the earth than the same square with a 3 mgal (milligal; 1 mgal = 1 cm/sec²) or about 10^-9 g) rms gravity anomaly. This relative information content carries over into the description of the earth's gravity field as well, and so, satellite altimetry will make significant contributions to gravity mapping.

Ground tracks of every fifth pass of approximately 200 passes of GEOS-3 will be reduced in proposed short arc determination of fine structure of North Atlantic geoid. Indicated tracks generate approximate 5-degree by 5-degree cells.
AUTOMATED ASTRONOMIC POSITIONING SYSTEM: In the development programs of new USAF weapons systems, there is a rapid trend toward more sophisticated guidance systems, longer ranges, greater accuracies, and a concern for reduction of collateral damage.

These stringent requirements on the geodetic and geophysical error budgets of missile systems have resulted in the AFCRL geodetic instrumentation development program being directed towards more accurate automatic observing methods to acquire geodetic positioning data. An example is the Automated Astronomic Positioning System (AAPS). The AAPS consists of a vertically oriented optical system which observes the stars in zenith transit and casts these star images onto a reticle. As the earth rotates, the stars trail across slits in the reticle, producing pulse outputs from photomultipliers located behind the reticle. The output pulse and time of event are sent to an on-board computer where the stars are identified and included in an on-site determination of astronomic position. The sensor head, containing the optics, is rotated automatically about the instrument's vertical axis to cancel alignment errors. A second solution of astronomic latitude and longitude is performed with the head reversed. These two solutions are combined to form one AAPS position determination.

Standard classical astronomic positioning methods require an average of 14 days to make the necessary observations at a site. It is expected that the AAPS will have a usable data rate such that it will enable the development of accurate astronomic positions from a few nights' observations per site.

Two prototypes of this system have been developed. The Defense Mapping Agency is currently testing them in extensive operations. They are proving to be automatic in operation and performing as designed. Once manual rough leveling of the instrument is completed, an automatic leveling system takes over and levels the system to the required accuracy. The fine leveling, reversing operation, recording of stellar transits, identification of stars, and the position solution are all parts of the automatic operation of the system.

The automated positioning program is also testing the concept of meridian determination by electro-optical observation of stellar transits, using an AFCRL-modified T-4 theodolite and special reticle. This is an experiment to determine the feasibility of using stellar transits of the local meridian to determine angular velocity as a function of time. These observations may also be used to determine angular resolution for determination of latitude. An important by-product of this experiment, astronomic azimuth, is the required local base reference for authenticating missile azimuth laying sets.

GEODETIC LASER RANGING: Significant advances in geodesy and geodynamics may soon result from highly accurate distance measurements between earth-based laser ranging telescopes and both the moon and
high earth artificial satellites. Centimeter-level measurements, projected for the next three years, offer the possibility of using this technique to detect solid-earth tides and continental drift, as well as to improve our knowledge of variations in the earth's rotation rate and polar motion.

AFCRL has actively participated in the NASA Lunar Laser Ranging Experiment, which has obtained since 1970 over 1500 ranges between the McDonald Observatory in Texas and four of the retroreflectors placed on the moon by the Apollo and Soviet space missions. The data from these observations have been analyzed at AFCRL using the Planetary Ephemeris Program, a large software package developed at MIT with support from AFCRL and other DoD agencies. The data analysis has produced significant improvement in the lunar orbit and physical libration, the coordinates of the McDonald Observatory, and the principal term in the earth's gravity field. The AFCRL lunar laser telescope, operated in Arizona between 1968 and 1972, is now being refurbished by Australian geodesists for operations near Canberra. The addition of laser ranges from a southern hemisphere observatory will allow analyses of the lunar data to determine separately variations in the earth's rotation and movement of the pole.

Complementing the lunar ranging experiment is an extensive NASA-DoD program for laser ranging to earth satellites. The AFCRL satellite laser at Bedford, Massachusetts, is being used to observe the GEOS-3 satellite. Launch of the high altitude, high mass density Laser Geodetic Satellite (LAGEOS) in 1976 will provide a target whose orbit is relatively free from the effects of atmospheric drag and small scale variations in the earth's gravity field, thus allowing range measurements useful for geodesy at the level of 5-10 cm.

Many geodetic parameters, such as the coordinates of observing stations and the earth's instantaneous pole of rotation, can be determined most efficiently by analyzing a combination of data types. The Planetary Ephemeris Program is capable of performing simultaneous least squares solutions for a large number of parameters using a combination of lunar and satellite laser ranging data. The results can be improved even further by including radio observations using the technique of very long baseline interferometry (VLBI), which provides angular measurements with an accuracy equivalent to centimeters on the earth's surface.

**MODELS OF EARTH'S GRAVITY FIELD AND APPLICATION OF ADVANCED ADJUSTMENT TECHNIQUES:** Research into the description of the gravity field of the earth encompasses the uniform combination of various heterogeneous data from physical geodesy into a parametric representation of the earth's gravity field. The parameters conventionally used for geopotential models are the coefficients of a spherical harmonic expansion of the geopotential field.

In addition to the classical least squares adjustment, least squares methods of interpolation and least squares prediction of gravity are extensively used in physical geodesy. The mathematical relation between least squares prediction and adjustment was theoretically clarified by Krarup, the Danish geodesist, by exhibiting least squares prediction as a least squares adjustment in a Hilbert space with kernel functions. Further, he generalized least squares prediction of gravity to obtain a general least squares theory for estimating any element of the terrestrial gravity field. This is the least squares collocation.

AFCRL simplified and applied Krarup's theory for geodetic applications. Because this development is formally very similar to the well known general case of least square adjustment, it is possible to use ordinary linear algebra, bypassing Hilbert space techniques. In a practical sense this method presents an optimal simultaneous determination of geodetic positions and of the terrestrial gravity field by combining different
data of any kinds—terrestrial angles, distances and various types of gravity measurements as well as data from advanced satellite techniques.

AFCRL is studying the application of generalized inverse theory to geopotential modeling because of its power and flexibility in solving overdetermined and underconstrained linear or quasi-linear problems. Resolution and information density matrices of generalized inverse theory promise to be of significant value in estimating parameters and selecting measurement data.

**ABSOLUTE GRAVIMETRY:** AFCRL is presently developing a new second generation absolute gravity measuring system. The method employed is to drop one reflector of a two-beam Michelson interferometer and to determine the distance fallen in known time intervals by direct measurements of interference fringes.

The first generation instrument was designed to be transported and was successful in that it was taken to eight different sites and, after spending between one and two weeks total set-up, operate and take down time, absolute values with a precision of better than ± 0.05 mgal were obtained at most sites. The apparatus was bulky and when packed for shipment had a total weight of about 2500 lbs. packed into about 20 shipping containers.

The aim of the new instrument is to decrease the time required to obtain an absolute value of gravity with a precision of at least as good as ± 0.05 mgal to about two or three days and to reduce the total weight to at most 800 pounds. This is accomplished by making some radical changes in the mechanical design and employing present day state-of-the-art electronics and computing equipment to give rapid computation of results.

The mechanical design has evolved with the express purpose of removing the necessity of having an ultra high vacuum. This removes the approximately 100 lb. weight of the high vacuum pump and cuts the time by at least one full day besides greatly simplifying the problem of using trouble free materials in the vacuum chamber. Reliability will be increased because the tendency
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for clean surfaces to stick together will not exist in the moderate vacuum required with the new design.

The main feature of the new design is that the freely falling reflector is enclosed in a small evacuated chamber which falls along with the reflector. These both fall in a larger vacuum chamber but since the air which comes into contact with the falling object is falling with the acceleration of gravity, air resistance cannot affect the measurement. The vacuum required in the outer chamber need be no better than 1 Pascal to prevent gaseous turbulence and to avoid air drag slowing its fall. The interior of the small chamber requires a vacuum of only $10^{-4}$ Pascal to place all possible air resistance effects beyond the level of consideration. While the mechanism required for separating the reflector from the small chamber during the fall is somewhat elaborate, it should be very reliable and able to withstand many repetitions of operation.

The electronics system makes digital time measurements between a large number (50 to 500) of interference fringes and will thus make independent measurements of $g$ and the gravity gradient as well as detect seismic motions occurring during the fall of the object. The digital data are processed immediately by an on-line process and control mini-computer.

The future of absolute gravity instruments lies in two directions: portable instruments with precisions of between 0.01 and 0.10 mgal and fixed stations with precisions in the 0.001 mgal range. The technology for producing such portable instruments is well in hand, and the technology for 0.001 mgal precision is available.

A new low-drift gravimeter is also presently under development by AFCRL which promises to provide long-term measurements of changes in the earth's gravity field. The instrument uses a special mechanical design which is less sensitive to temperature changes and is less susceptible to drift caused by material stress than were earlier designs.

**GRAVITY GRADIOMETRY:** The first laboratory version of a gravity gradiometer, built by Eotvos in 1888, was a torsion balance which measured horizontal gravity gradients. Field torsion balances have since been used extensively by exploration geophysicists who found the instruments valuable for detecting density variations within the earth.

What is new about gravity gradiometry is the prospect of measuring the complete gravity gradient tensor from a moving base. The concept of an airborne gravity gradiometer is especially attractive for geodesists and geophysicists who seek to acquire high resolution gravity data over extensive areas. Airborne gravimeters have been limited in their success because aircraft accelerations cannot be discriminated from gravity accelerations, and complex data filtering techniques are required.

A properly designed moving base gravity gradiometer would not detect linear aircraft accelerations and so would be free from this important limitation of airborne gravimetry. On the other hand, gradiometers are very sensitive to rotation; but aircraft rotations can be detected by inertial instrumentation and compensated for, in
real time, to keep the orientation of a gravity gradiometer steady.

The torsion balance is a very sensitive gravity gradiometer, but is fragile, requires long measurement times to attain its high sensitivity, and is unsuitable for operations from a moving base. A number of other gravity gradiometer concepts have recently been proposed which show promise for use on a moving base with about the same sensitivity as the torsion balance—approximately 1 EU (1 Eotvos unit = 10^6 sec^2 = 1 mgal/10 km). AFCRL has sponsored research on a rotating gravity gradiometer (RGG), and a prototype of this instrument for moving base application is now being built under contract.

The basic sensor structure consists of two mass-loaded arms, pivoted freely at right angles about a common axis and connected by a stiff torsion spring. In operation, the sensor is rotated about its torsional axis at exactly half its torsional resonance frequency. Most alternating torques caused by external accelerations coupling through an imperfect mechanical system are at the spin frequency and therefore can only weakly excite the torsional resonant mode. The gravity gradient field, however, induces alternating torques at twice the spin frequency that are preferentially “amplified” by the mechanical resonance. The alternating torques are converted into measured AC voltages by piezoelectric transducers.

The phase and amplitude of the RGG sensor provides measurements of two elements of the gravity gradient tensor. Three RGG sensors, operating about mutually perpendicular axes, are required to measure the complete gravity gradient tensor.

The design of the RGG requires a consideration of all possible error sources, and methods for their elimination or minimization. The RGG system requires a state-of-the-art Vibration Isolation Alignment and Leveling System (VIALS) for support on a moving base. The RGG system's design goal is 1 EU in ten seconds.

Tests of the suitability of the RCG for operating on a moving base will be performed on laboratory simulators to define VIALS requirements and real-time compensation techniques to be used with the RGG and VIALS. Subsequently, the VIALS and compensation package will be built and integrated with the RGG. Tests of the entire system would then be performed on laboratory simulators and, finally, in actual aircraft operations.

If the RGG fulfills its promised sensitivity, it will be of enormous value in the detailed mapping of the earth's gravity field and will contribute significantly to inertial navigation and guidance.

**GEOKINETICS**

The observation of unexplained perturbations in early gyrocompass data raised the question of whether or not geophysical phenomena could be the underlying cause and if so, were there other degrading effects which would manifest themselves as inertial instrument sensitivity was improved? Since the resolution of these questions is highly pertinent to the accuracies obtainable with advanced inertial guidance systems, AFCRL has initiated a program to provide the needed answers. The program is concerned with the geokinetic effects on inertial instrument performance, and the motions of interest extend all the way from short-period seismic motions to long-period polar motions which may have a period of a year or more. The major emphasis is on seismic motions and tilts.

The approach which is used in the program is to first characterize the motion environment in terms of its physical and statistical properties; then estimation principles are used to predict the contribution of the motion environment to performance degradation. The research follows two courses: determining the effects of earth motions on component testing in a laboratory envi-
environment, and examining the motional effects on systems performance in an operational environment.

**COMPONENT TESTING:** In collaboration with contractors, AFCRL conducted a long-term test of a gyro while monitoring the motion environment. The test, conducted at Norwood, Massachusetts, utilized the type of gyro which is used for azimuth alignment of the Minuteman guidance system and the gyro was operated in a four-position gyrocompassing mode during the test. The earth motion environment was monitored by seismometers and tiltmeters.

When operated as a gyrocompass, a single-degree-of-freedom rate integrating gyro is basically an earth rotation rate sensor. The gyro responds to components of earth rate along its sensitive axis and translates these angular rates into a feedback current. This current is integrated over a period of time to obtain an average rate.

Tilting of the gyro platform during gyrocompassing is of particular concern since the tilt rates tend to mask the earth-rate component and produce erroneous gyrocompass results. The gyro is sensitive to small angular velocities and as a result, any tilt rate about the east-west axis will be interpreted as an azimuth offset. At the latitude of Norwood, Massachusetts, a tilt rate of $5 \times 10^{-5}$ degrees per hour will result in a 1 arcsecond azimuth offset. The tilt rates observed during the test were equivalent to those expected at a quiet, relatively stable test facility.

In a test of the long-term accuracy of gyrocompassing, the difference between azimuth as determined by astronomical observations and that measured by gyrocompassing was ascertained and plotted. The results show significant periods of time where the residuals were quite small, i.e., less than 1 arcsecond. However, there were occasions where the residuals were in the 2 to 3 arcsecond range. Some of the discrepancies could be attributed to the tilting of the test pier.

An analysis was made of the statistical properties of the gyro when operated in a torque-to-balance mode. The output proved to be a gaussian process and as such, its random properties can be completely described in terms of second-order statistics, specifically as correlations or spectral estimates. A plot of the density distributions suggests that the output of the gyro is a non-stationary process.

Based on the properties of the gyro output and the test pad motions in the seismic regime, statistical operators were formed to predict the influence of these motions on gyro performance. The results disclosed that large distant earthquakes (earthquakes of magnitude 6 or greater) will have a significantly degrading effect on gyro output. For a magnitude 6 event, approximately 50
percent of the low frequency output of the gyro can be attributed to the earthquake-excited motions of the test pad.

SYSTEM PERFORMANCE: An integral part of targeting a ballistic missile is to align the guidance platform with respect to some preselected reference coordinate frame. The accuracy achievable with a given guidance system will depend on the precision of the alignment of the guidance platform and on the ability to maintain this precise alignment between calibration sequences.

For the Minuteman guidance system, the reference coordinate frame is based on measurements of local vertical and azimuth. Local vertical is acquired through the use of a bubble level, and azimuth (or north) is determined by using gyrocompassing techniques. AFCRL is investigating the effects of earth motions on the precision of these measurements in a silo environment. An operationally configured Minuteman silo at Hill AFB, Utah, has been selected for the first phase of the study.

The objectives of the study being conducted at Hill AFB are threefold: 1) to characterize the total motion environment of a Minuteman silo; 2) to quantify the effects of disturbing motions on the ability to establish and maintain a stable azimuth reference; and 3) to develop techniques for predicting the motion environment within a silo from a limited set of external measurements. To achieve the objectives, the study has been segmented into four experiments: the measurement of regional, local, and intra-silo motions, and the measurement of the effects of observed motions on alignment procedures.

To establish the base level of regional motions and to ascertain their modes of propagation, a regional seismic array has been installed at Hill AFB. The array is composed of three stations, located some 3-5 km from the silo, and each station has three-component long-period seismometers installed in a buried shelter. The data from the regional stations are telemetered by radio link to the data acquisition system at the silo.

Local motion measurements are accomplished with a seismic array and a tilt array. The seismic array is composed of 21 elements (seven stations with three-component short-period seismometers) and is located approximately 200 meters from the silo. The tilt array has three stations, consisting of dual-axis borehole tiltmeters, and each station is approximately 20 meters from the silo. The tiltmeters are buried to a depth of 3 meters to eliminate surface temperature effects. By using the seismic and tilt arrays, both propagating and non-propagating motions can be measured, the response of the locality to both seismic inputs and local loading can be determined, and local motion sources can be identified and classified as typical or atypical of an operational site.

To measure the intra-silo motions, both seismometers and tiltmeters have been positioned at several points within the silo and on the missile proper. The purpose of these measurements is to characterize the motions in terms of level, mode, spatial organization, statistical class, and origin.

In addition to the instrumentation normally found in a Minuteman silo, several items of equipment have been added for the alignment experiment. The most notable additions are two portable gyrocompass devices (called Azimuth Laying Sets) and an electro-optical measuring system. The two Azimuth Laying Sets (ALS) are used to establish an azimuth standard in the silo, and the electro-optical system, consisting of an autocollimator mounted on an inductosyn table, is used to measure angular variations between the reference mirrors on the two ALS's, the mirror on the stable platform of the missile guidance system, an attached mirror on the missile's frame and the azimuth reference mirror mounted on the wall of the silo. Comparison of the positions of the various mirrors will give an indication of the precision of the azimuthal de-
terminations in the motion environment presented by the silo, and will be a measure of the long-term stability of the silo.

Also as part of the alignment experiment, raw data are being collected from the instrumentation on the inertial guidance platform—the accelerometers, the bubble level, and the gyrocompass assembly. Correlation of the data from these instruments with data from the motion sensors on the missile will give an indication of the degrading influence of the motion environment on the ability of the stable platform to maintain alignment.

**CRUSTAL STABILITY:** As part of the overall program in geokinetics, AFCRL is conducting experimental and theoretical studies to determine and explain the nature of long-period and aperiodic crustal deformations. The experimental investigations use borehole tiltmeter arrays and tidal gravimeters to measure and characterize these crustal motions. The theoretical investigations are directed toward predicting the response of realistic earth models to dynamic and static loading of the crust.

In the study of the temporal and spatial properties of crustal deformations, a three-element borehole tiltmeter array has been established at Bedford, Massachusetts. The instruments are buried to a depth of 20 meters and the horizontal distance between instruments is 100 meters. A similar array is planned for installation in Maynard, Massachusetts, some 25 km away, in the very near future.

Data from the Bedford tilt array have revealed that coherency between instruments is high at diurnal and semi-diurnal tidal periods but low at longer periods. At the tidal periods, the agreement is within 1 percent, a remarkable improvement over the results obtained from numerous conventional installations in tunnels. A comparison between the tilt array data and the theoretical predictions for ocean-loading tidal tilts is much better than reported from other observatories throughout the world.

**SEISMOLOGY**

Recent discoveries and theoretical developments in the concept of plate tectonics have improved the potential application of seismology to military objectives. It now appears that portions of the earth's crust are plates supported by a more fluid medium. This has brought an equal realization that local tectonic stress and geologic structure within a plate modify the propagation of seismic waves originating from large natural or man-made sources. The Laboratory efforts in seismology are, therefore, oriented toward refinement and test of physical and mathematical models of seismic sources and mechanisms, particularly those of earthquakes and explosions. These are combined with realistic wave propagation theory to study anomalous effects of tectonic stress, attenuation, orientation, and channeling through the earth's crust. Verification of the quantitative relationships developed is made by seismic modeling tests using real or simulated earth materials, and by analysis of seismic records from known earthquakes or explosions. This research will enable more precise de-
tection and identification of unexplained seismic events for discrimination of possible clandestine underground nuclear explosions from natural earthquakes. The improved knowledge of major geologic effects on shock-wave propagation also will advance the evaluation or prediction of weapons effects on surface or subsurface military installations. The work is generally oriented toward the objectives of other DOD organizations including the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency and the Defense Nuclear Agency.

**NUCLEAR TEST DETECTION:** One of the major problems in seismic discrimination between underground nuclear explosions and small earthquakes is the anomalous event—a signal presumed to have been generated by an earthquake, but one for which the ratio of body wave magnitudes to surface wave magnitudes ($m_b/M_s$) is similar to the ratio for explosions, or conversely a known explosion which produces an earthquake-like signature. A considerable research effort is directed toward determining the causes of such events to reduce the possibility of false identification of an earthquake as an explosion, as well as to increase the capability for identifying explosions deliberately initiated in such a way as to appear as an earthquake. It has been found that many anomalous events identified to date have a particular tectonic setting, e.g., in Tibet, along the Indus suture zone, one of active underthrusting and subduction until recent (geologic) time. Earthquakes in central Eurasia tend to give smaller $M_s$ values for a given $m_b$ value than earthquakes at continental margins. It has been found that when $m_b$ is calculated from teleseismic P wave (compression wave) amplitudes and $M_s$ is calculated from 20-second-period surface wave amplitudes using Love waves rather than Rayleigh waves, the $m_b/M_s$ points for anomalous Eurasian events separate into two populations in the same way as events from other parts of the world. Concurrent research includes a comprehensive study of other seismic array observations to measure propagation delays and relate them to local geologic conditions. Theoretical seismic signal synthesis and comparison with actual related data, and studies to determine the most effective implementation of large aperture seismic arrays in the detection and identification of clandestine nuclear tests are conducted.

**SEISMIC MODELING:** Common to underground nuclear explosion detection, to assessment of shock-wave effects on subsurface installations, and to determining effects of environmental noise on missile guidance systems is the motion of the earth as it is disturbed. Since both seismic source and propagation processes occur under uncontrolled real earth conditions and nature seldom provides replication or access to the subsurface regions being disturbed, laboratory scale model studies offer another means of investigating specific aspects of seismic waves under closely controlled conditions. The Laboratory effort includes theoretical studies, field investigations, numerical simulation, and modeling. The integrated results yield a better understanding of seismic problems in source phenomena, propagation, and diffraction applicable to these military needs. A physical model of a missile silo has been fabricated. It is driven by mechanically or explosively initiated seismic waves. Strain gauge instrumentation is used to record the dynamic response of the model to various types of seismic waves generated by the source. The resulting measured motions are compared with concurrently developed elastodynamic diffraction theory. These comparisons are leading to the validation of theory and the development of analysis procedures for reducing real earth data. In another model study three dimensional model methods are being developed and applied to the problem of separating cavity-shape phenomena from tectonic prestress in the explosion source region.
This study also bears on the question of evasion and counter-evasion in detecting underground nuclear explosions.

**INFRASONICS:** Studies of infrasonic signals generated by large explosive events required continuous recording at a local infrasonic instrumentation array to obtain signals from all possible sources for identification and analysis. Digital computer programs were developed and used to reduce background noise, separate signal modes, and analyze frequency spectra. Environmental and climatic conditions obviously affect the propagation and reception of pertinent signals. Infrasonic generation and propagation theories were, therefore, derived and validated using realistic source mechanisms and propagation path parameters to assist in empirical analysis. A previously developed normal mode reduction program for infrasonic data was improved to include the effects of the earth's curvature on signal reception. This allowed use of data from all ranges, including observation points through and beyond the earth's antipodal point, to the source.

**DEFORMATION AND PROPAGATION MECHANISMS:** As missile guidance systems become more sophisticated and complex, they also become more susceptible to strong earth motions and shock waves propagating through deep rocks into their silos. The "hardening" of such missile installations to resist heavy attack requires knowledge of the mechanical properties and distortion or flow of rocks under extremely high pressure and temperature conditions which might result from a nuclear explosion. Information on the strength properties and failure mechanisms of the rock materials most abundant in the earth's crust can also provide more accurate criteria for the interpretation of seismic signals for determination of nuclear weapons tests and effects, their discrimination from earthquakes, and for the efficient design and operation of seismic surveillance networks.

For many years, the Laboratory has conducted tests using apparatus capable of providing static and dynamic loading conditions up to 1,000°C temperature, 100 kbar pressure, and strain rates from 10 to $10^8$ per second on various rock and mineral material specimens. These tests duplicate deformation conditions within the depth of the earth's crust at which more than 80 percent of all known earthquakes and all man-made explosive events occur.
During the past year, a new precise triaxial loading device using argon gas pressure was used for "wet" and "dry" tests, measuring low-strength materials such as uncon solidated sediments, and attempting to re-crystallize clay mineral constituents representative of the most abundant natural rocks. The device also allows introduction of pore fluids at variable pressures corresponding to natural stress states in the earth.

A large number of low pressure-temperature compression tests were run on shales and limestones typical of western U.S.A. missile installation geology. The purpose was to study deformation of clay-rich rocks exhibiting great weakness in nature. Initial test results showed that such shales have varying sensitivity depending on selective production of porewater. Initial degree of compaction, porosity, water content, and permeability also strongly controls the decrease of effective stress and strength. Initial compression experiments on a variety of natural garnet crystals have, for the first time, produced evidence of ductile behavior in this important group of rock-forming minerals abundant in the deep crust and upper mantle of the earth.

Natural and experimentally deformed materials are examined with a variety of analytical techniques such as powder and single crystal X-ray diffraction, and optical and electron microscopy. Recent analysis of chain and framework silicates has established their ductile deformation modes in compression to 20 kbar pressure and simultaneous 1,000° C temperature. Transmission and polarizing electron X-ray diffraction patterns of rock materials that have undergone large displacements at high pressure may be useful indicators of peak stress levels attained in shocked materials from meteorite craters and contained nuclear explosions.

**GEOLOGY**

**CRATERING STUDIES:** The ability to compare computer simulations or models of nuclear explosions with their actual effect on earth media is constrained by international testing restrictions. An alternative means of investigating the effects of shocks at levels of stress exceeding those attainable by conventional explosions is to study materials affected by meteor impact. The collision of enormous masses with both the earth and the moon in the geologic past has produced craters several hundred kilometers in diameter. Current research conducted in the Laboratory relates the ballistic histories of material excavated by cratering events to the abrupt change in pressure and temperature experienced by material engulfed by the shock wave generated by such an event. A model has been constructed which estimates peak shock pressure, decompression temperature, and original position of material ejected from the crater, when given the size of the crater and the range at which the ejecta were deposited. Scaled experiments are conducted using surface and partially buried detonations of TNT to provide energy sources for measuring size, depth, and contour of the resulting craters and ejecta distribution.
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suits are tested by subsurface observations in mines and quarries as well as on the surface. The fundamental basis for all of the properties of interest is also being considered from an atomic viewpoint, since the physical mechanism that lies at the basis of a connection between the electromagnetic and elastic properties of a solid is the motion of its electrons as correlated with that of its nuclei.

SOIL STABILIZATION: Chemical treatment of soft surface soil areas to stabilize and harden them for use as runways, roads, and foundations is typically approached as a civil engineering problem. Adequate research and knowledge are usually lacking on how additives, such as lime, interact with natural soil materials, principally clay, under varying moisture and temperature regimes. An in-house program was conducted to study these processes and mechanisms.

Reference clay minerals were characterized by use of a scanning electron microscope and energy-dispersive X-ray diffraction analysis. Surface area and surface roughness were found to increase with apparent decrease in crystallinity of the clay minerals. Indications are that the rough surfaces, and not the edges, of platelets of clay are the sites of reaction. This offers a partial explanation of their relative reactivity with a lime stabilizing agent. In the next stages of the study, representatives from each clay mineral group were mixed with lime in fixed percentages, aged under controlled moisture conditions, and the reaction products examined by X-ray diffraction pattern analysis. Some products observed were definitely not of the starting materials and were found to be calcite. The intermediate product, calcium aluminum carbonate hydrate, is unstable and decomposes rapidly, depending on material exposure to carbon dioxide. It was concluded that the clay-lime system creating a stabilized soil is generally produced by a chemical reaction resulting in the formation of a binder material such as a calcium silicate compound.

SPECTROSCOPIC STUDIES

REENTRY VEHICLE DECOYS: The infrared emissive behavior of materials in a space environment can be important to the missile delivery problem. One aspect of this problem worked on by AFCRL is the design of workable reentry vehicle decoys. Such decoys utilize pyrotechnic materials to simulate the infrared signature of much larger reentry vehicles. For such a technique to work properly, pyrotechnic materials that emit infrared in the appropriate region of the spectrum must be selected. AFCRL undertook this task for the Air Force Rocket Propulsion Laboratory, utilizing space simulation chambers and long-term experience in study of the infrared spectral emission of materials (including lunar soil) in a space environment. As this reporting period closed, preliminary recommendations were made to AFRPL which, if confirmed, will mean substantial changes in the current approach to decoy design.

INFRARED CALIBRATION SOURCES: Any space-based or airborne Air Force system utilizing infrared sensors requires periodic calibration, either of the system or of changing atmospheric absorption. A convenient calibration method uses planets and stars of known brightness temperature in the system field of view. One drawback in the use of planets is the inaccuracy with which their infrared spectral irradiance is known. AFCRL’s 50-inch aperture balloon-borne telescope system is used to make highly accurate measurements of the infrared radiation emitted by these objects, seeking those that are best qualified to be calibration sources by the invariable (or predictably variable) nature of their emission.
prised the major data bank for attempts to find new earth resources.

MULTISPECTRAL SENSING: The Laboratory successfully concluded its role as technical monitor for DDR&E-sponsored research in remote sensing of earth surface conditions under Project THEMIS. The overall project was initiated by DDR&E to develop “centers of excellence” in specialties relevant to DOD interests. The work, conducted under AFCRL contract, involved advanced techniques of data collection, processing, interpretation, and enhancement. Multispectral photography and thermal infrared imagery were obtained from aircraft and surface vehicles covering representative terrains pertinent to military planning, tactical operations, and natural resource determination. The research developed significant capabilities for determining and mapping of soil type, moisture, density and thickness conditions; outlining boundaries and distribution of forest, vegetation, and water areas; and evaluating geologic landform susceptibility to landslides, cave-ins, erosion, and flooding.

SPECTRAL SIGNATURES OF BACKGROUND MATERIALS: Spectral signatures of terrestrial background materials, such as rocks and soils, were determined in the visible, near-infrared and mid-infrared regions of the spectrum. Knowledge of such spectral behavior was applied to reconnaissance problems in which it was desired to use the spectral signature of a target to enhance the contrast between target and background. Knowledge of the spectral behavior of background materials was also applied to Defense Meteorological Satellite System efforts to develop techniques for remote sensing of such surface properties as soil moisture. These data were made available to the NASA ERTS program, in which they com-

Measurements to date have been made of Venus, Mars, and Jupiter to provide a wide range of intensity levels. Venus so far appears to be a constant calibration source. Mars seems predictably variable in its irradiance, so long as large dust storms are not taking place. Jupiter, unfortunately, may be an unpredictably variable source, but additional measurements are required to confirm this view.
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The Optical Physics Laboratory conducts research on the sources, transmission, and detection of optical and infrared radiation and their interaction with the aerospace environment. Field measurements, laboratory studies, theoretical studies, and analyses are conducted to determine and understand the optical and infrared properties of the environment including the atmosphere and celestial sky. These determine how well the atmosphere transmits radiant energy and also how much energy the atmosphere radiates, both under natural and perturbed conditions.

Any optical or infrared detection, surveillance, reconnaissance, or weapon system that operates in or above the atmosphere must look through the atmosphere or look against a background of either atmosphere or sky. Therefore, the optical properties of the atmosphere and other environments and how they will enhance or limit the operation of these systems must be known.

The Laboratory’s effort on the sources of optical/infrared radiation ranges from measurements and studies of atmospheric and stellar emission as well as missile plume radiation to research into the behavior and operation of lasers, including gas and chemical lasers.

The portion of the electromagnetic spectrum studied extends in wavelength from about 2000 angstroms in the ultraviolet to 1 millimeter where the far infrared blends into the microwave radio spectrum.

The research in the Laboratory is divided into studies of: the visible or near visible properties of the atmosphere, where aerosol and molecular scattering is the pre-
dominant mechanism of attenuation; the
infrared properties of the lower atmos-
phere where thermal equilibrium usually
prevails; the optical and infrared proper-
ties of the upper atmosphere (including au-
roras and airglow) where individual
molecular interactions must be considered;
the infrared properties of exoatmospheric
sources—stars, nebulae, cosmic dust; the
physics of lasers; measurements of the
radiation from man-made sources such as
missile plumes; and development of im-
proved techniques for spectroscopic meas-
urements.

A major area of investigation by the
Laboratory concerns atmospheric attenua-
tion or transmission of radiation by the at-
mosphere, including laser beams. Atmo-
spheric molecules absorb optical and in-
frared radiation selectively at discrete
wavelengths. Extensive computer pro-
grams have been developed which make
use of the vast collection of spectroscopic
data for molecules and which permit the
calculation of this transmission, particu-
larly for laser beams. Graphs and a com-
puter program (LOWTRAN) have also been
published and distributed widely for de-
termining the low resolution (approxi-
mately 20 wave numbers) transmission of
the atmosphere for any path through the
atmosphere for a wide range of meteorological conditions. Detailed atmos-
pheric absorption curves and tables for
laser transmission have been published.
The development or improvement of codes
for the transmission of plume radiation
through the atmosphere is underway.

Scattering by aerosols and molecules in
the atmosphere also contributes both to at-
tenuation and to reduction in the contrast
of a target seen through the atmosphere.
Extensive measurements from the Lab-
oratory's C-130 flying laboratory and bal-
loons have been made to determine the
geographic, seasonal and altitude vari-
tions, as well as the optical properties of
these aerosols and the effect of the underly-
ing terrain, water surface or snow cover.
The results of these measurements have
been applied to several target acquisition
and detection problems. As one extension
of these measurements, an extensive inter-
national program of measurements is being
set up in Europe.

Similarly, the emission of the atmos-
phere, insofar as it creates a disturbing or
masking background against which a target
must be located, is also a major concern of
the Laboratory efforts. Such emissions rep-
resent interfering background noise
superimposed on the optical/IR target
signals that a surveillance system may be
trying to detect. The emission of the lower
atmosphere can be calculated from com-
puter programs similar to those discussed
previously. However, the emission from
the upper atmosphere (above about 70 km)
requires a much more detailed knowledge
of the interactions and collisions among the
individual molecules, many of which will be
in excited states with excess energy. The
amount and wavelength of the radiation
resulting from this nonequilibrium chemis-
try, and the effects of disturbances by pro-
tons and electrons as would occur during
an aurora or a nuclear burst, are also being
studied. Therefore, a sizable laboratory
and theoretical research program is con-
ducted to study the physics and chemistry
of the atmosphere, particularly those
molecular interactions which lead to in-
frared emission, as well as an extensive
measurement program. This includes the
use of the Laboratory's NKC-135
optical/infrared flying laboratory, balloons
and rockets, particularly in Alaska, where
the infrared emission of the aurora is
studied in the Infrared Chemistry Experi-
ments for the Coordinated Auroral Pro-
gram (ICECAP). A computer program
(called OPTIR) has been developed to pre-
dict and compute the optical and IR emis-
sion of the upper atmosphere, primarily
for disturbed conditions. Such background
emission, particularly during disturbed
Atmospheric emission spectra as observed looking toward the zenith from a 9.45-km altitude near Hawaii on April 19, 1970, between 1219 and 1238 U. T. The dashed line is the theoretical prediction of constituent emissions for a tropical atmosphere of H₂O, CO₂, O₃, N₂O, CO, and CH₄ for the identical aircraft geometry, showing excellent agreement with the data curve.

conditions such as auroras, could seriously impair the operation of a surveillance, tracking, or terminal guidance system. Also, the radiation profile of the horizon determines the ultimate accuracy of horizon-sensing attitude control systems on satellites.

The measurement and study of atmospheric transmission or emission also provides a method for remotely sensing atmospheric composition (including the effect of addition of contaminants, for example, from high altitude missile or jet engine exhausts) and meteorological conditions such as temperature, humidity and ozone content. The transmission codes have been extensively applied to the design and improvement of remote atmospheric sensing sensors on the Air Force meteorological satellites.

A satellite or rocket-borne infrared system looking away from the atmosphere will still see the celestial sky as a background. Consequently, the Laboratory has carried out an extensive rocket program to survey the entire celestial sky—stars, galaxies, nebulae, etc.—in the infrared. Also, measurements of missile plumes are being obtained from rockets and aircraft. The aircraft measurements have included some of the most detailed spectroscopic data on missile plumes ever obtained.

An inseparable part of these measurements and studies is the development of more sensitive infrared sensors and spectral measuring instruments. Such a technique to which the Laboratory has contributed much is multiplex spectroscopy—all wavelengths entering the spectrometer are analyzed simultaneously. One form of multiplex spectroscopy—Fourier spectroscopy—has been studied and utilized by the Laboratory with great success for several years.

Since June 1972, in addition to the use of the two flying laboratories discussed above (an NKC-135 and a C-130A), instrumented exclusively for research by the Optical Physics Laboratory, the Laboratory has launched 32 rockets and used 24 instrumented balloon flights in its programs.

In the last 12 years, laser systems have made possible great advances in military technology. Far greater advances, both foreseen and unforeseen, can be predicted for the future. Laser physics is studied at
scattering of light by air molecules. Molecular absorption effects are investigated under the infrared physics program. The goal of the Atmospheric Optics program is an understanding of the effects of atmospheric optical properties on the performance of various Air Force systems and the capability of predicting these atmospheric optical properties for conditions under which these Air Force systems must operate.

A primary research objective is to measure the distribution of light-scattering and absorbing aerosol particles in the atmosphere from the ground, from aircraft, from balloons and from rockets. These aerosol particles, ranging in size from clusters of molecules of less than one millionth of a millimeter in diameter to giant dust particles a fraction of a millimeter in size, scatter incident light in various directions as well as absorb some of the incident radiation. These optical properties of small particles depend on their number, size, chemical and physical composition, including refractive index, shape, and homogeneity.

The origin of these particles is as varied as the properties of the particles themselves. Many of these particles originate from solid dust particles picked up from the ground, seaspray over the oceans, or particles ejected into the atmosphere from man-made pollution sources. Others are formed in the atmosphere from gaseous contaminants by photochemical or other processes. The aerosol particles are transported over large distances by air mass movements and are carried up into the troposphere and stratosphere by convective weather systems. In addition, violent volcanic eruptions can eject large quantities of dust into the stratosphere. Their small size and weight cause these particles to remain suspended in the atmosphere for long periods of time before they fall out, are washed out, or are otherwise removed.

Because changes in the aerosols cause changes in the optical properties of the atmosphere, two kinds of questions are fre-
Quently asked: What is the frequency of occurrence and the temporal and spatial distribution of various atmospheric optical conditions? And how well can one predict the atmospheric optical conditions for a given time and location? The prerequisite for answers to both questions are measurements of the various atmospheric parameters involved.

**VERTICAL PROBING OF ATMOSPHERIC OPTICAL PROPERTIES:** A series of three balloon flights was conducted at Holloman AFB, New Mexico, in May of 1973, using a newly developed aerosol counter. The device draws in ambient air continuously and feeds it through a one-millimeter sampling tube under laminar flow conditions. This tube is interrupted and the sensing gap thus formed is illuminated orthogonally by a helium-neon laser beam. As the aerosol particles in the flowing gas pass through the sensing gap, the scattered light is collected through two separate conical optical channels (at 10- and 30-degree angles) and detected by two photomultiplier tubes. A pair of electrical pulses is generated for each detected aerosol particle. They are processed by special on-board electronic circuitry and recorded on magnetic tape in digital format. The system output is a histogram of particle sizes with a sizing accuracy of 10 percent over a range of diameters from one micrometer to 0.1-0.2 micrometer. The particle concentration for the flight on May 24, 1973 exhibits the well-known Junge layer which, during this flight, extended over the altitude range, 12 to 20 km. It appears that this layer is mainly due to particles larger than 0.5 micron.

Separate particle size distributions were obtained for the three highest segments of the downleg portion of the May 24 flight, and showed very distinct evidence of an effect not discernible when integral counting techniques are used. The size distribution of the aerosol particles can be characterized by a single exponential parameter. However, the value of the parameter differs considerably between 21 and 26 km. This behavior was also noted on the upleg portion of the flight several hours earlier, as well as on the third flight, although on the third flight intermittent interruptions of equipment function prevented the collection of data on the upleg. The particles above the 23-km level are unmistakably different from those at lower altitudes, at least under the stratospheric conditions that prevailed over Holloman AFB during the latter part of May 1973.

The optical properties of aerosol particles depend not only on their size and number density, but also on properties such as shape and refractive index, which are much more difficult to measure directly in the free atmosphere. To measure the optical scattering directly, a large polar nephelometer, constructed at AFCRL, measures the angular variation of light scattered out of a light beam. The scattered light intensity is measured at various wavelengths. A successful flight with this balloon instrument, which was previously flown in 1970, was conducted in June 1974, at Holloman AFB.

During the past two years, the development of a new instrument to measure at-
parameters directly at various altitudes, it requires many balloon flights before one can derive a reliable picture of the temporal and geographical variations. To monitor the long-term variability of the optical properties of the atmosphere, it is important to have a means of remotely measuring some atmospheric optical quantities from the ground. This is especially of significance for stratospheric altitudes since the time variations of aerosols in the stratosphere is of the order of months and years, rather than days as in the lower troposphere.

For more than ten years, AFCRL has been operating a searchlight probing experiment in New Mexico to monitor stratospheric and tropospheric aerosol attenuation coefficients. An intense searchlight beam is projected up into the night sky from White Sands and a receiver system, located 30 miles away on Sacramento Peak, scans the searchlight beam up to altitudes of 40 km and higher. The received intensity of backscattered light out of the searchlight beam is then converted to vertical profiles of atmospheric light extinction was completed. This extinction coefficient sonde weighs only about 20 pounds and is therefore suitable for routine measurements on tethered balloons. It has a very high light collection efficiency because of its unique optical system. Recent test and calibration measurements in the laboratory have shown that the instrument is sensitive enough to detect the scattered light from a pure molecular atmosphere, despite the fact that the light source is only a 5-watt automobile light bulb. Tethered balloon flights with this extinction coefficient sonde will be conducted in the near future.

Although balloon-borne experiments can measure various optical or aerosol

Aerosol size distributions at three different altitude intervals during the May 24, 1973 balloon flight.

Extinction coefficient sonde.
of the aerosol attenuation coefficient or the ratio of aerosol to molecular extinction.

**AIRCRAFT MEASUREMENT PROGRAM:** For many tactical Air Force problems the altitude range of concern is from the surface up to 5 to 10 km altitude. An aircraft measurement program has been conducted for several years to collect data on various atmospheric optical parameters which cause the reduction in contrast between various objects and their surrounding background. The instrumented C-130A Hercules flying atmospheric optics laboratory has, over the past several years, been collecting data on atmospheric scattering coefficients, sky and terrain radiance, path radiance and various other parameters. These measurements have been taken in a variety of geographical areas and during different seasons and environmental conditions.

Comparisons of the data collected in different areas reveal some rather consistent characteristic features. For instance, in the more densely populated areas of Central Europe or the United States the atmospheric scattering coefficient has a distinct low level maximum with a rather sharp top between 1 and 2 km altitude, and the values in the lower troposphere even under fairly clear conditions are approximately three to four times higher than in the desert regions of the southwest United States. The results also show the strong dependence of contrast reduction on the illumination conditions and observer viewing angle.

**ATMOSPHERIC OPTICAL MODELS:** One of the major objectives of atmospheric optics research is to develop models which can be used to evaluate the performance of electro-optical military systems under average, optimum and worst conditions. Such models, therefore, must describe the values and their variance of such quantities as aerosol particle concentration, size, refractive index, and so forth.

The results from all the measurement programs form the basis for these atmospheric optical models. Models for the different aerosol distributions in continental, maritime and urban environments have been developed for the whole atmosphere from the surface to 100 km altitude. These aerosol models then can be used to calculate the scattering, absorption, and extinction properties and also such quantities as transmittance, sky background radiance, or contrast reduction.

**INFRARED PHYSICS**

The infrared physics program includes research on, and measurements of, the mechanisms of attenuation, absorption, transmission, and emission of infrared radiation in the aerospace environment. This includes infrared background emitted by the atmosphere and celestial sky. It also includes the attenuation by the atmosphere of the infrared radiation from natural sources, natural or man-made disturbances, or targets such as missile plumes.
The results of these efforts, in addition to the data measured directly, are models and computer codes which allow the prediction of this infrared emission and transmission for any situation. Also, improved spectroscopic measurement techniques are developed.

**ATMOSPHERIC TRANSMISSION-EMISSION MODELS:** Models of the transmittance and emission properties of the atmosphere have been developed. Two basically different transmittance models exist: One is a low resolution (20 wave numbers spectral resolution) model and covers the range from 0.25 micrometer to 28 micrometers. This model is described in *Optical Properties of the Atmosphere, Third Edition* (AFCRL-72-0497), and a computer version of the model in *Atmospheric Transmittance from 0.25 to 28.5 Micrometers: Computer Code LOWTRAN 2* (AFCRL-72-0743). This model includes effects of both molecular and aerosol scattering on atmospheric transmittance over the entire spectral range.

The second transmittance model uses the absorption profiles of individual molecular absorption lines and averages over these (the so-called line-by-line calculations). This approach results in synthetic spectra at either high or low resolution depending on the desired averaging spectral interval. This is the only approach capable of computing very high resolution spectra for the transmittance of laser beams through the atmosphere. It should also yield more accurate low resolution calculations when appropriately averaged over wavelength. During this past year, there has been a great increase in the development of lasers in the infrared. A frequently asked question is: "What laser frequencies are attenuated the least by the atmosphere?" This question has been answered for carbon monoxide, hydrogen fluoride, and deuterium fluoride laser systems in a summary report on laser transmittance (AFCRL-TR-74-0003). In addition to addressing the problem of laser propagation of these specific laser systems, the summary report provides synthetic spectra for the entire spectral region from 0.76 micrometer to 31.25 micrometers, thereby allowing a quick estimate of atmospheric attenuation for laser propagation throughout this entire portion of the infrared. The compilation of atmospheric absorption lines used as a basis of much of our work is described in the *AFCRL Atmospheric Absorption Line Parameters Compilation* (AFCRL-73-0096). Since the publication of this report in early 1973, we have made available over 100 copies of these data on magnetic tape. Detailed information on over 110,000 spectral lines in the spectral region from 0.76 micrometer to the microwave region are contained on this tape. Atmospheric species included in the compilation are: H$_2$O, CO$_2$, O$_3$, N$_2$O, CO, CH$_4$ and O$_3$.

Current efforts involve improving the data base, both by correcting existing data and adding new material. New material to be added includes weak absorption features of the major atmospheric absorbing gases as well as absorption parameters for trace atmospheric and pollutant gases. Additional gases on which some work is cur-
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Currently in progress include NO, NO₂, HNO₃ and SO₂.

During the past two years, a great deal of the modeling effort has been directly in response to specific application requirements. The development of the LOWTRAN 2 code was spurred by such a requirement, and an improved version of this low spectral resolution transmittance code with substantially increased flexibility is being developed. This model will be called LOWTRAN 3. Substantial effort has gone into checking the model by comparing its results directly with laboratory absorption measurements. Some modifications in the basic spectral data contained in the model have been made as a result.

Another application of the transmission modeling activity is the problem of the satellite remote sensing of meteorological variables. The Line Parameters Compilation has been used as a data base for such calculations to determine the spectral channels most suitable for use in satellite sensor design. In addition, transmittance calculations performed with these models are being used in the development of software packages for the reduction of satellite-measured radiances in terms of the three-dimensional structure of temperature and moisture.

The Line Parameters Compilation has also been applied to the understanding of the signature of a hot gas (e.g., the exhaust plume of an aircraft) as viewed through a colder intervening atmosphere. Our objective is to evaluate the accuracy of applying a low spectral resolution transmittance code to remove the atmospheric effects from such measurements. We can evaluate the error by synthetic generation of the signatures with our molecular absorption compilation and comparison with the results obtained through application of the LOWTRAN code.

**MULTIPLEX/HIGH-THROUGHPUT SPECTROSCOPY:** Some systems require specific detailed spectral measurements of atmospheric transmission or absorption and background radiance for optimum performance. High resolution data on atmospheric constituents must be obtained to allow generating high confidence models of these atmospheric parameters, especially when laser propagation or narrowband detection is involved; for such applications, line strengths, positions and shapes must be known to high resolution. Many of the required measurements must be made with multiplex or high-throughput systems because conventional techniques are inadequate.

The throughput of a spectrometer is a measure of its light-gathering capability. A multiplex system measures all the radiation of interest throughout the measuring time. This multiplex advantage, coupled with the throughput advantage (when using an interferometer for Fourier spectroscopy), can yield increased efficiency, or gain, in measurement time, over conventional techniques of as much as \(10^8\). This increase in efficiency can be applied to increase the signal-to-noise ratio of a measurement, increase the speed of measurement, or to obtain more detailed structural information (better resolution).

Research on improved spectrometric techniques is being done in-house as well as by contractual efforts. A two-meter path difference interferometer is being developed which will be capable of a resolution of 0.005 wave numbers (after smoothing out the diffraction pattern, which de-
where detector noise-limited systems must be employed.

Work on a singly encoded coolable Hadamard transform spectrometer for the 9-14 micrometer region is in progress. It is hoped that this instrument will meet the need for a flyable instrument capable of faster scan rates and improved resolution compared with the present airborne instrumentation. This instrument will be capable of achieving a resolution of 0.15 wave number and scan rates up to one scan per second.

**INFRARED HORIZON STUDIES**

The infrared radiance of the earth's upper atmosphere is one of the natural background phenomena that enters into the design of infrared optical systems. The atmosphere causes two effects. First, the average value of the atmospheric radiance generates random noise at the system detector output, and this effectively determines the range at which a target can be detected. Second, fluctuations in the atmospheric radiance generate false target signals. The radiance from this region, however, is largely unmeasured. As a result, a reliable physical model from which we could calculate these effects is not available.

The Laboratory has undertaken a horizon measurements program involving the use of rocket probes to measure the vertical distribution of high altitude infrared radiance. Radiance from several atmospheric emission bands were observed up to tangent heights of 60 km. We are presently developing a program to extend these measurements up to the 200-km region using more sensitive instrumentation and covering the 3 to 25 micron spectral range.

The development of a high altitude infrared radiance model to estimate infrared radiation arising from active molecular gases and particulate material is being carried out as a parallel effort to the rocket
probe measurements. The work is currently directed toward determining the effects of vertical transport by molecular diffusion and eddy mixing on the abundance of minor species. In addition, modeling of vibrational bands is being carried out to refine the radiative transfer calculations.

**INFRARED CELESTIAL MEASUREMENTS:**
The Air Force needs to detect infrared emitting targets at the greatest possible range. If these targets are viewed against the background of celestial sources, knowledge of the infrared characteristics of the background is necessary to permit discrimination of the target from the background.

A payload was developed to survey the sky at several wavelengths in the infrared from vertical sounding rockets. To obtain precise coordinates of the celestial objects observed, the scan axis of the payload is locked to a pre-selected star transiting near the zenith at the time of the launch. The infrared telescope is positioned at various angles with respect to the scan axis and held at this position while the rocket performs the scan maneuver. The position of the telescope along the scan plane is measured by observing star transits with a visual star aspect sensor.

Portions of the sky observable from the Northern Hemisphere have now been scanned in several infrared bands. The sources detected are not uniformly distributed throughout the scanned area but show a concentration toward the galactic plane. This concentration of sources near the plane becomes more marked at longer infrared wavelengths. Thus, one can conclude that the majority of the infrared sources observed are members of the Milky Way with very few extragalactic objects being detected.

The infrared sky survey is now being extended to the Southern Hemisphere. The ultimate goal is a complete set of sky maps at wavelengths in the near, intermediate, and far infrared regions. These data will form the basis for statistical models of the galactic stellar distribution.

**THE REMOTE INFERENCE PROBLEM:** The first meteorological satellites were designed to transmit cloud pictures. It was soon realized that the atmospheric emission in the far infrared region of the spectrum was related to the temperature of the atmosphere, so that remote passive temperature sensing was possible.

However, using this information to determine the temperature at each level in the atmosphere proved to be very difficult. All levels of the atmosphere contribute to each particular frequency, so that the radiance sensed by the satellite is a mixture of thermal information from all levels. Probing different frequencies merely weights radiation according to height, depending on the transmittance of the atmosphere.

Mathematically, the radiation is expressible as an integral transform of the temperature-related Planck intensity summed over the atmosphere. Typically, the radiances are observed over six to eight different frequency channels. The vertical temperature distribution is then recoverable as an inverse transform of the radiance profile, hence, the name inversion given to this particular inference problem. The heart of the problem is that the vertical temperature distribution is deduced from
intensity differences between neighboring frequency channels, a second order effect.

The incomplete character of the data causes two types of problems. First, a continuous function over all frequencies is required to generate a unique inversion. Given only the finite number of observations, an infinite manifold of temperature profiles can be found which are formal solutions to the problem. Most of these solutions are nonsensical physically, with negative temperatures and oscillating lapse rates. Thus, the fragmentary data force us to introduce external and subjective constraints to specify a unique solution from the many solutions possible.

Second, the data are beset with inherent, irreducible noise error. Most inversion methods use some a priori algorithm in an attempt to smooth out the noise. This runs the risk of discarding information on the thermal structure as noise.

To overcome these problems, subjective information is added to the fragmentary data to assure uniqueness, and information is subtracted by discarding intensity irregularities presumably due to noise. Although these procedures lead to an impressively smooth profile, it is almost impossible to separate the atmospheric features genuinely inferred by inversion from climatological features unwittingly inserted in the processing.

The algorithm used to process the data should extract all the temperature information, but nothing more. Furthermore, it should use raw data, noise and all, without smoothing. Finally, it should not require any climatological information. The optimal interpolation formula must be flexible but smooth, for the inversion grossly distorts structure. The Padé approximant is attractive because of its extreme smoothness. These approximants are used in physics as efficient approximations to complicated functions for digital computers and to fit resonances, phase changes, and other curves exhibiting mild singularities.

The Padé approximant, which is a quotient polynomial, is completely specified by the positions of its poles and their residues. Given 2N arbitrarily sensed intensities, the nonlinear exponential algorithm developed in the Laboratory determines the unique Padé approximant of N poles and residues which fits the observations. For noise-free data, the poles are clustered in the negative half-plane of the complex frequency plane. The corresponding temperature profile is represented by a sum of nonlinear exponential functions. Noise will generate a pole displaced to the real frequency axis to fit the aberrant radiance value, precisely indicating the errant channel as well as the percentage error in the channel reading.

The profile inferred by the nonlinear exponential algorithm is the smoothest consistent with the observed radiances.
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Physically, it is known that the natural state of the atmosphere has properties which are constant or change in a uniform manner with altitude over an altitude range, and then change to a different type of uniform change over the next altitude range. Ramp functions are used to approximate inversions, isothermal layers, and moist adiabatic lapse rates. The nonlinear exponential algorithm is being modified to infer the unique set of N ramps associated with 2N radiance values. It is expected that the nonlinear ramp algorithm will infer, objectively, the temperature and height of the tropopause as well as the lower stratospheric and tropospheric lapse rates.

RADIATION EFFECTS

The primary research of this segment of the Laboratory is the optical/infrared properties of the upper atmosphere, both under normal conditions and when it is disturbed by auroras or nuclear weapons. At the altitudes considered, thermal equilibrium usually does not exist, and it is necessary to consider the collisions or interactions of individual pairs or triads of molecules, one or more of which may be in an excited state (i.e., with excess internal energy). Extensive Laboratory and theoretical studies, as well as rocket, balloon and aircraft measurements of upper atmospheric optical/infrared phenomena are carried out. The results of these Laboratory studies and aircraft measurements also apply to missile or jet engine plume infrared radiation, which have also been measured. As in the infrared physics program, the goal of the research is to generate both directly measured data and also models and computer codes which permit the prediction of the optical/infrared emission of the upper atmosphere, particularly under disturbed conditions. Such data and codes are particularly applicable to surveillance and detection systems operating in space or near space.

OPTICAL/INFRARED (OPTIR) CODE DEVELOPMENT: OPTIR is a computer code which develops mathematical and physical models to calculate the optical/infrared radiation resulting from natural or artificial stimulation of the atmosphere. The code is designed to model nuclear detonations in the atmosphere and predict their effects on optical and infrared systems.

Routines describing strong and moderate shock propagation and attendant flow fields required to describe shock-induced optical/IR radiation modification have been integrated into the OPTIR code during the reporting period. A working routine of atmospheric heave or uplift resulting from energy deposition in high altitude nuclear bursts has also been developed. Other progress on the OPTIR code during the period includes: development of an auroral version of the OPTIR code OPTAUR, obtained by deleting the artificial stimulation routines from OPTIR; improvement of the debris air-piston
model to allow for expansion in an arbitrary atmosphere: incorporation of a prompt fluorescence model; modification of the debris package using essentially RANC III and WEPH IV code phenomenology: addition of an auxiliary program to compute atmospheric refraction; inclusion of an improved ozone model below 50 km describing latitudinal and seasonal variations: development of a routine which permits calculations of chemiluminescent radiation for an arbitrary set of chemical reactions, and development of an overlayed version of OPTIR which substantially reduces core memory requirements.

Mathematical improvements have been made in the solution of differential equations having rapidly varying parameters which require time steps much smaller than would be required by the reaction rates in the actual equation. Numerical solutions of equations for hydrodynamic motion were also improved. Superior models for solving fourth order accuracy difference equations have been identified to remedy a serious defect in the coding methods used by large magnetohydrodynamic codes.

Advanced versions of the OPTIR code, including OPTIR III A (1973) and OPTIR III B (1974), have been developed and documented. These versions incorporate the most recent modeling and coding improvements as well as the accumulated experience and development of previous versions of OPTIR.

Applications of the code, in addition to direct systems calculations, include: OPTTUR calculations of profiles of neutral and ionic species and visible/SWIR radiation as seen by an ICECAP rocket payload penetrating an auroral arc; energy deposition profiles and concentrations of various chemical species following the turning-on of various exoatmospheric electron spectra; a study of shock wave contributions to chemiluminescence, and the effects of delayed beta deposition in conjunction with high altitude debris patches.

**AIRCRAFT PROGRAM:** The AFCRL Infrared/Optical Flying Laboratory is an NKC-135 aircraft, recently modified to provide a more efficient array of 53 viewing ports behind which a matrix of spatial mappers, radiometers, and interferometer-spectrometers are operated. The aircraft measurement program has provided the day and night infrared sky background signal levels against which specific targets of systems interest have been analyzed.

Airborne measurements of atmospheric transmission from 1 to 6 micrometers and emission from 1 to 13 micrometers have been used to revise specific constituent parameters in the AFCRL LOWTRAN-2 transmission/emission prediction code, and excellent agreement exists between predicted and observed data looking upward from aircraft altitudes. The more complicated viewing geometries are being analyzed.

Additional hydroxyl (OH) emission measurements from mid-latitude survey flights confirmed transition anomalies suspected earlier. These will be monitored on future flights, both in the auroral zone and lower latitudes, for geographic and time dependence.

Measurements made both with airborne instrumentation and instrumentation on the ground, close to the source, served as the basis for substantial instrumentation improvements. These data, with re-analysis of previous data handled by new techniques, have provided an infrared data base heretofore unavailable. Increases in radiometric sensitivities, the introduction of multiple mapper coverage of the infrared scene, and the first test flights of the prototype airborne interferometer in which the detector is cooled with liquid helium and the instrument is cooled to liquid nitrogen temperatures were accomplished. The latter opens the way to the next generation of fully cold interferometers viewing through frost-free windows cooled to liquid nitrogen temperatures.
Software development has enhanced both radiometer and interferogram data reduction and handling so much that laboratory calibration and optimization of interferometers is handled by near real-time monitoring of output spectra. The ability to search past data rapidly and decide if it is useful allows efficient analysis of selected past data.

**ICECAP:** (Infrared Chemistry Experiments for the Coordinated Auroral Program) is an integrated rocket and ground measurements program on the quiet and aurora-excited ionosphere to investigate infrared and optical sky backgrounds. The program uses the natural charged-particle bombardment that produces visible aurora to study the spectral, spatial and temporal behavior of atmospheric infrared emissions, identify the critical radiation-related species and reactions, and to provide raw coefficient information and bench marks for computer codes that predict the background radiances. Of significant importance in the program is the development of new instruments and experimental techniques for upper atmosphere research—cryogenic (helium and nitrogen cooled) spectrometers for measurements in the infrared region from 1 to 20 micrometers.

To date, five ICECAP programs have been conducted at Poker Flat, Alaska, with a total of 22 launches (11 major rocket payloads and 11 supporting on small rocket payloads). Every flight of the major rockets obtained new, useful and significant data, and only one rocket vehicle failed in the entire program. Of particular importance, recovery of expensive payloads and instrumentation was successful on the nine major rocket launches when it was attempted, so that all recovered instruments could be and have been reflown in the program.

Much of the ICECAP data is still in an early state of reduction and analysis, but some of the results are of immediate use. For example, the first enhancement at 4.3 micrometers due to auroral deposition has been observed. There are two possible competing molecular species, CO₂ and NO₂, which can emit at 4.3 micrometers, and our spectral resolution to date is not sufficiently high to distinguish between the two. Under the assumption that CO₂ is the only radiator and is excited by vibrational transfer from electron excited N₂⁺ (the double dagger indicates an excited state), the calculation using the ICECAP 72A data yielded between 3 and 7 vibrational states of N₂ excited per ion pair produced. In ICECAP 73A, good data were obtained at 4.3 micrometers under three separate auroral conditions: a stable arc was penetrated on ascent; the arc was overflown and descent occurred in a quiet atmosphere; and an SWIR spectrometer (Paiute Tomahawk) was flown into a fantastic auroral breakup with more than 200 kiloRayleighs of 3914 angstrom radiation. These data
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**4.3μm PROFILES**

- **IBC** (12 MAR. 1973 PAIUTE-TOMAHAWK) A
- **QUIET** (11 APR. 1974 NIKE-JAVELIN) A

**SPECTRAL RADIANCE (Watts·cm⁻²·sr⁻¹·μm⁻¹·x·10⁻⁴)**

Peak spectral radiance (MR/micrometer) at 4.3 micrometers as a function of altitude from two rocket flights showing the significant enhancement in a class IIIía aurora (ICECAP 73A) compared to a quiet night measurement (ICECAP 74A).
Spectral radiance (Watts cm⁻² sr⁻¹ μm⁻¹ x 10⁸) emissions were also obtained during four separate auroral conditions. There are three fundamental problems: the source production of metastable N atoms by electron deposition is not known; the initial vibrational state distribution of the N²(3D) + O₂ → NO¹ + O reaction is not known, and a good dipole moment function for these high vibrational states is not yet available but is being calculated. In addition, a practical limitation has been that the measurements have only covered a small portion (5 to 5.4 micrometers) of the sequence which could extend to about 7 micrometers if v=16 is populated. Despite this, theoretical approximations have been made against the data available and at least there is confidence that N²(3D) chemistry can explain the arc observations and that indeed NO chemiluminescence (infrared) from the excited state chemistry has been observed for the first time.

Preliminary data of 2.8 micrometer emission observed during the Paiute Tomahawk flight show 9 megaRayleighs (MR) per micrometer (vertical) peaking at 85 km which, coupled with a similar altitude profile for 5.3 micrometer emission, leads to the conclusion that NO¹ is the responsible emitting species. Previous 2.7 micrometer data obtained under less intense auroral need correction for aspect, and analysis requires details of the time and altitude of energy deposition. However, the large magnitude of the auroral enhancement observed at 4.3 micrometers is of interest. It was observed simultaneously with approximately 200 kiloRayleighs of 3914 angstrom emission, a class III+ auroral event. The peak altitude of both emissions occurred near 90 km. Preliminary results from the Stanford Research Institute incoherent radar show electron densities of almost 2 x 10⁶ per-cubic centimeter, also peaking at 90 km during the ascent portion of this flight.
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excitation were on the order of 1 megaRayleigh per micrometer or less which could be attributed primarily to hydroxyl airglow emissions.

Altitude and volume emission profiles of the hydroxyl molecule have been obtained in the polar and mid-latitude regions. The hydroxyl molecule is the principal infrared observable in the short wavelength region of the atmosphere and is known to have large natural perturbations. The energy balance and dynamics of other molecules like ozone, atomic oxygen and water may be determined through monitoring the hydroxyl molecule. From the results shown in the figure, the altitude profile of atomic oxygen has been derived for the polar regions which extends to lower altitudes than in midlatitudes.

The first fully successful flight of the LWIR circular variable filter (CVF) spectrometer (helium cooled) which was launched into a post-auroral breakup condition occurred on March 22, 1973. As viewed from the ground stations, an extended Class IBC II auroral breakup condition was penetrated by the rocket. The 3914 angstrom N²⁺ brightness was about 8 kiloRayleighs and the 5577 angstrom O I brightness was about 13 kiloRayleighs. At the time of the launch, the measurements from backscatter radar at Chatanika, Alaska, indicated a relatively low altitude electron density profile. The peak concentration was about $3.5 \times 10^5$ electrons per cubic centimeter at 92 km. The magnetometer network of the College Observatory at the University of Alaska indicated the passage of a 1600 gamma negative magnetic bay at the time of the launch of the Black Brant.

The infrared data from this flight are in an early and preliminary state of reduction as far as absolute units are concerned. However, as an example of this new LWIR atmospheric data, a spectrum obtained at 96.9 km during the March 1973 flight shows the dominant features to be due to O₂ at 9.6 micrometers and CO₂ at 15 micrometers. This is typical of all the lower altitude spectra obtained down to approximately 50 km. At higher altitudes (around 110 km) an unresolved feature at 9.2 micrometers can clearly be differentiated from the 9.6 micrometer $\nu_3$ band of O₂ which may have disappeared completely. This is more apparent in the spectra at even...
higher altitudes where the principal emitter is centered around 9.2 micrometers. By 150 km, the CO₂ band at 15 micrometers is no longer observable.

Comparison at 60 km, where collisional excitation is the dominant process (LTE), is in reasonable agreement with the prediction. However, at increasingly higher altitudes, as earthshine fluorescence becomes more and more important (at 140 km it is 85 percent of the excitation mechanism), there is a two-order of magnitude discrepancy. The experimental error is considered to be less than a factor of 2. There is some uncertainty in the concentration of CO₂ versus altitude, but CO₂ has been measured by helium cooled mass spectrometer and shown to be in diffusive equilibrium relative to argon. The CO₂ concentration needed for the theoretical model to produce enough intensity to fit the measured signal seems to be unreasonably large. It is difficult to find an effective mechanism to transfer energy in an aurora to radiation in the 15-micrometer band, and contributions from chemical reactions are not expected to be significant. The conclusion is that the model needs revision in the calculations of the earthshine resonance scattering to agree with the data.

A similar comparison of the altitude profile of the 9.6-micrometer O₃ emission data with the same model shows that the O₃ data deviate from the theory by two orders of magnitude—this time at 95 km. However, O₃ in contrast to CO₂, is strongly dependent upon photochemistry. Although improvements in earthshine calculations may prove to be sufficient, the data above 80 km seem to require contributions from increased O₃ concentrations.

**LABORATORY COLD INFRARED CHEMILUMINESCENCE EXPERIMENTS:** To predict background radiance perturbations which may result from natural or artificial atmospheric disturbances and help assess their resulting impact on defense systems, it becomes necessary to specify those chemical interactions which are important sources of atmospheric radiation, and to determine the efficiency with which it is produced, redistributed spectrally and degraded. The Laboratory has nearly completed construction of a new and unique facility designed to address just such questions in a con-
trolled laboratory environment for the first time.

A new half-kilowatt closed-cycle helium gas refrigeration system supplies cryogenic power to provide both an environment of 20°K which completely eliminates thermal background effects on infrared instrumentation and a substantial cryopumping capability within a closely temperature-controlled chamber. The cryopumped chamber serves as a wall-less reaction volume within which chemical interactions are initiated and observed under the low density conditions they would encounter high in the atmosphere without introduction of spurious laboratory effects like wall collisions. Actual observation of the resulting infrared radiation is possible only because of the many orders of magnitude infrared detectivity improvement resulting from the 20°K environment.

The initial application for this facility, called COCHISE (COld CHemi-excited In-
frared Simulation Experiments), is in the direct study of infrared radiation-emitting processes themselves. It is, in addition, an ideal tool for investigating relevant atmospheric environmental problems.

Its present unique combination of controlled chemistry and enhanced infrared diagnostic capability, augmented by universal detection and fluorescence monitoring now being developed for ionic and non-radiating species, will allow the Laboratory to make a unified approach to problems requiring detailed study. In its first assignment, this facility will be used to provide a complete account of the infrared radiation emitted by vibrationally excited ozone molecules formed in oxygen atom recombination, and to assess the contribution that metastable nitrogen atoms make to the generation of atmospheric nitric oxide radiation.

**INFRARED RADIATION FROM AIR EXCITED BY ELECTRON DEPOSITION:** The excitation source used in the experiment has been a 50 kilovolt, 5 millampere electron beam interacting with target gas at pressures from a few torr to a few hundred torr and a hollow cathode discharge in the 1-10 torr region at a few hundred volts and currents up to 2 amperes. The source was pulsed in both experiments to simulate the electrical effect of the deposition of prompt X-rays in the atmosphere.

Previous spectral observations of the NO produced in such sources had not been time resolved so that the displayed spectra showed all the features which appeared during the experiment. Overlapping of features appearing in the same spectral region but at different times made analysis very uncertain. This has now been overcome by passing the signal through an electronic gate which can be opened and closed as desired. The timed portion of the received signal is averaged in an integrator and generates an interferogram as the observing interferometer-spectrometer is scanned.
The vibrational distribution of NO depends on whether it was formed as a result of the interaction of the ground state, where levels up to \( v = 6 \) are possible or from the metastable levels at 2.4 eV and at 3.6 eV which have sufficient energy to excite levels up to \( v = 18 \) and 21 respectively.

Resolving power limitations with the spectrometer make it necessary to observe the overtone region to investigate the vibrational levels formed. So far, levels up to \( v = 12 \) can be reasonably identified. Further work will be required to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio so that the presence or absence of higher levels can be established. Work is proceeding on calculation of the transition probabilities of the bands so that the concentrations can be found from the measured intensities.

The rates of disappearance of the metastable N atoms formed in the discharge have been measured by an absorption measurement in the vacuum UV. At high pressure (>3 torr) the rates in air become too fast for the present signal averager and further work will be performed with a faster instrument. In conjunction with the time-resolved IR spectroscopy, these measurements should allow more complete understanding of the photochemistry.

By studying the steady state intensity and decay of the NO emission of the fundamental, the vibrational quenching rate of NO has been found with \( \mathrm{O}_2 \), \( \mathrm{N}_2 \), and air. These are important results needed in the prediction of the NO signature expected in atmospheric disturbances.

The major feature of the late events occurring in the experiments is the appearance of \( \mathrm{N}_2\mathrm{O} \). It appears to rise as the NO falls, but the mechanism is not understood. Since it is the dominant feature of the spectrum at both times, it will receive further study.

To study these reactions at low pressure (<1 torr), a 4½-foot-diameter tank 15 feet long has been installed. It is equipped with a low energy (300 eV up to 2 kV and 2 milliampere) electron gun. To reduce the infrared background to levels comparable with expected signal strengths, the entire tank is lined with a liquid \( \mathrm{N}_2 \) cooled shroud. A liquid \( \mathrm{N}_2 \) cooled Czerny-Turner monochromator is being installed and special high sensitivity low noise cooled amplifiers have been developed.

THEORETICAL PROGRAM: During the past two years, substantially higher quality field and laboratory-simulated spectral data of both ambient and disturbed atmospheres
have been obtained. For example, the ICECAP auroral program has provided the first high altitude infrared measurements in excited atmospheric conditions. Laboratory simulation of excited conditions in the LABCEDE program has produced high resolution infrared spectra of air excited by energetic electrons. Information obtained in these experiments has led to continuing refinements in computer codes such as OPTIR, which model the physics and chemistry of atmospheric radiative processes. This rapid sophistication has presented workers in both the data acquisition and modeling efforts with a new requirement for quantitative information regarding microscopic properties of many atmospheric molecular species.

In response to this need, a theoretical program has been initiated at AFCRL which makes use of the most sophisticated ab initio quantum mechanical techniques currently available for the calculation of molecular wave functions, energies and properties. The quantum mechanical capability resides chiefly in the application of Multiconfiguration Self-Consistent-Field (MCSCF) techniques to generate accurate electronic wave functions and properties followed by numerical solution of the vibration-rotation Schrödinger equation yielding observables for specific vibration-rotation states of a molecule.

The current emphasis of this theoretical effort is focused on obtaining accurate absolute intensities for the vibration-rotation transitions in important infrared-emitting atmospheric diatomics. These intensities, or Einstein coefficients as they are commonly called, determine the observed intensity of radiation emitted by molecules, and especially for highly reactive or excited species, they are exceedingly difficult to measure in the laboratory. The modeling codes which predict radiation intensity and also the analysis of atmospheric spectra critically depend on accurate values for these quantities.

A more pressing need in this area has been affected by the ICECAP and LABCEDE programs which obtain spectra under conditions where reactions involving metastables, radicals, and other species occur to form molecules in high vibrational and rotational states. The cascade from these states produces much of the infrared radiation observed in the aurora and following nuclear detonations. Proper treatment of these chemiluminescent reactions requires Einstein coefficients for specific vibration-rotation transitions up to high vibrational states which are simply unavail-

Potential curves for the ground state NO calculated at various levels of accuracy, proceeding from the least accurate single configuration Hartree-Fock (H-F) curve, to a 20-configuration MCSCF (OVC-20) function, and finally to the most accurate curve (OVC+CI-40) obtained from a 40-configuration MCSCF and configuration interaction calculation. The equilibrium internuclear separations \( R_e \) calculated from each curve are indicated and compared to the experimental quantity. These curves allow direct determination of rotation-vibration energies and wavefunctions for NO.
able or poorly estimated for many of the important atmospheric species.

The theoretical approach to the calculation of these quantities requires an accurate representation of the molecular electronic dipole moment as a function of internuclear separation and accurate vibration-rotation wave functions. The MCSCF techniques discussed above may be employed to satisfy both these requirements.

To date, specific vibration-rotation Einstein coefficients and infrared line positions to high vibrational levels have been calculated within this framework for CO, NO\(^+\), OH, and NO. The results have led to a significant increase in understanding of the radiative processes associated with these molecules and provide a quantitative route to concentrations, rate constants and other properties of excited species in the atmosphere.

Future plans center around an a priori treatment of the primary processes governing the radiation observed following impact of energy on the atmosphere. Heavy and light particle scattering cross sections are needed for many molecules as well as intermediate excited and final state potential curves.

**PARTIAL RATE CONSTANTS FOR THE NITROGEN-OXYGEN REACTION:** The study of the chemiluminescent reaction \(N + O_2\) which leads to the formation of NO molecules in the vibrationally excited ground electronic state was continued to obtain partial rate constants for each level. The overtone band of NO, which was formerly obtained through a circular variable filter, was measured at higher resolution by use of an interferometer-spectrometer. Detailed study of this band as a function of \(O_2\) pressure exhibited features due to molecules other than NO. Further investigation showed that spurious signals due to \(N_2O\) molecules occurred in the overtone region of NO. Experiments indicated formation of \(N_2O\) in its ground state through three-body reaction of \(N_2 + O + M \rightarrow N_2O + M\). It was established that the source of vibrational energy for \(N_2O\) was exchanged with vibrationally excited \(N_2\) formed in the microwave discharge. Consequently, to obtain pure NO overtone spectra, vibrationally excited \(N_2\) molecules were eliminated by insertion of sufficient glass wool in the discharge tube. Experimental spectra were then matched to theoretically constructed ones and steady-state densities for each level of NO were derived for levels 2 through 7. Final results of this experiment is a set of partial rate constants for formation of NO for these levels.

As an extension of this experiment, an NO overtone signal was obtained as a function of \(O_2\) pressure beyond the point where quenching of vibrationally excited NO by \(O_2\) comes into play. It was found that the results can be interpreted with a quenching rate constant \(k_q\) for 1-0 transition of approximately \(10^{14}\) cubic centimeters per second.

**LASER PHYSICS**

**MOLECULAR ENERGY TRANSFER STUDIES:** An understanding of energy transfer processes among excited molecular states is fundamental to understanding the operation of gas lasers of high or low energy. Such processes directly affect laser power, efficiency and size, and determine optimum design parameters such as pressures, mixture ratios, temperature and flow speeds. Energy transfer also governs phenomena in the upper atmosphere and is of basic significance in combustion phenomena, such as in jet engine exhausts.

Lasers have provided revolutionary new means for understanding molecular energy transfer. The narrow spectral widths achievable with lasers allow individual excited states to be populated. Owing to the high power densities achievable, large excited state populations can be achieved, making the evolution and redis-
tribution of the excitation energy easy to follow by various means.

The Laser Physics Branch has made numerous contributions to the development of laser techniques for molecular energy transfer measurements. The Branch has pioneered in the application of tunable lasers, which makes it possible to excite arbitrary molecular states at will. A novel application of integrating spheres has been introduced to serve the dual purpose of efficiently exciting a weakly absorbing molecular transition, and efficiently collecting fluorescence subsequently emitted. Another novel technique introduced by the Branch involves the use of carefully controlled multiple laser wavelengths to populate excited states which otherwise are inaccessible.

Molecules which have been studied include CO, HF and DF. Each of these is an active material in a highly important laser being developed at the Air Force Weapons Laboratory, Kirtland AFB, New Mexico. The energy transfer rates we have measured, using techniques described above, are a crucial component of computer models being used to understand the performance and optimize the design of these lasers.

INFRARED MOLECULAR GAS LASERS: A number of molecular gas lasers are being developed because of their potential for high output energy. However, there exist needs in many areas for infrared lasers of lower energy but with special characteristics, such as compactness, efficiency and specific wavelength. There are also regions of the infrared spectrum, notably at very long wavelengths, where fruitful applications have been speculated, but where even preliminary technology to test concepts was unavailable. Our infrared molecular gas laser activity has addressed these needs and opportunities.

The submillimeter region of the spectrum is one which until recently had been little explored. Important applications, such as weapons effects diagnostics, exist, and others, such as secure communications and all-weather-landing radar, have been conjectured. Scientific applications abound. An important advance in the technology of submillimeter waves was the demonstration of an optically pumped submillimeter laser at Bell Telephone Laboratories, where a CO, laser was used to pump a molecular gas, stimulating it to emit in the submillimeter. Following that initial demonstration, we have made several important advancements in the technology. In prior work it was necessary for the pump laser frequency to overlap a molecular absorption line of the gas being pumped. This restricted the systems to which the technique could be applied. We have demonstrated two ways in which this restriction can be overcome. One, the “off resonant optical pumping” technique suitable for pulsed systems, relies on the fact that molecular absorption lines are broadened by a high intensity infrared pump. The
other, suitable for CW or pulsed systems, uses a dc electric field to tune an absorption line into coincidence with the pump laser frequency. An important aspect of the latter work was the use of waveguide modes of the two plates through which the dc field was applied, to propagate the generated submillimeter radiation. This demonstration of a two-plate waveguide laser will be much more generally useful for example, it could lead to compact, high repetition rate hybrid chemical lasers.

The optically pumped submillimeter lasers work by creating a population inversion and lasing between pure rotational transitions. These transitions can produce laser wavelengths as short as about 50 micrometers. We have demonstrated a closely analogous optical pumping technique wherein the lasing takes place between vibrational states. This technique is generally applicable at shorter infrared wavelengths. Our technique is a general means of converting the wavelength of a good existing laser into a more favorable wavelength because of propagation or application-motivated factors. We are currently investigating the use of optical pumping techniques to generate useful lasers in the 3-5 micrometer spectral region.

LASER INDUCED DAMAGE: Pulsed laser systems are the basis for recent radical advances in Air Force weapons delivery capabilities. In extensions of this capability, numerous requirements exist for higher laser power and more compact devices than currently exist. The most serious problem limiting the power or size of many pulsed laser devices is damage to optical components caused by the laser radiation itself. This problem has been under investigation here for several years. AFCRL scientists have made major advances in diagnosing and understanding the physical causes of laser-induced damage under many different conditions. Over the years, an experimental diagnostic procedure, known as the "survival time curve" method, has been developed in-house. It is uniquely capable of telling what mechanism is causing damage to a given specimen under given conditions. The survival time technique cannot only tell damage mechanism, but can also measure with great sensitivity the parameters associated with each mechanism. This provides an invaluable feedback to the component producer so that he may improve his processing to alleviate damage problems. In addition to studying basic causes and cures for laser-induced damage, we have provided, as a service to various other DOD agencies, an assessment of the damage characteristics of materials in which they had special interest.

Thin film dielectric coatings used for mirrors, or anti-reflective coatings, are often the weakest link in a pulsed laser system. For this reason, understanding and improving the damage properties of films has been a focus of our efforts. We have investigated mirrors made by many commercial suppliers and have shown that in most of these, bulk absorption is not a significant factor. The damage almost always occurs due to the presence of absorbing defects in the dielectric film. Currently, we

A laser triggered switch built for in-house laser-induced damage experiments. Rise and fall times of 0.7 ns have been achieved.
are working with several coating experts to eliminate or minimize the problems caused by those defects. By focusing the laser beam to spot sizes small enough so that the spot irradiated almost never includes an absorbing defect, we have shown that the next most damaging mechanism is due to electron avalanche, and that laser intensities about ten times greater are allowed before this kind of damage occurs.

Although the work in laser-induced damage to films was motivated by laser problems, the sensitivity with which the technique measures various coating parameters offers promise that it can be used to learn about films meant for other purposes—for example, electronic components. This progress represents a considerable understanding of laser-induced damage, and some understanding of how to combat it.

**NEW LASER CONCEPTS:** Some of the many new concepts and inventions introduced at AFRL have been described in previous sections; some will be described here.

A novel laser configuration was invented, capable of producing intense pulses of continuously variable duration from about 0.1 to 1.5 nanoseconds. This had been a particularly awkward temporal region, with mode locking producing shorter pulses and Q-switching longer ones. The technique uses a simple switch in connection with an interferometer as one laser end reflector. The pulse duration is determined by the (variable) spacing of the interferometer. We have investigated experimentally three types of switches—an amplitude switch, a phase switch, and a “self” switch—whereby the laser beam is focused into a gas cell and its transmission is terminated due to breakdown of the gas. The latter has the virtue that it requires no additional active elements.

A pulsed laser configuration in which the active medium is annular in shape and pumped by a flashlamp within it was invented and experimentally characterized within the Branch. This geometry allows for uniform, efficient pumping of the active medium. It allows for efficient heat removal from a large, useful volume of active material.

A technique was invented for stabilizing the frequency of a wideband tunable laser (such as a capillary laser) at an arbitrary value. The technique uses the molecular Stark effect to shift the frequency of an absorbing gas to the desired value. The laser frequency is then locked to the center of the absorption line. There are many important uses for capillary lasers which require such careful frequency control.
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For communication, detection, and navigation, it is vital for certain Air Force operations to transfer information quickly from one location to another, or detect reflections. Radio transfers information by coupling electromagnetic energy into the surrounding medium, such as the atmosphere, ionosphere or magnetosphere by means of antennas. In these media, electromagnetic signals propagate, but the quality of the information conveyed can vary depending on the temporal and spatial structure of the propagation medium. This structure varies in a poorly understood manner although it is known that solar, earth-induced and atmosphere-induced driving forces are at work. The ionosphere, which helps guide a frequency band of radio signals over large distances, is particularly sensitive to changes in solar radiation. Such changes alter the propagation conditions for electromagnetic waves. The capability for predicting these changes and their effects on radio waves is presently limited. The causes underlying the behavior of the ionosphere, the response of the interactive magnetosphere-ionosphere-atmosphere system to solar radiation and its changes, as well as the coupling between these subregimes, must be better understood to aid Air Force missions more effectively.

There are two classes of solar radiation: waves and particles. The waves that produce and modify the ionosphere have wavelengths below 200 nanometers and thus contain extreme ultraviolet, X-ray and gamma-ray radiation. This radiation directly affects the daylight portion of the earth's atmosphere and is particularly effective in changing the ionosphere at low and middle latitudes. Corpuscular radia-
tion consisting of energetic charged particles changes the ionospheric characteristics at high latitudes as earth-bound solar particles are deflected toward the polar regions through the influence of the earth's magnetic field. A second set of less energetic particles is contained in the solar wind. These particles enter the earth's magnetosphere through the magnetosheath. By still unknown processes they are accelerated from a few 100eV to keV and even MeV energies and precipitate into the high latitude ionosphere causing extreme and rapidly changing electron density distributions in association with auroral displays. The most severe ionospheric modifications occur during large-scale dynamic events known as substorms. In the ionospheric response to all these modifying influences, propagation conditions for electromagnetic waves change.

To minimize or eliminate the potential degradation of communication, surveillance, detection and navigation systems resulting from solar disturbances, the Air Force has established a Research Objective directing a study of the ionospheric environment to assess and predict the radio frequency effects that can be expected in the course of varying solar activity on a short-term and long-term basis. These directives resulted in the conception and implementation of a variety of research programs within the Ionospheric Physics Laboratory whose ultimate purpose serves to overcome the deficiencies likely to be encountered. Some of these deficiencies are in the fields of ionospheric absorption and under blackout conditions: signal delays imposed by the ionosphere causing range errors; field-aligned irregularities in the ionosphere causing undesirable radar clutter and scintillations of trans-ionospheric radio signals; wave-like disturbances causing global ionospheric changes, multipath, and refraction errors: regional depletion of ionization associated with the ionospheric trough; inadequacy of ionospheric models and ray-tracing computer programs; existing shortcomings in efficient automation of ionospheric data reduction and processing for ionospheric specification, mapping and prediction schemes. Efforts are also directed to define, in order to exploit, the most effective and reliable transmission mode for low frequencies propagating in the earth-ionosphere waveguide. Solar radio emissions are monitored on a world-wide basis and analyzed to improve the early detection of solar events likely to cause disruption in the performance of vital Air Force functions.

**TRANS-IONOSPHERIC PROPAGATION STUDIES**

VHF radio beacon signals from low altitude and synchronous satellites, as well as from radio stars, are used to study the effects of the ionosphere in both producing signal amplitude fluctuations and rotating the plane of polarization of linearly polarized signals. The amplitude fluctuations of the signals are produced by ionospheric irregularities at F-layer heights, particularly at high latitudes and the equator. The Faraday rotation of the plane of polarization is used to study the total electron content of the ionosphere, a parameter of importance in correcting radar range and navigation errors.

**TOTAL ELECTRON CONTENT:** The total electron content (TEC) of the earth's ionosphere is defined as the total number of electrons contained in a column of unit cross-sectional area extending from the ground to a height of approximately 2,000 km. Typical TEC values vary from $10^{10}$ to $10^{19}$ electrons in a column one square meter in area, the exact value depending on geographic location, local time, season, solar extreme ultraviolet flux, and geomagnetic activity. This variation affects any system which uses radio waves that propagate through the ionosphere. The electrons distributed along the radio ray path produce a retardation in the velocity at which the information is carried by the
Itc tions in Thule and Narsarsuaq, Greenland, monitor the high latitude ionosphere while observations from Goose Bay, Labrador, and Sagamore Hill, Massachusetts, measure the TEC at upper mid-latitudes. On occasion, sites in Rosman, North Carolina: Cape Canaveral, Florida; Kingston, Jamaica; and Huancayo, Peru, are used to extend TEC coverage to low and equatorial latitudes.

The first preliminary multi-station analysis of TEC obtained from the AFCRL network showed the dominant solar control of the ionosphere during the daytime, and the influence of geomagnetic processes which cause a trough (or minimum) in the nighttime TEC near 60 degrees latitude. TEC measurements have several direct uses: they can be converted to ionospheric group-delay corrections at various radio

A contour map of total electron content of the northern mid-latitude ionosphere, constructed from observations of the ATS-3 satellite, during December 1971. The sub-ionospheric points shown for each station are relative to the ATS-3 satellite. The contours are multiples of $10^{16}$ electrons in a column 1 square meter in area.

The phenomenon is called the "ionospheric group path delay." If the signal's time of arrival is important, as in a radar system or a navigational satellite's position-fixing system, the trans-ionospheric group delay can cause timing errors (and therefore position errors) of significant proportions, especially if the overall accuracy desired is of the same order as the ionospheric delay. A typical time delay for a radar operating at 430 MHz might range from 10 to 1,000 nanoseconds ($10^4$ to $10^6$) for a target at the zenith, corresponding to a positional error of 3 to 300 meters.

The practical value of TEC data lies in its ability to provide continuous information about the ionospheric plasma along specific earth station-to-satellite paths. During solar and geomagnetic disturbances, TEC measurements provide a widely available description of the often drastic effects which occur.

AFCRL has constructed a network of TEC (157 MHz) observing sites spanning polar to equatorial latitudes. AFCRL sta-

Observe stations for determining total electron content. The sub-ionospheric points are the points where the line of sight to the ATS-3 satellite, in synchronous orbit at 70° west longitude, crosses 420 km altitude.
frequencies: they are used to generate and test global ionospheric models which specify propagation conditions, and detailed observations of the latitudinal and local time structure apply directly to theoretical studies of ionospheric processes.

The AFCRL network of TEC observatories is also being used to examine the large ionospheric perturbations which accompany geomagnetic storms. A technique for iso-TEC contouring has recently been used to examine the ionospheric response to both global magnetic storms and the more temporally and spatially isolated magnetospheric substorms. Investigations of magnetic storm effects on ionospheric electron content measured from Sagamore Hill have revealed the storm-time variations at mid-latitudes. Thus, the extension of this work towards polar regions will help unify current understanding of the global characteristics of ionospheric storms.

**PHASE STUDIES USING INTERFEROMETER AND DIFFERENTIAL PHASE SYSTEMS:** A 137 MHz interferometer has been in operation at various locations since 1970. The interferometers have a 300-meter baseline on Sagamore Hill, Hamilton, Massachusetts; a 10-km baseline between North Ipswich and Sagamore Hill; a 50-km baseline between Durham, New Hampshire, and Sagamore Hill; and a 3-km baseline at Goose Bay, Labrador. At each site the 137-MHz signal from a geostationary satellite was the source of the probe frequency.

The interferometer is used to make precise measurements of the apparent angular position of the satellite. Refraction effects, which vary with time, cause small deviations which appear as phase changes of the probing frequency at the baseline terminals.

The measurements have revealed pronounced diurnal and seasonal variations in the amount of refraction. The diurnal variation in refraction has a maximum near local noon and appears to be partly controlled by the normal diurnal variation of integrated ionospheric electron content. Quasi-periodic variations, usually between 5 and 100 minutes, are attributed to traveling ionospheric disturbances which appear to be caused by the propagation of internal gravity waves in the neutral thermospheric gas. The power spectrum shows that the periods of most fluctuations range from 20 to 40 minutes and that very few are less than 14 minutes. Goose Bay, Labrador, appears to be on the fringe of the region where the gravity waves are generated, since the data from this site show the effect to be minimum.

Fast phase fluctuations of the 137 MHz signal along each baseline were generally, but not always, correlated with amplitude scintillations.

The interferometer measurements are presently being terminated and emphasis is placed on a differential phase system. The launching of ATS-6, a geostationary satellite, with several coherent probing frequencies available, provides the means for making nearly absolute phase measurements. (The interferometer is limited to phase measurements along its baseline.) The system is extremely sensitive and the ionospheric phase data, unlike the interferometer, are not contaminated by relative position changes of the satellite.

Useful information provided by a differential phase system includes: the diurnal variation of the electron content in the medium all the way to the satellite; measurement of essentially absolute ionospheric phase on the 40 MHz satellite frequency when compared against the coherent 360 MHz frequency, which in turn allows measurement of the variable refraction pattern: extreme sensitivity in detecting traveling ionospheric disturbances: and with three sites, the opportunity to determine the direction, speed and height of the T.I.D.s, as well as the direction of the variable refraction angle; and extreme sensitivity in detecting fast phase scintillations with the opportunity to correlate them with amplitude scintillations, and to determine their effect on communications.

**SCINTILLATIONS AND MORPHOLOGY:**
Amplitude fading of signals from HF to
microwaves traversing the ionosphere has recently been studied by many radio propagation research teams. Both deep fluctuations on microwave signals received through the equatorial ionosphere and deep fading at frequencies in the 130-400 MHz region at auroral and polar latitudes have been noted. Both are caused by small irregularities at 200-600 km altitude.

Skin tracking radar signatures of missiles or satellites lose clarity when they pass through small-scale ionospheric irregularities. Air-to-satellite-to-ground communications systems experience deep fading during magnetic storms when the signals traverse the high latitude disturbed ionosphere.

Recent concentrated scintillation studies at AFCRL took observations at a chain of stations between the 45th and 75th meridians from Thule, Greenland, to Huanucayo, Peru. During severe magnetic storms (the worst problem for user organizations), distributions of fading have been measured as well as the morphology of the irregularity regions. During the magnetic storms of August 4-10, 1972, intense scintillations were noted even during the daylight hours at latitudes as far south as Washington, D.C. The magnetic storms of 1972 and 1973 have been studied to determine the rate at which the high latitude intensity irregularity region expands and the depths of fading reached during various times.

The intensity of the small-scale irregularities is being correlated with DMSP auroral photographs. At auroral latitudes, signals begin fading four to five degrees south of the latitudes at which the aurora is seen. The aurora, predominantly at 100 km altitude, is narrower in height than the F-layer irregularity zone. However, many of the characteristics of the two are the same. During magnetic storms the intensity of the aurora increases and the luminosity expands both equatorward and poleward. The intensity of the small-scale irregularities (typically 500 meters to several kilometers in length and aligned along the earth's magnetic field) also increases, and the F-layer irregularity region expands even more toward the pole and the equator than the aurora.

A statistical model of F-layer irregularities at high latitudes has been published. It integrated observations for both magnetically quiet and disturbed periods, allowing the systems designer to understand the latitudinal effect and magnetospheric physicist to explain the interaction between magnetic fields and the irregularity generation mechanisms.

Future work in this area will include correlations with clutter in HF backscatter as well as a program with high altitude satellites (DNA and AFSATCOM) transmitting over high latitude stations.

**SIGNAL STATISTICS:** Various scintillation indices have been used to describe the depth of amplitude fluctuations caused by
were shown to closely follow the Nakagami distribution. Simultaneous distributions for two frequencies were measured and the frequency dependence of scintillations was evaluated. The spectral index was related to the \( \alpha \) parameter, allowing the prediction of scintillation effects in other frequency bands of interest.

In conjunction with the amplitude distribution, the fading rates of scintillations determine the message reliability. The amount of time the signal is above the margin specifies statistics of good signal level and is useful in choosing data frame formats. The statistics of fades are useful in selecting coding and time-diversity techniques. The study is continuing with emphasis on particular Air Force satellite communications systems.

**SOLAR RADIO ASTRONOMY RESEARCH**

Research has shown that one of the best tools for studying solar activity is the radio emission. Apart from the spectrally narrow optical region, radio offers the only other spectral window for solar observations from the ground. Its quantitative data provide reliable predictors for geophysical phenomena. Continuing research provides an increasing number of associations, which help in understanding the mechanisms of the sun.

A balanced program of research satisfies operational needs by providing significant observational data and by investigating how the data are correlated with ionospheric and geophysical parameters. Patrol-type (low angular resolution) measurements of the quiet sun and bursts, and high resolution measurements of active regions are made in the solar radio astronomy research program.

Absolute accuracy in the measurement of quiet-sun radio emission has become an operational necessity. The slowly varying component of solar radio emission relates well to atmospheric neutral density, which
causes drag on space vehicles; therefore, radio data provide an input to satellite position calculations. Recent results indicate that longer or shorter wavelength data may, at certain periods of the solar cycle, lead to better neutral-density predictions than the use of the traditional 10-cm wavelength data. Quiet-sun radio data are widely used for calibration of DOD telemetry-range antenna systems on a routine basis. For this application, day-to-day consistency of patrol data is required and maintained.

The Air Force Weather Service, through its Space Environmental Support System (SESS), is the agency through which data are disseminated. We work closely with AWS in both operational and research applications. Sagamore Hill is the principal station of the Air Force solar radio network, continuously developing techniques and providing calibration for the other stations. A second generation solar radio network (RSTN) is in the procurement stage, with AFCRL responsible for engineering direction. Partly completed stations of the network at Manila, Athens, and Hawaii (all instrumented by AFCRL) now complement the Sagamore Hill station.

The radiation from the sun (both quiet and disturbed) comes from different solar altitudes for different wavelengths, thus requiring multifrequency measurements. The radio patrol provides spectral information with an overall accuracy of roughly 5 percent. Recently, absolute calibration measurements were made at 15.4 GHz using a precisely constructed optimum-
gain horn. The results confirmed the absolute accuracy of the Sagamore Hill patrol at 15.4 GHz whose original calibration was based on lunar observations.

The U-Shape spectral signature is working well as a yes-no predictor of catastrophic proton events. NORAD has requested immediate reporting of solar outbursts occurring at decimeter wavelengths. Burst integrated flux density provides a reliable predictor of the magnitude of a PCA event that begins soon after the burst. Future research will concentrate on predicting from radio data the probable time of onset and the probable duration of proton events. The integrated flux density of a radio burst at centimeter wavelengths may offer a more reliable indication of the proton flux at energies greater than 10 MeV than the flux density at longer wavelengths which seems better correlated with the flux of lower energy solar protons.

The burst spectrum above the frequency of maximum emission relates to the energy distribution of the radiating electrons. Extremely hard (flat) spectra have been found to be well correlated with white-light flares and ground-level events. A remarkable similarity of structure has been noted between temporal behavior of hard X-rays (greater than 20 keV) and short, cm-wavelength microwave bursts. The similarity of the spectral index variations in these two wavelength regions during the burst suggests that the same electrons produce both types of emission. Also, remarkable agreement between short impulsive microwave bursts and XUV bursts has been noted for the first time. The range of frequencies enclosed within the “U” for U-shaped bursts has been studied to determine its exact correlation with proton energy distribution. A broad “U” is indicative of a hard proton energy distribution (high particle energies), while a narrow “U” suggests a soft (low particle energies) particle energy distribution.

A data automation system has been developed and tested at Sagamore Hill to allow more accurate and more nearly real-time reporting of burst activity. Automation can make various types of burst spectral information available quickly and in a form well suited for statistical studies.

Radio studies of individual solar active regions were conducted on the NEROC 120-foot Haystack radio telescope to find precursor activity which would give advance warning of flares on the sun. Temperature (T) and polarization (p) characteristics of the 3.8 cm radio emission were monitored with a narrow 4.4 arc-minute antenna beam. A number of regions displayed not only temperature variations minutes to hours before the flare, but also strong polarization variations which suggest significant magnetic field changes occur prior to the flare. The (T) and (p) variations for several events were time-series analyzed for possible periodicities in the power-spectrum. Large power components were found with periods from 250 to 380 seconds. Similar periodicity (five-minute periods) has been noted by several optical and radio observers at photospheric and chromospheric levels. Since the 3.8-cm emission comes from the transition zone (between the chromosphere and corona) where flares are thought to originate, it provides what appears to be a very sensitive indicator of impending solar eruptions.

Active regions have also been studied at 8-mm wavelength in an attempt to identify proton-flare regions long before catastrophic activity begins. Although the technique does not produce any “false alarms,” there may be “misses” for very hot localized regions of small angular extent that cannot be resolved with the 2-4 arc-minute beam-widths used in the studies.

The influence of the magnetic field on the polarization of bursts is also being studied. The identification of spectral signatures in the temperature profiles of radio bursts is also being attempted through polarization studies. The AFCRL 5 GHz polarimeter, which measures all four Stokes parameters, has been completed.
and numerous bursts have been recorded in circular polarization. Polarization data for comparison of radio bursts at 7.0 GHz and 9.4 GHz are being obtained through AFCRL-funded grants with Mackenzie University and Instituto Geofisico del Peru. That meter-decimeter solar Type II and Type III bursts, consisting of fundamental and harmonic bands, may be caused by Raman scattering has been confirmed by laboratory-controlled experiments at AFCRL using direct-current gas discharge tube methods. A pseudo-harmonic band has been reproduced in the laboratory at approximately twice the plasma frequency (similar to a Type II solar radio burst) along with its characteristic spatial directivity and band splitting. This experiment confirms the fact that the intensities of the fundamental and harmonic bands are comparable and that no bands higher than the second harmonic are emitted. Scaling the laboratory results to coronal conditions will help define known (as well as new) aspects of solar radio bursts. These scattering processes may even apply to cm-band radiation, which would challenge the current view that the gyro-synchrotron mechanism causes the microwave bursts emitted by the sun.

GLOBAL IONOSPHERIC FLUCTUATIONS

Since 1967, AFCRL has monitored the very stable high frequency signals transmitted by CHU—the time station of the Dominion Observatory of Canada at Ottawa. These signals reach the receiver by reflection from the ionosphere, and any disturbance of the ionosphere in a vertical direction changes the phase of the received signal. The rate of change of this phase is a frequency, which is recorded with great precision and sensitivity. This Doppler frequency, usually varying in time, can be used to determine the changes in the propagation path, and these, in turn, can be related to variations of ionospheric reflection height.

Analysis of ionospheric Doppler data obtained from these transmissions led to the conclusion that height variations of global extent were associated with oscillations in the magnetic field with a period of eight minutes. Similar oscillatory disturbances with much shorter periods have previously been related to ionospheric radio absorption and optical emissions. However, this is probably the first observation of this
The global variations of the size of the horizontal component of the magnetic disturbance, determined for more than 25 observatories, were strongest at about 65 degrees geomagnetic latitude and in the noon-evening sector. Near synchronism was noted for ionospheric variations for at least two probing locations separated by more than 2,000 km. At mid-latitudes, a change of 10 gammas in the magnetic disturbance could be associated with a change of 1 km in ionospheric height. No changes in amplitude and phase of the 100 kHz Loran C signals transmitted from the station at Cape Fear, North Carolina, were detectable in Colorado, during a disturbance monitored on October 10, 1969. Correlation with the disturbance of fluctuations in amplitude and phase of the 13.6 kHz Omega emission from Trinidad, West Indies, as received at Table Mountain, Colorado, was not possible, but could not be ruled out. Analysis of Extremely Low Frequency noise data, recorded by the University of Rhode Island, showed variations of the fundamental earth-ionosphere cavity resonance frequency (Schumann resonance) from about 8.4 to about 8.2 Hz. This decrease coincided with a lowering of the F region by approximately 3 km. The shift in resonance frequency during the lowering of the F region seems to imply that the effect of the hydromagnetic wave on the ionosphere was not confined to the F region—observed by means of the high frequency transmission—but may have extended to the E or D region.

Peak-to-peak excursion in gammas of the horizontal component of the magnetic field disturbance vector for the October 10, 1969 magnetic disturbance from 0006 until 0022 Universal Time. The map is a polar plot in geographic coordinates.
Further analysis of this and similar events may provide more detailed information on one of several sources of ionospheric perturbations that change the conditions for radio wave propagation.

AURORAL INVESTIGATIONS

The Ionospheric Physics Laboratory utilizes a uniquely instrumented NKG-i135 Airborne Ionospheric Observatory in an extensive program of auroral and ionospheric research. Numerous expeditions in this program have provided ionospheric and optical surveys over large portions of the arctic region. Also, the Ionospheric Physics Laboratory and the Air Weather Service are cooperating in the Auroral Data Program which has established a new

Latitude component (θ) of IMF vector as a function of universal time (UT) compared to simultaneous airborne all-sky camera pictures. A positive angle θ corresponds to a northward field, while a negative angle θ corresponds to a southward field. North is at the top of the all-sky photos and east is to the right. This figure demonstrates the control of the IMF over the midday auroras. It shows the dramatic change in the latitude, character and intensity of the midday aurora due, apparently, to the steep southward turning of the IMF at 0820 UT.
technology—the ability to specify the auroral ionosphere on a global scale by means of auroral photographs obtained from the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP).

These research efforts seek a better understanding of ionospheric structure and dynamics, so that this knowledge can be incorporated into studies and verification testing which support Air Force communication, surveillance, and detection systems. These research programs also enhance the operational effectiveness of the Space Environmental Support System of the Air Weather Service which, in turn, supports a variety of Air Force users.

The intimate connection between magnetosphere, solar wind and ionosphere has required the scope of investigations to be extended to space measurements as well. This has been rewarded in the area of observing auroral ionospheric variations in terms of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF), and conversely, monitoring satellite space environment via auroral observation, the latter having direct systems application.

The Airborne Ionospheric Observatory, a versatile system with unique capabilities, is instrumented with a digital ionospheric sounder, photometers, spectrometers, all-sky cameras, and HF and VHF receivers. With the Airborne Observatory, the midnight sector or any other sector of the auroral oval can be observed continuously for extended periods of time by flying westward, opposite to the direction of the earth's rotation. On the other hand, by flying eastward, in the direction of the earth's rotation, local time is accelerated, and the entire auroral oval can be circumnavigated in a single aircraft flight.

**DAY SECTOR:** Research flights of the Airborne Ionospheric Observatory in the daytime sector of the auroral oval revealed for the first time the existence in this sector of three ionospheric regimes which are produced by precipitation of auroral electrons. These ionospheric regimes reveal a progressive poleward decrease in the energy of auroral electrons. The southernmost regime is associated with enhanced D-region ionization; next is a regime of auroral E-layer ionization, and the northernmost regime shows the presence of F-layer irregularities. Patch-type auroras are associated with the D-region ionization, and the continuous aurora is associated with the auroral E layer. A region of enhanced 6300 angstrom emission ("red band") is collocated with the F-layer irregularity zone (FLIZ). The "red band" and the FLIZ extend continuously across the geomagnetic day sector from 0800 to 1730 corrected geomagnetic time. The "red band" has a width of 2 to 5 degrees in latitude and occurs between 75 and 80 degrees corrected geomagnetic latitude. Dayside discrete auroras occur within the "red band," which bridges time sectors in which discrete auroras are temporarily absent. The "red band" and the FLIZ result from precipitation of low energy electrons of magnetosheath origin down through the polar cusp into the upper atmosphere.

**INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELD (IMF):**

The airborne all-sky camera and the ionospheric sounder have been used to follow the time history of the equatorward boundary of the auroral oval and the FLIZ. A dependence of the equatorward boundary of the FLIZ on corrected geomagnetic local time and on magnetic activity was demonstrated. Meridional motions of the equatorward boundary of the auroral oval and the FLIZ were found to correspond to variations in the interplanetary magnetic field.

**QUIET PERIODS:** Airborne Ionospheric Observatory data taken during magnetically quiet periods were correlated with data from ground stations in Alaska to derive a basis for understanding more disturbed conditions. It has been found that during quiet magnetic periods there are two circumpolar zones of E-region ioniza-
tion with different characteristics. The first zone is a particle-produced auroral E-layer band that has previously been found to be identical with the continuous aurora. The second is a zone of sporadic E which is collocated with the discrete aurora and is observed poleward of the first band.

During quiet magnetic periods, the main trough, constituting a regime of depleted ionization, is a prominent feature of the night-sector F region. This trough is most pronounced in depth in the early morning. It is bounded on the poleward side by a well defined “wall” of F-region ionization. The night-sector poleward-trough wall is located approximately three degrees of latitude equatorward of the discrete auroral oval. A plateau of F-region ionization extends from the poleward trough wall to the auroral oval. These results suggest that during exceptionally quiet periods the polar ionosphere is dominated by quasistationary circumpolar patterns that undergo relatively minor temporal variations.

**MIDNIGHT SECTOR:** Ionospheric and auroral phenomena in the midnight sector of the auroral oval have been observed simultaneously by coordinated aircraft, satellite, and ground-based measurements. By combining these measurements, the principal auroral and ionospheric features were continuously mapped before, during, and after magnetospheric substorms. Measurements indicate the presence of a wide band of continuous aurora, such as auroral E layer, which persists at all times and is observed even at very quiet times, during which discrete auroral forms are absent. At other times, the discrete auroral forms appear embedded in the continuous aurora or located just poleward of the band of continuous aurora. On the nightside, the “red band” contains both discrete auroras and the continuous aurora. During auroral substorms, the “red band” varies in latitudinal width from three degrees near substorm onset, to greater than ten degrees during the maximum of the expansive phase of a substorm. An F-layer irregularity zone (FLIZ) associated with the “red band” is observed to be a regular feature of the nightside ionosphere, and may be caused by precipitation of low energy electrons from the plasma sheet. The poleward wall of the main F-layer trough coincides with the equatorward edge of the “red band” and FLIZ.

A montage of DMSP auroral photos, recorded near midnight on four consecutive satellite orbits. The bright band seen on the top of each photo is the instantaneous position of the auroral oval. The ground projections of the ISIS satellite tracks are noted on each photo. The ISIS satellite measured precipitating particles, which produced the aurora seen in the photo, and measured the topside ionosphere. The flight route of the Airborne Observatory is noted across the auroral photos by a diagonally-dashed line. The Airborne Observatory measured the structure of the topside ionosphere in the region of the auroral features seen in the photos.
**AURORAL DATA PROGRAM:** An achievement of the Auroral Data Program was the initial demonstration of the feasibility of providing near real-time ionospheric data on a semi-global scale to Air Weather Service customers by using the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) satellites' auroral images to infer the structure of the auroral ionosphere. The Auroral Data Program has subsequently enhanced the operational use of the DMSP satellite auroral data, and present work is focused on technique development to allow optimizing future DMSP satellite sensors.

The initial data base for the Auroral Data Program resulted from a series of simultaneous measurements between the International Satellite for Ionospheric Studies (ISIS), the AFCRL Airborne Ionospheric Observatory, and the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program satellite. The DMSP satellite photographed the aurora while passing over it and the ISIS satellite measured the precipitating particles, which produced the aurora, and the topside ionosphere. The Airborne Ionospheric Observatory measured the structure of the bottomside ionosphere in the region of the auroral features.

A "DMSP Auroral-Ionospheric Interpretation Guide" is being assembled to enable users to infer ionospheric structure from auroral patterns. Auroral patterns, representative of impending substorm activity and of the stages of auroral substorms, can be visualized in time sequence. The ionospheric structure most likely to be associated with a particular auroral feature is identified by a label on each photograph in the guide. Observers can be trained in pattern recognition to relate ionospheric features to auroral patterns.

**ENVIRONMENTAL DATA PROGRAM:** An in-depth analysis of the environment for periods during which the Defense Satellite Communications System (DSCS) satellites experienced anomalies was made by AFCRL. The DSCS satellites are located in geosynchronous orbit. The geomagnetic field lines and the particle flux regions which intersect DSCS ultimately extend down to the ionosphere in the region of the aurora. The ionospheric structure expected to be associated with a particular auroral feature is identified by a label which is affixed to the photo.
aurora. Environmental conditions prevailing at satellite altitude were inferred by interpreting DMSP auroral photos, data from the AFCRL Airborne Ionospheric Observatory, and data from ionospheric ground stations. The analysis suggested that environmental disturbances were a factor in producing the satellite anomalies. Results of the study effort along with recommendations concerning follow-on DSCS satellites were forwarded to the DSCS Program Office, and engineering corrections to preclude effects of the environment on the satellite systems were recommended. These corrections included grounding of spacecraft surfaces and adding mechanical relays. The spacecraft-charging-at-high-altitude (SCATHA) satellite is now proposed to directly measure the environmental parameters affecting the operation of geosynchronous satellites.

PROPAGATION STUDIES

The unique capability of the Airborne Ionospheric Observatory to map the ionosphere over large areas has also made it a very important tool in support of various over-the-horizon (OTH) radar efforts in Europe and the United States, especially in determining the effects of the high latitude ionosphere on OTH propagation.

The extremely strong horizontal electron density gradients found above approximately 50 degrees corrected geomagnetic latitude make it mandatory to specify the ionosphere as accurately as possible to interpret correctly the observations made by OTH systems.

Even the high speed and maneuverability of the aircraft is not sufficient to produce an instantaneous picture of those portions of the ionosphere necessary to the detailed interpretation of complicated propagation phenomena observed by the OTH systems. Thus, the results of years of airborne research were combined into a morphological model of the high latitude ionosphere giving the location and variability of the boundaries of the morphological structure of the ionosphere. This model, together with airborne ionosoundings, satellite measurements and DMSP satellite photos, was used to produce large-scale, threedimensional quasi-instantaneous descriptions of segments of the arctic ionosphere through which OTH signals propagate.

OTH RADAR STUDY: In a joint effort by AFCRL and the MIT Lincoln Laboratory, Lexington, Massachusetts, during the Polar Fox II OTH experiments it was determined that inconsistencies in path loss derived from transponder and ground-backscatter data were mainly due to lack of proper three-dimensional models of the propagation environment.

To test the effects of the large-scale horizontal electron density gradients, a sample ionosphere was constructed, using a large data base accumulated by the aircraft, the DMSP satellite and the ISIS 2 topside sounder on December 9, 1971 around 0400 UT. Samples of the resulting ionospheric cross sections clearly depict the extremely different ionospheres seen in different directions from the selected origin (Polar Fox II site, Caribou, Maine).

Three-dimensional ray tracing was done using this sample ionosphere, and the effects on HF communications systems, OTH detection and direction finding were evaluated. The results showed large deviations for a 6 MHz signal encountering the strong electron density gradients across the initial plane of propagation.

Efforts are underway to improve means of providing these large-scale, typical ionospheric descriptions for use in further evaluation of propagation problems. Furthermore, theoretical efforts will determine the sensitivity of the initial results to changes in the gradients to define the accuracy requirements of the description of the environment.
size of the oval long before it appears in the zenith at Goose Bay. The large-scale structure of the high latitude ionosphere, intimately tied to the oval, can then be inferred, using an ionospheric model. Additional investigations are necessary, however, before a definitive oval monitoring capability can be developed. One such study is the ordering of oblique echo ranges, observed with a northward pointing backscatter system, as a function of the magnetic activity over the 12 hours prior to local midnight. With increased magnetic activity the auroral oval enlarges and the oblique echoes are seen earlier and arrive over Goose Bay earlier. At present, joint experiments between aircraft and ground backscatter systems are underway to uniquely identify the nature of the scatterers and to relate them to the oval, thus providing the input parameter needed for the control of the model.

**GOOSE BAY IONOSPHERIC OBSERVATORY:** Since January 1974, the AFCRL Goose Bay Ionospheric Observatory has become a part of the AWS Space Environmental Support System (SESS). Routinely throughout each night it reports to Air Force Global Weather Central vital parameters derived from ionosonde, riometer, total electron content, and scintillation measurements of the high latitude ionosphere on an hourly basis and during auroral events. Airborne measurements, supported by many other inputs, have put a certain degree of order into the previously chaotic appearance of the high latitude ionosphere. The morphological model which evolved from these investigations led to the concept that with proper understanding of specific signatures in vertical and backscatter soundings, one could monitor the high latitude and the auroral ionosphere with very few stations.

The AFCRL Goose Bay Ionospheric Observatory, located at 65 degrees corrected magnetic latitude, provides an ideal site to sense, in range, ionospheric irregularities associated with the auroral oval. This allows one to determine the general state and the

**DIGITAL IONOGRAM COMPRESSION:** To speed up the data reduction of Goose Bay ionograms and other ionograms, to provide for the possibility of surveying long-term ionospheric trends, and to aid in real-time assessment of ionospheric conditions, computer programs have been developed which allow the transformation of digital ionograms into so-called “characteristics.” The characteristics include the backscatter echo ranges, the dynamics and structure of the layers of the overhead ionosphere, and the behavior of the overhead E layer. An electronic test system has been built to provide these characteristics in real time. It works so well that an improved version of this “Automatic Ionogram Compression” System is planned at Goose Bay for data transmission via teletype line to AFCRL. Success for the real-time assessment of the high latitude ionosphere as a vital input to the planned OTH system is anticipated.

**OBlique PROPAGATION STUDY:** The digital sounders operating at Goose Bay, Labrador, and Maynard, Massachusetts,
and in the Airborne Ionospheric Observatory are ideally suited for oblique propagation experiments. Vertical soundings at two sites, combined with the information about the midpoint ionosphere derived from the oblique ionograms, are an extremely valuable tool to describe the ionosphere over a large area. With one terminal of this sensing system on board a moving aircraft, three-dimensional ionospheres can be described with a high degree of accuracy. The system allows assessment of the useful frequency band available over a fixed or changing path and is extremely useful in determining effects of auroral activity on propagation conditions. Frequency windows have been determined and communication maintained between the ground station and the aircraft over distances up to 2,000 km. On one flight, except for a short interruption on the inbound leg at about 900 km distance, communication was maintained continuously within the available 4-14 MHz frequency band. Results of seven initial flights indicate that using the sweep frequency mode, HF contact between aircraft and ground stations was nearly routinely maintained over distances of 2,000 km during disturbed ionospheric conditions. Phase measurements demonstrated that information can be transmitted in this disturbed environment using proper phase codes and pulse-modulated step-frequency transmission. The ongoing flight program will provide, for selected paths, propagation data for the investigation of mode and frequency availability as a function of season, local time, auroral and geomagnetic activity.

These flight tests provide the background for a planned joint AFCRL-ESD-Mitre study to determine the feasibility of using HF swept-frequency techniques for radio communication through a disturbed ionosphere on an operational basis.

**LIGHTNING WARNING AND SUPPRESSION**

AFCRL's involvement with missile and rocket launch problems originated when an
early prediction that a rapidly rising rocket might initiate a lightning stroke was dramatically confirmed during the launch of Apollo 12. The prediction had been based on a previous demonstration that thin steel wires, rapidly paid out from grounded reels and carried to altitudes of less than 2,000 feet by miniature rockets, could trigger lightning strokes, if the atmosphere were properly electrified.

Laboratory scientists initiated a project to evaluate the lightning threat, and, if possible, find ways to reduce it. One technique could be to deploy long wires along the planned trajectory to drain off electric charge, making a “window” through which the rocket can be launched.

To evaluate the effectiveness of any countermeasure, a statistical determination is needed of the percentage of rocket launches which might trigger lightning strokes. Launching large rockets for this purpose would be too expensive, so long conducting wires are used to simulate the rocket plumes. The previous technique, however, cannot be extended to higher altitudes, because the higher velocities required generate aerodynamic drag forces which exceed the strength of available materials.

Three new approaches were tried. First, a fine wire cable was stored on a bobbin in the nose of a Little John rocket. A flight test showed that several thousand feet of wire could be paid out from the bobbin during flight. A second approach was to drop a canister containing several thousand feet of wire from a high altitude airplane, using a standard flare dispenser. A small parachute slowed the canister, and gravity caused the wire to deploy. Field tests showed the system was mechanically feasible, and provided C- and S-band radar reflections in clear air, but rain masked any returns when they were dropped into precipitation clouds.

A third scheme used 1,000-foot lengths of metallized Mylar tape wound into compact shapes and stored in the nose of a small sounding rocket. The tapes were ejected at the desired altitude, and aerodynamic forces rapidly slowed and unwound the tapes. In November 1972, standard 2.75-inch diameter air-to-air rockets were fired from the ground to test this less expensive method of deployment. Difficulties were encountered in detecting the tape deployment, whether by C-band radar, S-band radar, or visually. Weak but definite echoes were seen by the S-band radar.

The radar cross section of the conductor could be enhanced, and at the same time, the cloud returns could be reduced, if a much longer wavelength radar were used. In preliminary tests at Ipswich, Massachusetts, a VHF (30 MHz, 60 MHz) radar tracked balloon-borne half-wave dipoles in clear air out to distances approaching 100 miles. Since a VHF radar is also capable of detecting the ionized paths produced by lightning strokes, the sudden appearance of such a signal, simultaneously with the disappearance of the dipole return would provide evidence of a triggered lightning stroke. A VHF radar has recently been acquired, and will be used in further tests of this tracking technique.

A corollary problem is the detection and measurement of the degree of electrification in thunderstorm clouds. Traditionally, the ambient electrostatic field strength is measured on the ground in a number of locations by so-called “field mills” and the data are analyzed to try to determine an effective charge center. However, resolving the position and magnitude of individual charge centers within clouds requires a detailed knowledge of the field on the ground and very large number of field mills.

A new method is based on the theory that low level electrical discharge activity occurring in cloud charge centers produces VHF radio noise. In a joint project with NASA, AFCRL scientists utilized directional antennas at Kennedy Space Center during August 1971 to passively detect radio emissions from storm clouds in the frequency range between 100 and 1,000 MHz. The
tests showed that clouds emit very short pulses of VHF and UHF radio noise for a considerable time period. The noise was detected at ranges of 50 miles or more and could be mapped in two dimensions with a scanning antenna. In August 1972, an experiment at Kennedy Space Center used two NASA antennas with coincidence circuits in an attempt to map charge centers in three dimensions. This experiment confirmed the basic principle, but signals detected by the side lobes of the antenna patterns interfered with the signals from the main beams for certain antenna orientations. The search for an antenna with narrow beamwidth and low side-lobe sensitivity resulted in the fabrication of new antennas following an AFCRL design. One of these antennas, mounted with its axis vertical, monitors a volume directly above it. The antenna, in a sandbag pit for shielding against signals arriving from the side, has been in operation since April 1974 on Reservoir Hill, Bedford, Massachusetts. Tests in frontal storms, which passed over the antenna, showed that this antenna system can register storms without responding to automobile ignition and other side-lobe interference.

This work shows that a combination of the techniques investigated may provide a true lightning warning system for fixed ground installations.

**IONOSPHERIC WAVEGUIDE**

The ionosphere is a transmission medium for high frequency and medium frequency waves. But at the very-low-frequency (VLF) end of the radio frequency spectrum, the ionosphere is primarily a reflector. In combination with the earth's surface, it forms, essentially, a giant waveguide through which VLF waves propagate in various modes with little loss. Each mode can be thought of as a combination of ascending and descending plane waves whose phases and amplitudes are primarily determined by the properties of the earth-ionosphere boundaries.

VLF waves propagate to great distances, can be received beneath the surface of the sea, are highly stable, and are relatively little affected by either natural or man-made ionospheric disturbances. However, prediction of VLF propagation and efficient design of VLF systems have been hampered by the lack of information on the reflective properties of the lower ionosphere. The usual probing techniques involving transmission and reception of pulses cannot readily be extended to these low frequencies. The relatively long pulses generated by conventional VLF transmitters allow the reflected (skywave) pulse to arrive at the transmitter before the direct (groundwave) pulse has ended. This superposition of signals contaminates the skywave and makes it impossible to deduce ionospheric properties.

**SHORT PULSE IONOSOUNDER**: AFCRL has developed a unique high resolution 5 to 100 kHz ionosounder which radiates VLF pulses so short that, even at ranges of 400 km, the ground-wave pulse has ended before the sky-wave pulse arrives. Reflection coefficients and heights can now be derived.
by Fourier analyzing the two pulses and comparing the amplitudes and phases. The transmitter can utilize any conventional, base-insulated VLF antenna tower, or can also be equipped with a 1,000-meter balloon-supported vertical wire antenna. This feature is particularly useful for short-term measurements in remote locations, as it is transportable and requires very little land area.

The azimuthally uniform radiation pattern from either type of antenna allows measurements to be made simultaneously over propagation paths with different orientations relative to the earth's magnetic field.

In 1970, the ionosounder was operated in southern California to study mid-latitude ionospheric reflectivity. In May 1971, in a cooperative program with the Brazilian Air Force, it was set up on the geomagnetic equator in Brazil and used to study ionospheric reflectivity associated with a horizontal geomagnetic field.

From January 1972 to January 1973, the ionosounder was used in a long-term study of diurnal variations in ionospheric reflection coefficients at low and very low frequencies. The signals were transmitted from an RADC600-foot vertical antenna at Camden, New York, and were received in Bethel, Vermont, over a 260-km magnetically west-to-east propagation path.

The data obtained in these measurement programs covered a wide range of frequencies, magnetic azimuths, angles of incidence, and geomagnetic field conditions. The reflection coefficients calculated from the measurements are used as input parameters for a recently developed VLF propagation computer program. Called POWERFLUX, this program uses a relatively simple integral formulation based on incoherent power addition to calculate the average VLF radio-wave power propagating within the curved earth-ionosphere waveguide. Using this formulation, average field strength versus distance curves can be obtained with a small computer or even a desk calculator.

The VLF ionosounding program has now been extended to the arctic to observe high latitude ionospheric effects. Even under normal ionospheric conditions, the reflectivity of the D region is strongly influenced by the strength and orientation of the geomagnetic field relative to the propagation path. The arctic measurements provide the first high resolution VLF—LF data on ionospheric reflectivity as influenced by a near-vertical magnetic field. The arctic also provides a unique opportunity to study transient events of solar origin such as polar cap absorption, magnetic disturbances, and auroral activity, which significantly affect VLF and LF systems. High altitude nuclear explosions can also produce ionospheric disturbances which critically affect VLF and LF systems. The natural phenomenon which most closely simulates a nuclear event is the Polar Cap Absorption event (PCA). The arctic observations of these transient phenomena will provide data with sufficient accuracy to permit a quantitative understanding of their effects on ionospheric reflectivity.

High-precision VLF/LF ionosounder receiving antennas at Qaanaq, Greenland.
The data will be analyzed to provide the propagation information required to evaluate VLF and LF systems in a disturbed environment.

For the current ionosounding experiment, the transmitter is located at Thule AB, Greenland. Arrangements have been made with the Danish Meteorological Institute to receive and record the pulses at their Ionospheric Observatory at Qanaq, 100 km north of Thule. The data are recorded automatically on digital magnetic tape for computer processing at AFCRL.

Since September 1973, the transmitter has been operated with an existing 1,300-foot Air Force antenna on a very limited, time-shared basis. Although most measurements were made during normal ionospheric conditions, the January 1974 measurements included a reflection anomaly, the start of which correlated with a magnetic perturbation observed by the Danish Meteorological Institute in Qanaq.

To increase the operating time, a 400-foot antenna tower is being erected at Thule, and should be available for full-time use in the fall of 1974.

**LONG-PATH STUDIES:** In addition to the ionosounding technique, which produces short-path, one-hop measurements of local ionospheric conditions, the Laboratory is also studying long-path propagation. An X-ray detection and warning study was recently completed for the Air Weather Service (AWS).

Because X-ray events cannot be forecast accurately, AWS has identified the need for continued availability of timely X-ray data as a high priority item within the Space Environmental Support System. AFCRL responded by searching for an alternative method which would provide information on X-ray flux at lower costs than those resulting from the use of X-ray satellites.

X-rays are absorbed in the ionosphere at D-layer height. Furthermore, long-path VLF signals propagate by "bouncing" back and forth between the D layer and the earth, the two surfaces acting as walls of a waveguide. Thus, if one wall of the waveguide, the D layer, were lowered as a result of X-ray induced ionization, then the character of the VLF signal would be significantly changed. It was this change, a phase advance and an amplitude increase or decrease that was used to specify the X-ray flux. A two-year sample of VLF data, covering 130 VLF paths, was used. In all, the data sample included 141,180 events.

The first part of this study demonstrated that VLF can be used to reliably detect the occurrence of an X-ray event. This study also related the magnitude of the VLF phase changes to the instantaneous X-ray flux in the 1-8 angstrom region. To account for the varying conditions that prevailed on different paths, it was necessary to normalize the data. The important factors in the normalizations were found to be VLF frequency, path length, percent of path illuminated by sunlight, and average solar zenith angle along the path.

An extremely accurate and reliable method was developed and tested. At frequencies above 16 kHz, the event signatures are particularly dramatic, resembling
arrowheads when the amplitude trace is recorded above the phase trace. Such a signature indicates, with practically no uncertainty, that an X-ray event is in progress. The study has also demonstrated that VLF paths can be calibrated so that real-time evaluations of the severity of the event can be obtained almost directly from the observed VLF phase anomaly.

For fully illuminated, low latitude VLF paths, such evaluations can be very accurate. Recently the AWS has adopted this technique and is establishing a suitable world-wide VLF network to detect and evaluate X-ray events on a round-the-clock basis.

**PROPAGATION MODE STUDIES:** VLF transmitters use the Transverse Magnetic (TM) mode. A vertical antenna will excite this mode in the earth-ionosphere waveguide. For some time, the Laboratory has been studying VLF transmissions for the Transverse Electric (TE) mode, which would be excited by a horizontal antenna. TM waves are easily excited and received at the earth's surface, but TE waves are essentially shorted out by the ground, making them difficult to excite and weak for reception. Above the surface of the earth, as in air-to-air communication, the situation changes, and theoretical considerations indicate that the TE mode may propagate with less loss than the TM mode, especially under highly disturbed ionospheric conditions.

As a part of the Air Force support to the Minimum Essential Emergency Communications Network (MEECN), AFCRL has been exploring the use of this mode. Instrumentation developed here provides a means for conducting high-altitude measurements. The present system consists of a package which is dropped from altitudes of 70,000 feet or more by a weather balloon. The payload is dart-shaped and stabilized aerodynamically so that signals from TE and TM polarizations can be received individually as the dart falls. This provides information on signal strength versus altitude for both modes. Preliminary tests at Swan Island (near Honduras) showed that TE atmospheric noise is 15-20 dB less than TM noise.

In August 1972, the existence of man-made VLF TE signals was first demonstrated. Basic antenna theory indicates that a horizontal trailing wire antenna, such as the one used by the Air Force for the ARC-96 transmitter, radiates a wave which is primarily TE. The slight vertical droop of the antenna is expected to provide a small TM component, but the TE component of the signal should be much stronger than the TM component.

In this experiment, a dart package dropped over Fort Churchill, Canada, received a VLF signal from an aircraft using a trailing wire antenna. Data from the falling dart showed that radiation from this trailing wire antenna was essentially TE, and was much stronger at high altitudes than near the ground. As expected, the TM signal, radiated from the slightly drooping portion of the antenna, was extremely weak and became even weaker at high altitudes. Further experiments at Canton Island in the Pacific confirmed the results of the Fort Churchill test.

The first of several additional projects uses the high-altitude capabilities of the Air Force's U-2 aircraft to make TE measurements as a function of altitude and range. Preliminary tests with this type of aircraft in association with trailing wire transmissions have begun, and although the program is still in its infancy, these tests have yielded very encouraging results.

A second project is an attempt to generate TE signals using a long horizontal antenna on the ground. This experiment utilizes an abandoned power line at Thule AB, Greenland, and takes advantage of the very poor ground conductivity in the Arctic which is especially favorable for the generation of TE waves using a ground-based transmitter. A preliminary experiment using this power line has been encouraging.
This attempt, if successful, will enable long-term TE data to be gathered under both normal and disturbed ionospheric conditions.

**LORAN ACCURACY:** In response to a request by the Electronic Systems Division, AFCRL reviewed current techniques for predicting and measuring LORAN navigation coordinates. Positional information is derived from the time difference between the reception of ground-wave pulses from two synchronized transmitters. Ultimate location accuracy depends on such factors as system geometry, pulse-processing techniques, ground-wave propagation velocity, proximity of local scattering sources, and receiver altitude. The contributions of such factors to the time difference error were estimated, and methods were suggested for experimental verification. A technique for reducing errors due to terrain irregularities, by measuring both the electric and magnetic fields, was proposed.

**IONOSPHERIC MAPPING AND POLAR MODELING**

System design and efficient operation require extensive simulation of ionospheric propagation, which in turn requires accurate mathematical models of the polar ionosphere which reproduce its essential features—spatial and temporal variability and the influence of solar and geomagnetic activity.

Although much is now known of the physics of the ionosphere, it is still not possible to construct a predictive model, based on physical principles, which is sufficiently accurate for most modern system simulation studies. This is especially true in the polar regions, where the ionosphere is influenced by many complex interacting processes. Empirical models have been constructed at AFCRL which reproduce, in a statistical manner, many of the observed features of the polar ionosphere. These models are tailored to meet specific system needs and are, in most cases, adequate for that purpose. They have been formulated as computer programs which are readily coupled to propagation simulation (ray-tracing) programs for estimation of such effects as refraction, radar range error, Doppler shift, and so on. In particular, emphasis recently has been placed on the modeling of small-scale auroral irregularities, the simulation of auroral clutter in backscatter radars, and oblique scatter propagation at high frequencies.

The ionospheric mapping effort has yielded a scheme whereby observations of ionospheric parameters can be used to produce a realistic three-dimensional global ionospheric model. A first-guess ionospheric structure is updated using actual observations to provide a series of correction factors. These correction factors are used to modify the initial ionospheric structure to produce a statistically optimum representation of the ionosphere for a given instant of time. The parameters em-
ployed in the updating scheme are the F2 region critical frequency and the height of the F2 region maximum electron density (hF2). The parameters can be either observations at specific locations, or predictions valid for different regions of the globe.

From the results of the mapping and modeling scheme, ionospheric structure maps of height versus latitude have been prepared with the critical frequency as a parameter. Using similar results from adjoining longitudes in conjunction with a three-dimensional ray-tracing program, an assessment can be made of the changes in HF radio-wave propagation that result from changes in the structure of the ionosphere.

An application of ionospheric modeling and ray tracing is to the problem of determining the source of auroral clutter observed by an OTH backscatter radar. Range-azimuth plots showing contours of the angle between the geomagnetic field at ionospheric altitude and the refracted radar beam have been prepared. Because of the aspect sensitivity of ionospheric irregularities, the backscatter is a maximum when this angle is 90 degrees. A certain kind of auroral irregularity occurs most frequently at the equatorward boundary of the auroral oval. The points where this boundary crosses the 90-degree contour are the locations in space of the major clutter-producing irregularities.

Another application of the AFCRL polar ionosphere prediction and ray-tracing computer programs is a special adaptation to the peculiar requirements of a fast-moving aircraft for analysis of Doppler data and mode structure as well as for flight planning.

**POLAR IONOSPHERIC SCATTERING:**

Off-great-circle propagation of communication and radar signals is the result of scattering from electron density irregularities aligned along the magnetic field lines. These field-aligned irregularities can be of natural origin as in auroras or man-made caused by a nuclear device. When the direction of propagation is approximately perpendicular to the lines of force of the earth's magnetic field, the radio waves are scattered back in the direction of the radiating source. The effect is referred to as backscatter. When the direction of propagation is not perpendicular to the field-aligned ionization, the radiation undergoes forward scattering. It is assumed that the forward-scattered signal is oriented in the direction which satisfies the condition for specular reflection for a particular path, i.e., the angle of incidence to the ionization column is equal to the angle of reflection.

Utilizing computer programs developed at AFCRL to generate a model for the polar ionosphere and perform three-dimensional ray-tracing calculations for radio waves, the possible forward-scatter areas have been determined. These can be superimposed on a map to determine if field-aligned irregularities exist in this area and to assess the probability of receiving a reflected signal.

Ray-tracing studies have been made of HF propagation effects under the conditions of realistic electron-density distributions in the polar ionosphere, and work has
Radio waves can propagate along paths other than the great circle if they are reflected or scattered off irregularities which occur in the auroral oval.

begun on the important problem of converting backscatter radar ionograms into electron distributions in the sector of radar surveillance. From these electron distributions, the ionospheric effects on the performance of OTH radars can be computed or predicted. An accurate geomagnetic field model has been incorporated into the AFCRL ray-tracing program for computing the aspect angle between the ray direction and the direction of field-aligned ionization at all points along a ray trajectory. The regions of clutter can now be specified more realistically, thus providing better predictions.

A method has been developed for conveniently representing arbitrary three-dimensional electron distributions for ray computations. Studies are being made to determine the effects on swept-frequency backscatter-radar ionograms by systematically altering the heights and critical frequencies of ionospheric layers in all three dimensions. The effects computed so far are generally sensitive to alterations of the

layers. However, whether the effects will be sufficient to enable the electron distribution to be inferred reliably from backscatter ionograms by iterative ray-tracing schemes still remains to be determined.

**IONOSPHERIC EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES:** Radio waves passing through the ionosphere suffer absorption or attenuation. The amount of degradation this causes in communication circuits depends on the operating frequency and on the electron density profile of the ionosphere for the particular geographical area.

Riometers (Relative Ionospheric Opacity meters) are instruments used to investigate ionospheric absorption by continuous ground-based absorption measurements utilizing cosmic noise signals emitted from our Galaxy.

Since 1972, the emphasis of the riometer investigations has shifted to the polar region to study Polar Cap Absorption (PCA) and auroral zone absorption events. The riometer located at Thule, Greenland, has been instrumental in obtaining information of importance to system designers and operational personnel, such as the behavior of PCAs, and in relating this information to solar flare effects, geomagnetic disturbances, and other ionospheric phenomena.

A study utilizing ten years of riometer data from Thule (1962-1972) and the detailed investigations of 53 events have helped to answer such questions as occurrence frequency, duration and severity of PCAs. The study revealed that the mean duration of PCAs is 63.6 hours, the mean magnitude is 4 dB, and that large events (greater than 10 dB) were observed only during 1966, 1969, and 1972.

A Digisonde has been in operation at Maynard, Mass., since mid-1971, as part of the global ionospheric sounder network. The Digisonde, developed and built under AFCRL sponsorship, derives its name from the use of digital integration, storage and processing of coded pulses and pulse-coherent detection. These techniques yield
better ionosonde records including a significant improvement of the signal-to-noise ratio. This provides better reception of echoes in the presence of interfering noise, thereby making it possible to extend the operation to lower frequencies.

Modifications and improvements since 1972 include the addition of a crossed-loop receiving antenna system providing a better signal-to-noise ratio as well as the ability to separate right- and left-hand polarizations. This gives a means of distinguishing the ordinary from the extraordinary echoes for later use in automating ionogram reduction.

Automatic, objective processing of vertical HF ionograms has been needed for several years. The recent developments in digital ionospheric sounders have made it possible to automate ionogram reduction systems.

The method of automatic processing of digital ionograms developed at AFCRL has application in: elimination of the need to train data technicians in the interpretation of ionograms; storage of data on magnetic tape so that specific information can be easily recalled to meet the needs of various users: remote operation of the sounder permitting data to be fed over telephone lines to a center (command or forecast) for near real-time information concerning the state of the ionosphere; and in high compression of raw data by storing only the actual echoes. Since the original ionogram has more than 20,000 points, of which there are generally no more than 200 echo points, the compression ratio is about two orders of magnitude, yielding a considerable saving in storage.

Conventional over-the-horizon radio propagation at high and medium frequencies is often inhibited for extensive periods during ionospheric disturbances by magnetic storms (particularly in the polar regions). At these times, electron densities in the absorbing D region are greatly increased, resulting in high attenuation of the signals normally reflected back to the earth from the E and F regions. A study was conducted to investigate a predicted reduction in losses at very steep angles to the ionospheric D region.

A low-loss (long-range) propagation phenomenon called “Whispering Gallery Mode” is the result of focusing by the lower boundary of the curved ionospheric D region at medium frequencies, together with a large reduction in reflection loss at near-grazing incidence angles, which are achievable only at high altitudes. It can be considered as an “earth-detached” mode in the earth-ionosphere waveguide, occurring at frequencies (200 to 2,000 kHz), where the familiar VLF mode is normally unusable due to prohibitive ground reflection losses. Theory and calculations indicated an expected enhancement of this ambient earth-detached mode during ionospheric disturbances and suggested a feasibility test.

A low power transmission experiment lasting over 30 hours was successfully conducted between balloons separated by 1,000 miles at an altitude of 35 km, on 220 and 440 kHz. Signals were received over the balloon path during most of the day and night. Total path attenuations varied from
losses, particularly during radio blackouts and independence from effects of the earth's surface.

**GOOSE BAY OBSERVATORY:** To investigate the effects of auroral irregularities on backscatter and forward-scatter radio signals an experimental radar system has been established at the Goose Bay Ionospheric Observatory, Goose Bay, Labrador. This system, referred to by the acronym DAASM (Doppler-Arrival Angle Spectral Measurements), utilizes a highly versatile pulsed transmission system and a large multi-element receiving array. The recorded radio signals are either forward propagation from the AFCRL KC-135 aircraft or direct backscatter from aurora using the DAASM transmitting system.

The analysis of these signals involves both time and space transforms, resulting in a two-dimensional map of the radio signals as perturbed by the auroral ionosphere. These maps, where the coordinates are Doppler frequency and azimuthal arrival angle, provide a high resolution description of the structure of auroral irregularities as seen by radio waves in the HF band. It is through the analysis of these maps that the degrading effect of auroral clutter on an OTH radar system can be minimized, provided that the intensity of the clutter exhibits spatial variations that could be exploited by placing nulls of antenna patterns in specific directions.

The DAASM system also provides data on the temporal and spatial coherence of the radar signals and will provide the necessary data for optimum design and operation of an OTH radar system in the auroral environment. Fundamental design parameters such as antenna size and integration times result from this research.

The DAASM system has been in operation for approximately six months and some six aircraft flights have been carried out. The results indicate a variety of unusual effects of the polar ionosphere on the aircraft signal. These effects range from

- As little as 5 to 30 dB more than that of a free space path. Maximum signal height-gains ranging from 40 to 60 dB (normalized relative to an equivalent ground-to-ground path) were measured. An enhanced zone or caustic of about 13 dB was observed as predicted from geometric optics at about 19 km altitude of the receiving balloon. This measurement appears to agree with the vertical profile of signal strength expected for the earth-detached whispering gallery mode.

- The potential for long distance reliable communication using modest power and manageable antennas is indicated. Advantages are seen for this form of propagation because of inherently low transmission
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minor to severe, such as large Doppler spreads and angular deviations.

A riometer site was established at the Goose Bay Observatory to investigate the morphology of auroral substorms. This site is unique in that, in addition to the zenith antenna, a four-corner reflector antenna is employed to observe auroral absorption events at four different azimuths from one location, thus covering a large geographical area with minimum logistical support. This system gives information concerning azimuth from the site to the maximum absorption observed, and allows locating the auroral oval with respect to Goose Bay. The oval is observed to the north of the site during quiet magnetic periods and to the south during periods of severe geomagnetic activity (neglecting the diurnal variation). Also, events seen at some azimuths with the new antenna were not observed with the vertical antenna.
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Reconnaissance satellites and "smart" bombs are already in the Air Force inventory. High power lasers and high power microwave devices are being developed, as well as materials and devices that can withstand high radiation doses with little or no performance degradation, and infrared sensors of controlled uniformity that can operate in extreme environments and at longer wavelengths. But the optical components for the high power lasers, the radiation-resistant devices, the high power microwave devices, and the improved infrared sensors depend on electromagnetic materials and the sophisticated exploitation of their properties through new device concepts and technologies.

The mission of the Solid State Sciences Laboratory to engage in research on electromagnetic materials and the phenomena they exhibit, and to exploit these phenomena for Air Force use, has been directed in recent years to three major areas: electromagnetic materials research, infrared detector research, and radiation effects and device hardening. Additionally, programs to improve device processing technology, and to apply this technology to primary laboratory goals, have been pursued at a lower level of effort. To conduct these programs, the Laboratory is organized into the Preparation and Growth, Materials Characterization, Opto-Electronic Physics, Device Physics, and Radiation Effects Branches. Each of the major efforts, however, cuts across organizational lines to involve several Branches.

During the reporting period, increased emphasis has been placed on making the Laboratory expertise available to the Air
Force product divisions, particularly the Space and Missile Systems Organization (SAMSO). New emphasis has been placed on consulting within the Air Force and much greater attention given to insuring that the results will meet important needs of today's and tomorrow's Air Force.

The Laboratory is now the principal laboratory within the Air Force and Department of Defense in the fields of electromagnetic materials and radiation hardening, and it has a significant role in advanced detector research. These programs require extensive and unique facilities. The Laboratory can produce almost any optical, semiconductor, or magnetic crystal, either in bulk or single crystal thin film form. Coupled closely with the materials preparation facilities are analytical techniques for determining structure, purity, and properties of these materials. Facilities are also available for fabricating, and then evaluating, prototype devices.

Recent significant advances in semiconductor devices have, unfortunately, been somewhat offset by a greater sensitivity to radiation. To study the effects of ionizing radiation on materials and devices, AFCRL operates an irradiation facility with a wide variety of radiation sources and related analytical facilities.

Traditionally, the bulk of the Laboratory's work has been in-house. Because it must maintain extensive in-house facilities and is oriented toward basic research, the Laboratory has used relatively little contract assistance. The need to exploit this research rapidly for military use has caused a large increase in contractual support, particularly for the high power IR laser window and radiation hardening programs. This expansion has been financed by the Laboratory's customers: the Space and Missile Systems Organization (SAMSO), the Air Force Weapons Laboratory (AFWL), the Defense Nuclear Agency (DNA), and the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA).

**ELECTROMAGNETIC MATERIALS**

An electromagnetic material is one which can usefully manipulate electromagnetic energy. Matter can exist as a gas, liquid, or solid, but our attention is almost totally directed toward the solid state. Enormous payoff continues to result from solid state research, but manipulation of sound and light or phonons and photons in solids is growing in importance to challenge manipulation of electrons. The AFCRL program will continue to capitalize on the numerous characteristics and capabilities of EM materials, and to produce and measure materials which display electronic, acoustic and optical phenomena, and their combinations.

**HIGH TEMPERATURE GROWTH METHODS:**

High quality single crystals have made possible countless solid state devices ranging from transistors to solid state lasers. Many of these devices are household and commercial items. Although the material used in commercial equipment is satisfactory, military equipment requires material that can withstand far more extreme conditions than found in the average household. For this reason, new materials must be de-
veloped for these applications, materials which frequently cannot be produced in single crystal form by conventional methods. Major limitations in single crystal growth are the lack of satisfactory temperature sources and materials in which the molten material can be contained. Three new growth techniques are being investigated at AFCRL in an attempt to overcome this problem.

Thermal imaging has been under investigation for several years. This technique uses mirrors to collect the energy from a high power light source (a xenon lamp) and refocus this energy on the top of a sintered compact of the material to be grown. This creates a molten area on the top of the compact. A seed (small single crystal) of the same material is then dipped into the melt and slowly withdrawn, with the result that the molten material freezes out in single crystal form on the seed as it is withdrawn. This is the Czochralski (pulling) growth method. Under proper condition, temperatures as high as 3,000° C can be reached in this apparatus. Present work is on rutile (TiO₂), a potential polarizer material for high power laser applications. Crystals of this material grown by the usual methods are deeply colored and unusable. The rutile produced by the thermal imaging technique is transparent.

A second high temperature growth method is an adaptation of a technique known as skull melting. It uses induction heating to melt the charge in a manner similar to that in which silicon is prepared. However, cooling coils are added to the system. They cool the outer surface of the melt enough to prevent the outer skin of the charge from melting, while the charge inside this skin (or skull) does melt. Thus, the melt is contained within a skin of the same material with the result that there is no hot container, a major source of impurities, in contact with the melt. The apparatus is presently being constructed with the aim of fitting it inside a standard crystal grower so that the atmosphere can also be controlled.

The third technique under investigation is the use of a new material as the heating element in a standard resistance heating mode. Most resistance heating elements are unstable in air above 1800° C. The new material is stable in air to 2200° C and possibly to 2400° C. This should facilitate the growth of several oxides which have melting points in this range. The apparatus is presently being designed.

While not a novel device, a high pressure furnace installed at AFCRL is capable of crystal growth at 100 atmospheres. This can be used for liquid encapsulation growth wherein a molten liquid (B₂O₃) over the melt prevents vaporization of the melt.
Since this encapsulant can be backed by pressures up to 100 atmospheres, highly volatile materials can be grown from the melt. Crystals grown thus far include gallium phosphide, indium phosphide and zinc selenide.

**UNIDIRECTIONAL SOLIDIFICATION OF EUTECTICS (USE):** Most electromagnetic applications require single crystal material. However, in some recent applications, specially tailored materials involving two separate phases have exhibited properties unobtainable in single crystals. These materials can be formed by the careful solidification of a eutectic, which is the concentration at which a minimum melting temperature is found in a phase diagram. The result on cooling a melt of this concentration is the formation of two well defined phases. If the eutectic occurs in a certain concentration region, well formed thin rods of one phase will occur in a matrix of the second material.

This technique is being employed at AFCRL to produce conducting fibers. In this technique, chromium or molybdenum filaments (thin rods) are produced in a matrix containing aluminum and nickel. The aluminum-nickel matrix is then etched away, producing well formed filaments of chromium or molybdenum.

The scanning electron microscope has proved invaluable in delineating surface topography at the micron level, using its enhanced depth of field, and with the attached non-dispersive X-ray system, has permitted *in situ* qualitative chemical analysis of selected areas three micrometers in diameter. While the microscope is used in other programs, its most striking use was the characterization of the morphology and chemistry of the chromium fibers produced by the USE method.

It is believed that there are many other applications for the USE technique: for example, production of an optical filter by this technique is being considered. Specific examples and applications of this technique and others are illustrated by AlN, ZnSe, and alkali halide growth.

**ALUMINUM NITRIDE GROWTH:** Aluminum nitride is believed to be an outstanding material for microwave acoustic devices such as surface wave acoustic delay lines, signal correlators and filters. While poor quality films of aluminum nitride have been produced, large single crystals of the material have never been obtained. These crystals are necessary for a true evaluation of the figure of merit calculations which indicate AlN is a potentially efficient SAW material. Two types of crystal growth are being attempted. The first method is solution growth. Calcium nitride has been found to dissolve the material and temperature versus solubility curves have been determined. Well formed crystals larger than a millimeter have been produced and the investigation is continuing. Recently, sublimation has also been employed to grow crystals of aluminum nitride. Early experiments have produced platelets up to 5 mm in length and 2 mm across. These are presently being characterized prior to evaluation of their acoustical properties.

**GROWTH OF ZINC SELENIDE:** Zinc selenide may be useful both as a transparent high
power laser window and as a semiconductor. While crystals of this material are available, the quality is poor with a tendency for twinning in the crystal. Scientists at AFCRL have attempted a low temperature growth scheme to overcome this problem. This is the chemical vapor transport technique in which a carrier gas reacts with the starting material at one temperature to form a volatile intermediate which is decomposed to form a crystal when it passes from the first temperature zone to a second temperature zone where the intermediate is unstable. Iodine is usually used for this system and was employed for the transport of zinc selenide. Well formed crystals approaching a cubic centimeter have been produced by the technique. Both their optical and semiconductor properties are being evaluated.

**HALIDE IR WINDOWS:** The increasingly higher power of conventional lasers continues to produce increased demands both on the laser itself and on the supporting equipment. One such supporting element, the window between the laser system and the environment, continues to receive major emphasis at AFCRL. The major objectives are to produce a material that is exceedingly transparent in the IR and yet is high in mechanical strength. Prime materials for this application still appear to be the alkali halides since these are among the only materials with sufficiently low absorption to act as a satisfactory window. The attempts to improve the mechanical strength of the material continue in two directions: alloying and grain boundary introduction. Several materials have been alloyed with potassium chloride (KCl) which continues to be the most promising candidate. The addition of small amounts (in the range of 1 percent) of rubidium chloride has been most successful. This material will harden KCl without adversely affecting its optical properties.

Alloying with rubidium chloride by itself will not produce the mechanical strength necessary for a window. In addition, crystals of sufficient size for this application are not available. Thus, a second process, hot forging, is being investigated, both to improve the strength and to increase the size of the window blank. For the research phase of the work a new hot forging unit has been installed at AFCRL. Work with this unit has produced strengthened alkali halides, principally alloyed KCl, without any loss of optical quality. Alkaline earth fluorides are also being investigated by this technique.

**POLYCRYSTALLINE MATERIALS:** Practical applications of electro-optic materials such as laser windows, mirrors, and IR domes require sizes and strength available only from polycrystalline materials. As a consequence, our interests have expanded to include polycrystal material. This reorientation has required consideration for the first time of effects of grain boundaries and sub-boundaries other than their resistance.
Methods of surface preparation and surface states are studied by a variety of advanced technologies such as Auger spectroscopy and scanning microscopy coupled with non-dispersive X-ray facilities and phase contrast microscopy.

During the past year, a broad spectrum capability for the deposition of thin films for a variety of devices has been established in the Laboratory. A typical example of this part of the program is the study and development of ion beam polishing techniques which illustrated for the first time that the polishing rates will be affected by the individual grain orientations, even when ion polishing is used. However, an appropriate combination of ion rate and incident angle can provide an overall optical figure commensurate with low scattering and low surface absorptance needed for optical elements to be used at high power densities.

SURFACES AND COATINGS: Surface phenomena and thin film coatings are increasingly important as parts of laser systems, integrated optical systems, and the large-scale integrated circuits, so necessary to the complex Command, Control and Communications requirements of modern Air Force technology.
Auger depth profiling has proven a particularly useful tool in evaluating dielectric coatings used in reflective optics for high power laser systems. We can delineate the individual coating species and their thicknesses and then correlate these with anomalously low reflectivities or low damage thresholds.

Much of our surface and thin film work has studied the damage process when "real" conditions were simulated, and thereby improved either the processing or material selection. A typical example of such an integrated study was our comparative evaluation of the damage thresholds at 10.6 micrometers of germanium coated potassium chloride, which clearly showed that the damage threshold of the sputtered coating was significantly higher than that of the typical evaporated coating.

THEORETICAL ANALYSIS: Almost all the failure modes of laser windows are initiated by the weak residual infrared absorption in these materials. The principal mechanism for this absorption in perfect crystals is multiphonon lattice processes, where many vibrational quanta of the solid are excited by the incident laser beam. Before high power IR lasers became feasible, there was little interest in IR absorption by very transparent materials, and so new theoretical approaches had to be developed at AFCRL to treat the problem. Using many-body physics techniques, a theory was developed to account for the observed frequency and temperature dependence of absorption in typical window materials. The theory successfully accounted for the observations of nearly exponential frequency dependences and temperature dependences weaker than those previously predicted for absorption in a variety of materials.

OPTICAL EVALUATION OF LASER WINDOWS: An increasing number of Air Force systems use lasers, particularly infrared lasers. To ensure aerodynamic stability and to help maintain a suitable physical environment for laser operation, windows are needed. Optimum characteristics for a laser window, in addition to physical strength and resistance to severe climatic conditions, include optical performance which minimizes alteration of the laser beam. Defocusing and beam wander are particularly troublesome. However, the minute absorption of the beam by even the best window materials causes heating of the window. This heating is non-uniform over the window area because the intensity profile of the beam is usually Gaussian, and is never uniform. Heating of the window leads to variable changes of the refractive index and non-uniform thermal expansion of the window itself. Beam spreading and degradation of the intensity profile attenuate the beam.

A major element of the Solid State Sciences Laboratory program uses both theory and experiment to specify the most suitable window materials and evaluate their optical performance when used as windows for a variety of lasers.

Temperature dependence of multiphonon absorption. The predictions of the older theory of absorption are given by the upper curves (1 and 3), while the predictions of newer theories developed at AFCRL are given by curves 3, 4, and 5, showing a marked improvement in agreement with the experimental data indicated by the dots.
The rate at which the refractive index changes with temperature is a measure of the potential for thermal distortion of laser beams traversing material windows. Observations revealed a wide range of magnitudes and both positive and negative signs for this rate of change in different materials, but no quantitative explanation of the data was available. A theory was developed which was the first to provide a detailed understanding of the principal mechanisms causing the refractive index to change with temperature. It predicted values of refractive index versus temperature which agreed very well with experiments for a wide variety of materials. The theory was based on calculating changes both in energy levels and oscillator strengths of the optical transitions (both lattice and electronic) of the material.

Photoelasticity is the change in refractive index induced by pressure or stress, and is important in predicting the behavior of laser windows due to thermal stresses, or externally applied stresses. Virtually no calculations or experimental data were available in the infrared for laser window materials. For this reason, refinement of a recent theory was pursued which enabled detailed predictions of the IR frequency dependence of the elasto-optic constants for typical window materials.

**IR INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY AND LASER CALORIMETRY**

Because of its very low absorption at 10.6 micrometers, potassium chloride (KCl) is an attractive laser window material. It is known that trace impurities contribute significantly to increases in absorption. A study of the wavelength dependence of IR absorption of KCl selectively doped with a variety of impurities known to occur frequently in KCl crystals has determined the effect of hydroxyl and carbonate ions on KCl absorption at 10.6 micrometers. The strongest bands in the spectrum are caused by chlorate ions, indicating that oxygen, probably in the form of the Cl-O structure, is an important contributor to the 10.6 micrometer absorption.

Laser calorimetry is an experimental technique in which a window sample is irradiated by a laser, and the increase in temperature is measured by thermocouples placed on the perimeter of the sample. From such measurements, the absorption of the sample at the wavelength of the laser light can be determined. This technique has shown that adding rubidium chloride to potassium chloride, which improves the mechanical strength of KCl, does not cause a significant increase in absorption. Laser calorimetric experiments, as well as emittance spectroscopy, have been used to establish the effects on optical absorption caused by a variety of surface conditions. Samples used in the experiments were well polished, poorly polished and cleaved crystals. Results indicate that absorption determined by emittance techniques is less sensitive to surface conditions than calorimetry and that surface roughness can enhance scattering and increase absorption.

**PHYSICAL OPTICS OF LASER WINDOWS:**

The first detailed experimental evidence of thermal lensing phenomena in a variety of candidate laser window materials has been demonstrated by using a unique far infrared vidicon system to provide real-time evaluation of transmitted laser beam spatial distribution. Materials studied included zinc selenide (ZnSe), barium fluoride, silicon (Si), cesium bromide and KCl. While some of these materials exhibited the expected thermal lensing behavior, others did not. For example, ZnSe showed predominantly a self-induced interference effect, while silicon exhibited a combination of lensing, interference, and beam oscillation. KCl, a prime candidate for a high power 10.6 micron laser window, showed an off-axis beam wander effect which could result in a time dependent boresight error.
The LDI has also been used for measuring the temperature change of the refractive index and to provide the thermal profiles in laser window materials. Further, the Doppler shift interferometer has provided optical path length homogeneity data on large size chemical vapor deposited (CVD) ZnSe sheets. The LDI is completely automated and employs an on-line minicomputer for data analysis and graphical data display.

The temperature dependence of the absorption coefficient can be useful for determining whether a material has been purified to its intrinsic limit. This property has been determined at 10.6 micrometers in state of the art and in high-resistivity GaAs by using laser calorimetry. GaAs showed intrinsic-like behavior in the low temperature region but the absorption increased rapidly above 500° K, perhaps indicating the presence of a deep trap near 0.37 eV. CVD ZnSe did not exhibit intrinsic behavior and hence this material still appears to be surface loss or impurity dominated.

REFRACTIVE PROPERTIES OF LASER WINDOW MATERIALS: The heating of laser window materials caused by optical absorption causes physical swelling of the window, a “lensing” effect, as well as temperature-dependent changes in refractive index. A detailed knowledge of photoelastic and refractive window properties is required for a logical selection of an optimum window material. An experimental program has been established to measure refractive index, its temperature dependence, and stress-optic coefficients at various wavelengths and temperatures of interest. The program has provided data on ZnSe, potassium bromide and lithium fluoride in several crystallographic orientations. Measurements are presently underway on a series of alkali halides and their alloys.

LASER HARDENED MATERIALS RESEARCH: High power lasers can physically damage
component reliability and decreased component size, both by orders of magnitude. These advances have made space and missile borne computer systems possible. Unfortunately, these solid state devices are also extremely sensitive to radiation of all kinds. Semiconductor devices are sensitive to radiation because their operation depends on a delicate charge balance or high crystalline perfection, both of which are altered at relatively low radiation levels. Temporary or permanent failures will occur at much lower radiation levels than those which would immediately incapacitate a man. Fortunately, almost all of the low level radiation problems are easily solved, as long as their possible existence is known. The AFCRL radiation effects and device hardening program provides information for predicting the effects of radiation on materials and devices and developing radiation hardened devices.

**RADIATION-INDUCED TRANSPORT PHENOMENA:** When electron beams, X-rays, or gamma rays penetrate materials, they impart sufficient energy to atomic electrons to eject them from their bound states and drive them far from the site of the initial interaction. In this process the electrons lose energy along their entire path and carry charge some distance from the parent atom. This transport of energy and charge produces dose enhancement effects in solid state devices, noise in optical sensors, charge buildup in dielectric components, severe voltage pulses in cables, and destructive electromagnetic signals known as system generated electromagnetic pulses (SGEMP). The prediction uncertainties associated with these phenomena have been typically greater than a factor of 10. An AFCRL study of several transport phenomena was undertaken to reduce uncertainties to acceptable levels.

X-ray photoemission is an example of one of the charge transport phenomena studied at AFCRL. The problem arose in connection with estimating the electron
A comparison of the measured energy distribution from tantalum with a distribution computed using the POEM Monte Carlo code. The continuum above 10 keV is largely a reflection of the input photon spectrum shifted down in energy by binding and transport energy losses. The prominent peak at 7 keV is due to Auger emission. The general features of this emission spectrum and the degree of agreement between experiment and theory are typical of results obtained on a number of elements.

Efficient computational methods, and work in this direction is continuing.

Dose enhancement at interfaces is an example of an energy transport phenomenon studied under this program. Ordinary experimental and theoretical methods of determining energy absorbed by irradiated materials (the dose) are not applicable to the boundary region separating materials of different atomic number. Since X-rays produce many energetic electrons in a high atomic number material, a low atomic number material adjacent to it will absorb many of these electrons and thereby experience a large dose enhancement. Solid state devices frequently incorporate high atomic number materials and are, therefore, susceptible to this effect. Factors of 10 errors are possible if the effect is ignored and conventional dosimetry techniques applied.

Experimental techniques were devised at AFCRL which enabled the precise observation of dose profiles at material boundaries and were applied to a wide range of material combinations and X-ray energies. Good agreement has been found with Monte Carlo calculations.

Both of the phenomena described are examples of electron transport phenomena, and the same basic electron transport model can be applied. Other phenomena that are being studied include: Compton photocurrents in materials, charge accumulation in dielectrics, dose fluctuations, correlation of effects, secondary emission, and microdosimetry. The ability to describe all of these effects depends upon knowledge of the electron transport process. The information and general approach which have evolved from these studies promise to bring this problem area under satisfactory control.

**Displacement Effects**: The effects of high energy radiation on the electrical and optical properties of solid state device materials are not only due to ionization effects, but also to displacement damage. Ioniza-
Displacement damage is the physical disorder in the crystal lattice produced by knocking atoms from their normal positions to other locations in the lattice. The observed effects result from electronically active energy states introduced in a semiconductor material by lattice disorder. It is the controlled introduction of similar energy states which causes the material to function as a device. Radiation damage modifies this desired structure, radically changing the electrical properties of the material.

Radiation-induced changes in material properties which are related to the performance of solid state devices have been measured at AFCRL. In addition, the characteristics of the displacement-produced defects responsible for these changes were investigated. Knowledge of the factors influencing production and stability of radiation-induced defects is necessary for hardening existing materials and in specifying alternate materials intrinsically hard to radiation.

The introduction rates of defects, their associated energy levels and charge capture parameters were determined in n-type silicon irradiated with electrons, gamma rays, and neutrons using capacitance measurement techniques on semiconductor diodes. This revealed defect information not observable by conventional electrical and optical techniques. The role of impurities in defect production in electron- and gamma-irradiated samples was quite clearly seen. Neutron irradiation produces complex, cluster-like defect structures as compared with the simpler defects produced by electron and gamma irradiations. Several energy levels were observed in neutron-irradiated samples, and differences between materials involving different crystal growth techniques were apparent. The capacitance technique was used to follow uniquely the thermal anneal of a specific defect in phosphorus-doped, float-zone silicon. Furthermore, it permitted the determination of the role of charge state of the defect on its annealing behavior. It was found that the defect (a
phosphorous-vacancy associate) anneals more readily when neutral, and more slowly when negatively charged.

The study of interactions between radiation-produced defects and impurities in semiconductors can lead to methods for prediction and control of damaging, undesirable effects. Such an investigation of lithium-doped silicon has been completed. The role of lithium, an unconventional, but potentially beneficial dopant in silicon solar cells, has been clarified in neutron-irradiated, float-zone and crucible-grown silicon. This material has been studied by means of Hall effect, resistivity, and infrared absorption measurements. A model developed indicates a precipitation-like interaction between lithium impurities and neutron-produced clusters. It was determined that at least 200 lithium atoms per cubic centimeter are needed for every neutron per square centimeter to neutralize the damaging effects in neutron-irradiated silicon. This information has had a considerable impact on the development of radiation-hardened solar cells.

RADIATION SERVICES AND DOSIMETRY:
Irradiation support for radiation effects research is provided by the AFCRL radiation facility. This facility consists of a multi-kilocurie Cobalt 60 source, 23-MeV electron linear accelerator, 3-MeV Van de Graaff generator, 2-MeV flash X-ray machine, and a 1.5-MeV Dynamitron electron accelerator. These sources supply a wide variety of radiation types including electrons, protons, gamma rays, neutrons, X-rays, and heavy ions with energies from the kilovolt range to 23 MeV and with output currents from microamperes to kiloamperes. With these radiations, it is possible to simulate many radiation effects phenomena of interest to the electronic system designer.

Irradiation support is provided, and research is conducted that is related directly to a variety of radiation effects studies by experimenters using the facility. Recent examples include a study of the hardness of magnetic bubble materials and the determination of surface temperatures for heavy ion bombarded silicon and gallium arsenide.

Magnetic bubbles have shown promise for mass memory applications. Before these devices could be used in a space or nuclear environment their radiation hardness had to be determined. Consequently, several magnetic bubble material samples were exposed to $10^8$ to $10^9$ rad (Si) cobalt 60, and $4 \times 10^{14}$ fission neutrons per square centimeter. Magnetic properties such as coercivity, wall mobility, and magnetization were measured before and after irradiation and were found to be stable at these levels. Sophisticated X-ray topographic techniques delineated the stress response to the irradiation of these bubble materials. Another radiation effect is the stability of stored information to intense pulses of ionizing radiation. It has been demonstrated that information stored in a magnetic bubble shift register is stable up to

The AFCRL 1.25 MeV Dynamitron.
at least $10^{12}$ rad (Si) per second for a 20-nanosecond pulse. Experimenters conducting ion implantation studies must know the surface temperature during the implant to allow for annealing effects. These temperatures were measured using an infrared detector-prism system for various radiation conditions. The results showed that the surface temperature was not dependent on either the energy, current, or bombarding ion species. The temperature depended only on beam power, target material, and method of mounting the target to the cooling head. The beam power for most ion implantation applications is generally less than 1 watt per square centimeter and this would result in surface temperature increases of less than 20°C for an 0.02-cm thick silicon sample and less than 65°C for an 0.035-cm thick gallium arsenide sample.

The comprehensive nature of the AFCRL radiation facility has attracted other DOD laboratories to satisfy their irradiation requirements. Programs which have extensively utilized these facilities include the Advanced Ballistic Reentry System (ABRES), Poseidon, Minuteman (MX) and TTC-39 (radiation-hardened switch). The 23-MeV linear accelerator has been used to study transient effects on these systems and the cobalt-60 to provide the total dose requirements.

PHYSICS OF DEVICE HARDENING: The science of device hardening seeks to design devices so that they depend as little as possible on materials properties that are sensitive to radiation. The changes in operating characteristics induced by radiation vary considerably with the type of device and the nature of the radiation. AFCRL is taking both long- and short-term approaches to hardening semiconductor devices. The long-term approach seeks to modify materials and material interfaces so they are less affected by radiation. This requires a basic understanding of why material parameters are affected by radiation. The short-term approaches are to design semiconductor devices so that they are less affected by material property changes, and to find and use in circuits those semiconductor devices which are electrically useful and resistant to radiation.

To meet present and future Air Force needs, all semiconductor devices should be hardened to the maximum practical extent, or at least the theory and techniques to harden them should be developed, because the requirements may increase in the future.

Transistors can suffer all three principal types of radiation damage: displacement, ionization, and thermomechanical. The principal cause of displacement damage is fast neutrons, which remove carriers and reduce minority carrier lifetime. They also reduce mobility, a second-order effect. X-rays and gamma rays cause permanent ionization damage by causing charge to build up in insulators, and transient effects by generating photocurrents. Electronic system designers usually try to circumvent transient effects from very high dose rates. The extent of transistor degradation due to displacement and ionization depends strongly on the transistor type, while the extent of thermomechanical damage depends mainly on packaging and metallization, and not on the transistor type.

When properties of the bulk material are changed to decrease their sensitivity to radiation, changes in the geometry of the device are usually required to maintain the electrical characteristics, or at least ensure that the electrical characteristics are still useful. Fortunately, most hardening techniques harden against more than one type of radiation, and some techniques actually improve the operation of the device. AFCRL scientists have studied the numerous radiation environments, the feasibility of shielding against some types of radiation, circumventing high dose rate induced transients, the radiation sensitivity of existing devices, and their hardening po-
density and better threshold control. Research must also be performed on "rapid anneal" effects in all three interfaces. The radiation susceptibility of CMOS devices will become more critical when large-scale integrated (LSI) circuits are used. The effects involved must be understood and adequate semiconductor process control maintained if LSI radiation hardness and manufacturability are to be achieved.

**CHARGE COUPLED DEVICES (CCD):**
Two-phase, polysilicon/aluminum CCD shift registers, 64 and 128 stages long, with both surface p- and n-channels and buried n-channels have been irradiated by high energy electrons. The oxide charge and fast interface state levels increase as the dose levels approach $10^5$ rads (Si). The most serious effect for surface-channel devices is the increased fast interface state level, since this increases the minimum potential. The most serious deficiencies found were in hardening against neutrons and gamma rays in high power and micro-power devices, and in linear integrated circuits. These are still the most serious problems, but the AFCRL program has significantly lessened the deficiencies in research and exploratory development.

**HARDENED CMOS/SOS:** Almost all of the radiation effects and hardening efforts for complementary metal oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) structures have been devoted to problems associated with the interface between the silicon and the gate insulator. Several solutions to this problem have been demonstrated in the laboratory. The dielectric substrate/silicon interface and the gate electrode/gate insulator interface have been shown by AFCRL to be important in determining the overall radiation sensitivity of metal/insulator/semiconductor structures. The first of these interfaces is important when a device must be hardened against transient photocurrents, and the second results from the new technology utilizing polysilicon gate electrodes for increased packing.
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transfer inefficiency which can be achieved to $10^{-4}$, even with a zero signal which is 30 percent of the one signal. Narrower channels aggravate this effect.

The transfer inefficiency of buried-channel devices is relatively insensitive to radiation. While some increase in inefficiency was measured, the buried-channel devices continued with inefficiency less than $10^{-4}$ at radiation doses as high as $5 \times 10^3$ rads (Si).

No significant changes in average dark current levels or dark current profiles were observed, especially in buried-channel devices. This indicated that no appreciable bulk damage was incurred during irradiation with 1-MeV electrons.

The maximum well size in multi-level oxide structures decreased as dose levels increased. This is predictable on the basis of surface potential calculation and the well size can be re-established by adjustment of the dc levels applied to the various gates. Incorporation of an on-chip threshold tracking circuit can automatically correct for the radiation-induced threshold shifts. This combination of a buried-channel CCD with threshold tracking should be as radiation-hard as peripheral MOS on-chip circuits commonly used to interface the CCD.

DIELECTRIC ISOLATION PROCESSES:
Dielectric isolation techniques are used to reduce photocurrents in semiconductor devices and integrated circuits exposed to pulses of ionizing radiation. Three materials for dielectric isolation have given rise to isolation schemes. These are: the more conventional silicon on silicon dioxide: silicon on silicon nitride (SON) process, and silicon on sapphire (SOS). In the first two processes, the isolation dielectric is deposited or grown on the bulk silicon, polysilicon substrate material is deposited, and then most of the original silicon is removed, leaving only a thin layer of single crystal silicon. Silicon dioxide is the usual isolation dielectric, while silicon nitride (SON process) is used to harden the dielectric against total ionizing radiation. In the silicon on sapphire (SOS) process, a thin film of silicon is heteroepitaxially grown on a sapphire substrate. The quality of the thin film silicon in the first two processes is essentially the same as bulk silicon, while the quality of the SOS silicon is degraded because of lattice mismatch. However, the SOS process is simpler and easier to control.

Total ionizing radiation effects on the isolation dielectric and the interface between the isolation dielectric and semiconductor are not a significant problem for bipolar structures. For this reason, dielectric isolation has been used to harden them against transient radiation. However, exposure of n-channel MIS devices to radiation results in trapped positive charge in the isolation dielectric which may induce leakage currents. For these devices, the radiation-hardened SON process, or the SOS process, modified to minimize charge trapping in the sapphire, is needed. Radiation hardening the isolation dielectric gains the advantages of both dielectric isolation and MOS technology.

HARDENED DIFFUSED RESISTORS:
Radiation normally causes large transient effects in diffused resistors, limiting their use in hardened integrated circuits. Oxide isolation will be investigated as a way to harden diffused resistors against radiation. The effects of isolation area and isolation region bias will be studied. Properties of the resistor strip such as sheet resistivities and resistor widths will also be examined.

The physics of the behavior of diffused resistors under irradiation has been reviewed and design criteria established for hardened resistors. Detailed layout of test structures which will permit a comparison of the predictions to actual device performance was made. Masks have been fabricated, and device fabrication has begun.
INFRARED DETECTOR RESEARCH

Burning fuel emits recombination radiation as well as black body thermal radiation, and both are infrared targets of military interest. Available detectors for this radiation often operate within a factor of 2 or 3 of their theoretical ideal. But future requirements for long-range, high-reliability missile detection, large forward-looking infrared (FLIR) systems, nighttime "smart" bombs, and passive detection modes for RPV's will require continued detector research. AFCRL has initiated a program to develop new detector concepts, new detector materials, and integrated optics, and to study radiation effects in detectors, and sensor hardening, to generate the technology base that will be needed.

INFRARED CAMERA: Infrared cameras are much more difficult to design than cameras for visible light. Signals from infrared scenes have low contrast and a large, uniform background component, whereas signals from visible scenes have good contrast and negligible background. An infrared camera must have a large dynamic range in order to accumulate the background signal without saturation, and at the same time, it must have sufficient sensitivity to resolve low contrast detail. In addition, there must be provision for the removal of the background signal component to obtain acceptable display contrast. Ideally, background removal should occur during the frame integration process to minimize the dynamic range requirements imposed on both the sensor surface, or retina, and its associated readout mechanism. The combination of strong background and low contrast signal conditions leads to the further requirement that the point-to-point photoresponse of the retina must be extremely uniform. Depending upon the thermal resolution required and upon the spectral range of operation, photoresponse spatial variance limits range from 0.1 to 1 percent. This requirement exceeds the limits set by variations of semiconductor composition, impurity density and minority carrier lifetime in conventional photoconductive or photovoltaic retinas. However, larger variations of photoresponse will introduce "fixed pattern" noise into the imagery.

A new type of retina is being developed at AFCRL which is based on internal photoemission from the metal photocathodes of large two-dimensional arrays of silicon Schottky diodes. The Schottky retina photoresponse is independent, to first order, of both minority carrier lifetime and impurity density. This independence, together with the exclusive use of silicon monolithic processing technology in the fabrication of Schottky retinas, is expected to lead to photoresponse uniformities that are good enough to provide a basis for a viable infrared television camera technology. It is expected that Schottky retina cameras, operating in the 3-5 micrometer spectral band, will be capable of performance comparable with state-of-the-art line
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scanners. Further, Schottky retina cameras are expected to be significantly less complex and costly than thermal imaging systems.

The basic photoresponse, contrast and noise relationships for a family of thermal imaging cameras based upon the infrared internal emission photoresponse of silicon Schottky diodes have been derived. The camera retinas consist of large-scale two-dimensional arrays of Schottky diodes operating in a charge storage mode. The measured values of quantum efficiency and uniformity lead to a prediction of performance approaching that of line scanning systems. Use of the Schottky response has led to an order of magnitude improvement in available photoresponse uniformity, an advance which will make possible the development of a viable infrared camera technology.

**LWIR DETECTORS, EXTRINSIC SILICON:** In the 8-30 micrometer spectral region, extrinsic silicon photoconductors are the prime candidates for high-performance detectors in a single-element or small arrays. Background limited detectivities had been achieved under a wide range of background conditions by these extrinsic silicon photoconductors. Basic detector parameters essential to high detectivity such as photocarrier lifetime and mobility were strongly dependent on compensation level which is kept as low as possible. For detectors of sizable dimensions as found in single-element or small arrays, the bulk properties can be optimized to obtain best performance (the physics and material parameters are reasonably under control). As the detector size decreases, both for integration into large dimensional arrays and for minimization of nuclear and space radiation effects, the bulk properties of the extrinsic silicon material no longer dominate and the effects of contacts cannot be neglected. Under operating conditions, where most carriers are frozen out, the carrier spillover from the accumulative regions of the ohmic contacts can change the dc conductivities by several orders of magnitude. Computer models and programs were designed to quantify the low temperature electrical and optical characteristics, taking into consideration the effects of ideal ohmic contacts. The ideal ohmic contact is defined as a high-low junction in the semiconductor in series with a tunnel-emission junction on the high dopant level side. Significant departures from bulk values were found as the distance between ohmic contacts is decreased. Many design and material parameter changes can be identified. Experimental low temperature measurements on extrinsic silicon photoconductors simulating actual operating conditions are underway to seek out the best design for integrating the detectors into large arrays and for minimizing radiation effects.

**RADIATION EFFECTS IN IR DETECTOR AND SENSOR HARDENING:** These studies seek to determine the mechanisms by which ionizing radiation affects detectors that operate in the 10-micrometer spectral region and the modifications in signal response caused by permanent radiation damage.

The effects of gamma-photon-induced ionizing noise in infrared sensors were modeled in such a way that methods could be recommended for improving the radiation hardness of infrared sensors, by varying geometry, electronic parameters, etc. The goal is to maintain optical performance while minimizing the gamma ray response in a given focal plane, in spite of the fact that any infrared detector is also a gamma ray detector. The model takes into account the incident gamma spectrum, both Compton events in the detector and secondary hot electrons from the metal surroundings, partial or total deposition of the initial hot electron energy, detector geometry, and preamplifier impulse response. The model as coded gives predicted pulse height distributions and, for threshold-gating type circumvention, pre-
Moreover, the electrons from the donor defects will exhibit a large dark current which shunts the photoconductive current and decreases the overall signal response.

INTEGRATED OPTICS: Optical circuits are being considered with increasing interest for use in Air Force communications and control systems. Some of the advantages are low weight and size, security, no electromagnetic interference, and high data rate capability. This proposed use of optical circuits for data transmission has produced an increasing need for the theoretical understanding of propagation of light in dielectric structures of all kinds. The theoretical treatment of such problems is difficult, since the electromagnetic field is both time varying and vectorial. Thus, problems in dielectric combine all the difficulties of scalar wave propagation in variably refracting media with the fact that an electromagnetic field has six components (three electric and three magnetic) and hence generates six simultaneous wave equations. In an attempt to overcome these difficulties, efforts have been made to isolate these two stumbling blocks of the electrostatic case by first solving model problems. Two such model problems are: the penetration of long wavelength (static) fields into dielectrics, and the scattering of scalar waves from arbitrarily shaped bodies. There is an additional interest in this strategy of attack in that the model problems themselves have intrinsic practical interest. Thus, the long wavelength problem, the electrostatics of fields in the presence of dielectrics, is important in the theory of electric or magnetic shielding. Similarly, scalar problems of scattering are widely important in acoustics, in impurity scattering in solid state theory, and in electron-atom interaction theory. Both these model problems have been successfully attacked and solved. A new technique has been devised that permits the calculation of the response of almost any dielectric
By developing integrated optics components, the laboratory can assemble systems which, because they transmit light, usually through fiber optics connectors, are not affected by radio frequency interference, jamming, cross talk between channels, or the electromagnetic pulses from nuclear detonations.

(or permeable body) to an external field. Similarly, new formulas have been derived that permit the calculation of the scattering of scalar waves from a large class of refracting bodies. The insight gained from these model problems is now being applied to the electromagnetic dielectric waveguide propagation problem with good portents for success.

Full potential of the optical circuits can only be realized with the development of the necessary integrated optics (IO) components. These IO components perform analogous functions as IC's in electronic circuits by the manipulation of lightwave with electro-optical or acousto-optical interactions. The state of the art of solid state device processing technology must be extended to meet the novel and stringent requirements for these IO devices. New and innovative approaches must be considered to exploit various electro-optical phenomena exhibited by EM materials and to solve novel problems arising in optical circuit designs. For the hybrid circuit approach, the development of efficient coupling between optical fibers and/or thin film waveguides is paramount. In an all GaAs monolithic approach, an integrable and compatible injection laser source is the key to success.

**DEVICE DESIGN:** The operation and advantages of Schottky barrier diodes as infrared detectors have been discussed previously. The proven reliability of solid state components makes an integrated all solid state infrared imaging system desirable. A design which couples the Schottky barrier diode detectors to a CCD (Charge Coupled Devices) readout uses an MOS transistor transfer gate to convert a majority carrier signal, obtained from the Schottky barrier diode when infrared photons impinge upon it, to a minority carrier signal, which can be transferred along a CCD shift register.

The charge coupled imaging device for use with the Schottky Barrier infrared sensing array. A pulse from the charge clock charges the Schottky Barrier through MOS No. 1 to a reverse bias potential and at the same time reduces the potential at A to ground. For a frame time, the reverse biased Schottky Barrier is discharged by IR photons. The transfer clock then turns on MOS No. 2 and transfers electrode B. This allows a charge proportional to the voltage at A to flow from the grounded source. The CCD shift register is locked so that the next pulse will transfer the charge beneath A to the closest CCD electrode, from which it travels down the CCD shift register for readout. This is the first conversion of a majority carrier to a minority carrier signal on a monolithic integrated chip.
This scheme solves, for the first time, the problem of transforming a majority carrier signal to a minority carrier signal on a monolithic integrated circuit chip. AFCRL has applied for a patent on this voltage transfer scheme and effort is underway to reduce this scheme to practice in the laboratory. Under this same program, on contract, a slightly modified version using charge transfer rather than voltage transfer is being built. Initial results have demonstrated imaging in the infrared, reported in AFCRL-TR-74-0375. The primary difference between the voltage transfer and the charge transfer is that in voltage transfer the capacitance of the sensing element must be large in comparison to the CCD electrode capacitance, while in the case of charge transfer these capacitances should be equal. This consideration implies that for a given CCD design using voltage transfer, a larger fraction of the chip must be used for sensing, giving greater sensitivity but lower resolution than charge transfer.

DEVICE PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY

Research in solid state device technology is primarily directed either toward achieving better control over existing processes or toward developing new processes which can yield the desired improvement in control. Thus, the laboratory maintains a capability for conventional processing using a standard photographic step and repeat camera for mask making, contact exposure of photoresist, thermal oxidation, and boron or phosphorus diffusion. The fast progress of semiconductor technology requires considerable time and effort to keep abreast of the latest techniques; during this reporting period, HCl treatment of thermal oxides and plasma etching and stripping capabilities have been incorporated. At the same time, continuous research is carried out on new experimental techniques for their inherent advantages. In the latter category are ion implantation, direct projection on photoresist, and use of electron beam technology.

In previous reports, the fundamental studies undertaken on ion implantation into silicon were discussed. Once it was established that the ion-implantation-induced lattice damage could be removed by annealing to a degree where it no longer seriously degraded basic semiconductor properties such as carrier concentration, mobility, or minority carrier lifetime, attention was focused on the use of ion implantation. Implantation ions deposit their charge on the target so that by integrating the charge deposited during an implantation run, one is able to get an electronic measure of the total dose of impurity ions deposited into the target material. This fact permits at least an order of magnitude improvement in the control of the introduction of desired dopants. Invariably, ion implanted diodes show better uniformity of breakdown voltages across a slice than diffused diodes which are fabricated under otherwise similar conditions, e.g., improvement in the quality of passivating oxide and photolithographic processing. The degree of control available through ion implantation has also been applied to the fabrication of high ohms/square resistors. Diffused resistors have typical values of 250 ohms/square with 1000 ohms/square constituting a difficult-to-control upper boundary. Implanted resistors having values of 3000 ohms/square have been easily obtained. However, all high valued resistors suffer from a self-pinching effect and thus have poor voltage linearity. This problem may be overcome for implanted resistors by intentionally retaining some of the implantation-introduced damage. This possibility is the subject of our ongoing investigation. High valued resistors in integrated circuits would greatly reduce chip size, thereby increasing yield, and would permit circuit hardening through elimination of thin film resistors.

In addition to the control of the exact
face inversion problems. Through the use of a special structure, the problems arising from surface inversion have been characterized at 77°K. No information exists in the literature for low barrier Schottky junctions with surrounding oxide. Through the use of field plates it has been shown that leakage currents at 77°K for 40 mil Schottky barrier diodes can be reduced below 1 nanoampere. This experiment demonstrated that the leakage currents in low barrier Schottky junctions can be reduced so that no significant discharge occurs during integration.

**GAAS IMPLANTATION:** One of the limiting factors in GaAs device technology is the difficulty of forming thin heavily doped n-type regions. The high frequency performance of FET's, for example, is restricted by the series resistance of the source and drain. The solubility limit of n-type dopants in GaAs is in the mid $10^{18}$ atoms per cubic centimeter range and this sets the highest doping that can be anticipated. Implantation would seem particularly suitable for such layer formation and, bearing in mind the solubility limit, the highest implanted doses should be in the vicinity of $10^{14}$ ions per square centimeter. Such a dose averaged over $\frac{1}{4}$ micrometer is equivalent to $4\times10^{18}$ per cubic centimeter. This contrasts with doses up to $10^{15}$ per square centimeter for p-type dopants and more than $10^{15}$ per square centimeter for silicon.

Despite the success achieved with p-type implants, results for n-type implantation have generally been disappointing. Accordingly, an investigation was undertaken in an attempt to determine the limiting factors. Possible limitations to achieving the necessary doping include: the requirement that the ion locate substitutionally and on the correct sublattice site; incomplete removal of compensating defects that result from the ion irradiation; surface degrada-
per square centimeter have been obtained from $10^{14}$ per square centimeter implants, better results can be accomplished by implanting sulfur and selenium.

Considerable effort has centered on removal of defects resulting from implantation, with emphasis on determining how many defects are caused per ion implanted and learning how these defects anneal. Lighter non-dopant ions such as B and N were found to remove about 200 carriers per ion when implanted at 1 MeV. Such damage, if from a dopant ion, would have to be entirely removed before a net doping gain could result. The carrier (and mobility) annealing of a nitrogen damaged layer shows, typically, a recovery stage at 225°C from electron irradiation damage, and a stage above 600°C for damage from the ions. Such compensation studies are also useful in integrated optics where removal of the carriers causes a refractive index change which can be used to form a waveguide.

The highest doping achieved so far has been obtained using Se and S, where up to $2.9 \times 10^{13}$ per cubic centimeter and $4 \times 10^{13}$ per square centimeter of the $10^{14}$ ions per square centimeter implanted have been rendered active. Peak concentrations are approximately $1-2 \times 10^{13}$ per cubic centimeter. Layers doped to $7 \times 10^{13}$ per square centimeter have been obtained at higher sulfur doses and such active concentrations are significantly better than what has been previously reported. The single most important factor influencing the electrical activity of the layers is the implantation temperature. Typically, an improvement of 2½ occurs if the implantation is performed above 150°C rather than at room temperature. However, elevated temperatures do not significantly reduce compensating defect formation. It is concluded that if S or Se is implanted below 150°C, an appreciable fraction of the ions are trapped in defect complexes from which they are never released during annealing to become substitutional on the desired As sites.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IMPLANT TEMP. (°C)</th>
<th>$N_D$ (cm$^{-2}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>$1 \times 10^{13}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>$2 \times 10^{13}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>$3 \times 10^{13}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td>$4 \times 10^{13}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Number of sulfur atoms substituting on arsenic sites in GaAs at various implant temperatures, when implantation is followed by annealing. The electrical activity due to doping increases sharply as the implant temperature is increased from room temperature to 150°C.
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N (Dececmbr IEEE
Bounded Field Effect Transistors Permanent Ionizing Radiation Effects in Dielectrically
IEFEE Proc. "Silicon Carbide
BERMAN,
MARSHALL,
POSEN, H., and BRUCE, J. A. Observation of Slip Distributions in Alpha SiC
Proc. of IVth All-Union Conf. on Cryst. Growth - 1974
SHEPHERD, F. D., Jr., and YANG, A. C. Silicon Schotky Retinas for Infrared Imaging 1973 IEDM Technical Digest, Published by IEEE (AFCRL-TR-74-0067)

LARKIN, J. J.
MAGEE, T. J., and COMER, J. J. Controlled Sectioning Technique for Small Gallium Arsenide Samples Rev. of Sci. Instms., Vol. 43, No. 8 (August 1972)
Laser Doppler Interferometry for Measuring Small Absorption Coefficients

Tsai, Y. F. (Univ. of R. I.), Bendow, B., and Mitra, S. S. (Univ. of R. I.)
Theory of the Temperature Derivative of the Refractive Index in Transparent Crystals
Phys. Rev. B, Vol. 8, No. 6 (15 September 1973)

Ying, S. C. (Brown Univ., Providence, R. I.), and Bendow, B.
Phonon-Induced Desorption of Adatoms from Crystal Surfaces. II. Numerical Computations for a Model System

Yukon, S. P. (Parke Math. Labs., Carlisle, Mass.), and Bendow, B.
Single-Particle Model for the Frequency Dependence of Weak Infrared Absorption in Crystals and Molecules at T=0 K

PAPERS PRESENTED AT MEETINGS
JULY 1972 - JUNE 1974

Codohalski Growth of CdTe-CdSe
Conf. on High Power IR Laser Window Mats., Hyannis, Mass. (12-14 November 1973)

Armington, A. F.
Window Materials and Coatings
Conf. on High Power IR Laser Window Mats., Hyannis, Mass. (29 October - 1 November 1972)

Armington, A. F., and Butford, J. T., Rising, J. (Eagle-Picher Res. Lab., Miami, Okla.), Oxenby, D. (Univ. of Mo.)
Preparation and Properties of $B_{20},P_{20}$, and $B_{20}As_{20}$
Inl. Symp. on Boron, Georgian Acad. of Sci., Tbilisi, Georgia, USSR (9-15 October 1972)

Armington, A. F., Klaussutis, N., and Savage, J. A. (Royal Radar Establishment, Great Malvern, Eng.)
Single Crystal Zine Selenide by Vapor Transport
Conf. on High Power IR Laser Window Mats., Hyannis, Mass. (12-14 November 1973)

Armington, A. F., Posen, H., and Lipson, H.
Strengthening of Halides for Infrared Windows
14th Ann. Conf. of AIME, Boston, Mass. (28-30 August 1972)

Bendow, B.
Multibranch Polariton Light Scattering in Semiconducting Crystals
11th Intl. Conf. on Semicond., Warsaw, Poland (25-29 July 1972)

Lensing of High Power Laser Windows

Correlation Function Theory of Multiphonon Absorption in Laser Window Materials and Review of Thermal Lensing from Laser Window Materials
Conf. on High Power IR Laser Window Mats. - 1972, Hyannis, Mass. (30 October - 1 November 1972)

Optical Properties of Infrared Transmitting Materials

Bendow, B., and Gianino, P. D.
The Optics of Thermal Lensing in Solids

Photoelastic Constants of Infrared Transmitting Materials

Bendow, B., Gianino, P. D., and Mitra, S. S., Tsai, Y. F. (Univ. of R. I.)
Stress and Pressure Dependence of the Refractive Index of Laser Window Materials

Laser-Induced Interference and Thermal Lensing in Transparent Materials
Conf. on Laser Engrg. and Appl., Wash., D. C. (30 May - 1 June 1973)

Bendow, B., and Ying, S. C. (Brown Univ., Providence, R. I.)
Dynamics of Adatoms on Solid Surfaces: Interaction with Phonons
Intl. Conf. on Phonon Scattering in Solids, Paris, Fr. (3-6 July 1972)

Multiphonon Absorption Due to Anharmonicity in Transparent Crystals

Theory of Frequency and Temperature Dependence of Intrinsic Multiphonon Absorption in Laser Window Materials

Theory of Multiphonon Absorption Due to Higher Order Electric Moments in Crystals
Berman, I.,
Preparation of a Single Crystal Thin Film Compound Semiconductor by Sputtering and Annealing

Berman, I., Marshall, R. C., and Ryan, C. E.
Annealing of Sputtered β-SIC
Intl. Conf. on Silicon Carbide - 1973, Miami, Fla. (17-20 September 1973)

Berman, I., Ryan, C. E., and Marshall, R. C.

Bradford, J. N.

X-Ray Induced Electron Emission II
IEEE Conf. on Nucl. and Space Radn. Eff., Utah State Univ., Logan, Utah (23-26 July 1973)

Brown, R. N.
Absorption Spectra of Irradiated α-Quartz in the 3μm Region
Inv., Talk, Lehigh Univ., Bethlehem, Pa. (21-22 May 1973)

Brown, R. N., and Kahan, A.
Infrared Absorption Spectra of Irradiated α-Quartz

Bruce, J. A., Comer, J. J., Collins, C. V., Maj., and Lipson, H. G.
Effects of Ion Beam Polishing on Alkali Halide Laser Window Materials

Bruce, J. A., Posen, H., Armington, A. F., Yang, A. C., and Bloom, J. H.
The Inter-Relationship of Substrate Crystal Orientation and Coating in Germanium Coated Alkali Halide Conf. on High Power IR Laser Windows, Hyannis, Mass. (30 October - 1 November 1972)

Buchanan, B. L., Nazmen, D. A., Roosild, S. A., and Shedd, W. M.
Radiation Hardened CMOS
Wkshp. on Rad. Ef. in MOS Technol., The Dept. Auditorium, Wash., D. C. (6-7 December 1973)

Buchanan, B. L., Shedd, W. M., Nazmen, D. A., and Roosild, S. A.
Radiation Hardened CMOS

Buckmelter, J., Capt., Klausutis, N., and Armington, A. F.
Calcium Addition to Potassium Halide Crystals

Comer, J. J.
The Gold Decoration Technique and Its Application
NESEM Mtg., Gen. Tel. & Elect. Labs., Waltham, Mass. (16 April 1974)

Comer, J. J., and Bergeron, C.
Gold Decoration of Etched Polycrystalline KCl

Comer, J. J., Bergeron, C., and Lowie, L. F.
Effects of High-Energy Ions on Synthetic Quartz

Deformation Structures in Pressure Induced Recrystallized (PH1) KCl

Davies, D. E., and Comer, J. J.
Damage and Penetration of Implanted Ions in SiC
Intl. Conf. on Silicon Carbide, Miami Beach, Fla. (17-20 September 1973)

Davies, D. E., and Roosild, S. A.

Specific Observations of Radiation Effects in Semiconductors by Junction-Capacitance Techniques
Intl. Conf. on Defects in Semicond., Univ. of Reading, Reading, Eng. (19-21 July 1972)

Euler, F. K., Bouthilette, L. O., Kahan, A., and Stein, H. J. (Sandia Labs., Albuquerque, N. M.)
Neutron Displacement Damage in Heavily Doped GaAs
Intl. Conf. on Defects in Semicond., Univ. of Reading, Reading, Eng. (19-21 July 1972)

Evans, L. J.
Band Structure with Overlapping Potentials
Scattering from a Homogeneous Object of Arbitrary Shape  

FIELD, W. G.  
The Lore and Science of Diamonds  

FIELD, W. G., and SAMPSON, J. L.  
Growth of Rare Earth-Cobalt Compounds by Thermal Imaging  

GIANINO, P. D., and BENDOW, B.  
Optical Performance Evaluation of Infrared Transmitting Materials  

A Comparison of 10.6 μ Laser Damage in Sputtered Vs. Electron Beam Deposited Ge-Coated KCl  

Laser Induced Thermal Distortion of CO₂ Laser Window Materials  

KAHAN, A., LIPSON, H. G., and SKOLNIK, L. H.  
The Computation of the Absorption Coefficient from Colorimetric Data  

KENNEDY, J. K., and POTTER, W. D.  
The Effect of Various Growth Parameters on the Surface Morphology of Epitaxial GaAs  

KENNEDY, J. K., POTTER, W. D., and DAVIES, D. E.  
The Effect of the Hydrogen Carrier Gas Flow Rate on the Electrical Properties of Epitaxial GaAs Prepared in a Hydride System  

On the Role of Defect Charge State in the Stability of Point Defects In Silicon  

Defect Interaction in Neutron-Irradiated Lithium-Doped Silicon  
Intl. Conf. on Defects in Semicond., Univ. of Reading, Reading, Eng. (19-21 July 1972)

KLAUSUTIS, N., HUNT, M. H., ADAMS, J. A., WIENER, J., and BUCKSTEIN, J., CAPT.  
Preparation and Growth of Indium Phosphide  
Preparation and Properties of Rubidium Chloride Doped Solid Solutions
Conf. on High Power IR Laser Window Mats., Hyannis, Mass. (12-14 November 1973)

LPE Growth of SiC Using Transition Metal-Silicon Solvents
Intl. Conf. on Silicon Carbide - 1973, Miami Beach, Fla. (17-20 September 1973)


Posen, H.
The Mechanical Strengthening of Infrared Halide Windows
Conf. on High Power IR Laser Window Mats., Hyannis, Mass. (30 October - 1 November 1972)

Posen, H., Bruce, J. A., Coner, J. J., and Armington, A. F.
A Study of 10.6 μm Laser Induced Damage in Halide Crystals

10.6 μm Laser Damage in ZnSe

Properties of Large Polycrystalline KC1 Windows
Conf. on High Power IR Laser Window Mats., Hyannis, Mass. (30 October - 1 November 1972)

Roosld, S. A., Sheld, W. M., and Buchanan, B. L.
High Dose Gamma Radiation Effects on Solid State Electronic Devices

Ryan, C. E., Berman, I., and Marshall, R. C.
Thin Films of α and Silicon Carbide Prepared by Liquid Epoxy and by Sputtering
Intl. Conf. on Silicon Carbide - 1973, Miami Beach, Fla. (17-20 September 1973)

Ryan, C. E., Berman, I., Marshall, R. C., and Little, J. R.
The Influence of Annealing on Thin Films of Beta SiC
19th All-Union Conf. on Cryst. Growth, Tsakhkadzor, Armenian SSR (16-23 September 1972)

Sahagian, C. S.
Crystal Growth Technology (inv. lecture)
Armenian Acad. of Sci., Erivan, ASSR (25-26 September 1972)

Sampson, J. L., and Field, W. G.
Crucibleless CZochralski Crystal Growth

Sheld, W. M., Neamen, D. A., and Buchanan, B. L.
Rapid Anneal in MIS Transistors

Shepherd, F. D., Vickers, V. E., and Burke, E. A.
Prediction of Ionizing Radiation Noise in Infrared Sensors
IRIS Specialty Conf., San Diego, Calif. (22-23 September 1973)

Shepherd, F. D., Jr., and Yang, A. C.
Silicon Schottky Retinas for Infrared Imaging

Mid and Far Infrared Silicon Investigations of Thermal Lensing, Interference, and Thermal Radiation from Laser Windows

Mid and Far Infrared Silicon Investigations of Thermal Lensing, Interference, and Thermal Radiation from Laser Windows

A Doppler Shift Interferometric Technique for Measuring Small Absorption Coefficients

Ting, C. S., Berman, J. L. (N. Y. Univ.), and Bendow, B.
Theory of Multiphonon Absorption Including the Impurity
Vibrational Modes for an Ionic Crystal
Conf. on High Power IR Laser Window Mats., 
Hyannis, Mass. (12-14 November 1973)

Theory of Multiphonon Infrared Absorption Including 
Impurity Vibrational Modes for Ionic Crystals

Tsay, Y. F., Mitra, S. S. (Univ. of R. 1.), and Bandow, B.
Pressure and Stress Dependence of the Refractive Index in 
Transparent Crystals

Wilkening, W., Friedman, J. D., and Pitta, C. A.
Measurement of Stress-Induced Birefringence in Alkali Halides
1973 Conf. on High Power IR Laser Window Mats., 
Hyannis, Mass. (15-14 November 1973)

TECHNICAL REPORTS
JULY 1972 - JUNE 1974

Czochralski Growth of CdTe:Ga;
Third Conf. on High Power IR Laser Window Mats., 

Armstrong, A. F., Klausutis, N., and Savage, J. A. 
(Royal Radar Establishment, Great Malvern, Eng.)
Single Crystal Zinc Selenide by Vapor Transport 
Third Conf. on High Power IR Laser Window Mats., 
Nov. 12-14, 1973, Vol. II: Mats., 
AFCRL-TR-74-0085(I) (14 February 1974)

Bandow, B.
Correlation Function Theory of Multiphonon Absorption in 
Laser Window Materials

Bandow, B., and Gianino, P. D.
Stress and Pressure Dependence of the Refractive Index of 
Laser Window Materials
Third Conf. on High Power IR Laser Window Mats., 
AFCRL-TR-74-0085(I) (14 February 1974)

Bandow, B., Skolnik, L. H., and Gianino, P. D.
A Review of Research on Thermal Lasing from Laser Window Materials


Theory of Frequency and Temperature Dependence of 
Intrinsic Multiphonon Absorption in Laser Window Materials
Third Conf. on High Power IR Laser Window Mats., 
AFCRL-TR-74-0085(I) (14 February 1974)

Berman, I., Ryan, C. E., Marshall, R. C., and Lithner, J. R.
The Influence of Annealing on Thin Films of Beta SiC 
AFCRL-72-0737 (19 December 1972)

Bradford, J. N.
Absolute Yields of X-Ray Induced Photoemission from Metals 
AFCRL-72-0542 (25 August 1972)

Brown, R. N.
The Conductivity of Quartz After Electrolysis 
AFCRL-TR-73-0479 (31 July 1973)
The Analysis of Optical Surface Scattering from Epitaxial Films 
AFCRL-TR-73-0728 (28 November 1973)

Brown, R. N., and Kennedy, J. K.
Preparation and Optical Energy Gap of Epitaxial Films of 
In0.53P0.47 Alloys 
AFCRL-TR-74-0280 (20 June 1974)

Bruce, J. A., Comer, J. J., Collins, C. V., Maj., and Lipson, H. G.
Effects of Ion Beam Polishing on Alkali Halide Laser Window Materials
Third Conf. on High Power IR Laser Window Mats., 
Nov. 12-14, 1973, Vol. III: Surfaces, Coatings, 
AFCRL-TR-74-0085(III) (14 February 1974)

Deformation Structures in Pressure Induced Recrystallized (PIR) KCI 
Third Conf. on High Power IR Laser Window Mats., 
Nov. 12-14, 1973, Vol. II: Mats., 
AFCRL-TR-74-0085(II) (14 February 1974)

Nikula, J. V.
Charge State Effects on Annealing of Electron Irradiated Silicon 
AFCRL-TR-74-0239 (22 May 1974)
DIEHOLD, J. W., LT. COL., DE ANGELIS, H. M., and KIMBERLING, L. C. (Bell Labs., Murray Hill, N. J.);
FITZGERALD, J. J.
*Junction Capacitance Techniques to Characterize Radiation Damage in Silicon*
AFCRL-TR-73-0157 (12 March 1973)

EING, W. S.
*Polishing Methods for KCl*
AFCRL-TR-74-0134 (8 March 1974)

FIELD, W. G., and SAMPSON, J. L.
*A Vertical Thermal-Imaging Furnace for Single Crystal Growth*
AFCRL-TR-73-0386 (2 July 1973)

KAHAN, A.
*Free-Carrier Optical Effects in Gallium Arsenide*
AFCRL-TR-73-0122 (27 February 1973)

KAHAN, A., LIPSON, H. G., and SKOLNIK, L. H.
*The Computation of the Absorption Coefficient from Colorimetric Data*
AFCRL-TR-74-0085(I) (14 February 1974)

KULIN, S. A. (ManLabs, Inc., Cambridge, Mass.), and POSEN, H.
*Texture Studies in ZnSe*
AFCRL-TR-74-0085(II) (14 February 1974)

LIPSON, H. G., LARKIN, J. J., BENEDOW, B., and MITRA, S. S. (Univ. of R. I.)
*Impurity Absorption in KCl Windows*
AFCRL-TR-74-0085(I) (14 February 1974)

LIPSON, H. G., and LIGOR, P. A.
*Impurity, Surface and Imperfection Effects on 10.6 Micron Absorption in Alkali Halides*
(19 June 1973)

*Small Absorption Coefficient Measurement by Colorimetric and Spectral Emissance Techniques*
AFCRL-TR-74-0085(I) (14 February 1974)

LITTLET, J. R., MARSHALL, R. C., RYAN, C. E., HAWLEY, J. J., and BERMAN, I.
*A Unique High-Temperature, High-Pressure Crystal Growth System for Silicon carbide*
AFCRL-TR-73-0074 (4 January 1973)

*Surface Temperature Measurements for Ion Bombarded Si and GaAs at 1.0 to 2.0 eV*
AFCRL-TR-73-0660 (29 October 1973)

*Summary Report on Magnetic Bubble Material Radiation Hardness Study*
AFCRL-TR-74-0316 (16 July 1974)

LUHMANN, J. E.
*Defect Levels in Neutron-Irradiated GaAs Schottky Diodes and Laser Diode Degradation*
AFCRL-TR-73-0372 (1) (14 February 1974)

MITRA, S. S., NAMJOSHI, K. V., PAUL, D. K., TSAY, Y. F. (Univ. of R. I.), and BENEDOW, B.
*Optical Properties of Amorphous Materials for Laser Windows*
Third Conf. on High Power IR Laser Window Mats., Nov. 12-14, 1973, Vol. III: Surfaces, Coatings,
AFCRL-TR-74-0085(III) (14 February 1974)

*Preparation and Properties of Rubidium Chloride Doped Solid Solutions*
AFCRL-TR-74-0085(II) (14 February 1974)

PITHA, C. A. (Editor)
*Conference on High Power Infrared Laser Window Materials, October 20, 21 and November 1, 1972*
AFCRL-TR-73-0372(I & II) (19 June 1973)

PITHA, C. A., ARMINGTON, A. F., and POSEN, H. (Editors)
AFCRL-TR-74-0085(II) (14 February 1974)

PITHA, C. A., and BENEDOW, B. (Editors)
AFCRL-TR-74-0085(I) (14 February 1974)

PITHA, C. A., POSEN, H., and ARMINGTON, A. F. (Editors)
AFCRL-TR-74-0085(III) (14 February 1974)
POSEN, H., ARKINGTON, A. F., and BRUCE, J. A. 
Appropriate Hardening Mechanisms in Alkali Halide 
Materials for High Power 10.6 \mu m Window 
AFCRL-72-0434 (28 July 1972)

SHEPHERD, F. D., Jr., and VICKERS, V. E. 
Debris Gamma-Induced Limitations on the System 
Performance of an Extrinsic Infrared Sensor 
AFCRL-TR-73-0557 (2 August 1973)

SKOLNIK, L. H., BENDEW, B., GIANINO, P. D., and 
CROSS, E. F. (Aerosp. Corp., Los Angeles, Calif.) 
Mid and Far Infrared Vidicon Investigations of Thermal 
Lensing, Interference, and Thermal Radiation from Laser 
Windows 
Third Conf. on High Power IR Laser Window Mats., 
Nov. 12-14, 1973, Vol. III: Surfaces, Coatings, 
AFCRL-TR-74-0085(II) (14 February 1974)

SKOLNIK, L. H., BENDEW, B., GIANINO, P. D., and 
Laser Interference and Lensing Effects in the Transmission of High 
Power Laser Beams Through Infrared Windows 
Conf. on High Power IR Laser Window Mats., Oct. 30, 
(19 June 1973)

Phys. Lab.) 
A Doppler Shift Interferometric Technique for Measuring 
Small Absorption Coefficients 
AFCRL-TR-74-0001 (20 December 1973), 
Third Conf. on High Power IR Laser Window Mats., 
AFCRL-TR-74-0085(I) (14 February 1974)

TING, C. S., BIRMAN, J. L. (N. Y. Univ.), and BENDEW, 
B. 
Theory of Multiphonon Absorption Including the Impurity 
Vibrational Mode for an Ionic Crystal 
Proc. of 3rd Conf. on High Power IR Laser Window 
C. A. Pitha and B. Bendow, AFCRL-TR-74-0085 (1) 
(14 February 1974)

VICKERS, V. E., SHEPHERD, F. D., Jr., and BURKE, E. A. 
Ionizing Noise in Infrared Sensors 
AFCRL-TR-73-0750 (13 December 1973)

WILKENING, W. W., FRIEDMAN, J. D., and PITHA, C. A. 
Measurement of Stress-Induced Birefringence in Alkali 
Halides 
Third Conf. on High Power IR Laser Window Mats., 
AFCRL-TR-74-0086(I) (14 February 1974)
## Appendix A

### AFCRL Projects by Program Element

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program Element</th>
<th>Project Number, Title and Agency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>61101F</td>
<td>IN-HOUSE LABORATORY INDEPENDENT RESEARCH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ILIR Laboratory Director's Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61102F</td>
<td>DEFENSE RESEARCH SCIENCES AFCRL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2153</td>
<td>Electromagnetics of Hypersonic Flight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5620</td>
<td>Advanced Electromagnetic Materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5621</td>
<td>Physics of the Interaction of Energy with Solid Materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5631</td>
<td>Ionospheric Radio Physics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5634</td>
<td>Research in Quantum Electronics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5635</td>
<td>Electromagnetic and Electroacoustic Sensors and Devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5638</td>
<td>Research on Solid State Electronics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8600</td>
<td>Energetic Particle Environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8601</td>
<td>Geomagnetism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8603</td>
<td>Infrared and Optical Techniques</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8604</td>
<td>Meteorological Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8605</td>
<td>Upper Atmosphere Composition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8607</td>
<td>Earth Sciences and Technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8608</td>
<td>Solar Plasma Dynamics*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8617</td>
<td>Electrical Structure of Aerospace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8620</td>
<td>Cloud Physics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8627</td>
<td>Spectroscopic Studies of Upper Atmospheric Processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8658</td>
<td>Infrared Non-Equilibrium Radiative Mechanisms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8659</td>
<td>Space Power Research*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62101F</td>
<td>ENVIRONMENT AFCRL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4603</td>
<td>Generation and Propagation of Low Frequency Radio Waves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4642</td>
<td>Plasma Interactions and Microwave and Laser Systems*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4643</td>
<td>Aerospace Radio Propagation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6665</td>
<td>Balloon Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6670</td>
<td>Atmospheric Sensing Techniques</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6672</td>
<td>Weather Radar Techniques</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6687</td>
<td>Stratospheric Environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6688</td>
<td>Ultraviolet Radiation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6690</td>
<td>Atmospheric Density and Structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6698</td>
<td>Satellite Meteorology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7600</td>
<td>Geodesy for Naviguidance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7601</td>
<td>Electric and Magnetic Fields</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7605</td>
<td>Weather Modification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7621</td>
<td>Atmospheric Optics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7628</td>
<td>Geophysical and Geokinetic Effects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7635</td>
<td>Upper Atmospheric Dynamics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7639</td>
<td>Wave Propagation Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7649</td>
<td>Solar Environmental Effects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7655</td>
<td>Micrometeorology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7659</td>
<td>Aerospace Research Instrumentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7661</td>
<td>Polar Atmospheric Processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7663</td>
<td>Ionospheric Dynamics and Propagation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7670</td>
<td>IR Properties of the Environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8624</td>
<td>Variability of Meteorological Elements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8628</td>
<td>Mesoscale Weather Forecasting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8666</td>
<td>Space Environment Observing and Forecasting Techniques*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8682</td>
<td>Tropospheric Wave Propagation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix A

**AFCRL PROJECTS BY PROGRAM ELEMENT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program Element</th>
<th>Project Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>62102F MATERIALS</td>
<td>AFCRL Projects by Program Element</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7371</td>
<td>Magnetic Bubble Memory Investigation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62204F AEROSPACE AVIONICS</td>
<td>AFAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6096</td>
<td>Electronic Device and Circuitry Techniques</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6100</td>
<td>Electro-Optical Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62601F ADVANCED WEAPONS AND APPLICATIONS</td>
<td>AFWL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3326</td>
<td>Laser Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62702F GROUND ELECTRONICS</td>
<td>RADC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4600</td>
<td>Electromagnetic Radiation Techniques</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5573</td>
<td>Microwave Tubes/Devices</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition to the above continuing Air Force funded projects, AFCRL participates in joint programs supported by the following agencies:

1) U.S. Air Force:
   - Air Force Weapons Laboratory
   - Electronic Systems Division
   - Air Force Materials Laboratory
   - Space and Missile Systems Organization
   - Air Weather Service
   - Air Force Technical Applications Center
   - Air Force Flight Test Center

2) Advanced Research Projects Agency
3) National Aeronautics and Space Administration
4) Atomic Energy Commission
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### AFCRL Rocket and Satellite Program: July 1972 - June 1974

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Launch Site</th>
<th>Vehicle</th>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Scientist</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15 Jul 72</td>
<td>ADTC</td>
<td>Black Brant VB</td>
<td>Solar EUV</td>
<td>J. Higgins</td>
<td>Failure (V)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28 Jul 72</td>
<td>WOPS</td>
<td>Trailblazer II</td>
<td>Additives</td>
<td>J. L. Potier</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 Aug 72</td>
<td>WSMR</td>
<td>Aerobee 170</td>
<td>IR Stellar Sources</td>
<td>R. Walker</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 Aug 72</td>
<td>WSMR</td>
<td>Aerobee 170</td>
<td>Solar XUV</td>
<td>L. Heroux</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 Sep 72</td>
<td>CRR</td>
<td>Black Brant VA</td>
<td>PCA Study</td>
<td>J. Ulwick</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 Sep 72</td>
<td>CRR</td>
<td>Black Brant VA</td>
<td>Quiet Background</td>
<td>J. Ulwick</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Oct 72</td>
<td>WTR</td>
<td>STP 72-1</td>
<td>Proton and Alpha Isotope Detector</td>
<td>L. Katz</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Oct 72</td>
<td>WTR</td>
<td>Aerobee 170</td>
<td>Chaser</td>
<td>R. Huffman</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31 Oct 72</td>
<td>ADTC</td>
<td>Niro</td>
<td>TMA, Ba, NaLi</td>
<td>N. Rosenberg</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31 Oct 72</td>
<td>ADTC</td>
<td>Niro</td>
<td>Hiral Sphere</td>
<td>N. Rosenberg</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Nov 72</td>
<td>ADTC</td>
<td>Niro</td>
<td>COS, Na</td>
<td>A. Faire</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Nov 72</td>
<td>ADTC</td>
<td>Niro</td>
<td>Chemical Release</td>
<td>N. Rosenberg</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Nov 72</td>
<td>ADTC</td>
<td>Niro</td>
<td>Hiral Sphere</td>
<td>A. Faire</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Nov 72</td>
<td>ADTC</td>
<td>Nike Tomahawk</td>
<td>Chemical Release</td>
<td>N. Rosenberg</td>
<td>Failure (V)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Nov 72</td>
<td>ADTC</td>
<td>Nike Tomahawk</td>
<td>10° Sphere</td>
<td>A. Faire</td>
<td>Failure (V)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Dec 72</td>
<td>WSMR</td>
<td>Aerobee 170</td>
<td>IR Stellar Sources</td>
<td>R. Walker</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Dec 72</td>
<td>CRR</td>
<td>Black Brant VC</td>
<td>IR Airglow</td>
<td>A. T. Stair</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Dec 72</td>
<td>CRR</td>
<td>Astrobe D</td>
<td>IR Ionospheric Characteristics</td>
<td>J. Ulwick</td>
<td>Failure (V)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Dec 72</td>
<td>CRR</td>
<td>Ote Tomahawk</td>
<td>Neutral Mass Spectrometer</td>
<td>G. Philbrick</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Dec 72</td>
<td>CRR</td>
<td>Niro</td>
<td>7° Falling Sphere</td>
<td>J. Aarons</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Dec 72</td>
<td>CRR</td>
<td>Astrobe D</td>
<td>IR Ionosphere Characteristics</td>
<td>J. Ulwick</td>
<td>Partial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Dec 72</td>
<td>CRR</td>
<td>Niro</td>
<td>Polar Neutral Composition</td>
<td>C. Philbrick</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Dec 72</td>
<td>CRR</td>
<td>Niro</td>
<td>7° Falling Sphere</td>
<td>A. Faire</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 Mar 73</td>
<td>FFRR</td>
<td>Astrobe D</td>
<td>OH Background</td>
<td>A. T. Stair</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 Mar 73</td>
<td>FFRR</td>
<td>Black Brant V</td>
<td>Auroral Emission (ICECAP)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 Mar 73</td>
<td>FFRR</td>
<td>Palute Tomahawk</td>
<td>Auroral Characteristics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 Mar 73</td>
<td>FFRR</td>
<td>Black Brant VC</td>
<td>Ionospheric Characteristics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 Mar 73</td>
<td>FFRR</td>
<td>Palute Tomahawk</td>
<td>TMA, 10° Falling Sphere</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Apr 73</td>
<td>FFRR</td>
<td>Astrobe D</td>
<td>Enhanced OH</td>
<td>A. T. Stair</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 Apr 73</td>
<td>WSMR</td>
<td>Ote Tomahawk</td>
<td>O₃ &amp; OH &amp; O₂ Photometers</td>
<td>L. Weeks</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:**
- WOPS — Wallops Island
- WSMR — White Sands Missile Range, New Mexico
- CRR — Churchill Rocket Range, Manitoba, Canada
- ADTC — Armament Development Test Center, Eglin AFB, Florida
- WTR — Western Test Range, Vandenberg AFB, California
- FFRR — Poker Flat Rocket Range, Alaska
# Appendix B

**AFCRL ROCKET AND SATELLITE PROGRAM: JULY 1972 - JUNE 1974**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Launch Site</th>
<th>Vehicle</th>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Scientist</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16 Apr 73</td>
<td>WSMR</td>
<td>Ute Tomahawk</td>
<td>O$_3$ &amp; O$_2$ Photometer, Geiger X-Ray</td>
<td>L. Weeks</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 Apr 73</td>
<td>WSMR</td>
<td>Aerobee 150</td>
<td>UV Absorption</td>
<td>F. LeBlanc</td>
<td>Failure (P)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 May 73</td>
<td>Natal, Brazil</td>
<td>Castor-Lance</td>
<td>IR Markov Layer</td>
<td>R. Walker</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Jun 73</td>
<td>CRR</td>
<td>Ute Tomahawk</td>
<td>Mass Spectrometer, Scintillation</td>
<td>R. Narcisi</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 Jun 73</td>
<td>CRR</td>
<td>Ute Tomahawk</td>
<td>Mass Spectrometer, Scintillation</td>
<td>R. Narcisi</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Aug 73</td>
<td>WOPS</td>
<td>Black Brant</td>
<td>Diagnostic</td>
<td>E. Mansfield</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Aug 73</td>
<td>WSMR</td>
<td>Aerobee 150</td>
<td>Bremstrahlung</td>
<td>H. Cohen</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Sep 73</td>
<td>WSMR</td>
<td>Ute Tomahawk</td>
<td>Vehicle Potential Stabilization</td>
<td>C. Sherman</td>
<td>Failure (P)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 Sep 73</td>
<td>PFRR</td>
<td>Ute Tomahawk</td>
<td>Polar Disturbed Ionosphere</td>
<td>R. Nadile</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 Sep 73</td>
<td>PFRR</td>
<td>Ute Tomahawk</td>
<td>Polar Disturbed Ionosphere</td>
<td>R. Nadile</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 Sep 73</td>
<td>Natal, Brazil</td>
<td>Paiute Tomahawk</td>
<td>O$_3$, O$_2$, X-Ray</td>
<td>L. Weeks</td>
<td>Failure (P)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 Sep 73</td>
<td>Natal, Brazil</td>
<td>Ute Tomahawk</td>
<td>7&quot; Sphere</td>
<td>A. Faire</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Oct 73</td>
<td>WSMR</td>
<td>Astrobee D</td>
<td>IR Detector, Radiometer</td>
<td>J. Ulwick</td>
<td>Partial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Oct 73</td>
<td>WSMR</td>
<td>Astrobee D</td>
<td>IR Detector, Radiometer</td>
<td>J. Ulwick</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 Oct 73</td>
<td>ADTC</td>
<td>Niro</td>
<td>TMA Release</td>
<td>N. Rosenberg</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 Oct 73</td>
<td>ADTC</td>
<td>Ute Tomahawk</td>
<td>NO Release, Photometers</td>
<td>N. Rosenberg</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 Oct 73</td>
<td>ADTC</td>
<td>Niro</td>
<td>TMA Release</td>
<td>N. Rosenberg</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 Oct 73</td>
<td>ADTC</td>
<td>Niro</td>
<td>BA Release</td>
<td>N. Rosenberg</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 Oct 73</td>
<td>ADTC</td>
<td>Ute Tomahawk</td>
<td>Al Vapor</td>
<td>N. Rosenberg</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 Oct 73</td>
<td>ADTC</td>
<td>Niro</td>
<td>TMA Release</td>
<td>N. Rosenberg</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 Oct 73</td>
<td>ADTC</td>
<td>Ute Tomahawk</td>
<td>TMA Release</td>
<td>N. Rosenberg</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 Oct 73</td>
<td>ADTC</td>
<td>Paiute Tomahawk</td>
<td>Na/Li/Br/Fe, 7&quot; Sphere</td>
<td>N. Rosenberg</td>
<td>Failure (V)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 Oct 73</td>
<td>ADTC</td>
<td>Black Brant IVA</td>
<td>VLF Propagation</td>
<td>L. Herous</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 Oct 73</td>
<td>ADTC</td>
<td>Black Brant IVA</td>
<td>VLF Propagation</td>
<td>L. Herous</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Nov 73</td>
<td>WSMR</td>
<td>Aerobee 170</td>
<td>EUV</td>
<td>W. Romani</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Dec 73</td>
<td>WOPS</td>
<td>Trailblazer</td>
<td>Reentry Microwave Physics</td>
<td>C. Philbrick</td>
<td>Partial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Dec 73</td>
<td>CRR</td>
<td>Ute Tomahawk</td>
<td>Mass Spectrometer — O$_3$, O$_2$ — Photometers</td>
<td>F. Marcos</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 Dec 73</td>
<td>WTR</td>
<td>AE-C</td>
<td>Tri-Axial Accelerometer</td>
<td>H. Himeregger</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 Dec 73</td>
<td>WTR</td>
<td>AE-C</td>
<td>EUV Spectrophotometer</td>
<td>J. Ulwick</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Feb 74</td>
<td>PFRR</td>
<td>Astrobee D</td>
<td>TMA Tracking</td>
<td>J. Ulwick</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 Feb 74</td>
<td>PFRR</td>
<td>Black Brant VC</td>
<td>CVF &amp; Photometer</td>
<td>J. Ulwick</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 Feb 74</td>
<td>PFRR</td>
<td>Ute Tomahawk</td>
<td>Density — Hibal</td>
<td>A. Faire</td>
<td>Failure (V)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 Feb 74</td>
<td>WSMR</td>
<td>Aerobee 350</td>
<td>IR Stellar Sources</td>
<td>R. Walker</td>
<td>Partial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 Feb 74</td>
<td>WSMR</td>
<td>Ute Tomahawk</td>
<td>Density</td>
<td>J. Geary</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 Feb 74</td>
<td>PFRR</td>
<td>Black Brant VC</td>
<td>HIRIS</td>
<td>A. T. Stair</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Launch Site</td>
<td>Vehicle</td>
<td>Experiment</td>
<td>Scientist</td>
<td>Results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29 Mar 74</td>
<td>FFR</td>
<td>Block 9</td>
<td>Mass Spectrometer and Langmuir Probe</td>
<td>J. Ulrick</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28 Mar 74</td>
<td>CRR</td>
<td>Ute Tomlak</td>
<td>Mass Spectrometer and Langmuir Probe</td>
<td>R. Nordi</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Apr 74</td>
<td>CRR</td>
<td>Ute Tomlak</td>
<td>Mass Spectrometer and Langmuir Probe</td>
<td>R. Nordi</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Apr 74</td>
<td>CRR</td>
<td>Ute Tomlak</td>
<td>Mass Spectrometer and Langmuir Probe</td>
<td>R. Nordi</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Apr 74</td>
<td>CRR</td>
<td>Ute Tomlak</td>
<td>Negative Mass Spectrometer</td>
<td>R. Nordi</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Apr 74</td>
<td>CRR</td>
<td>Ute Tomlak</td>
<td>Negative Mass Spectrometer</td>
<td>R. Nordi</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 Apr 74</td>
<td>FFR</td>
<td>Ute Tomlak</td>
<td>Negative Mass Spectrometer</td>
<td>R. Nordi</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 Apr 74</td>
<td>FFR</td>
<td>Ute Tomlak</td>
<td>Negative Mass Spectrometer</td>
<td>R. Nordi</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29 Jun 74</td>
<td>WOPS</td>
<td>Akron 170</td>
<td>Neutral Mass Spectrometer, E-Field (ALADDIN)</td>
<td>L. Hronke</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 Jun 74</td>
<td>WOPS</td>
<td>Akron 170</td>
<td>Neutral Mass Spectrometer, E-Field (ALADDIN)</td>
<td>L. Hronke</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 Jun 74</td>
<td>WOPS</td>
<td>Akron 170</td>
<td>Neutral Mass Spectrometer, E-Field (ALADDIN)</td>
<td>L. Hronke</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 Jun 74</td>
<td>WOPS</td>
<td>Akron 170</td>
<td>Neutral Mass Spectrometer, E-Field (ALADDIN)</td>
<td>L. Hronke</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 Jun 74</td>
<td>WOPS</td>
<td>Akron 170</td>
<td>Neutral Mass Spectrometer, E-Field (ALADDIN)</td>
<td>L. Hronke</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 Jun 74</td>
<td>WOPS</td>
<td>Akron 170</td>
<td>Neutral Mass Spectrometer, E-Field (ALADDIN)</td>
<td>L. Hronke</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 Jun 74</td>
<td>WOPS</td>
<td>Akron 170</td>
<td>Neutral Mass Spectrometer, E-Field (ALADDIN)</td>
<td>L. Hronke</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 Jun 74</td>
<td>WOPS</td>
<td>Akron 170</td>
<td>Neutral Mass Spectrometer, E-Field (ALADDIN)</td>
<td>L. Hronke</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 Jun 74</td>
<td>WOPS</td>
<td>Akron 170</td>
<td>Neutral Mass Spectrometer, E-Field (ALADDIN)</td>
<td>L. Hronke</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 Jun 74</td>
<td>WOPS</td>
<td>Akron 170</td>
<td>Neutral Mass Spectrometer, E-Field (ALADDIN)</td>
<td>L. Hronke</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 Jun 74</td>
<td>WOPS</td>
<td>Akron 170</td>
<td>Neutral Mass Spectrometer, E-Field (ALADDIN)</td>
<td>L. Hronke</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 Jun 74</td>
<td>WOPS</td>
<td>Akron 170</td>
<td>Neutral Mass Spectrometer, E-Field (ALADDIN)</td>
<td>L. Hronke</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 Jun 74</td>
<td>WOPS</td>
<td>Akron 170</td>
<td>Neutral Mass Spectrometer, E-Field (ALADDIN)</td>
<td>L. Hronke</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* = Vehicle
# = Payload
This is the seventh in a series of Reports on Research at the Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories. This report covers a two-year interval. It was written primarily for Air Force and DOD managers of research and development and more particularly for officials in Headquarters Air Force Systems Command, for the Director of Science and Technology (DL), and for the Commanders of and the Laboratories within DL. It is intended that the report will have interest to an even broader audience. For this latter audience, the report, by means of a survey discussion, attempts to relate the programs of the larger scientific field of which they are a part. The work of each of the laboratories is discussed as a separate chapter. Additionally, the report includes an introductory chapter on AFCRL management and logistic activities related to the reporting period.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KEY WORDS</th>
<th>LINK A</th>
<th>LINK B</th>
<th>LINK C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Upper Atmosphere Physics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper Atmosphere Chemistry</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prediction of Meteorological Extremes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microwave Acoustics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Millimeter Wave Propagation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal Processing and Detection</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balloon Technology</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rocket Instrumentation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plasma Physics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy Conversion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar Plasma Dynamics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar Astronomy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ionospheric Physics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trans-Ionospheric Signal Propagation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meteorology</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geology</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gravity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seismology</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geodesy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geokinetics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optical Physics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser Physics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Solid State</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiation Damage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystal Growth and Characterization</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electromagnetic Wave Propagation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>